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VENUS RADAR MAPPING FROM THE VENERA 15 AND 16
SPACECRAFTS: RESULTS AND RESTRICTIONS. E.L.
Akim I, A. I. Zakharov2, and A. P. Krivtsov 2, IInstitute of Applied
Mathematics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia, _.nstitute of
Radioengineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences,
Russia.
This report contains a description of the results of the Venus
northern hemisphere radar survey in 1983-1984 from the Venera 15
and 16 spaceerdts, In addition, we discuss some peculiarities in the
function of the radar equipment that defined the technology of SAR
data processing. Among these peculiarities are insufficient calibra-
tion of SAR and radar altimeter and erroneous automatic gain
control data transmission from the spacecrafts.
As a result, the procedure of image synthesis and mosaicking
contained multistage image brighmess corrections. This led to the
fact that the average image brighmess in a spot 1130 km in diameter
was constant everywhere in the mosaics.
Twenty-seven radarmosaics in the Lambert-Hanss conic projec-
tion with 1-2-kin spatial resolution covering 25% of the surface of
Venus have been produced.
A Vgnus surface roughnes s map was constructed by joint pro-
cessing_f SAR @d altimeter data. The mutual calibration of the
SAR and altimeter was made in the special radar gession, when the
SAR and altimeter were declined from the local vertical at the same
angle.
The possibility of estimating relative variations in surface re-
flection properties over a tens-of-kilometers interval from Venera
images is still being considered.
Joint analysis of the coordinates of small features on the Venera
and Magellan images is one more approach being used to refine the
,, .,S9-
LOCAL-TIME ASYMMETRIES IN THE VENUS THERMO-
SPHERE. M.J. Alexander l, A. I. F. Stewart t, and S.W.
Bougher 2, ILaboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics, Univer-
sity of Colorado, Boulder CO 80309, USA, 2Lunar and Planetary
Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson AZ 85721, USA.
Our current understanding of the global sta-ucture and dynamics
of the Venus thermosphere is embodied in models such as the Venus
Thermospheric General Circulation Model (VTGCM, [1]) and
empirical composition models such as VILLA [2] and VTS3 [3]. To
fu'st order the thermosphere is symmetrical about the axis through
the subsolar and antisolar points. Solar radiation at extreme ultra-
violet and infrared wavelengths heats the dayside thermosphere and
drives a subsolar-to-antisolar (SS-AS) circulation pattern with
strong winds (250-300 m/s) across the terminator. This circulation
advects low mass atoms (H and He) and heat from the dayside to the
nightside. The forcing provided by the solar heating is strong, such
that the VTGCM has had to include a prescribed wave drag term to
slow the winds and match diurnal variations in temperature and O
and CO.
This simple symmetric picture is modified by a thermospheric
"superrotation," i.e., the thermospheric winds also have a westward
(in the same direction as the lower atmosphere rotation) zonal
LPI Contribution No. 789 1
component with a magnitude of approximately 50--75 ntis. Since the
thermospheric winds have never been measured directly, this has
been inferred from nightside density and nightglow distributions
that have been associated with the night.side convergence point of
the SS-AS circulation. Hydrogen and He peak in density on the
nightside, but not at the antisolar point. Their density peaks are
shifted into the early morning hours at 5 a.m. and 3 a.m. respec-
tively. Nightglow emissions from NO that are also associated with
the antisolar convergence of the winds have been observed to peak
at 2 to 3 a.m. local time. The current VTGCM includes this
superrotation with an asymmetric Rayleigh drag prescription.
We have completed an analysis of ultraviolet images of Venu_
at 130 nm acquired by the Pioneer Venus Orbiter Ultraviolet
Spectrometer (PVOUVS). This emission originates from oxygen
atoms in the Venus thermosphere. Oxygen is one of the main
constituents at these altitudes, and so with careful modeling we can
infer important information about the structure of the thermosphere
from these data. In situ measurements of thermospheric densities
[4] were only accomplished at low latitudes and near the maximum
in solar activity, while the PVOUVS images show latitudes from
60°S to the north pole and now span an entire solar activity cycle.
We have examined 97 images spanning the 10-year period between
1980 and 1990, and have developed a technique for global radiative
transfer modeling with which we create synthetic models of each
image analyzed [5,6]. The models incorporate our current under-
standing of the thermosphere described above. We study the ratio of
data and model images to remove observational geometry artifacts.
In these ratio images we have found a persistent pattern in 130-nm
brightness that is present in every image analyzed. It appears as an
asymmetry in local time with lowest values at the morning termina-
tor and relatively high values in the late afternoon. To examine the
average structure of these patterns, we map each ratio image into
latitude and local time, and average them to create a map of solar-
locked features. Figure 1 shows the result. We can relate these sol,r-
locked brightness patterns directly to variations in atomic oxygen,
and find that the a.m. to p.m. densities differ by up to a factor of 2
where the VTGCM predicts only a 5% variation. The asymmetry is
present only at latitudes poleward of 30 °. and so was not observed
in the in situ measurements taken at equatorial latitudes.
We have developed a hypothesis for understanding the persistent
local-time asymmetry observed in Fig. I as a signature of vertically
propagating internal gravity waves interacting with the thermo-
spheric SS-AS cirulafion. If the source for these waves is presumed
to be in the upper cloud deck or just above, and if they saturate in the
thermosphere, they will create a striking asymmetry in eddy diffu-
sion with local time. Experiments we have conducted with the
VTGCM suggest that such variations in eddy diffusion can account
for the oxygen variations we observe in the PVOUVS data. We use
a parameterization first developed by Lindzen [7] to study varia-
tions in eddy diffusion with local time. The magnitude of the eddy
diffusion K is a strong function of the difference between the mean
zonal wind speed and the phase speed of the wave,
So waves with predominantly westward phase speeds--like those
forced in the upper clouds--will interact very differently with the
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Fig. 1. Contours of brightness ratio (data/model) of the 130-nm emission
displaying the local-time asymmetry (see text). The brightness ratio pauerns
can be thought of as anomalous patterns in O. (a) and (b) are derived from two
different types of PVOUVS data: (a) contains more data, so it beUer displays
the northern hemisphere panern, but in (b) we can see to more southerly
latitudes. The northern hemisphere pauern is mirrored there.
westward afternoon winds than with the eastward morning winds.
Figure 2 shows some example eddy diffusion profiles calculated
with this method. Early morning a.m. values arc typically a factor
of I0 or more larger than corresponding p.m. values. These local-
time asymmetries will be discussed in more detail in the context of
several scenarios for the middle atmosphere wave forcing. This
same mechanism can also give rise to asymmetric wave drag forces
thathave thepotential for generating the thermospheric superrotation.
The mechanism for/n situ forcing of the thermospheric superrotation
is still considered a mystery, so this corollary provides strong
support to our cloud-level wave source hypothesis.
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Fig. 2. Eddy diffusion coefficients characteristic of 8 t.m. and 4 p.m. wind
profiles derived with the Lindzen parameterization [7]. Also shown are the
VTGCM and yon Zahn et al. [8] one-dimensional photochemical model K for
reference.
References: [1] Bougher et al. (1988) Icarus, 73, 545-573.
[2] Keating et al. (1986)Adv. Space Res., 5, 117-171. [3] Hedin et
al. (1983) JGR, 88, 73--83. [4] Niemann et al. (1980) JGR, 85,
7817-7827. [5] Meier R. R. and I.e.e J.-S. (I 982) Planet. Space Sci.,
30, 439-450. [6] Alexander et al. (1991) Bull. AAS, 23, 1194.
[7] Lindzen R. S. (1981) JGR, 86, 9707--9714. [8} yon Zahn et al.
(1980) JGR, 85, 7829-7840.
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RINGED IMPACT CRATERS ON VENUS: AN ANALYSIS
FROM MAGELLAN IMAGES. Jim S. Alexopoulos and William
B. McKinnon, Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences and
McDonnell Center for the Space Sciences, Washington University,
St. Louis MO 63130, USA.
We have analyzed cycle 1 Magellan images covering -90q'o of
the venusian surface and have identified 55 unequivocal peak-ring
craters and multiringed impact basins. This comprehensive study
(52 peak-ring craters and at least 3 multiringed impact basins)
complements our earlier independent analysis of Arecibo and
Venera images and initial Magellan data [1,2] and that of the
Magellan team [3].
Peak-ring craters are characterized by an outer, well-del'med
radar-bright rim, and an inner bright ring defined by a concentric
arrangement of isolated and sometimes clustered peaks. The general
appearance of venusian peak-ring craters, including their inner rings
and crater rims, is morphologically similar to equivalent structures
on the Moon, Mars, and Mercury. Some venusian peak rings,
however, are distorted in shape (noncircular outline of inner ring)
and off-center. Ejecta morphologies around peak-ring craters vary
from regular and symmetric, including those due to oblique impact,
to irregular and asymmetric. Many peak-ring craters exhibit out-
flow channels. The outflows emanate from within the crater and
breach the crater rim (e.g., Cleopatra), while others extend away
from the distal end of the ejecta blanket or have been incorporated
within the main ejecta deposit (e.g., Cochran). The interiors of most
peak-ring craters are radar-dark or smooth (similar to surrounding
plains), although some are bright. A few larger craters are com-
pletely flooded and show no interior structure or inner ring (e.g.,
Koidula, -70 km in diameter, and Alcott, -65 km in diameter). The
radar-smooth signature of the interior is likely due to postimpact
resurfacing, either volcanism or (possibly differentiated) impact
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melt. Many peak-ring craters also exhibit radar-bright returns
associated with rough material around peaks. Numerous central-
peak sa, actures and peak-ring craters also show darker regions at the
periphery of the crater floor. These are probably areas of localized
flooding, or possibly pools of impact melt. A few structures also
exhibit radar-bright regions near the periphery of the floor that may
representslumped materialfrom thecraterrlm.Fractures(orridges)
associatedwithsome structures(i.e.,Isabella,-170km indiameter,
and Mona Lisa,~81 km indiameter)exhibitaradialand concentric
patterninteriortotheinnerring.This tectonicfabricisthepossible
manifestationof stressesassociatedwith viscous relaxation.
A plot of crater-rim to peak-ring diameter ratio against crater
diameter (Fig. 1) shows that this ratio is relatively large (-5) at the
transition diameter from central-peak craters and declines to less
than 2 at larger diameters. The onset diameter to peak-ring forms on
Venus is -40 km[ 1], although peak-ring craters as small as -30 km
in diameter have now been identified (Fig. 1). The inner rings of
these smaller smactures are usually comprised of small, isolated,
and concentrically arranged peaks, and thus are not as distinct as the
coherent ring mountains of larger peak-ring craters. These smaller
peak-ring forms represent transitional forms between complex
craters with central and multiple peaks and well-developed peak-
ring craters. The fact that ratios are larger at the transition and that
ring ratios decrease with crater size is consistent with peak-ring
crater formation being an extension of the process of central peak
formation. Specifically, peak rings may form by hydrodynamic
uplift and subsequent collapse of an increasingly unstable central
peak. Upon collapse, excess material may be redistributed around
the central collapse area, forming a cluster of multiple peaks or a
small ring of concentrically arranged peaks. At larger scales,
complete peak collapse may allow for a relatively wider redistribu-
tion of material, leading to smaller ring diameter ratios. Lending
support to this argument may be the radar-bright returns associated
with, and sometimes surrounding, the concentrically arranged peaks
and with the central peak or peak complexes of larger complex
craters. This brighter zone may be rougher material (at radar
wavelength scales) associated with the central peak collapse pro-
cess. On the other hand, no craters with both a peak ring and central
peak have been identified, in contrast with the Moon, Mercury, and
Mars. The scatter in ring ratios at a given crater diameter (Fig. 1) is
real. A possible explanation is that the degree of hydrodynamic
collapse of the central peak and subsequent modification, for a given
crater size, depends on differences in regional postshock target rock
properties (specifically, the effective viscosity and yield strength).
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The declining ring ratio with diameter trend in Fig. 1 is similar
to that observed for peak-ring craters on Mercury [13.], albeit over
a smaller-scale range. Most of the larger ringed craters with ratios
of -2 or less are similar in appearance to the smaller peak-ring
forms. They exhibit an inner ring of isolated and concentrically
arranged massifs (e.g., Marie Celeste, -97 km in diameter, and
Bonnevie, -84 km in diameter), i.e., they have a distinct peak ring.
However, others (e.g., Mona Lisa) exhibit very bright radar returns
from continuous ridgelike portions of the inner ring that may
actually be scarps. Scarplike inner rings may represent a new class
of impact structure, intermediate between peak-ring craters and true
multiringed basins, or the degree of floor uplift may simply be
pronounced for the largest peak-ring craters. The fact that the ejecta
deposits extend away from the rim of Mona Lisa means that the
inner ring probably formed within the present crater rim. This is
unlike venusian multiringed basins, where ejecta deposits can be
seen to extend away from the In-st ring interior to the outer ring,
implying that the outer ring formed outside what would approxi-
mate the crater rim in a smaller complex crater.
The transition from central-peak to peak-ring forms occurs at a
range of diameters on the terrestrial planets that are determined
mainly by surface gravity and postshock material properties [2,4].
The observed average onset diameter of --40 km is consistent with
our previous study [2] and. along with the transitions on the other
terrestrial planets, supports our conclusion that the effective v iscos-
ity of cratered rubble during the modification stage is linearly
proportional to crater diameter.
Of the four largest ringed craters yet identified on Venus, three
appear to be multiringed impact basins. Klenova (-144 km in
diameter). Lise Meimer (-148 km in diameter), and Mead (-270 kan
in diameter) are morphologically different from peak-ring craters.
but similar to larger muhiringed basin forms on the Moon, specifi-
cally Orientale. Our initial classification [1.2] of Klenova as a
multiringed basin was based on the scarplike appearance of its outer
rings as identified in Vencra images. The Magellan image of
Klenova confirms our initial interpretation. Klenova exhibits three
distinct rings: an inner ring of concentrically arranged peaks (peak-
ring) analogous to Orlentsle' s Inner Rook, and two outer rings (main
and intermediate) that we interpret to be possible fault scarps similar
to Orientale's Cordillera ring and Outer Rook respectively. The
ejecta blanket, not as evident in Venera images, is distinct and
symmetrical and shows fields of secondary craters beyond the
continuous ejecta deposits.
The Arecibo image of Lise Meimcr exhibits two distinct radar-
bright rings that we interpret to be scarplike and thus similar to
Orientale's Cordillera ring and Outer Rook. The interior of Mei_cr
is uniformly radar dark, implying a likely smooth floorofpostimpact
volcanic deposits. Meimer also exhibiLs an outer, radar-bright
feature, which is at the correct spacing to be a possible partial ring,
and a feature,-9 km in width, interior to the inner ring that may be
another ring or, more likely, a terrace similar to that produced by
slumping of complex craters (Fig. 2). Analysis of the cycle 2
Magellan image of Meitoer should better reveal the nature of these
structuralelements.
The largestimpact sm_cture identifiedon Venus, Mead. is
comprised of two distinct rings. The radar-bright returns associated
with each ring and an initial topographic evaluation indicate that the
two rings are possible fault scarps analogous to Orientale's Cordil-
lera ring and Outer Rook. The radar appearance of the ejecta
deposits around Meadis suppressed relative to and not as distinct as
that of peak-ring craters, but ejecta do occur between the two rings
and extend across the outer one. The uniform radar returns associ-
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ated with Mead's interior probably indicate flooding of the topo-
graphically lower and relatively flat basin floor, with fracturing
(mainly toward the center) producing locally radar-bright returns.
Isabella, with a diameter of -170 kin, is a ringed crater of the
same scale, but its interior has been extensively flooded. A partially
concenwic arrangement of isolated peaks defines the remnants of an
inner ring and a possible intermediate ring, both within the well-
defined crater rim. The diameter ratio of the crater rim to the inner
ring of peaks is roughly 2. If the intermediate ring, or a remnant
thereof, can be shown to be scarplike in nature, then Isabella would
also be a multiringed basin as interpreted here.
The ring diameter ratios of the three unequivocal multiringed
impact basins are distinctly different from peak-ring craters (Fig. 1),
although they follow the trend of decreasing ring ratios with
increasing diameter. The ring diameter ratios for the two most
distinct rings for Klenova, Meimer, and Mead are -1.6, -1.6, and
-1.4 respectively. Also, ring ratios for Klenova's intermediate ring
to peak ring is -1.4, as is Meitner's partial ring to main ring. These
ring ratios are close to the 42 ratio suggested for Orientale and
other lunar multiring basins, thus supporting the multiringed basin
analogy. Finally, theoretical arguments [1,2] support the formation
of muhiringed basins on Venus at these scales (>100-150-km
diameter).
References: [11 Alexopoulos J. S. et al. (1991) LPSC XXII,
13-14. [2] Alexopoulos J. S. and McKinnon W. B. (1992) Icarus,
submitted. [3] Schaber 0. G. et al. (1992) JGR, submitted. [4] Melosh
H. J. (1989) Impact Cratering: A Geologic Process, Oxford, New
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IS ISHTAR TERRA A THICKENED BASALTIC CRUST?
Jafar Arkani-Hamed, Deparmaent of Geological Sciences, McGill
University, Montreal, Canada, H3A 2A7.
The mountain belts oflshtar Terra and the surrounding tesserae
are interpreted as compressional regions [1,2,3]. The gravity and
surface topography of western Ishtar Terra suggest a thick crust of
60-110 km [4,5] that results from crustal thickening through
tectonic processes. Underthrusting was proposed for the regions
along Danu Montes [6] and Itzpapalotl Tessera [7]. Crustal thicken-
ing was suggested for the entire Ishtar Terra [8]. In this study, three
lithospheric models with total thicknesses of 40, 75, and 120 km and
initial crustal thicknesses of 3, 9, and 18 km are examined. These
models could be produced by partial melting and chemical differen-
tiation in the upper mantle of a colder, an Earth-like, and a hotter
Venus having temperatures of respectively 1300"C, 1400°C, and
1500°C at the base of their thermal boundary layers associated with
mantle convection. The effects of basalt-granulite-eclogite trans-
formation (BGET) on the surface topography of a thickening
basaltic on_t is investigated adopting the experimental phase
diagram [9] and density variations through the phase transformation
[10].
Figure la shows the thermal evolution of the lithosphere of the
cold Venus model with a linear crustal thickening of 0.5 km/m.y.
followed by an exponential thickening for only 20 m.y. starting at
100 m.y. with a characteristic time of 20 m.y. (the main results arc
not very sensitive to these values; see below). Figure Âb shows the
stability field of different phases that basalt enters. The BGET
begins when the crust reaches a thickness of 7 km, and cclogite
appears when the crust thickens beyond 70 kin. Geologically
speaking, the BGET is assumed to be instantaneous. Ahren and
Schubert [11] suggested that cold basalt may take several tens of
millions of years to transform to eclogite, and based on this
suggestion 'Corder Bruegge and Head [5] proposed that Maxwell
Montes are 65 m.y. old. However, the recent crater distribution
obtained from Magellan data suggests that the average age of Ishtar
Terra is similar to that elsewhere on Venus, 500 m.y. [12,13]. To
assess the effects of the time lag in the phase change, the crustal
thickening is halted at 120 m.y. and the cn_t is allowed to reach
thermal equilibrium for the next 80 m.y. The temperature increase
does not significantly reduce the volume proportion of eclogite.
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Fig. 1. Themaal evolution of the cold Venus model with a thickening crusL
The numbers on the curves a_ tempenttures in *C. Figure Ib shows the
existing phases.0 =undepletedperidotite, 1= depleted peridotite,2 = basaltic
crust,3 = granulite, _nd 4 = eclogite.
The surface topography produced by crustal thickening is deter-
mined assuming Airy isostasy with a compensation depth at 150 km
as suggested for the western part oflshtar Terra [ 14]. Figure 2 shows
the resulting topography with (curve l) and without (curve 2) taking
into account the BGET. The density of basalt is 2900 kg/m 3 at room
temperature. That of granulite increases linearly and reaches -3500
kg/m 3 when eclogite appears. Also taken into account is the density
decrease with temperature. The constant density model in Fig. 2 is
similar to that of B indschadler et al.'s [8] at steady-state condition,
taking into account the density differences of the two models.
However, in a more realistic model with the BGET, the surface
topography attains a maximum of 1.8 km with a total crustal
thickness of 38 kin, beyond which the topography decreases due to
sinking of the denser assemblages into the mantle. Halting the
crustal thickening causes a rebound of the crust, but not enough
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Fig. 2. The surface topography pcoducodby the crustal shortening of the
coldVenus model with (curve 1) and without (curve 2) taking the BEET into
account.Point B approximates Bindschadlere.s.al.'s (8] model andpoint M is
the approximate height of Maxwell Moutes.
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Fig. 3. "l_e surface topography produced by the crustal thickening of the
cold (1300), the Birth-like (1400), md the hot (1500) Venus models. The
curves a, b, and c denote the thickening rates of 0.5, 0.25, and O.167 kmhn.y.,
respectively. The compensation depths arc at 150 kin, except for the curve 4
whose compensationdepth is at 200 kin.
rebound to l_rocluce a significant surface elevation. Not only is it
impossible to produce a high plateau, but it is quite possible to
produce a basin.
The factors that could affect the surface topography of a thick-
enlng crust are (1) the initial temperature distribution in the litho-
sphere, (2) thickening rate of the crust. (3) depth of compensation,
and (4) total thickness of the crust. Figure 2 shows the surface
topography produced by lithospheric models assuming linear thick-
ening of the crust. There are three sets of curves in each figure. Sets
1, 2, and 3 show the effects of the initial temperature distributions
corresponding to lithospheres 100, 200, and 300 m.y. old. Within a
given set, the curves a, b, and c axe for thickening rates of 0.5, 0.25,
and 0.167 lcm/m.y, respectively. In la and 2a the thickening was
halted after 100 m.y., and in lb after 200 m.y., allowing the
lithosphere to reach thermal equilibrium. Curve 4 shows compen-
sation at 200 km depth. None of these factors have a significant
effect on the maximum height of the surface topography. The
conu'olling factor, however, is the total thickness of the basaltic
crust. The maximum topographic height is achieved when the crust
reaches its critical thickness of -38 kin, beyond which the crustal
shortening actually depresses the surface due to creation of high-
density granulite and eclogite in the deeper parts that readily sink
into the mantle. The c'n_t of the cold Venus model requires
significant thickening before it reaches the critical thickness, whereas
those of the Earth-like and especially the hot Venus models need less
thickening. Consequently, the cold Venus model produces a surface
topography that is -1.5 times higher than that of the Earth-like
Venus model and -3 times higher than that of the hot Venus model.
Lakshmi Planum is higher than 4 km above the mean surface of
Venus and Maxwell Monies stand -.6 km higher. These prominent
feat'ares are -2-6 times higher than the maximum height that could
be achieved by thickening a basaltic crust, no matter which lithos-
pheric model is used. These features probably contain relatively less
dense materials and represent analogues of continental masses on
Earth.
References: [ 1] Solomon S. C. and Head J. W. (1984)JGR, 89,
6885-6897. [2] Vorder Bruegge R. W. and Head J. W. (1989) GRL,
16, 699-702. [3] Kiefer W. S. and Hager B. H. (1991) JGR, 96,
20967-20980. [4] Morgan P. and Phillips R. I. (1983)JGR, 88,
8305-8317. [5] Vorder Bruegge R. W. and Head J. W. (1991)
Geology, 19,885-888. [6] Janle P. and Jansen D. (1984) Earth Moon
Planets, 31, 141-155. [7] Solomon S. C. and Head J. W. (1990)
GRL, 17, 1393-1396. [8] Bindschadler D. L. et al. (1990) GRL, 17,
1345-1348. [9] ho K. and Kennedy G. C. (1971) Am. Geophys.
Union M on., 14,303-314. [10] Green D. H. (1967 ) The Poldervaart
Treatise on Rocks of Basaltic Composition, Vol. ! (H. H. Hess and
A. Poldervaart, eds.), Wiley-lnterscience, New York. [11 ] Ahren T.
J. and Schubert G. (1975) Rev. Geophys. Space Phys., 13,383-400.
[12] Schaber G. G. et al. (1992)JGR, in press. [13] Phillips R. J. et
al. (1992) JGR, in press. [14] Sjogren W. L. et al. (1984) GRL, 11.
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CONSTRAINTS ON THE THERMAL EVOLUTION OF VE-
NUS INFERRED FROM MAGELLAN DATA. J. Arkani-
Hamed I,G. G. Schaber 2,and R. G. Su'om _, _Depar_ent of Geological
Sciences, McGiU University, Montreal, Canada, H3A 2A7, 2U.S.
Geological Survey, Flagstaff AZ 86001, USA, 3Department of
Planetary Sciences, University of Arizona, Tucson AZ 85721, USA.
A surface topography produced through viscous deformation of
a mantle by internal loadings correlates with the resulting gravity
anomaly if the mantle has an almost uniform viscosity [ 1]. The high
correlation over low-degree spherical harmonics of surface topog-
raphy and gravity anomalies of Venus and the greater apparent depth
of compensation of the topography imply a high-viscosity upper
mantle for Venus [2] that probably results from dehydration effects
of the high surface temperature [3] and from the colder interior of
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Venus [4]. The convecting mantle that is tightly coupled to thehigh-
temperature weak lithosphere through the high-viscosity upper
mantle [2] may strongly deform the lithosphere, producing a mobile
and semifree boundary layer on top of the convecting mantle.
The thermal convection models of a mantle that convects under
a stress-free surface boundary condition [5] and is mostly heated
from within, as favored for Venus by many investigators [e.g.,
3A,6], develop a strong thermal boundary layer at the surface but a
weaker one at the base [7]. Strong instabilities in the near-surface
boundary layer result in downwelling of cold plumes, whereas the
upwelling zones are relatively diffused [8]. Such a mantle convec-
tion may not create sharp oceanic-type ridge systems, but it may
result in distinct compressional features at the surface associated
with the downwellings. The lack of distinct ridge systems on Venus,
and the almost axisymmewic geometry of Lakshmi Planum and
surrounding mountains that are interpreted as thickened crust over
downwelling mantle convection [6], are in good agreement with the
surface expressions of a convecting mantle that is mainly heated
from within.
Another major characteristic of the mantle convection models is
their time dependence. A time-dependent oscillatory convection at
high Rayleigh numbers reduces to a steady-state slow convection as
the Rayleigh number is decreased below a critical value. In Venus'
mantle the local Rayleigh number probably decreases with depth
due to decrease in the thermal expansion coefficient with depth
[4,7 ]. The secular cooling of the core decreases the temperature drop
across the mantle, and the secular cooling of the mantle increases its
effective viscosity. It is therefore possible that the Rayleigh number
decreases with time as the mantle cools. This would increase the
thickness of the thermal boundary layers, especially the lower one,
decrease the heat flux out of the core, and hamper the instability of
the lower layer. The mantle becomes more like one that is heated
mainly from within. The Rayleigh number may decrease below the
critical value and a time-dependent, vigorous convection may
suddenly change to a quasisteady and slow circulation [4].
The impact craters with diameters from 1.5 to 280 km compiled
from Magellan observations indicate that the crater population on
Venus has a completely spatially random distribution [9] and the
size/density distribution of craters with diameters >35 km is consis-
tent with a "production" population with an age of 500 +_250 m.y.
[10]. The similarity in size distribution from area to area indicates
that the crater distribution is independent of crater size. Also. the
forms of the modified craters are virtually identical to those of the
pristine craters. These observations imply that Venus reset its
cratering record by global resurfacing 500 m.y. ago. and resurfacing
declined relatively fast. The fact that <40% of all craters have been
modified and that the few volcanically embayed craters are located
on localized tectonic regions [11] indicate that only minor and
localized volcanism and tectonism have occurred since the latest
vigorous resurfacing event -500 m.y. ago and the interior of Venus
has been solid and possibly colder than Earth's. This is because the
high-temperature lithosphere of Venus would facilitate upward
ascending of mantle plumes and result in extensive volcanism if
Venus' upper mantle were as hot as or hotter than Earth's [12].
Therefore, the present surface morphology of Venus may provide
useful constraints on the pattern of that vigorous convection, and
possibly on the thermal state of the Venus' mantle.
We examine this possibility through numerical calculations of
three-dimensional thermal convection models in a spherical shell
with temperature- and pressure-dependent Newtonian viscosity,
temperature-dependent thermal diffusivity,pressure-dependent ther-
mal expansion coefficient, and time-dependent internal heat pro-
duction rate. Both rigid and free boundary conditions axe considered
at the surface, whereas the boundary condition at the core/mantle
boundary is assumed free as long as the core has not become
completely solidified. Otherwise it is assumed to be rigid. The
lateral dependence of the governing equations of motion, heat
transfer, and continuity is resolved through spherical harmonic
representations of field variables and the resulting radially depen-
dent differential equations are solved numerically using the Green
functionmethod [4].Among allparametersaffectingthepatternof
convection circulations, the free boundary condition at the surface
and the secular" decrease of temperature at the coretm antic bound ary
have by farthe most dominant effects.These two factorsresultin
fastcooling of the mantle and sharp reductionin itseffective
Rayleigh number, so thatoscillatoryvigorous convectioncircula-
tionscouldbecome qua.sisteadyand slow.A strongthermalbound-
ary layer is developed near the surface, whereas that near the core/
mantle boundary is relatively weak. Consequently, major lateral
variations in temperature exist in the upper mantle, but they are
subdued near the core/mantle boundary.
References: [ 1] Richards M. A. and Hager B. H. (1984)JGR,
89, 5987-6002. [2] Phillips R. J. (1990) JGR, 95, 1301-1316. [3]
Kaula W. M. (1990) Science, 247, 1191-1196. [4] Arkani-Hamcd J.
and Toksoz M. N. (1984) PEP/, 34,232-250. [5] Schubert G. et al.
(1990) JGR, 95, 14105-14129. [61 Bindschadler D. L. et al. (1990)
GRL, 17, 1345-1348. [7] Leitch A. M. and Yuen D. A. (1991) JGR,
96,15551-15562. [8] Jarvis G. T. and Peltier W. R. (1989) inMantle
Convection: Plate Tectonics and Global Dynamics (V/. R. Peitier,
ed.), 479-595, Gordon and Breach. [9] Phillips R. J. et al. (1992)
JGR, submitted. [10] Schaber G. G. et al. (1992)JGR, submitted.
[11] Strom R. G. et al. (1992) LPSC XXlll, 1065-1066. [121
Erickson S. G. and Arkani-Hamed J. (1992) GRL, in press.
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SURFACE PROCESSES ON VENUS, R. E. Arvidson,
McDonnell Center for the Space Sciences, Earth and Planetary
Sciences, Washington University, St. Louis MO 63130, USA.
Magell an synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and altimetry data were
analyzed to determine the nature and extent of surface modification
for venusian plains in the Sedna Planitia, Alpha Regio, and western
Ovda Regio areas. Specific cross sections derived from the SAR
data were also compared to similar data for dry terrestrial basaltic
lava flows (Lunar Crater and Cima volcanic fields) and playas
(Lunar and Lavic Lakes) for which microtopographic profiles (i.e.,
quantitative roughness information) were available. In Sedna Planitia,
where clear stratigraphic relations can be discerned among volcanic
flow units, the youngest unit has planform and microwave charac-
teristics indicative of pahoehoelike flows. The second youngest
flow exhibits cross-section values similar to fresh a'a flows at the
Lunar Crater and Cima fields. Older flows have the same planform
shapes as the youngest a'a flow, but exhibit backscatter signatures
similar to degraded terresmal flows. We suggest that flows with a
variety of surface textures have been emplaced at Scdna Planitia and
elsewhere and that initial properties have been removed by surface
processes for the older units. Degradational effects of ejecta are
directly evident in deposits from the nearby impact crater Lind
mantle sections of the Sedna flows. Differences in cross sections
between mantled and unmantled flows are consistent with ejecta
thicknesses of centimeters. Similar thicknesses are inferred for the
extensive parabolic ejecta deposit from Smart Crater, which is
located on plains to the east of Alpha Regio. Ejecta deposits are
inferred to accumulate during impact events and to be dispersed
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overgeologic timeby aeolianactivity.The widespread distribution
of thinejectadepositsindicatesthatthe rateof aeolianerosionis
low, perhaps only a fractionof a micrometer per year.We thus
conclude that most flow degradation in locations such as Sedna
Planitia is dim to is situ weathering. In addition, elevation-depen-
dent weathering is interred in western Ovda Regio, where plains
above 6054 km radius have enhanced reflection coefficients (>0.20)
as compared to adjacent plains at lower elevations. Furthermore, the
presence of deposits with normal reflection coefficients blown in
from lower elevation plains indicates that the conversion to high
dielectric materials occurs at a slower rate than the rate of sediment
accumulation by winds. Combined vertical rates of surface modifi-
cation of meters over hundreds of millions of years are inferred from
the extent of surface modification for plains and the impact crater
abundance. This ram isordersof magnitude lower than theterres-
trialvalueand suggeststhatitwillbe possibleto consu'ainrelative
ages of surfaceson thebasisof degreeof preservationof volcanic
landforms and microwave signatures. /3
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SHIELD FIELDS: CONCENTRATIONS OF SMALL VOL.
CANIC EDIFICES ON VENUS. I.C. Aubele and L. S. Crumpler,
Department of Geological Sciences, Box 1845, Brown University,
Providence RI 02912, USA.
Observations: Pre-Magellan analysis of the Venera 15/16
data indicated the existence of abundant small volcanic edifices,
each -<20 km diarnetcr, interpreted to be predominantly shield
volcanos [1,2] and occurring throughout the plains terrain, most
common in cquidimension al clusters. With the analysis of Magcllan
data, these clusters of greater than average concentration of small
volcanic edifices have been called "shicld fields" [3,4]. A typical
shield field consists of volcanos numbering =102 and ranging in
density from 4 to 10 edifices per 103 km 2 within an area that covers
_>104 km 2. Most of these fields are roughly cquant in outline, but a
small percentage are elongate or consist of diffuse concentrations of
edifices over larger areas. Typical field diameters mostly range
from 50 to 350 kin, with a mode from 100 to 150 km (Fig. 1). The
cumulative size distribution (Fig. 2) of shield fields more closely
follows the trend of coronae/arachnoids/novae (features assumed to
be dominantly intrusive) than features assumed to be dominantly
extrusive (such as large or intermediate-sized volcanos); this simi-
laxity apparently reflects reservoir and source dimensions. The
volcanic edifices within an individual shield ricid are generally -<10
km in diameter, and are predominantly radar-bright and shield-
shaped in profile with a single summit pit [5]. A small number of
fields are composed predominantly of a less common edifice type
such as radar-darkshields, edifices with radar-bright aureoles or
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halos, elongated small shields with bright radial flow pa_erns
Canemones"), or domical orconicalprof'deedifices[5].The radar-
brightor radar-darkmateriallocallysurrounding shieldfieldedl-
rices, which sometimes covers local structural lineaments, is
interpreted to represent associated volcanic material, probably thin
lava flow units, although minor amounts of ash or cinder may
produce a very thin local veneer in some areas [5]. If the visible flow
riclds associated with some shield fields arc of average size, then the
area of resurfacing associated with a shield field appears to bc
comparable to that of the area of a single large volcano. Shield
formation did not apparently occur planctwide as a single event, as
there appears to bca range of shield field ages in relation to the
surrounding regional plains units based on stratigraphic relation-
ships. A fcw vents within a shield field may be aligned along
dominant structural trends, and summit pits frequently occur along
dominant structural trcnds; however, the clustering characteristics
of edifices within a shield field appear to bc most similar to that of
terres_al cinder cone ficlds lacking in well-defined structural vent
control.
Distribution: At the conclusion of cycle 2 coverage, 556
shield fields (Fig. 3) have been identified in the catalog of volcanic
fcaturcs [3,6] prepared for the Magellan Science Analysis Team,
Volcanism Working Group; shield fields are the most abundant
single category type of volcanic or magmatic features. Approxi-
mately 70% of shield fields occur on 50% of the surface of Venus.
Shield fields arc somewhat more distributed over the surface than
are large single magmatic or volcanic features such as coronac or
large volcanos [3,6,?]; however, Magellan global analysis has
confirmed the previous observation made from the Vencra dataset
[ 1] of at least one and possibly two dominant global concentrations.
The region of greatest concentration, which also shows high concen-
trations of all other volcanic feaau'es [4,8,9], has been informally
named the Beta-Atla-Themis or "BAT" region, centered at longi-
tude 250 °. Density of shield fields within this region ranges fTom 2
tO 7 fields per 1_ km z and high density of shield fields appears to
define the margins of the BAT area. MageLlan has also confirmed
the previous observation based on Venera data [1] that small
volcanos do not occur in large numbers in the areas dominated by
ridge belts or in the very lowest or very highest elevations on the
planet. Approximately 59% of shield fields occur in elevations
between mean planetary radius and 2 km above MPR, 36% occur in
regions below MPR in elevation, and only 5% occur in regions
greater than 2 km above MPR. When normalized for percentage of
surface area at these elevations, 76% o f shield fields occur in regions
1 to 2 km above MPR. Fields are commonly spatially associated
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Fig. &
with larger volcanic features. Shield fields frequently occur within
the inner rings of comnae; those asociated with large volcanos often
occur around the distal edges of, and occasionally are surrounded
by, the radial lava flows forming the volcano flanks, but they also
occur near the summit of a few large volcanos.
Impllcatlons: Although individual small shields can and do
occur almost everywhere on the plaim terrain of Venus, they most
commonly occur in fields that arc well-def'med, predominantly
equant, clusters of e,diflces. Major questions include why the
edifices arc concentrated in this way, how they relate to the source
of the eruptive material, and what the possible relationship of shield
fields to plains terrain is. There are three possible models for the
origin of fields and small shields: (1) a field represents an "island'"
of higher topography subsequently surrounded by Zater plains
material; (2) a field represents the area of a region of anomalous
melting; or (3) a field represents the area of a magma reservoir.
Model 1 would imply that the fields represent portions of a strali-
graphic "layer" of small edifices produced globally in an earlier
period of greater small shield productivity and that there has been
a change in eruption style with plains formation occurring predomi-
nantly after the production of the small edifices. If the shield fields
are isolated "islands" surrounded by flooded plains, the equant
aspect of most fields could be explained; however, some fields show
associated flows superimposed on sun_unding plains and the
manner in which shieldfieldsappear to cover localstructural
patternssuggests that they arc associatedwith plains-forming
materialthemselves.In addition,localstratigraphicrelationships
show thatthereis a range of shieldfieldages in relationto the
surroundingregionalplainsunitsand the associatedlargervolcanic
features,implying thatshieldformationdidnot occurplanctwidcas
a singleevent.Models 2 and 3 imply thatthefieldsrepresentareas
of melting anomalies.Model 2 impliesthatthe areaof the fieldis
conU'oUed by the extentof the region of melting. A variationof
Model 2 uses small reservoirsto explainlocalgroups and align-
ments of edificesor differencesinedificetypedue tovariationsin
eruptivestyleormeltchemistry.Model 3 impliesthattheareaofthe
fieldiscontrolledby thearealextentof amagma reservoir.The areal
shape and density of most shield fieldscould be explained by
postulatinga shallow regionalreservoiror traplocatedbetween the
melt sourceregionand thesurfaceand approximatelyequalinsize
tothe arealextentof the field.Given thestratigraphicevidence of
therangeofshieldfieldagcs,models 2 and 3 arefavoredovermodcl
1 for most cases. Whether the shape and size of a field reflects the
area of the melt anomaly or the area of a reservoir is difficult to
determine. The formation of a field of small volcanos, rather than
a single large volcano, must imply a difference in magma rates or
reservoir/source area characteristics. The reservoir or source area
characteristics of shield fields can apparently be related to the scale
of the feat_e, as has previously been postulated for coronae [7]. An
associated question is the relationship of shield fields to plains
terrain. This can be expressed as four possibilities, some of which
arc also related to the model of origin of the "fields" described
above. The possibilities are as follows: (1) The edifices may be the
source of lava flows that form or resurface the plains, which would
imply th at the extrusive volume from each edifice is greater than the
visible volume of the edifice and that the plains terrain is created
from a stratigraphic sequence of edifices and associated flows;
(2) the edifices and plains may be formed simultaneously, which
would imply that the edifices are localized point sources within a
large extrusive mechanism that creates plains, (3) the edifices may
predate the plains, which would imply an early global edifice-
building stage and subsequent change in eruption style and heat flow
to large-volume-flow field-type eruptions; or (4) the edifices may
postdate the plains, which would imply a change in eruption style to
late-stage localized small-volume extrusions or hot-spot-type
anomalies.
Detailed studies of several shield fields are continuing in an
attempt to answer these fundamental questions and to select appro-
priate models for understanding shield fields and their role in
volcanic rcsurfacing processes and crustal volume contributions.
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THEGEOLOGY OFTHEVENERAfVEGA LANDING SITES.
A. T. Basilevsky _ and C. M. Weitz 2, _Vernadsky Institute of
Geochemistry and Analytical Chemistry, Russian Academy of
Sciences, Moscow 117975, Russia, 2Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena CA 91109, USA.
We have performed a photogeological analysis of the Venera/
Vega landingsitesusingMagellan radarimages.These seven sitea
are the only placeson Venus where geochemistry mcasuremcnts
were taken.Inthisstudy,theupdated coordinatesofthelandingsites
axeused and thelandingcirclehas aradiuswithan admissableerror
of about 150 km [I].
Photogeologic Description of the l.ainding Sites: Vencra 8
landed on the equatorial plains within a small local topographic rise
eastward of Navka Planitia.The coordinates of the landing site are
10.70°S, 335.25°E+ Gamma-spectxometric analysis showed that the
surface material contains relatively high contents of K. U, and Th
[2,3]. A comparison with terrestrial KzO-U-Th analogs of this
material suggests that it may represent evolved subalkaline mag-
matic rock of intermediate silica content [4,5] or alkaline hasalt
[6.7.8,9], particularly lamprophyrcs [ 10].
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Analysis of Magellan data shows that there are two plain-
forming volcanic complexes within the landing circle. The older
mottled plain and the younger pl alns complex both consist of radar-
bright, -intermediate, and -dark subunits. Because some of these
subunits have a flowlike morphology, we believe that these units are
lava flows. The older mottled plain is dissected by northwest-
trending swarms of fractures while the younger plain complex in the
western half of the landing circle is not affected by these fractures,
In the northern part of the landing circle is a steep-slded pancake
dome, approximately 22 × 25 km in diameter. Radar foreshortening
measurements indicate a height of about 270 m and a slope of 12.6 °.
The dome is similar to other steep-sided volcanic domes described
by Head et al. [11 ] and Paid et al. [12], Some smaller steep-sided
domes, many small gentle-sloped domes, and a possible filled
caldera can also be found within the landing circle.
Venera 9 landed on the northeastern slope of Beta Regio rise. The
landing circle is centered at 31.01°N, 291.640E. This slope of Beta
rise, as well as the other slopes, is made up of tessera and plain
embaying the tessera. Within the landing site, the plain predomi-
nates while tessera occupies less than 10% of the area. The plain is
mostly fractured with a radar-bright fract-are system extending
eastward from Rhea Mons. The slopes of the east-west-u'ending
fractures are radar-bright because of surface roughness from scarps
and rock fragments. Small (a few kilometers across) gentle-sloped
volcanic domes can also be seen in the vicinity of the landing site.
No pancake features resembling the Vencra 8 dome have been found
at the Venera 9 site [13].
The Venera 9 spacecraft landed on a steep (-30*) slope covered
with platelike decimeter-sized rock fragments and soil between
these rock fragments [14]. This panorama is probably showing a
slope on one of the numerous fractures seen in the Magellan imagery
of the landing circle. The gamma ray spectrometer measured low
contents of K, U, and Th, which suggests a tholeiitic basaltic
composition for the sample [3].
Venera 10 landed on the lowland near the southeastern edge of
Beta Regiorise. The landing circle is centered at 15.42"N, 291.51 *E.
The geology of this area includes large massifs of tessera and
rnotded plain that embays the tessera.The center of the landing site
is on the plain about 30 krn south of the tessera.The plain occupies
60--65% of the landing circle, while-the tessera occupies the
remaining 35--409'0. Adjacent to the southern boundary of the
landing site is a 60-kin-diameter gently sloped volcano with lava
flows emanating radially from it and entering into the landing circle.
A few wind streaks, implying a west to northwest direction of
aeolian transportation, are seen behind some small volcanic domes
[13].
The television panorama of the site shows that the Venera 10
spacecraft landed on the plain and not on the tessera. The plain is
covered with soil in local lows between the layered bedrock. The
outcrops of bedrock are spaced a few meters from each other and are
about 10 to 15 cm above the soil-covered lows. This implies that the
soil thickness in the lows is not more than about 0.5 m [ 14]. Gamma
ray spectroscopy measurements of K, U, and Th axe very close to
those measurements taken at the Venera 9 landing site [3].
Venera 13 landed at Navka Planitia on the eastern end of Phoebe
Regio rise. The landing circle is centered at 7.55°S, 303.69"E. The
landing site is dominated by radar-dark plain transected in its
southwestern part by a northwest-southeast-trending fracture belt.
The southeastern portion of the site is affected by part of a 200-kin
coronalike feature. This feature has radial lava flows emanating
from it that enter the landing circle in the southeast. Northeast-
southwest-trending subtle wind streaks can be seen behind some
topographic obstacles, inferring a southwest downwind direction.
Just outside the landing site circle are four pancake volcanic
domes and a steep-sloped volcano with a summit caldera [ 13]. Two
of these steep-sided domes are located about 300 km southwest of
the estimated landing point. The flat-topped pancake dome (25 x 30
km diameter) formed In'st and the steep-sided conical volcanic
edifice with a summit crater (15 x 20 km diameter) formed on the
western flank of the pancake dome. These domes arc approximately
2.2 km in elevation above the surrounding plain. The fiat-top dome
located 200 km southeast of the estimated landing point is 35 x 45
km in diameter and rises 1.5 km above the surrounding plain. This
dome lies on top of the southeastern portion of the coronalike
feature. The two other pancake domes are a 15 × 20 km dome located
230 km northeast of the estimated landing point and a 12 x 15 km
dome located 320 km east of the estimated landing point.
The television panoramas of the site show a landscape similar to
that seen at the Venera I 0 site: soil in local lows and layered bedrock
outcrops at local highs [15]. X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy
indicated a composition close to subalkaline (4% K20 ) hasah [16].
Venera 14 landed in southern Navka Planitia, about 800 km
southeast of the Venera 13 landing site. The landing circle is
centered at 13.05°S, 310.19°E, on the eastern flank of a 75-kin-
diameter gentle-sloped volcano. The landing site is dominated by
lava flows from the volcano. There is much variation in the
backscatter cross sections for the different lava flows, most likely
related to the surface roughness of the flows. The flow lengths range
from tens to several hundreds of kilometers. The western side of the
volcano is heavily fractured by a northwest-southeast-trending
fracture zone that also dissects the radar-dark plain at the Venera 13
landing site [17]. Inside the landing circle are some patches of
complex fractured terrain embayed by lava flows. No steep-sided
volcanic features resembling those observed in the vicinities of the
Venera 8 and 13 sites are seen inside the Venera 14 landing circle.
There is, however, a 12 x 17 km diameter complex volcanic dome,
165 km north of the Venera 14 landing site. The bright radar-
illuminated western side and the d arkened eastern side suggest radar
foreshortening from steep slopes. Because the dome is small,
isolated, and outside the landing circle, it is unlikely that the dome
could have influenced the geochemistry measurements made at the
landing site. Instead, we believe that the geochemistry inside the
landing circle represents the lava flows from the gende-sloped 75-
kin-diameter volcano.
Television panoramas of the Venera 14 site show a plain
dominated by layered bedrock and a minor amount of soil in local
lows. If the soil were removed from the Venera 10 and 13 sites, then
the Venera 10, 13, and 14 panoramas would look remarkably
similar. X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy indicates a composition
close to tholeiitic basalt [16].
Vega I landed on Rusalka Planitia, north of Aphrodite Terra rise
and about 1000 km west of Sapas Mons. The landing circle is
centered at 8.100N, 175.85"E. The landing site is dominated by a
radar-dark plain with a network of narrow and low sinuous ridges.
In some places, the plain looks brighter and the boundaries of these
brighter spots are very diffuse. Outside the landing circle, there are
vast areas of radar-bright plains. The ridges continue from the
darker unit into the brighter unit. Near the center of the landing
center is a radar-bright, gentle-sloped volcanic dome about 10--12
km in diameter. The dome has a radar-bright, fan-shaped wind
streak indicating a preferential direction of aeolian transportation to
the southeast. A few smaller volcanic domes, usually associated
with bright spots, are also seen in the landing circle. No television
panoramas were taken at the landing site. Gamma ray spectroscopy
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measurements indicate low contents of K, U, and Th, typical for
tholeiitic basalt, [ 18,4].
Vega 2 landed at the transitional zone between Rusalka Planitia
and the eastern edge of Aphrodite Terra rise. The landing circle is
centered at 7.140S, 177.67°E, about 1500 km south of the Vega 1 i
landing site. Most of the landing site consists of a densely fractured LX
radar-bright plain with radar-dark plain to the northeast. The
southwestern portion of the site has ridges and fractures associated
with a 300-kin-diameter coronalike feature. No television panora-
mas were made at the site but both gamma ray spectroscopy and
X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy measurements were taken. The
gamma ray measurements of K, U, and Th and the X-ray fluores-
eence spectroscopy measurements of bulk chemistry indicate a
composition close to tholeiitic basalt [18,4].
Discussion: We have shown that within all the Venera]Vega
sites the dominant type of terrain is plains. These plains include (1)
mottled (Vencra 8, 10, and Vega 1), (2) homogeneously dark
(Venera 13), (3) dominated by prominent lava flows (Venera 14),
and (4) fractured (Venera 9 and Vega 2). The plains are associated
with coronalikc features (Venera 8(?), 13, 14, and Vega 2), fracture
beltsand swarms (Venera 8,13),and tesserae('Venera8(?),9, ]0).
This diversityreflectstheglobaldiversityof thevenusian plains.
For thetwo sites(Vcncra 8 and 13)where nontholeiiticcompo-
sit.ionsof the surfacematerial were determined,the stccp-sidcd
domcs resembling thosedcscribcdby Head ctat.[II]and Pavriet
at.[12] have been found. For the fivesitcswhere geochemical
signatures of tholeiitclikc basalts were identified (Venera 9, l 0, 14,
and Vega 1.2). these steep-sided domes have not been observed
inside the landing circle. Wc believe that this correlation favors a
nontholeiitic origin for these steep-sided domes.
The tclcvision panoramas from the Vcnera 9, 10. 13, and 14
landcrs show a microlandscapc with characteristics that corrclatc
well with the Magellan observations. At these four sites, the
panoramas all showed bedded outcrops. Before the Magcllan mis-
sion, these bedded rocks were considered as either basaltic tufts or
lavas [14,15]. Magellan imagcry does not resolve the lava vs. tuff
issue, although the presence of prominent lava flows at the Vencra
14 site favors a lava interpretation of the bedded rocks. The very low ,
bulk density of these rocks estimated from Venera 13 and 14
overload measurements (1.5 g]cm 3) favors the tuff intcrpretatlon.
Thcr_ fore, the origin of these bedded rocks still remains an enigma.
Conclusion: Joint analysis of Magellan and Vcncra/Vega data
on the Vcnera/Vega landing sites has shown that the panoram as and
geochemistry measured by the landcrs agree well with the morphol-
ogy seen in Magellan imagery of the site. This observation suggests
that it is possible to extrapolate our geochemical and morphologic
results to the remaining Magellan imagery of Venus.
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GLOBAL DEFORMATION ON TIIE SURFACE OF VENUS.
Frank Biloni, Chris Connors, and John Suppe, Department of
Geological and Geophysical Sciences, Princeton University,
PrincetonNJ 08544, USA.
Large-scale mapping of toctonic structures on Venus shows that
there is an organized global distribution to deformation. The struc-
tures we emphasize arc linear compressive mountain belts, exten-
sional rifted zones, and the small-scale but widely diswibutcd
wrinkle ridges. Ninety percent of the area of the planet's eornpres-
sire mountain belts are concentrated in the northern hemisphere
whereas the southern hemisphere is dominated by extension and
small-scale compression [I ,2]. We propose that this striking con-
centration of fold belts in the northern hemisphere, along with the
globe-encircling equatorial rift system, represents a global organi-
zation to deformation on Venus. A great circle that connects the
northernmost branches of a globe-encircling rift system roughly
separates the tectonic hemispheres [1 ] (Fig. 1). South of this tectonic
equator [1] there are a few well-formed fold belts at the edges of
small crustal blocks within the global rift system, but the globally
significant deformation is the rift system and the wrinkle ridges.
Compressional structures on Venus can be divided into two
major styles: linear fold belts and wrinkle ridges. Figure 2 shows
that the major difference between these two styles is the distribution
and localization of strain. Wrinkle ridges represent deformation that
is dislributed over thousands of kilometers whereas fold belts show
concentrated deformation along narrow bands. Venus is the only
terrestrial planet other than Earth that has linear compressive
mountain belts [3]. Venusian fold belts, similar to those at plate
margins of the Earth, are the dominant compressional structures in
the northern tectonic hemisphere. They are typically about I00 km
wide and thousands of kilometers long. The relatively small amount
of erosion on Venus allows us to image fault-related folds forming
over regionally extensive decollement horizons within the belts [41.
This supports the notion that these mountain belts are analogous to
the thin-skinned fold-and-thrust belts of Earth. Wrinkle ridges are
the dominant style of compressional deformation in the southern
_st_a: Xe,,a
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Fig. I. Generalized tectenicmapofVenus after [31. Rift zones areindi_ted
by the heavy black lines. Ninety percent of the area of foldbelts lies in the
northern hemisphere while the southern tectonic hemisphere is dominated by
extension and small-scale compression in the form of wrinkle ridges.
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Fig.2. MagellanSAP, imagesshowing (a)thenorthe_temedge of the
ArtemisL'_uma foldbeltand(b)wrinkleridgesfromthesouthernplains.Note
the concentration of strain in the foldbeh when compared with the distributed
strain of the wrinkle ridges.
hemisphere. Those that can be adequately resolved with the Magell an
SAR are comprised of angular folds and/or an outcropping thrust-
fault.
The plains fold belts, termed ridge belts on Venus [5,6], axe
concentrated between 150 ° and 250 ° longitude in the northern
hemisphere and show a strongly north-south (longitudinal) trend
[7,8]. Ridge belts cover 3.6 x l0 skm z, almost 1% of the venusian
surface. Another 0.6% of the surface of Venus is covered by fold
belts along the borders of major crustal blocks or structures such as
coronae, novae, tesserae highlands, and the high plateau of Lakshrni
Planum. The surface area covered by fold belts increases with
latitude in the northern hemisphere as shown in Fig. 3a. If we
normalize by the latitudinal area ('Fig. 3b) we find that the percent
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Fig. 3. Latitudinal distributions of foldbelts on Venus. Note the dominant
concentration in the northern hemisphere and the poleward increase in the
normalized plot.
area of fold belts very strongly increases poleward in the northern
hemisphere. This observation agrees with previous tectonic models
[9,8] that propose an internally deforming lithospheric shell that
converges toward the north pole. These models call upon an
equatorial rift system to generate the new crust that balances this
compressive deformation. If we assume modest shortening within
the northern hemisphere fold belts (= 100%), we find that relatively
small amounts of rifting (=lS0-km one-way extension) axe neces-
sary to produce all the obvious compressional deformation in the
northern hemisphere.
The distribution of wrinkle ridges in the southern hemisphere is
being mapped (Fig. 4); the most striking result is the strongly
coherent pattern of orientation over many thousands of kilometers.
Fig. 4.
90 _80 270 0
Trends and relative densities of wrinkle ridges_lack lines) in the southern plains mapped ontomercator projection
of topography. Note the high con'elation between topography and the deformational trends.
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Furthermore. there is a high correlation between wrinkle ridge
trends and long-wavelength topography. Within these trends we
observe quite regular interridge spacing of 15-30 kin. Preliminary
studies of wrinkle ridges reveal that individual structures may
accommodate up to 1.5 km of shortening. Therefore the distributed
shortening in the southern plains that is accommodated by wrinkle
ridges is about 1-5%. A higher-resolution investigation of wrinkle
ridges is necessary to refine these results and gain a better under-
standing of the stresses involved in wrinkle ridge formation on
Venus. Thus the low-intensity wrinkle ridge deformation of the
plains has consistent patterns that approach a global scale.
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COLDSPOTS OR HOTSPOTS? THE ORIGIN OF PLATEAU-
SHAPED HIGHLANDS ON VENUS. D.L. Bindschadler, De-
partment of Earth and Space Sciences, University of California. Los
Angeles CA 90024, USA.
A compelling question for the terrestrial planets is the origin of
the highland regions on Venus. Data on the topography, gravity
signature, and surface morphology returned by the Pioneer Venus,
Venera 15/16, and Magellan spacecraft represent a basis for divid-
ing these highlands into two distinct groups: volcanic rises and
plateau-shaped highlands [1 ]. Volcanic rises are generally thought
to be due to mantle upwellings in the form of large mantle plumes
[2] and are thus similar in origin to terrestrial hotspots. There is less
agreement as to the origin of plateau-shaped highlands (PSH)
[1,3A}. Coldspot mantle downwelling can lead to the formation of
a highland region under Venus conditions [3], and previous to
Magellan some PSH (particularly W. Ishtar Terra and Ovda and
Thetis Regiones) were suggested to be compressionally deformed
regions of thickencd crust created by mantle downwelling [5,6,7].
A hotspot model proposes that such regions are formed by magrnatism
and tectonism related to the near-surface ascent of either the diapir-
shaped large mantle plume [8] or a solitary disturbance propagating
up a plume conduit [9]. The intent of this abstract is to (1) briefly
review the characteristics of both volcanic rises and plateau-shaped
highlands on Venus and the models for their formation and (2)
consider tests that may help to make clear which model best explains
the platean-shaped highlands.
Characteristics of Venus Highlands: Highlands on Venus
can be divided into volcanic rises and plateau-shaped highlands
(PSH) on the basis of their topography, long-wavelength gravity-
topography relationships, and geologic features (Table I). Volcanic
rises arecharacterizedby roughly circulartopographicriseswith
domical cross sections,relativelylarge gcoid-topography ratios
(GTRs), and thepresence of largevolcanicconstructs,widespread
flows,and extensionaltectonism(commonly manifestedasradially
trendingrifts).They includeBeta,Aria,Bell.Imdr, and Western and
Central EistlaRegiones. Plateau-shapedhighlands (PSH) are so
named fortheirshapeincrosssectionsand arecharacterizedinplan
view by a varietyof shapes,by steepmargins and rugged interiors,
by lower GTRs thanvolcanicrises,and by surfacesdominated by
the heavily deformed complex ridged terrain(or tesscra).They
generallyappear to sharea common sequence of tectonism:short-
cning (commonly margin-parallel)followed by relativelysmall
amounts (<I0%?) of extension [l].These regions includeOvda.
Thetis.Alpha. Tellus.and Phoebe Rcgioncs, Fortuna and Laima
Tesscrae,and W. IshtarTerra[I].The inclusionof W. IshtarTerra
isarguablegiven itslargeapparentdepth of compensation (ADC)
[I0]and GTR valuesas wellas thepresence of extensivevolcanic
plains and two largevolcanic constructs(see Table l).For the
purposes of thiswork. W. IshtarTerra isconsidereda PSH on the
basisof itstopography and the overwhelmingly compressional
tectonicsmanifested initsorogenic belts.
Models for Plateau-shaped Highlands: Observations that
must bc explainedby a successfulmodel forPSH includetopogra-
phy.long-wavelength gravityanomalies,and surfacemorphology.
The latterincludcsthe abundant dcformationalfcaturcsthatdomi-
natetheirsurfaces.A successfulmodel should thcrcfore xplainthe
style(s)of deformation (i.e.,compression, extension,etc.)and the
relativeagcs and geometries of thesevarious structuralfeatures,
informationthatcan be derivedfrom Magellan imagcs because of
TABLE 1. Characteristics of Venus highlands.
Characteristic Volcanic Rises Plateau-shaped Highlands
Topographic cross section
Topographic planfotm
Gravity anomaly
GTR/ADC values
Volcanic features
Extensional tectonics
Compressional tectonics
Domical
Circular to elongate
Positive, centrally located
-20-35 mare
- 150-300 km
Shield volcanos.
extensive plains, and flows
Rifts, numerous graben,
fractures
Largely absent
Steep-sided, rugged interior
Circular to polygonal
Positive or negative, offset from center
-10-15 nffkm
-30-9O km
Minorplains,flows,and domes
Small (<10 km), late-stage graben
Broad (10-20 kin) ridges,
marginal belts
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Initial Subsidence
Convergence and Compression
Gravitational Relaxation
Rifting and Local Volcanism
Widespread Volcanism and Intrusion
.
Subdience and Complex Detormation
FIR. 1. Sketches illustrate the sequence of events in proposed coldspot 0eft), and hotspot (fight) models for the
formation of plateau-shaped highlands on Venus. Hotspot sketch adapted from [8).
their high spatial resolution (120-300 m) [1 ] }. Three models have
been suggested as explanations for all or parts of these observations:
(1) coldspot tectonics, (2) hotspot tectonics, and (3) asperity tecton-
ics.
Coldspot models [I,5,6] hold that PSH form over mantle
downw¢llings, which arc an expected feature of any convecting
system, and are thought to represent the highest velocities and strain
rates at the top of a convecting mantle [ 12]. The basic evolution of
a PSH (Fig. 1) includes initial subsidence, crustal thickening, and
tectonic deformation, which leads to formation of a highland,
followed eventually by relaxation and spreading of the highland
once downwelling ceases. A necessary condition for this process to
operate is that the effective viscosities of the lower crust and upper
mantle be sufficiently small and sufficiently similar in magnitude
for crustal thickening to proceed within geologically reasonable
timcsca]es (<0.50a). This condition appears to be satisfied for
Venus conditions and compositions [5,13], but flow laws for crustal
material remain a major source of uncertainty. Hotspot models hold
that PSH form by magmatism and tectonism caused by the near-
surface approach of large volumes of hot, plume-related material
(Fig. 1) and are described in more detail elsewhere [8,3,4]. An
asperity tectonics model suggests that any crustal plateau (however
formed) represents a lithospheric strength discontinuity ("asper-
ity"), which causes the plateau to act as a"magnet" to strain [ 10,14].
This occurs be,cause the crustal plateau is relatively weak and is
thought to deform more easily than stronger, surrounding prov-
inces.
Test of Models: Significant questions of each of the three
above models remain unanswered. To understand the formation of
PSH it is necessary to answer the following questions:
1. Under what conditions can coldspot models produce gravity
and topography that provide acceptable fits to Magellan and/or
Pioneer Venus data? Are these conditions plausible, given our
knowledge of Venus?
2. What are the detailed kinematics of a coldspot-produced PSH ?
Do the predicted style, sequence, and reladve geometry of tectonic
features match Magellan observations?
3. Can hotspot-related tectonic processes (including gravita-
tional spreading/sliding, membrane compression due to subsidence,
and deformation related to thermoclastic stresses) qualitatively
match observed PSH deformation? Can these processes quantita-
tively produce enough surface deformation to explain complex
ridged terrain?
4. What arc the relevant timescales for hotspot tectonic pro-
cesses and are they geologically reasonable?
5. Can an asperity tectonics model focus sufficient strain into a
crustal plateau to explain the observed disparity between PSH and
surrounding lowlands in terms of their degree of deformation?
Items (1) and (2) are currently under study and any progress will
be reported at the colloquium.
References: [1 ] Bindschadler D. L. et a1.(1992) JGR, in press.
[2] Phillips R. J. and Malin M. C. (1983) In Venus (D. M. Hunten et
al., eds.), 159-214, Univ. of Arizona, Tucson. [3] Phillips R..1. et al.
(1991) Science, 252,651-658. [4] Grimm R. E. et al. (1992) LPSC
XXlll, 453-454. [5] Bindschadler D. L. and Parmentier E. M. (1990)
JGR, 95, 21329-21344. [6] Bindschadler D. L. et al. (1990) GRL,
17, 1345-1348. [7] Bindschadler D. L. and Head L W. (1991) JGR,
96, 5889-5907. [g] Herrick R. R. and Phillips R. L (1990) GRL, 17,
2129-2132. [9] Kiefer W. S. and Hager B. H. (1991) JGR, Pl,
403--419. [10] Grimm R. E. and Phillips R. J. (1991) JGR, 96,
8305-8324. [ 11] Bindschadler D. L. et al. (1992) JGR, submitted.
[12] Bercovici D. et al. (1989) GRL, 16,617--620. [13] Lenardic A.
eta). (1991) GRL, 18, 2209-2212. [14] Solomon S. C. et al. (1992)
JGR, submitted.
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MONTE CARLO MODELING OF THE RESURFACING OF
VENUS. M.A. Bullock 1, D, H. Gdnspoon I, and L W. Head 2,
ILaboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics and the Department
of Astrophysical. Planetary and Atmospheric Sciences. University
of Colorado. Boulder CO 80309, USA, 2Department of Geological
Sciences. Brown University, Providence RI 02912. USA.
The observed size-frequency distribution of impact craters on
Venus is consistent with a production surface that is approximately
0.5 to 1.0 Gy old [ 1]. However, widespread volcanism on the surface
suggests that some regions may be significantly younger than this,
and the question of whether the surface is in production or eXlnilib-
rium remains open. Recent results from the Magellan mission to
Venus show that only a small number of impact craters are modified
by volcanism [2]. Furthermore, statistical analyses of the placement
of impact craters on the surface of Venus suggest a completely
spatially random distribution [1]. The existing distribution of im-
pact craters on Venus may be explained by three possible equilib-
rium models:
1. Global scale resurfacing occurred at some time in the past,
followed by much reduced volcanic activity [2]. Impact craters
would have accumulated since this time, and the surface of Venus
would be of a single production age.
2. Resurfaeing occurs on a regional level, with a characteristic
length scale that is less than the scale of randomness of the crater
population [3].
3. Volcanic activity is responsible for a slow vertical accumula-
tion of lava, resulting in the eventual removal of craters [1].
We have developed a three-dimensional model of venusian
resurfacing that employs Monte Carlo simulations of both impact
cratering and volcanism. The model simulates the production of
craters on Venus by using the observed mass distributions of Earth-
and Venus-crossing asteroids and comets [4]. Crater rim heights are
calculated from a power law fit to observed depth/diameter ratios.
The growth of a variety of volcanic features is simulated in the
model. The areal extent of shield fields, large volcanos, and lava
floods is determined in the simulations by sampling the appropriate
distributions for the feature type from Magellan data. Since a greater
number of modified craters is found in the Atla-Beta-Themis
region, the spatial diswibution of volcanic activity is skewed in the
model to represent regions of greater or lesser volcanism. Lava
flows are modeled by an energy minimization technique to simulate
the effects of local topography on the shape and extent of flows.
Some mixture of the three endmember models described may be
necessary to adequately explain the observed paucity and distribu-
tion of partially embayed impact craters. The model is run under a
wide range o f assumptions regarding the scale and time evolution of
volcanism on Venus. Regions of the parameter space that result in
impact crater distributions and modifications that are currently
observed will be explored to place limits on the possible volcanic
resurfacing history of Venus.
References: [1] Phillips R. J. et al. (1991) JGR, special
Magellan issue, submitted. [2] Schaber G. G. et al. (1992) JGR,
special Magellan issue, submitted. [3] Phillips R. J. et al. (1991)
Science, 252. [4] Shoemaker E. M. et al. (1989) Reports of the
Planetary Geology and Geophysics Program: 1988.
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DEBRIS AVALANCHES AND SLUMPS ON THE MARGINS
OF VOLCANIC DOMES ON VENUS: CHARACTERISTICS
OF DEPOSITS. M. H. Bulmer I, J. E. Guest t, K. Beretan 2.
G. Michaels z, and S. Saunders 2, 1University of London Observa-
tory, University College London, NW7 2QS, UK, 2Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Mail Stop 230-225, Pasadena CA 91109, USA.
Modified volcanic domes,referred to as collapsedmargin domes,
have diameters greater than those of terrestrial domes and were
therefore thought to have no suitable terrestrial analogue. Compari-
son of the collapsed debris using the Magellan SAR images with
volcanic debris avalanches on Earth has revealed morphological
similarities. Some volcanic features identified on the sea floor from
sonar images [1,2] have diameters similar to those on Venus and
also display scalloped margin s, indicating modification by collapse.
Examination of the SAR images of collapsed dome features
reveals a number of distinct morphologies to the collapsed masses.
Ten examples of collapsed margin domes displaying a range of
differing morphologies and collapsed masses have been selected
and examined. Of these, five have more than one failure on their
flanks. The aprons have distinct radar characteristics that reveal
lobate boundaries, large radar-bright blocks, and hummocky ter-
rain. features typical of landslide deposits [3], making them distinct
from lay a flows, which show a more constant radar backscatter and
irregular boundaries. The morphologies vary (Fig. 1 ), from those
that spread only toward their terminus to those that spread very early
in their course and have a large lateral extent. Similar morphologies,
seen in GLORIA images of landslides on the seafloor off the
Hawaiian Ridge [1], are suggested to be two types, debris ava-
lanches and slumps. The slumps are slow moving during emplace-
ment, wide, and thick, with transverse blocky ridges and steep toes,
while debris avalanches are fast moving, elongate, and thinner.
While it is difficult to see small-scale surface detail from the SAR
images, the comparison seems justified.
The distance the aprons have traveled from the base of the dome
ranges from 8.6-68.8 km, making their runout distances compa-
rable to large terrestrial volcanic debris avalanches, pyroclastic
flows, and lahars. Data on the travel distance of the venusian
avalanches (Table 1) as a function of vertical drop height (H/L),
plotted against terrestrial mass movement features, demonstrates
the great mobility of a number of them.
TABLE 1. Measurements of seven debris aprons
from collapsed margin domes on Venus.
A B C D E
Volume Height Length
Name km 3 km (H) km (L) H/L
-26.3,296.8 i .4 62 0.022
-29.7, 183.7 220 0.9 38.5 0.023
-16.8, 244.8 150 3.7 25.7 0.14
-7.6,255 135 1.6 19 0.08
-25.4,308 1.6 I0 0.16
-25.4, 308 1.6 8.6 0.19
-0.2, 284.9 0.14 23 0.0061
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FI_. 1. Mapped outlines of slump and debris avalanche aprons. The outline in the bottom right is that of a possible
I_va flow from the collapsed margin dome on Sapas Mons.
On Earth, landslides on volcanic edifices can be triggered by a
number of different processes, including those occurring as a result
of aseismical crustal deformation, such as oversteepening of slopes
due to deformation (possibly resulting from dyke emplacement of
magma rise), overloading of the slope (by lavas), excess weight at
the top of the slope (due to a large cone or a large area of summit
lava), removal of suplmn by explosions on the flanks, and caldera
collapse. Failure occurring coseismically can result from structural
alteration of the constituent parts of the slope leading to failure,
dislodgement of otherwise stable slopes, and fault movement result-
hag in an increased slope angle [4]. Seismic pumping may also be a
major control on slope stability during an earthquake [5].
On Venus, similar processes may operate. The high ambient
temperatures may result in development of a weak carapace, which
in turn may allow relatively rapid dome growth to occur. If the
effusion rates are high, as suggested by the size of the features, then
oversteepening would be a likely consequence resulting in failure
and collapse. Landslide scars may be modified by continued dome
growth. The existence of fractures around the base of some of the
collapsed domes and of debris aprons cut by fractures suggests that
there has been seismic activity and surface deformation occurring
during the period of modification of the dome.
References: [1] Moore J. G. et al. (1989) JGR, 94,
17465-17484. [2] Holister C. D. et al. (1978) EPSL, 41,405-418.
[3] Siebert L. (1984) J. Volcanol. Geoth_rm. Res., 22, 163-197.
[4] Guest J. E. et al. (1984) J. Vok:anol. Geotherm. ges., 21, 1-23.
[51 Murphy B. (1992 . - th_is, Oni..Kersi_y oLLo_,_ort,,,
MIXED-VALENCE IRON MINERALS ON VENUS: FeZ*-Fe -_
OXIDES AND OXY-SILICATES FORMED BY SURFACE-
ATMOSPHERE]INTERACTIONS. RogerG.Bums and D'Asey
W. Straub, Department of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sci-
ences, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge MA
02139, USA.
Background: The oxidation state and mineralogy of iron on the
hot surface of Venus are poorly understood [1-3], despite qualita-
tive in situ measurements of oxygen fugacity during the Venera 13]
14 missions [4], some reflectance spectral data derived from the
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Venera 9/10 and Venera 13/14 missions [5], numerous equilibrium
thermodynamic calculations [e.g., 3,6,7], and several experimental
studies of rock and mineral assemblages heated in air [5,8-10,11] or
CO2-dominated atmospheres [2,12]. Inferences fix>m these investi-
gations a_ that Fee'-bearing minerals such as hematite [a-Fe203],
magnesioferrite [MgFe_'204}, acrnite {NaFebSi206}, and epidote
[Ca.zFe_,A12Si3Ot2(OH)} are thermodynamically unstable [3], and
that magnetite {Fe304 or Fc2+Fe_20+} is the predominant mixed-
valence iron oxide mineral on Venus. Recently, the Fe2*-Fe b
silicate mineral laihunite (with ideal endmember composition
Fe2÷Fe3*2Si2Os), earlier suggested to occur on oxidized surfaces of
terrestrial planets [10], was proposed to be a reaction product of
olivine with the venusian atmosphere [3]. This possibility is dis-
cussed further here. We suggest that other mixed-valence Fe2+-Fe _'-
O2-OH- silicates could also result from surface-atmosphere
interactions on Venus. Such minerals include oxy-amphiboles [e.g.
Ca2(Mg,FeZ+,Fe_-)s SisO22(OH,O)2)}, ilvaite {CaFeZ÷2Fe3+ Si 2
Os(OH ) }, oxy-biotites {e.g. K(Mg,Fe2+,Fe-_)z_3(Si3 AIO to)(OH,O)2 },
and babingtonite {Ca2Fe2÷FebSisOl4(OH)}.
Conversion of Hematite to Magnetite: Spectroscopic obser-
vations, which correlated spectrophotometric data of the Venera 9/
l 0 and 13/14 missions with laboratory reflectance spectra of hema-
tite, suggested that this ferric oxide phase might exist metastably on
the venusian surface [5 ]. However, a kinetic study of the conversion
of hematite to magnetite [12] showed that, although coatings of
magnetite on hematite crystallites may partially inhibit the decom-
position of Fe203, complete conversion of hematite to magnetite is
sufficiently rapid at venusian surface temperatures so as to dismiss
the existence of re°tastable hematite on Venus. Thus, magnetite
appears to be the dominant oxide mineral accommodating ferric
iron on Venus. However, a number of other opaque mixed-valence
silicate minerals also host Fe 3. ions and could exist on the surface
of Venus.
Stability of Laihunite: The occurrence of ferrifayalite, con-
sisting of intergrowths of fayalite (stoichiometric Fe2÷2SiO4) and
laihunite (nonstoichiometric Fe2*xFebySiO4). in terrestrial meta-
morphic [13], plutonic, and extrusive igneous rocks [14-171 sug-
gested that such Feb-bearing olivines might also exist on other
terrestrial planets [ I0],including Venus [3]. Ferri fayalites have also
been produced experimentally by aereal oxidation in the tempera-
ture range 400°-800°C of Mg-Fe and Mn-Fe olivines [8-10,
16.18.19]. These natural and experimentally induced oxidation
products of olivine, including the granulite-facies laihunite
(intergrown with magnetite) from metamorphic rocks at the type-
locality in China [! 3], consist of a variety of superstructure olivine
polytypes [16,17,20,21 ]. Maghemite (7-Fe203 ornonstoichiometrie
spinel) was also identified in oxidized fayalites [8-10]. However, at
elevated temperatures, ferrifayalite-maghemite assemblages de-
compose to hematite, leading to the suggestion [9] that a laihunite-
maghemite-quartz oxygen fugacity buffer more oxidizing than the
(stoichiometric) fayalite-magnetite-quartz buffer could exist at
temperatures below 600°C. Such a Feb-bearing assemblage would
be relevant, therefore, to the surface of Venus.
More recently, the stability of laihunite has been questioned,
based on heating experiments above 300°C at various oxygen
fugacities [18,19]. Laihunite synthesized from fayalite was trans-
formed to hematite, magnetite, and amorphous silica under a CO 2
atmosphere. In a COz/H z (ratio 1000:1) atmosphere, laihunite
decomposed to fayalite, magnetite, and amorphous SiO z. Similar
reaction products were obtained for iaihunites synthesized from
Mg-Fe and Mn-Fe olivine solid-solutions. ]t was concluded [19]
that at 1 bar atmospheric pressure and temperatures exceeding
300°C, lai.huinite has no stability field under any oxygen fugacity.
These f'mding s conflict with the numerous terrestrial occurrences of
laihunite [13-17] and earlier thermodynamic caIculations for the
system Fe203-FeO-SiO 2 at 15 kh [22] that showed laihunite to be
stable at granulite-facies temperatures (6000-700°C). Therefore, if
laihunite does occur on Venus [3], it may be metastable in the
venusian atmosphere at P < 95 bar and T < 475°C.
The Possible Existence of Oxy-Amphiboles and Oxy-Micas
on Venus: Early thermodynamic calculations of chemical interac-
tions between basaltic rocks and the atmosphere of Venus indicated
that amphiboles such as glaucophane {Na_g3AlzSigOz2(OH)2}
and tremolite [Ca.pMgsSitO_(OH)2 ] , together with epidote, mag-
netite, and phlogopite {KMg3Si3AIOt0(OH)2], are stable assem-
blages [ 1,6,23]. However, the suggestion that these hydroxyl-bearing
minerals, as well as other amphiboles, micas, and clay silicates, are
stable on Venus has been hotly debated (see [3]). The problem
centers on estimated water-dissociation pressures of common
OH--bearing minerals, which render them unstable in the venusian
atmosphere. On the other hand, fluorine-bearing amphiboles and
micas, in which F- ions replace OH- in the crystal structures, may
be stable on Venus [3,7].
Dehydroxyl ated amphiboles and micas formed by intracrystalline
redox reactions could also be stable phases on Venus. Such
dehydroxylated minerals are well known as oxy-hornblendes and
oxy-biotites in terrestrial volcanic rocks, where they occur as
primary magmatic phases or were formed by oxidation of extrusive
amphiboles and micas at the Earth's surface.
When Fe2+-bearing amphiboles and micas are heated in a vacuum
or inert gas, an internal oxidation-reduction reaction occurs in the
mineral crystal structures, resulting in an oxy-amphibole or oxy-
mica component [24,25]
Fe 2÷ + OH- = Fe b + O z- + tAH 2
In an oxidizing atmosphere, the reaction becomes
Fc 2. + OH- + _AO, = Fcb + O L + _h H20
The overall result of both of these reactions is to convert the
structural OH- ions to O z- anions, which are retained in the amphi-
bole or mica crystal structure to charge-balance the Fe b ions
produced by oxidation of Fe 2÷ cations [26,27]. Similar Fe2"-Fe b-
Oz--(OH -)-bearing amphiboles and micas would be thermally stable
on the surface of Venus. Thus, oxy-hornblendes and oxy-biotites
should be recognized as candidate mixed-valence iron minerals on
Venus.
Other Mixed-Valence Fe2*-Fe 3. Silicates Likely to Exist on
Venus: Calcite and magnetite are predicted to be stable over
almost the entire surface of Venus [3]. On Earth, these two minerals
coexist with a variety of Ca-Fe silicates in skarn deposits that
formed by contact metamorphism when magma intruded ferrugi-
nous limestones or siliceous dolomites [28 ,29]. Minerals present in
progressive decarbonation sequences away from such plutons range
from high-temperature pyroxene (e.g., hedenbergite, CaFe2÷Si206)
and garnet (e.g., andradite, Ca3Feb2Si3Ot2 ) assemblages to ilvaite
{CaFe2÷2Fe3*Si2Os(OH)} and babingtonite {Ca2Fe2÷Fe3÷ Si s
Oz4(OH)}, which formed at lower temperatures. In the COz-satu-
rated environment during skarn formation, ilvaite-bearing assem-
blages become stable when temperatures and oxygen fugacities fall
below about 500°C and 10 -25 bar respectively [30,31]. At compa-
rabl,temperatures, the crystallization of babingtordte requires
more hydrous conditions, lower CO 2, and slightly higher O 2 fugaci-
ties in the fluid phase than ilvaite. Since similar temperatures, CO 2
pressures, and oxygen fugacities induced within skam deposits exist
on Venus, ilvaite and perhaps babingtonite could have also formed
on the surface of this planet by the interaction of the venusian
atmosphere with extruded basaltic rocks. One factor that might
mitigate against the formation of these calcic Fe2+-Fe _ silicates on
Venus. however, are the h/gh abundances of Mg and AI measured
during the Venera 13/14 [32] and Vega 2 [33] missions. The Mg 2+
and Al_+ cations are not accepted into the crystal structures of ilvaite
and babingtonite.
Discussion: Although magnetite is generally regarded to be
the predominant ferric-bearing mineral on Venus. other mixed-
valence Fe2÷-Fe _" minerals known to exist on the surface of Earth
could be stable in the venusian atmosphere. Thus, in addition to
laihunite(which is probablymctastable)and ilvaite and babingtonite
(bothof which may be found inrocksdepletedof Mg and At),oxy-
amphiboles and oxy-micas may alsobe major constituentsof the
vcnusian surface.The opacitiesand highelectricalconductiviticsof
such mixed-valence Fez+-Fe3+silicateminerals,the propertiesof
which resemble magnetite [34],may alsocontributetohighradar-
reflectivityregionsin thehighlandsof Venus [35].
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tionsand Interpretations(M. G. Kivelson,cal.),208-299, Prentice-
Hall.[3] Fegley B. Jr.et at.(1992) Proc. LPSC, Vol.22, 3-19.
[4} Florensky C. P. ctat.(1983)LPSC XIV, 203-204. [5]Picters
C. M. et al.(1986) Science,234, 1379-1383. [6]Barsukov V. L.
ctal.(I982) Proc.LPSC 13th,inIGR, 87, A3-A9. [7]NozctteS.and
Lewis J.S. (1992) Science,216, Igl-183. [g]BarrelsK. S. and
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THERMAL BUOYANCY ON VENUS: PRELIMINARY RE-
SULTS OF FINITE ELEMENT MODELING. J.D. Burr and
J. W. Head, Department of Geological Sciences. Brown University,
Providence R102912, USA.
Introduction: Enhanced surface temperatures and a thinner
lithosphere on Venus relative to Earth have been cited as leading to
increased lithospheric buoyancy. This would limit [ 1] or prevent [2]
subduction on Venus and favor the consa'uction of thickened crust
through underthrusting. Underthrusting may contribute to the for-
mation of a number of features on Venus. For example, Freyja
Montes, a linear mountain belt in the northern hemisphere of Venus,
has been interpreted to be an orogenic belt [3] and a zone of
convergence and underthrusting of the north polar plains beneath
Ishtar Terra, with consequent crustal thickening [4]. Such mountain
belts lie adjacent to regions of tessera and contain evidence of
volcanic activity, Tessera is also considered to consist of thickened
crust [5] and crustal underthrusting is one possible mode for its
formation [4]. Models for the formation of the mountain belts and
associated features must then explain compressional deformation
and crustal thickening, as well as melt production.
In order to evaluate the conditions distinguishing between
underthraxsting and subducfion, we have modeled the thermal and
buoyancy consequences of the subduction end member. This study
considers the fate of a slab from the time it starts to subduct, but
bypasses the question of sub<tuction initiation. Thermal changes in
slabs subdueting into a mantle having a range of initial geotherms
are used to predict density changes and thus their overall buoyancy.
Finite element modeling is then applied in a fhst approximation of
the assessment of the relative rates of subduction as compared to the
buoyant rise of the slab through a viscous mantle.
Subduction Model: In themodel,slabs,having a thickness set
by 90% of the basalt solidus, subduct at a 45 ° angle into the mantle.
The initial geothcrms match surface thermal gradients of 10°C/kin,
15°C/kin, and 25°C/km [61. Slabs heat via conduction, crustal
radioactivity, phase changes, and adiabatic compression. Phase
changes involving the conversion of basalt to eclogite at depths of
60 to 160 krn and then enstatite to forsterite plus stishovite between
260 and 360 km generate O. 13 x 10 -5 ergs/cm 3 s and 0.36 x 10-5 ergs/
cm J s respectively [7]. The slab radiogenic heat production is 2.63 x
10 -7 ergs/g s [8]. Adiabatic compression adds 0.5"C per kilometer
of depth. Convergence rates ranged from 5 mm/yr to 100 ram/yr.
The tbermal evolution of the slab is followed using a _nite
difference technique [7,9]. The model region measures 800 km
horizontally by 400 km deep. Processing ends when the slab tips
reach a 300-kin depth, implying time intervals of I0 m.y. to 10(3 m.y.
Slab density changes derive from the thermal results through
calculation of the thermal expansion (% = 3 × IO-5/°K [8]) and the
effects of pressure Co = 1 × 10-3/kbar [8]) on initial densities set for
zeropressureand temperature.The assumed initialdensitystructure
includesa 10-kinor 25-kin basalticcrust(density= 3.0 g/cm3), a
corresponding 25-km or 65-kin-thickdepleted mantle zone (den-
sity= 3.295 g/cm3), and an underlying undepleted mantle (den-
sity= 3.36g/cm)).Densitychanges due tothephaseu'ansitionsare
alsoincluded.Resultstaketheform of densitydistributionswithin
themodel region.
Finiteclement modeling isthenemployed to gauge the rateat
which a slabhaving the densitystructurederivedabove willmove
through a viscous mantle. Buoyancy body forcesare appliedto a
slabhaving a viscosityof 1021Pa s surrounded by a mantle with a
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viscosity of 1019 Pa s. Zero stress boundary conditions are applied
to all sides of the model region, while no motion perpendicular to
region boundaries ate allowed except at the top.
Results: Figure 1 shows a typical result of the computations
modeling the density changes. Density contours (0.1 g/cm 3 spacing)
clearly delineate the slab and its crustal layer. In this case (10°C/kin
geotherm, 25 km crust, subduction rate of 5 km/m.y.) the net slab
densities in the region above the basalt-eclogite phase transition axe
lower than their mantle surroundings (the phase change is set for the
density analysis at ] 10 km depth). Above the 110-kin depth densi-
ties in the crustal portion of the slab are lower than in the mantle
outside the slab. This causes the net slab density to be less than that
in the surrounding mantle. Below the basalt-eclogite phase change,
net slab densities exceed those in the neighboring mantle. Net slab
buoyancy remains positive until the slab has lengthened to about
275 kin. Thereafter, slabs become negatively buoyant.
initial ['mite clement results indicate that the positively buoy ant
slabs will rise through the mantle at a rate of 5 to 10 km/m.y. This
analysis considers only the instantaneous velocity of the slab and
does not incorporate the full results of the density modeling or the
dynamics of slab subductive descent.
Discussion: Qualitatively, subduction islikely lobe enhanced
by negatively buoyant slabs or hindered by slabs that are positively
buoyant. Positive net buoyancy is found above the basalt-eclogite
phase change, tending to oppose subduction. Negative net slab
buoyancy for the full-length slab was found for all conditions, while
neutral buoyancy was achieved for slabs at alength of about 275 kxn.
Thus, the slab must penetrate deeply into the mantle before negative
buoyancy can help drive subductlon. The rate of the slab's buoyant
rise through the mantle is then important in determining whcthcr the
slab may descend deeply enough to become negatively buoyant.
Preliminary results of finite clement modeling indicate the slab
may rise at rates between 5 and l 0 km/m.y. Thus, subducting slabs
will tend to rise into an underthrusting position if their subduction
rate is slow. However, it may be that moderate to high rates of
subduction will overwhelm the buoyant rise of a slab. This could
lead to slabs being forced through the basalt-eclogite phase transi-
tion and to great enough depths to become negatively buoyant, thus
possibly producing a self-sustaining subduction system.
These initial results must be considered in light of the presump-
tion of subduction made in undertaking the analysis. Some process
still must be found that would carry the slab downward despite its
initial positive buoyancy. Further work will model more closely the
dynamics of the subductive motion of the slab and the effects of the
slab density evolution on slab buoyancy, its rate of rise through the
mantle, and the continuance of subduction.
These results indicate that for all cases of assumed Venus
geothcrm a lithosphcric slab whose subduction has been initiated
will instead be forced to underthrust the overriding lithosphere ff the
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Fig. 1. Final density distribution for 10°C/kin geolhenn, 25 km crust, and 5
km/m.y, subduction rate. Contours have a 0.1 g]cm3 spacing.
subduction rate is slow. This could then lead to crustal thickening,
melting, and volcanism, and possibly provide one model to explain
the association of compressional mountain belts and blocks of high-
standing tessera, with apparent flexural rises and foredeeps, and
with large volumes of volcanic deposits.
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EROSION VS. CONSTRUCTION: THE ORIGIN OF VENU-
SIAN CHANNELS. D.B.J. Bussey and J. E. Guest, University
of London Observatory, University College London, London NW7
2QS, UK.
Lava channels area common fcatureinthevolcanicregionsof
theMoon, and have now beenobserved on Venus [I].Therehasbeen
much debate aboutthe originof lunarchannels:Are theytheresult
of erosional(eitherthermal or mechanical) or constructionalpro-
ccsscs? It is necessary to determine the criteriato distinguish
between thedifferentypesofchannels.The clearestevidcncc isthat
the prcscnce of Icvccs indicatesthatthe channel experienced a
constructionalphase for a period.
Greeley [2]has proposed thatHadley Rifle,on theMoon, was
formed as aleveedchannel and lavatubesystem.Evidence forthis
isitslocationalongthecrcstof aridge.In addition,Hadley Rillcand
otherlunarmarc sinuous rillcsarc discontinuous,suggestingthat
theiroriginwas,inpart,a lavatubethathas subsequentlyundergone
partialroofcollapse.Carl"[3]and Head and Wilson [4]have argued
thattheserillcswere produced by lavaerosion.For lunarhighland
channels,which tend to be largerthan theirmarc counterparts,
mechanical erosionof the megarcgolith isapossibleprocess.
Channcls of severaldiffcrcnt ypeshave been observed on the
surfaceof Venus [l].They arc probably formed by more thanone
process.They range insizefrom a few kilometerstoover 6800 km
[I].The relativelyshort("tadpolelike")channels[5](e.g.,24 S 347)
appearsimilartolunarmarc sinuousrillesinmorphology. They arc
so likecertainconstructionalterrestrialchannels(e.g.,Kalaupapa,
Hawaii [6]) that it appears reasonable to say that they too arc
constructional channels or collapsed lava tube systems.
However, the long sinuous channels referred to by Baker et al. [ 1]
as "canali" pose a different problem in the understanding of their
formation. One example of a channel of this type in the southeast
region of Aphrodite Terra appears to show both erosional and
constructional characteristics. This channel is represented in Fig. 1.
It is approximately 700 km long with an average width of about 1
kin. It drops a distance of 700 m from beginning to end, which means
that the average slope is 0.06 °. Its source may have been a graben
situated at the northwest end of the channel. It appears to have
different origins along its length.
The lack of levees near the source suggests that the channel
is erosional in this region. An inferred profile is shown as AA' in
Fig. 1.
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A channel in southeast Aphrodite Terra. Evidence for erosion or construction obt.iined by analysis of north-south sections of the channel.
The presence of levees indicates that a constructional phase has
occurred. These are formed by lava repeatedly splashing over the
channel sides and solidifying. Evidence o£ levees is seen further
away from the source. A possible profile is shown in BB' in Fig. 1.
However, the presence of levees does not mean that the lava was not
also eroding and deepening the channel. BB' could just as credibly
be redrawn with the level of the channel floor below the level of the
surrounding terrain.
Thus, in conclusion, our example channel is very sinuous and
there is evidence of erosion. There may also have been overflow
here. In its middle reaches it roofs over and has the characteristics
of a lava tube. In the lower reaches there is strong evidence for the
presence of levees indicating construction.
On Earth, limited amounts of erosion may occur in basaltic lava
channels [7], although not nearly on the same scale as on the planets
just mentioned. For lava erosion on Earth to occur to a comparable
extent, excessive eruption times are required. However, low-viscos-
ity komatiite lava may erode to a larger extent and there is direct
evidence that carbonatite lava erodes when the underlying strata is
also carbonatite [8].
Previously it has always been assumed that for thermal erosion
to occur the flow must be turbulent [9]. Recent findings [8] indicate
that this may be a false assumption and that laminar flow may be
effective in eroding the substrate.
References: [1] Baker V. R. et al. (1992) JGR, in press.
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POLARIZATION PROPERTIES AND EARTH-BASED RA-
DAR MEASUREMENTS OF VENUS IN THE POST-
MAGELLAN ERA. D.B.Campbell, DepartmentofAstronomy,
Comell University, Ithaca NY 14853, USA.
Studies of the polarization properties of reflected radar signals
provide information about wavelength-scale surface and subsurface
irregularities and can place constraints on the scattering models
used to explain anomalously high backscatter cross sections, such
as those measured for the surfaces of the icy Galilean satellites. The
JPL aircraft-mounted synthetic aperture radars (SAR) provide
cross-section and polarization information for terrestrial terrain
types. Comparison of these measurements with results from the
Magellan mission is helping to relate volcanic flow types on Venus
to terrestrial equivalents [1]. Unfommately, the Magellan SAR
transmits and receives a single linear polarization so that informa-
tion concerning the polarization properties is dependent on past and
future observations from the Earth, primarily with the 12.6-em
wavelength (the same as Magellan) radar system on the Arecibo
telescope.
Early radar observations of Venus discovered several areas on
the planet that had both high backscatter cross sections and high
circular polarization ratios (i.e., the ratio of the received power in
the same sense as that transmitted to that in the opposite sense).
Most prominent among these were Alpha and Beta Regiones and
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Maxwell Montes. At the then achievable spatial resolutions of about
100 kin, the measured ratios for Alpha and B eta were approximately
0.5 while that for Maxwell Montes was closer to unity. More recent
measurements with the Arecibo system in 1983 and 1988 indicate
that the ratios for parts of Maxwell Montes are very close to unity
and may exceed unity in some areas. Very high cross sections and
inverted polarization ratios have been observed for the icy Galilean
sateUites and the south polar region on Mars. All models attempting
to explain the phenomenon invoke internal scattering in a very low-
loss ice medium.
Results from the Pioneer-Venus [2] and Magellan missions [3]
showed that Tbeia and Rhea Montes in Beta Rcgio and Maxwell
Montes are areas with low thermal emissivities and high Fresnel
reflectivities. Pettengill et 8.1.[3] invoked the presence of very high
dielectric constant material and Muhleman [4] has pointed out that
volume scattering could play an important role. However, if further
analysis of the current data and futuxe measurements confirm that
the polarization ratio exceeds unity, then the current models to
explain the low emissivities and high reflectivifies will need to be
revised.
With no new missions currently planned, the only method to
obtain additional data for the surface of Venus in the post-Magellan
era will be with groundbased telescopes. Improvements to the
Arecibo radar system currently underway will increase its sensitiv-
ity for radar mapping of Venus by about a factor of 7, allowing high-
quality imaging at 1 - to 2-kin resolution over approximately 40% of
the surface. This resolution and sensitivity are more than adequate
for mapping of the polarization properties of selected areas aimed
at studies such as the wavelength-scale roughness properties of
volcanic flows for comparison with terrestrial data and the under-
standing of the high-emissivity/Iow-reflecfivity areas.
References: [1] Campbell B. A. (1992) JGR, in press.
[2] Pettengill O. H. et al. (1988)JGR, 93, 14881-14892. [3] Tyler
G. L. et al. (1991) Science, 252, 265-270. [4] Muhleman D. O.,
personal communication.
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BRIGHT CRATER OUTFLOWS: POSSIBLE EMPLACE-
MENTMECHANISMS. D.JohnChadwickI,GeraldG.Schaber t,
Robert G. Strom 2. and Dada M. DuvaP, tU.S. Geological Survey,
Flagstaff AZ 86001, USA, 2Department of Planetary Sciences,
University of Arizona, Tucson AZ 85721, USA, 3University of
North Dakota, Grand Forks ND 58202, USA.
Lobate features with a strong backscattcr are associated with
43% of the impact craters cataloged in Magellan's cycle 1 (Fig. 1).
Their apparent thinness and great lengths are consistent with a
low-viscosity material. The longest outflow yet identified is about
600 km in length and flows from the 90-kin-diameter crater Addarns.
There is strong evidence that the outflows are largely composed of
impact melt, although the mechanisms of their emplacement are not
clearly understood. High temperatures and pressures of target rocks
on Venus allow for more melt to be produced than on other
terrestrial planets because lower shock pressures are required for
metting {1].
The percentage of impact craters with outflows increases with
increasing crater diameter. The mean diameter of craters without
outflows is 14.4 kin, compared with 27.8 km for craters with
outflows. No craters smaller than 3 km, 43% of craters in the 10- to
30-km-diameter range, and 90% in the 80- to 100-krn-diameter
range have associated bright outflows. More melt is produced in the
Fig. 1. Heilman, 35 km in diameter. Note positiort of outflows downrange of
missing segment of ejecta.
more energetic impact events that produce larger craters [2]. How-
ever, three of the four largest craters have no outflows.
Outflow occurrence is also correlative with impact incidence
angle. Fifty-nine percent of Venus' craters have bilaterally symmet-
ric cjecta: a large concentration on one side and little or none on the
other. Such craters were probably formed by oblique impacts; more
pronounced asymmetry in the ejecta reflecting a lowering impact
angle [3 ]. Of craters with asymmemc ejecta, those with outflows are
more numerous than those without above about 15 km in diameter.
This transition occurs in craters with symmetric ejecta patterns
above about 35 kin, which suggests that oblique impacts are much
more efficient at producing outflows than those with higher-angle
trajectories. Forty-eight percent of asymmetric-ejecta craters have
outflows, compared with only 34% of those with symmetric ejecta.
Schultz [3] observed a relation between decreasing impact angle and
increasing length and areal coverage of outflows. More impact melt
is not expected to be generated in oblique impacts relative to high-
angle impacts due to lower energy deposition in the target [4].
Rather, oblique impacts may be more efficient at removing the
outflow materials from the crater and may also incorporate a higher
percentage of the projectile in the outflows.
Of the 227 venusian craters with outflows and asymmetric
ejecta, about 26% have outflow sources centered on the downrange
axis, and 87% have outflows originating from within 90 ° in azimuth
of this axis (Fig. 1). These relations suggest that the outflows are
transported downrange during the impact. Popigai, a 100-kin-
diameter Asian impact crater, has an asymmetric distribution of
melt glass attributed to oblique impact [5]. This downrange distri-
bution is evident in flows from fresh lunar craters as well [6].
In the following paragraphs we present four possible mecha-
nisms for the emplacement of bright outflows. We believe this
"shotgun" approach is justified because all four mechanisms may
indeed have operated to some degree.
Model I: Emplacement by Jetting: There are apparently two
types of bright outflows: those deposited after emplacement of the
crater rim materials and a rarer form that appears to have been
deposited before. Jetting is a very early process that occurs before
ejecta emplacement, and jets have velocity usually higher than that
of the projectile [4]. Therefore, any jetted materials that remain in
the vicinity of the crater would lie stratigraphically below the rest
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of the ¢jecta. Impact velocities as low as 1-2 km per second may be
sufficient to produce jetting [7].
As impact angle decreases, the speed of the jet increases and the
amount of jetted material decreases to conserve momentum [4]. It
is unclear whether atmospheric drag could slow the jet enough for
local deposition.
Model 2" Emplacement as Lavallke Flows: In this model,
impact melt and solid fragments are transported out of the transient
crater within a turbulent, radially expanding gas cloud and deposited
in a discrete layer atop _c crater rim deposits. This same mechanism
was proposed to explain the aerodynamic sculpturing and lack of
sorting of melt bombs in suevite deposits at pies Crater [8]. At Ries,
glass constitutes about 15% of the suevite volume. Calculations by
Basilevslcy and Ivanov [9] and Ivanov et at. [10] suggest that a 26-
lcm-diameter crater such as Pies would produce 20% to 50% more
melt on Venus; thus a venusian suevite layer may be composed of
over 20% melt.
With high melt volumes and inefficient cooling of the melt by
hot incorporated clasts, venusian suevites may remobilize after
emplacement to form laminar, lavalike outflows. Many outflows
are observed to contain sinuous, leveed channels that commonly
have complex tributary and dismbutary systems. Channels in
outflows are usually best developed close to the crater, giving way
to broad, unchannelized distal lobes. Similar transitions occur in
Hawaiian lava flows, apparently due to increasing viscosity of the
flows with distance from the source.
Additional evidence for a slow, lavalike emplacement of the
outflows is their common inability to surmount topographic ob-
stacles (exceptions are described below). Small volcanic cones
surrounded by flows have commonly retained their circular shape;
flows of higher velocity would be expected to submerge part of one
side of these cones. Alternatively, it is not yet clear whether the melt
could remain molten long enough to produce the more lengthy
flows.
Model 3: Emplacement by Turbulent Flow: This model
requires a low-viscosity fluid similar to that of model 1. but
emplacement is at a much higher velocity in a turbulent gas/solid/
melt mixture, similar to terrestrial pyroclastic surges. This model
would best explain the outflows if the channels observed within
many of them are erosional, although it is not clear whether a
surgelike mechanism would produce the intricate networks of
leveed tributaries and distributaries that are observed.
Some outflows show a marked ability to climb slopes. At
Cochran, flow directions follow topographic contours except on the
northwestern side of the crater. Here the flow appears to climb as
much as 300 m into an elevated tessera region [11]. The northwest-
ern side of the crater is interpreted to be in the downrange direction,
so this observation is consistent with a turbulent flow being driven
forward along the impactor trajectory. The driving force may be the
momentum of the impact itself or a strong drafting created by the
impactor wake as suggested by Schultz [3].
Terrestrial pyroclastic flows have been analyzed by using the
energy-line model that gives the potential head of a flow along its
runout distance [12,13]. For the gravitational collapse of a debris
column, H/L is the ratio of column height to runout distance and
determines the slope of the energy line. H represents the initial
potential energy of the material converted to kinetic energy, which
is dissipated as the flow moves along the surface. The vertical
distance between the energy line and the subjacent topography is
used to calculate the velocity at a given distance from the crater. It
is possible for the flows to travel up slopes if they lie below the
energy line [I2].
Values of H/L for large terrestrial pyroclastic deposits fall in the
range of 0.1 to 0.2. These values, coupled with the longest L value
(measured at Addams), result in column heights of 60 to 120 kin.
Using the height of origin for Addams and neglecting the subjacent
topography, we derive an initial velocity of the 600-km.long
outflow atth¢ crater edge of about 1 to 1.5 km/s. This value exceeds
the sonic velocity of the venusian atmosphere. However, the values
of H/L in Venus' dense atmosphere are probably quite different
from those on Earth. Values of H/L of less than 0.02 are required if
the initial velocity of the outflow at Addams were to be below the
sonic velocity of Venus' atmosphere.
Kinetic energy may be imparted to the flow by the energy of the
impact in lieu of a collapsing column. This is possibly a more likely
scenario because of the tendency of the flows to be directed
downrange.
Model 4: Slow Ejection of Molten Transient-Crater Lining:
Features similar to the venusian outflows, albeit much smaller, are
the small flows and ponds on ejecta near the rims of relatively fresh
lunar craters. Hawke and Head [6] interpreted these materials to be
impact melt that originally lined the transient crater and was ejected
at low velocities from the crater interior by rebound and wall
slumping during the modification stage of crater formation. This
model is supported by the great number of outflows that appear to
originate very high on the ejecta blankets of Venus' craters, com-
monly at the rims. This relation was also noted by Edmunds and
Sharpton [ 14]. The backscatter tone of the floors of many outflow
craters indicates that the floors are much smoother than the flows
themselves, however, possibly indicating that they are not the same
material.
It is possible that a combination of models 2 and 3 may best
explain the longer outflows. Schuhz [3] observed a significant
population of outflows (38% of 253 craters) in which a combination
of laminar and turbulent emplacement styles was evident. Thus
these flows may have been given initially high velocities by the
impact and may have behaved as turbulent, ground-hugging surges.
Upon degassing, the solid-melt fraction of the flow would have
settled to the surface and continued to flow in a slow, laminar
fashion. Secondary flowage of this type has been observed in
terrestrial rheomorphic tufts [15], which probably have a much
lower melt fraction than the outflows.
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IMAGE PROCESSING AND PRODUCTS FOR THE
MAGELLAN MISSION TO VENUS. Jerry Clark, Doug
Alexander, Paul Andres, Scott Lewicki, and Myche McAuley,
Magellan Image Data Processing Team, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Mail Stop 168-514, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena CA 91109,
USA.
The Magellan mission to Venus is providing planetary scientists
with massive amounts of new data about the surface geology of
Venus. Digitalimage processingisan integralpartof the ground
data system thatprovides dataproducts to the investigators,The
mosaicking of syntheticaperua'eradar(SAR) image datafrom the
spacecraftisbeing performed at JPL's Multimission Image Pro-
cessing Laboratory (MIPL). MIPL hostsand supports the Image
Data processing Subsystem (IDPS), which was developed in a
VAXcluster environment of hardware and software thatincludes
opticaldiskjukeboxes and theTAE-VICAR (TransportableAppli-
cationsExecutive-VideoImage Cornmuniation and Retrieval)sys-
tem.The IDPS isbeing used by processinganalystsof the Image
Data ProcessingTeam toproduce Magellan image dataproducts.
Data arrive at the IDPS via the fiber optic Imaging Local Area
Network from the SAR Data Processing Subsystem that correlates
raw SAR data into image data. The input SAR image swaths, called
F-BIDRs (Full-resolution Basic Image Data Record), arc long, thin
swaths of imagery covering an area on the surface about 20 km in
width by about 17,000 km in length, extending from the north pole
to near the south pole of Venus. Systematic procedures were written
for the automatic mosaicking of multiple orbits of data into image
frames covering predetermined regions of the planet. Algorithms
were developed to perform such functions as the correction of
radiomctric differences at the edges of adjacent orbits and the
automatic tiepolnting of overlapping data to correct for navigational
errors between orbits. After mosaicking, thc images are contrast
enhanced, annotated, and masked to create photo products for
scientific analysis. Other versions of mosaics are creatod from
reduced resolution image swaths. Depending on the product, the
data are output from the MIPL as archive tapes; working WORM
(Write-Once-Rcad-M any) optical disks; premastcred tapes for stamp-
ing,by a vendor, of CD-ROMs (Compact -Disc-Read-Only -Memory)
that are used to distribute mosaics and ancillary data to the scientific
community; and exposed film that is used for the production of
prints and copy negatives. Numerous special products have been
made at the request of the investigators, including SAR mosaics
merged with non-SAR data (such as altimetry and radiometrie
emissivity data) that are displayed as color composites and stereo
anaglyphs that use SAR data collected at different look-angles to
view surface topography through stereo parallax. In addition,
mosaicked data are used to make other products, including terrain
rendering that shows SAR mosaics combined with digital elevation
data in perspective views and videos that use thousands of incremented
rendered scenes to create simulated flights over the surface of
Venus.
(This work is being performed at JPL, California Institute of
Technology, under contract with NASA.)
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THE THERMOSPHERE AND IONOSPHERE OF VENUS.
T. E. Cravens, Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of
Kansas, Lawrence KS 66045, USA.
Our knowledge of the upper atmosphere and ionosphere of
Venus and its interaction with the solar wind has advanced dramati-
cally over the last decade, largely due to the data obtained during the
Pioneer Venus mission and to the theoretical work that was moti-
vated by this data. Most of this information was obtained during the
period 1978 through 1981, when the periapsis of the Pioneer Venus
Orbiter (PVO) was still in the measurable atmosphere. However,
solar gravitational perturbations will again lower the PVO periapsis
into the upper atmosphere in September 1992, prior to the destruc-
tion of the spacecraft toward the end of this year. The physics and
chemistry of the thermosphere and ionosphere of Venus will be
reviewed in this paper. The book entitled Venus Aeronomy [1]
contains several chapters that together provide a good overview of
this subject.
The neutralatmosphere isprimarilycomposed of carbon diox-
ide,but for altitudesabove about 160 km atomic oxygen, which is
produced viaphotodissociafionof CO 2by solarphotons,becomes
the dominant neutralspecies.The PVO neutralmass spectrometer
has provided most of out information on thecomposition of the
Venus thermosphere. The thermosphere of Venus isquitecold in
comparison withEarth'sthermosphere withan exospherictempera-
lureon thedaysidcof Tex --300 K, whereas atEarth"rex= 1500 K.
The nightsidcthermosphere of Venus isextremelycoldwith"rex
I00 K; ithas been suggested, in fact,thatthisregion of the
atmosphere be calledthe "cryosphcrc" ratherthan the thermo-
sphere.Itisnotfullyunderstoodwhy theupper atmosphereof Venus
is so cold, although partof the answer is containedin thc CO 2
15-pro cooling mechanism and alsoin the natureof the thermo-
sphere dynamics. Thermospheric wind speeds of severalhundred
mctcrs per second have bccn theoreticallycalculatedfor altitudes
above about 150 kin,and indirectobservationalevidence,such as
compositionalgradients,supportsthevalidityof thcsccalculations.
The cxobasc of Venus islocatedat about 180 kin;above this
altitudc,in the cxosphcrc, neutralatoms and molcculcs largely
followballistictrajcctorics.Both atomic oxygen and atomichydro-
gcn arcabundant in the Venus cxosphcrc.The H densityisabout
10scm -3on thedaysidc and about 107 cm -3on thenightsidc.Two
populationsof cxosphcric H existat Venus: (1) a cold thermal
component and (2)a hot (i.e.,an effectivetemperatureof--1200 K)
nonthcrmal component. The hot hydrogen isthought tobc mainly
produced by thecharge exchange ofhot H ÷ ionswithncutralH and
O atoms.Both coldand hotpopulationsof atomic oxygen alsoexist
in the Venus cxosphcre,and the nonthcrmal hot populationhas a
largerdensitythan the cold population for altitudesabove about
300 kin.The hotoxygen corona,as itiscalled,was observed by the
ultraviolctspectrometeronboard PVO viaresonantlyscatteredsolar
130.4-nm photons.The major sourccofhot oxygen isthedissocia-
liverecombination of ionosphericO2* ions.Hot oxygen plays an
importantrolein the solarwind interactionwith Venus, because
photoionizafionof oxygen atoms thatarc presentout in the Venus
magnctoshcath createsheavy ionsthat"mass load,"and thusslow
down, the solarwind flow.
The ionosphereof Venus forms due totheionizationofnculxals.
Photoionizationby solarextreme ultraviolet(EUV) photons isthe
main ionizationprocess,although some contributionisalsomade
by electronimpact ionizationby photoelectronson thedaysidc and
by "auroral"electronson the nightsidc.It should be noted that
supcrthcrmalelectronsappear tobe precipitatingintothenightside
atmosphere of Venus, generatingemissionsobserved by the PVO
ultravioletspectxomctcrand alsocreatingionization.However, the
Venus auroraisvery weak incomparison withtheterrestrialurora,
and isthoughttobe caused by relativelylow energy electrons(i.e.,
energiesof _I00 cV orless,whereas auroralelectronsatEarthhave
energiesof thousandsof eV).
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The ionization process for the major neutral species, CO 2 and O,
in the ionosphere of Venus can be represented by the reactions
hv + CO 2-_ CO 2.+ e
-_CO+O'+c
hv+O-_O÷+e
where hv represents an ultraviolet photon, h is Planck's constant and
v is the photon frequency, hv must exceed the ionization potential
of the molecule for these photochemical reactions to proceed.
A peak electron density in the Venus ionosphere of= 6 × 105 cm -3
was observed on the dayside by the Pioneer Venus radio occultation
experiment, as well as by the radio occultation experiments on other
missions. The altitude of the peak is located at z =140 kin. The major
ion species in the lower ionosphere of Venus was observed by the
PVO ion mass spectrometer and by the retarding potential analyzer
experiments to be O: and not CO2+, even though the abundance of
neutral O 2 in the atmosphere of Venus is negligible, because of the
following rapid ion-neulzal reaction
CO{ + 0 _ 02* + CO
The 02 + ions are removed from the ionosphere by means of the
following dissociative recombination reaction with ionospheric
elections
O_+e-_O+O
The neutral oxygen atoms produced by this reaction have energies
of a few eV and are the source of the hot oxygen corona. The major
ion speciesobserved by instrumentson PVO for altitudesabove
= 160 km isO ÷.Many minor ion species,includingH ÷,CO +.N2 +.
CO,+ .NO +,He +.C +.and N +.were observed by the PVO ion mass
spectrometer.
Electron and ion temperatures of several thousand degrees were
observed in the ionosphere of Venus by the PVO electron tempera-
ture probe and by the retarding potential analyzer. Theoretical
models indicate that most of the energy required to heat the
ionospheric plasma to these tempcraturcs, which greatly cxceed the
neutral temperature, is derived from the solar wind interaction with
the ionosphere.
The nightside ionosphere of Venus is quite variable, both spa-
tially and temporally, with peak densities typically observed to be
about 10 a cm-L The main source of nightside ionization is thought
to be transport of ions from the dayside to the nightside. O* ions drift
upward on the dayside, then flow horizontally with speeds of several
kilometers per second above 200 kin, and then subside to lower
altitudes on the nightside. Large ion drift speeds near the terminator
of Venus were measured by the PVO retarding potential analyzer.
Auroral ionization also contributes to the nightside ionosphere.
especially during time periods of large solarwind dynamicpressure,
when it is known that the nightside ionosphere at higher altitudes
virtually disappears. A variety of other nightside ionospheric phe-
nomena have also been observed, such as tall rays, ionospheric
clouds, and ionospheric holes.
The solar wind interacts very strongly with the ionosphere of
Venus. In fact, two types of ionosphere exist: (1) unmagnetizF.d and
(2) magnetized. The former ionospheric state is observed to be
present whenever the solar wind dynamic pressure is low, and in this
case large-scale magnetic fields are excluded from the ionosphere,
although small-scale magnetic structures called flux ropes were
observed to be present in the ionosphere by the PVO magnetometer.
The boundary between the solar wind and ionosphere, called the
ionopause, is rather narrow and is located at higher altitudes for
unmagnetized ionosphere cases. However, the dayside ionosphere
is observed to be permeated by large-scale magnetic fields during
conditions of high solar wind dynamic pressure. In this case,
electrical currents flow throughout the ionosphere and both the
density structure and the dynamics of the ionosphere are strongly
affected by the solar wind interaction. The ionopause in this case is
located below about 300 km and is rather broad.
References: [1] Russell C. T., ed. (1991) Venus Aeronomy,
Kluwer, DordrechL
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NEAR-INFRARED OXYGEN AIRGLOW FROM THE VE-
NUS NIGHTSIDE. D. Crispt,V. S. Meadows 2.D. A. Allen3.
B. Bezard 4. C. DeBergh 4, and J.-P. Maillard s, Uet Propulsion
Laboratory, USA, 2University of Sydney, Australia, 3Anglo-Aus-
tralian Observatory, K)bserv. Paris-Meudon, France, SlAP Paris.
France.
Groundbased imaging and specwoscopic observations of Venus
reveal intense near-infrared oxygen airglow emission from the
upper atmosphere [1.2] and provide new constraints on the oxygen
photochemistry and dynamics near the mesopause (-100 kin).
Atomic oxygen is produced by the photolysis of CO 2on the dayside
of Venus. These atoms are transported by the general circulation,
and eventually recombine to form molecular oxygen. Because this
recombination reaction is exothermic, many of these molecules are
created in an excited state known as O2(tA). The airglow is produced
as these molecules emit a photon and return to their ground state.
Connes et al. [1] found that the airglow intensity is comparable on
the dayside (1.5 x l0 n photons/cm2/s) and nightside (1.2 x 1012
photons/cm2/s) of the planet. They concluded that the O2(IA )
emission is spatially uniform, and that chemical reactions involving
O2(IA ) provide a major pathway for the recombination of oxygen
atoms in the venusian atmosphere. The intensity and apparent
uniformity of this emission has puzzled atmospheric chemists for
more than a decade be.cause these properties cannot be expl ained by
existing models [3].
New imaging and spectroscopic observations acquired during
the summer and fall of 1991 show unexpected spatial and temporal
variations in the Oz(IA ) airglow [4.5]. High-resolution (0.4 cm-])
spectra of selected regions of the dayside and nightside of Venus
were obtained with the Fourier Transform Spectrometer on the
Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (Manna Kea Hawaii) on 27 June
and 1 July 1991 (Fig. 1). Individual oxygen emission lines of the
O2(tA ) band near 7880 cm -I (1.269 pan) were resolved, allowing us
to distinguish the airglow emission from the deep-atmosphere
thermal emission peak near 7830 cm -I (1.277 }am). The intensity of
the nightside O2(IA ) emission increased by a factor of 4 between
10N to 5S latitude on 27 June. The emission measured near 15S
latitude on 1 July was almost six times brighter than that seen four
days earlier, and about three times brighter than that reported by
Connes et al. [1]. Comparisons of intensities o f individual rotational
transitions in the P and R branches of the emission spectrum indicate
a rotational temperature of 186 ± 6 K (Fig. 2).
This temperature is comparable to that derived from the O2(IA )
observations made in the mid 1970s [I]. When Pioneer Venus
arrived in 1978, the Venus mesosphere was characterized by an
anomalous thermal structure, with warm poles and a relatively cool
equator. Dynamical models showed that this temperature structure
was consistent with a rapid decrease in the amplitude of the cloud-
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Fig. 1. High-resolution spectrtan of the Venus nightside taken on I July
1991 at the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope with the Fourier Transform
Spectrometer. The broad emtsslc_ peak centerednear 7830 cm-t (1.277 pro)
is thermal emission from the lowest scale height (0-20 kin) of the venusian
atmosphere. The narrow emission lines and the sharp spike oentered near 7880
cm -1 are O2(IA) airglow, which is produced in the upper mesosphere
(-94 kin).
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Fig. 2. The local kinetic temperatures can be inferred from the rotational
energies of transitionsin the P and R branchesof the O2(IA) band.We find
rotational temperatures of 186 + 6 K.
top superrotation at these altitudes [6]. Groundbased millimeter-
wave observations indicate that this thermal smacture may have
changed dramatically in the mid 1980s, when low-latitude tempera-
tures increased substantially in the upper mesosphere [7]. This
warm hag may have produced tropical temperatures that were warmer
than those at the poles, disrupting the anomalous thermal structure
and allowing the high-speed cloud-top winds to extend throughout
the mesosphcre. If that change occurred, our recent O2(tA ) observa-
tions suggest that the venusian mcsosphere has since reverted to
conditions like thoseseen in the late 1970s.
The first images of the Venus nightside at wavelengths within the
narrow Q branch oftheO2(IA)band were obtainedwiththeInfraRed
Imaging Spectrometer (IRIS) on the Anglo-AustralianTelescope
(SidingSpring Observatory) on 27 and 28 July 1991. Unlike the
almost featurelessdeep-atmosphere thermalemission at1.277pan,
theO2(tA)airglowoccasionallyhas contrastsaslargeas 10:lon the
nightside.On 27 July,thebrightestfeaturewas centeredbetween 30
211:39 LI.T. 19 September 1991
21:54 U.T. 19 September 1991
21:40 U.T. 2{} September 1991
Fig. 3. Images of the Venus nightside take at wavelengths in the bright Q
branch of the O2(l&) band on 19 and 20 September 1991. The intensity of the
brightest _gion changed by about 20% between 20:39 and 21:54 U.T. This
bright spot completely vanished the following day.
and 40N latitude near the dark limb (3 a.m. meridian). The antisolar
point was also relatively bright. Within one day, the locations and
intensities of the airglow features had changed dramatically. Simi-
lar variations in the O2(tA ) emission were seen on 19 and 20
September 1991 (Fig. 3). This transience and localized structure
was not apparent in the earlier groundbased spectroscopic observa-
tions of O2(IA) emission [1], but similar features have been seen in
Pioneer Venus Ultraviolet Spectrometer observations of NO emis-
sion [8], which is produced at much higher altitudes (- 120 km). The
implications of these observations for the composition and general
circulation of the upper venusian atmosphere are not yet understood,
but they provide important new constraints on comprehensive
dynamical and chemical models of the upper mesosphere and lower
thermosphere of Venus.
References: [1] Connes P. et al. (1979) Astrophys. J., 229,
L29. [2] Crisp D. et al. (1991) Science, 253, 1263. [3] Yung Y. L.
and Demote W. (1982) Icarus, 51, 199. [4] Crisp D. et al. (1991)
Bull. AAS, 23, 1194. [5] Allen D. A. et al. (1992) Ncaure, submitted.
[6] Taylor F. W. et al. (1980) JGR, 85, 7963. [7] Ciancy T. and
Muhleman D. (1991) Icarus, 89, 129. [8] Stewart A. I. F. et al.
(1980) JGR, 85, 7861.
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GLOBAL CORRELATION OF VOLCANIC CENTERS ON
VENUS WITH UPLANDS AND WITH EXTENSION: INFLU-
ENCE OF MANTLE CONVECTION AND ALTITUDE. L.S.
Crumpler, J. W. Head. and J. C. Aubele, Department of Geological
Sciences, Brown UnivcrsRy, Providence RI 02912, USA.
Introduction: In this paper the observed dis_bufion of volca-
nism on Venus and its associationswith geologic and tectonic
characteristicsare examined forsignificantglobal-scaletectonic,
mantle, and volcanic influences.We fredthatvolcaniccentersare
correlatedgeologicallywith zones of extension,infrequentin
lowland regions,and infrequentinregions with evidence fortec-
tonicshortening.In addition,volcanic centersare significantly
concentrated in a broad region at least 10.000 km in diameter
between Beta, Ada, and Tbemis Regiones. This area is nearly
hemispheric in scale and coincides spatially with the area of greatest
concenuration of extensional characteristics. Our analysis suggests
thattheobserved distribution patternsofvolcaniccentersreflecthe
regional patternsof extension,the origin of the extension and
volcanism are closelyrelated,and the hemispheric scaleof both
patternsimplies a deep-seatedoriginsuch as large-scaleinterior
mantle dynamic patterns.However, altitude-dependenteffectson
boththe formation and preservationof volcaniccenterscould also
sm0ngly influencetheobserved dismibutionpattern.
Identlfication/Classlficatlon:The global survey of volcan-
ism includesthearcsavailableforanalysisfrom thefirstand second
mission cycles{17],more than90% of the surfacearea.The final
volcaniccatalog[4]identifies,describes,and locatesto thenearest
half-degree1548 individualvolcanicfeatureslargerthan-20 km in
diameter.Volcanic featuresidentiiiedincludeIargcvolcanos,inter-
mcdial¢ volcanos, calderas,coronac, arachnoids,novae, shield
fields,largelavachannels,largelava flows and lava Roods, and
severalotherunusual volcanic features.Criteriafor identification
and classilicationfvolcanicfeatureson Venus [6,4]wcm carefully
outlinedand consistentlyused throughoutthe survey in order to
reduce driftand biasesinthe classificationsystematics.The iden-
tificationcrhcria selected arc dependent on observed image charac-
teristics of alargeprecursordatasct,wcrc chosen tofollowprevious
usages, and have bccn supplemented for additionalrigorand
reproducibilitywith the use of threesizedivisionsof radialstruc-
ture,flvesizedivisionsof concentricstructure,and a concisely-
organizedidentificationflowchart.Detailsof theclassificationa d
relatedobservationsand reductionprocedures arepresentedelse-
where [4].[n the following,the distributioncharacteristicsand
severalmodels for the originof the observed distributionare
discussedin furtherdetail.
Analysis ofDistrlbutlon: The globaldismbution ofvolcanic
centerson Venus isnor=random both visually(Fig.l) and from
severalspatialstatisticalmeasures.Areas of significantoverabun-
dance and underabundance correlatewith severalspecificregional
and global geologiccharacteristics.
Areal Distribution: The global distributionmap (Fig. I)
shows that anomalous concentrations of volcanic centers occur at
two scales; "global," with dimensions in excess of 10,000 kin, and
"regional," with dimensions in excess of a few thousand kilometers.
Volcanic centers are prominently clustered in a circular region
I0,000 to 12,000 km in diameter and centered near longitude 250 °
and encompassing the areas of Beta Regio, Atla Regio, and Themis
Regio. Hereafter this anomaly is referred to as Beta-Ada-Themis, or
BAT. A more diffuse clustering of moderate- to high-density areas
may be present in the opposite hemisphere (Fig.I),but in this
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discussion we focus on BAT in order to further assess some of the
primary characteristics of areas bearing concentrated volcanic
centers.
The averageglobalarealabundance of volcaniccenters(>20 km
indiametcr)is3.5:i:2.9 per I0_km z,basedon asample of 361 equal
areas ]000 km × 1000 kin.The arealnumber densityiscontoured
inFig.2 inorderto show where significantdepartures(> lstd.dcv.)
occur relativeto the global average density.Areas of moderate
volcanic centerabundance (>3 to 7 centers/10_ krn2)attaintheir
greatest contiguous areal extent in the Beta-Atla-Themis area.
Several smaller areas (<3000 km across) of greater density (>tO
centers/10 _ km z) also occur locally within this cluster. Large areas
of moderate (>3 to 7 centers/10 _ km 2) density also occur elsewhere
in the cquatorials regions, notably in the hemisphere centered about
longitude -70 ° trending from Alpha Regio northeast to Tethus
Regio. Estimates of the relative areas over which significantly
different densities occur show that modcratc densities of >3 to 7
centers/10 _ km 2 occur over ---40% of the surface area. Approxi-
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Fig.2. Contour map of the observed global abundance of cataloged volcanic
features on Venus. Contours (3, 7, and 10 volcanic centers per 10_ km a)
selected to show the mean, mean +-1 s.d,, and mean +-2 s.d. intervals.
Background dots aR volcanic center locations for reference. Areas with lower
than nominal abundances occur primarily in association with tessent(for
example, Aphrodite Terra) and in areas of lowland INains (for example,
Atalanut and Helen Planitiae). The areas of higher abundance are generally
associated with geological characteristics of extensional strain (for examine,
Beta-Atla-Themis Regiones).
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mately 60% of the 40% of the surface area covered by moderate
volcanic center abundance is accounted for by BAT; the other 40%
lies in the broad region noted above just noted in the opposite
hemisphere. Higher densities, between 7 and 10 centers/106 krn 2,
occur over -10% of the surface area. Areas with the greatest
densities (>15 centers/106 krn 2) occur over less than 1% of the
surface, mostly within BAT. The abundances over the remaining
-50% of the surface are less than the global mean.
Volcanic centers are primarily associated with regions lying at
intermediate altitudes between MPR and 1 to 2 km above MPR. This
includes primarily the areas known as uplands, and generally
excludes most of the highlands and lowlands. Extreme high or low
altitudes arc underepresented in the population. In the following,
some of the significant geological associations that this distribution
implies are discussed further.
Geological Relationships/Correlations: Areas of low den-
sity (fewer than 3 centers/106 km 2) occur mostly in lowlands and
volcanic centers are strongly excluded from highlands. These areas
include primarily extensive ridged lava plains and tesserae respec-
tively. The distribution oftesserae have been mapped from Magellan
data [9], appear widely distributed, and are frequently associated
with prominent highlands. Where tesserae occur within broader
areas of high regional volcanic center concentrations, the tesserae
areas are manifest as anomalously vacant areas. Prominent "holes"
in the concentration of volcanic centers occur in association with the
tessera areas of Ovda, Thetis, Beta, and Phoebe regions.
Extreme high or low altitudes are underrepresented in the
population. Areas with lowland characteristics are widespread but
occur over relatively well-defined regions with either east-west
orientation (Sedna, Niobe, Aino, and Helen) in midlatitudes or as
north-south swaths -30 ° wide along meridians centered at the
longitudes of Eastern Aphrodite (Atalanta, Rusalka, Helen) (165*)
and Eistla Regio (Guinevere, Lavinia) (345*).
Although volcanic centers are less abundant in areas of tessera,
where there are through-going rifts and zones of extension, volcanic
centers are relatively more abundant in tessera settings. In fact,
many volcanic centers are clearly associated with regional riftlike
patterns of extension. The greatest concentration of volcanic cen-
ters, BAT, is characterized by a variety of structural settings, but is
mostly situated in a region characterized tectonically by uplift and
extension, including that associated with magma emplacement and
flank rifting [7,20]. Detailed maps of the location of fracture
locations and trends [ 13], and the sites of several major intersecting
rifts [21], show that graben, fractures, fracture belts, and riftlike
patterns of extension occur primarily in the Beta-Atla-Themis
Regiones and the Alpha-Tellus-Tethys region. We note that these
areas of observed high fracture abundance correspond to the areas
of greater volcanic center abundance reported here. Major rifts
connect the larger volcanic centers within Eisfla and Sappho Regiones
[20,5], and a network of interlaced fractures connect local concen-
trations of volcanism to the north and south of Aphrodite Terra.
Geologically, most of the lowland plains appear to be the site of
extensive lavas characterized by frequent large lava channels and a
mosaic of linear mare-type ridge structural patterns generally
interpreted to be the result of tectonic shortening of a few percent
over large regions [23]. Ridges of this type are particularly abund ant
in the extensive lowland plains of eastern Aino and Helen Planitiae,
and occur throughout the lowlands of Guinevere, Lavinia, Rusalka,
Atalanta, and Snegurochka Planitae. Volcanic centers are also
underabundant within the regions of mountain belts where there is
evidence of intense shortening and regional compression [3,8,25].
Models for the origin of regional shortening associated with moun-
tain belts include bothupwelling anddownwelling [16,17,5,1,12,11],
but the lowland plains, particularly where ridge belts are common,
arc most consistent with the characteristics of broad mantle
downweUing [27,15]. Therefore, in contrast to areas of high volca-
nic center density where extension is pervasive, evidence for the
sign of the strain in the extreme upper and lower altitudes frequently
implies tectonic shortening, and may be associated with regional
mantle downweUing.
Coronae, which are thought to represent the sites of intense
mantle upwelling [23,24,10,22], are abundant throughout the region
of abundant rifting associated with BAT, particularly in Themis
Regio. In addition, the area of BAT includes several areas of large
positive gravity anomalies thought to represent regions of signifi-
cant dynamic mantle suplx_ and possibly associated with local
mantle upwelling [11]. Overall the distribution pattern of coronae
and related features may be interpreted as general maps of the global
regions of mantle upwelling and surface extension.
Significance of Geologic Correlations: Interior Dynamics,
Environment of Formation, or Age? Initial study of these
relationships suggests that spatial variations in volcanic center
density and global geological and geophysical characteristics are
correlated with global structural patterns and styles of tectonism.
On the basis of(l) the observed correlation between areas of high
volcanic center abundance and areas with geological evidence for
extension and (2) the correlation of areas of low volcanic center
abundance and areas with geological evidence for compression, w,e
outline in the following a series of hypotheses for the observed
distribution that may be tested.
1. The distribution is governed by the predicted influence of the
high gradient in surface pressure with altitude on the occurrence and
style of volcanic centers and intrusions on Venus [26]. This suggests
that the absence of volcanic centers in lowlands could also be a
primary result of the absence of shallow-depth magma reservoirs in
lowlands. Shallow magma emplacement is a necessary characteris-
tic of volcanic centers as it regulates the volume and rate of
individual magma eruptions in a manner conducive to building local
edifices. In the absence of shallow magma reservoirs, eruptions,
when they do occur, would be from great depths, and large lay a flood
events, rather than local volcanic edifices, would be formed. Under
this hypothesis, volcanic centers are underabundant in lowlands
because the environment of formation does not favor their forma-
tion there.
2. Low volcanic center abundance occurs in the plains because
these are areas of mantle downwelling. Volcanic centers are ex-
cluded from areas associated with mantle downwelling because
these are areas of net regional compressional strain and locally
cooler mantle. Areas of high volcanic center abundances might be
primarily associated with characteristics of mantle upwelling,
regional extensional strain, and relatively warmer mantle and
associated increased regional partial melt production. The abun-
dance of rifting and coronae in these areas supports this interpreta-
tion, but does not address the origin of the observed range in
morphology of centers between the plains, and uplands.
3. Because the regions of high volcanic center abundance are
elevated areas, they are preserved as islands from surrounding lava
plains-type flooding events. This hypothesis predicts that the sur-
face where volcanic centers are most abundant should be older on
average relative to areas of low volcanic center abundance. Initial
correlation of volcanic center frequency with reported impact crater
distribution [19,14] suggests that if such a correlation is present it
is relatively weak.
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Conclusions: On the basis of our initial analysis, we conclude
that the observed pattern of volcanic features may be correlated with
the distribution pattern of global physiographic and geologic char-
aeteristics. The dislribution of volcanic centers and regional tee-
tonic patterns suggests that volcanic features are generally excluded
from lowlands and regions of tectonic shortening, and occur pre-
dominantly in upland regions characterized by geologic evidence
for extension. Three hypotheses that may account for the observed
distribution and geologic association may be categorized as
(1) environment/elevation-related, (2) mantle dynamics-related,
and (3) age-related. It is likely that all three influences occur, but on
the basis of the global association of areas of high volcanic center
abundance with tectonic characteristics of extension and the prob-
able association of many individual volcanic centers with local
mantle upwelling and plumes, we believe that the regional concen-
trations of volcanic centers may be primarily associated with
regions of broad mantle upweUing phenomena. Although the broad-
scale characteristics and association of the distribution of volcanic
centers may be accounted for by the first hypothesis, details of the
distribution and local associations may be strongly influenced by
altitude and age-dependent effects.
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THE SPIN VECTOR OF VENUS DETERMINED FROM
MAGELLAN DATA. M.E. Davies],T. R. Colvint,p.G.Rogersl,
P. W. Chodas 2. and W. L. Sjogren 2, ]RAND, USA, 2Jet Propulsion
Labor atory, C all forni a Institute of Technology, Pasadena CA 91109,
USA.
A control network of the north polar region of Venqs has been
established by selecting and measuring control points on full-
resolution radar swips. The measurements were incorporated into a
least-squares adjustment program that improved initial estimates of
the coordinates o f the control points, pole direction, and rotation rate
of Venus. The current dataset contains 4206 measurements of 606
points on 619 radar strips. The accuracy of the determination is
driven by spacecraft ephemeris errors. One method used to remove
ephemeris errors is to adjust the averaged orbital inclination and
argument of periapsis for each orbit. A more accurate method that
has been used with selected blocks of orbits incorporates optimally
fitting measurements of additional points at all latitudes of the radar
strips together with Earth-based spacecraft radiometric tracking
measurements to compute new spacecraft ephemerides. The root-
mean-space (RMS) of the point measurement residuals in these
improved ephemeris solutions is typically about 20 m in slant range.
and 40 m in the gong-track direction. Both the control network
computations and the improved ephemeris solutions incorporate
radii at the measured points derived from the Magellan altimetry
dataset [ 1]. The radii of points north of 85* are computed in the least-
squares adjustments.
An accurate estimate of the rotation period of Venus was
obtained by applying the ephemeris improvement technique to the
second cycle closure orbits 2166-2171 that overlaid the first cycle
initial orbits 376-384. Sixty-four common points were measured on
both orbit groups and improved ephemeris solutions computed over
both blocks simultaneously, along with the rotation rate. A similar
analysis was madeusing orbits 874--878 from cycle 1 and 4456---4458
from cycle 3. Fifty-two common points were measured on both orbit
groups and the rotation period of 243.0185 + 0.0001 was computed.
This latter solution conf'Lrmed the initial solution, and was an
improvement over the fhst closure solution because of the longer
period between overlapping orbits.
The geodetic control network uses measurements of pohats on
overlapping radar strips that cover the north polar region; these are
only the even-numbered orbits. These strips were taken in the first
cycle and encircle the pole except for three gaps due to the superior
conjunction data loss, the reduced data due to occultation, and the
area of ongoing work. Improved ephemeris solutions for 40 orbits
(376-384, 520-528, 588-592, 658--668, 1002-1010, 1408-1412,
1746-1764, and 2166-2170) are included and fixed in the geodetic
control computations, thus tying the network to the J2000 coordi-
nate system. The argument of periapsis and orbital inclination of all
remaining orbits were allowed to vary as part of the least-squares
adjustment. The RMS of the point measurements is typic ally on the
order of 75 m in both along-track and cross-track. The rotation
period was fixed at 243.0185 days. The coordinates of the 606
measured points were determined and the solution for the direction
of the north pole w as ct = 272.76" + 0.02", 5 = 67.16* :i:0.01 ° 02000).
References: [ 1] Ford P. G. and Pettengill G. H. (1992) JGR, in
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MONTE CARLO COMPUTER SIMULATIONS OF VENUS
EQUILIBRIUM AND GLOBAL RESURFACING MODELS.
D. D. Dawson t. R. G. Strom I. and G. G. Schaber 2, IUniversity of
Arizona, Tucson AZ 85721, USA, 2U.S. Geological Survey, Flag-
staff AZ 86001, USA.
Two models have been proposed for the resurfacing history of
Venus: (1) equilibrium resurfacing and (2) global resurfacing. The
equilibrium model [1] consists of two eases: In case 1 areas <_0.03%
of the planet are spatially randomly resurfaced at intervals of
g150,000 yr to produce the observed spatially random distribution
of impact craters and average surface age of about 500 m.y., and in
ease 2 areas _lOq', of the planet are resurfaeed at intervals of >sO
m.y. The global resurfacing model [2] proposes that the entire planet
was resurfaced about 500 m.y. ago, destroying the preexisting crater
populat;.on and followed by significantly reduced volcanism and
tectonism. The present crater population has accumulated since
then, with only 4% of the observed craters having been embayed by
more recent lavas.
To test the equilibrium resurfaeing model we have run several
Monte Carlo computer simulations for the two proposed cases. For
case 1 we used a constant resurfacing area of 0.03% of the planet
with a constant thickness and a constant 150,000-yr time interval
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Fig. 1. (t) Observed Venus impact crater distribution. (b) 0.03% planet equilibrium msurfacing Monte Carlo simulation. (c) Observed
volcano size distribution equilibrium resurfacing Monte Carlo simulation. (d) 10% equilibrimn resurfacing Monte Carlo simulation. The
unfilled circles are pristine craters, the solid circles are flooded craters, and the solid triangles are possibly flooded craters. Flooded craters
not shown in (d).
between resurfaeing events. Another more realistic simulation used
the observed size distribution of volcanic features determined by
Head et al. [3] and a variable time interval between resurfacing
events that depended on the size of the event. Each simulation was
run for a simulation period of 3 b.y. We took into account ejecta
blankets by doubling the size of the craters. The center of each crater
was marked with a dot, and the amount of the crater covered by
resurfacing events was determined. Craters that were entirely
covered by a single resurfacing event were considered destroyed.
The minimum amount o f flooded craters were those craters that had
either not had their central point covered or had not had an area equal
to 100% of their area covered. The maximum amount of flooded
craters included the minimum amount and those craters that ful-
Idled both of the above criteria but had not been entirely covered by
a single event. Some fraction of these latter craters may have been
destroyed, but the others were probably intact and flooded. In fact,
this category of crater only constituted about 15% of the total
number of craters remaining after the simulations. Furthermore, a
constant thickness resurfacing event is unrealistic and will produce
more destroyed craters than a more realistic tapered event that will
produced more partially flooded craters. For each simulation the
input crater size-frequency distribution was the observed differen-
tial --0.2 slope for craters between 2 and 30 km diameter and the
observed differential-3 slope at diameters greater than 30 kin. After
the simulations, however, the size distribution had changed to a -2
slope at diameters greater than 30 kin, because over the simulation
time of 3 b.y. the smaller craters were preferentially erased relative
to the large craters to produce the -2 slope. Therefore, it was
necessary to input an artificial size-frequency distribution with a --4
slope for craters greater than 30 krn diameter in order to arrive at a
-3 slope at the end of the simulation.
For the case 1 equilibrium resurfacing model to be valid the
resulting crater distribution should be spatially random and there
should be only about 4% partially flooded craters. Figures lb and lc
show the results of the simulations compared to the observed crater
distribution (Fig. la). Although the crater spatial distribution ap-
pears to be random, the amount of flooded craters is a minimum of
24% and maximum of 40% in the 0.03% resurfacing model, and a
minimum of 30% and maximum of 46% in the more realistic
observed volcano size distribution model. This is between 6 and 10
times the amount of flooded craters observed. The computer simu-
lations do not take into account the more than 300 splotches that are
part of the impact record and are not embayed by lava. This would
only exacerbate the problem by producing many more flooded
impact events. Furthermore, the input size frequency distribution
above 30 km diameter required to produce the observed distribution
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is completely unlike any size distribution on the terrestrial planets.
Therefore, the computer simulations strongly indicate that the case
1 equilibrium resurfacing model is not a valid explanation for the
rcsurfacing history of Venus. The observed nom'andom disu-ibudon
of volcanic features [3] and the nonconelation of the density of
impact craters and volcanic features in equal areas [2] are further
arguments against the equilibrium resurfacing model.
Case 2 of the equilibrium resurfacing model C_10% resurfacing
areas) simply will not work, except at the 100% (global) resurfacing
level• Figure ld is a Monte Carlo simulation for constant 10%
resurfacing areas with a constant 50-m.y. time interval between
events. Clearly the crater distribution is completely nonrandom and
totally different from the observed distribution. We have done
simulations for 25% and 50% resurfacing areas with similar results.
Therefore, the equilibrium resurfacing model is not a valid model
for an explanation of the observed crater population characteristics
or Venus' resurfacing history.
The global resurfacing model is the most likely explanation for
the characteristics of Venus' cratering record. The amount of
resurfacing since that event, some 500 m.y. ago, can be estimated by
a different type of Monte Carlo simulation. In this simulation the
cratedng record begins 500 m.y. ago with the observed crater size
distribution. Our first simulation randomly selects craters from this
size distribution and resurfaces areas with volcanos randomly
selected from the observed volcano size distribution. The dmc
interval between volcanic events is chosen so that only 4% of the
craters arc flooded at the end of 500 m.y. To dam, our initial
simulation has only considered the easiest case to implement. In this
case the volcanic events arc randomly distributed across the entire
planet and, thcrefore, con_'ary to observation, the flooded craters
are also randomly distributed across the planet. This simulation
results in a maximum resurfaced area of about llYYo of the planet
since the global event, and an obliteration of about 4% of the craters.
Future simulations will take into account the observed nonrandom
distribution of flooded craters and, therefore, the nonrandom distri-
buuon of volcamc events. These stmulauons will probably result in
a lower percentage of planet resurfacing because volcanism will be
concentrated in smaller areas.
References: [11 Phillips R. J. et al. (1992) LPSC XXIII,
1065-1066. [2] Schaber G. G. et al. (1992) JGR, special Magellan
issue, in press. [3] Head J. W. et al. (1992) JGR, special Magellan
issue, in press. ^
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METHANE MEASUREMENT BY THE PIONEER VENUS
LARGE PROBE NEUTRA L MASS SPECTROMETER. T.M.
Donahue I and R. R. Hodges Jr.2, IUniversity of Michigan, Ann
Arbor M148109, USA, 2University of Texas at Dallas, Richardson
TX, 75083, USA.
The Pioneer Venus Large Probe Mass Spectrometer detected a
large quantity of methane as it descended below 20 km in the
atmosphere of Venus. Terrestrial methane and 13_Xe, both originat-
ing in the same container and flowing through the same plumbing,
were deliberately released inside the mass spectrometer for instru-
mental reasons. However, the 136Xe did not exhibit behavior similar
to methane during Venus entry, nor did CH 4 in laboratory simula-
tions. The CH 4 was deuterium poor compared to Venus water and
hydrogen. While the inlet to the mass spectrometer was clogged
with sulfuric acid droplets, significant deuteration ofCH 4 and its H 2
progeny was observed. Since the only source of deuterium identifi-
able was water from sulfuric acid, we have concluded that we should
correct the HDO/H20 ratio in Venus water from 3.2 x I0 -z to
(5 -6 0.7) × 10 -2.
When the probe was in the lower atmosphere, transfer of
deuterium from Venus HDO and HD to CH 4 can account quantita-
tively for the deficiencies recorded in HDO and HD below 10 kin,
and consequendy, the mysterious gradients in water vapor and
hydrogen mixing ratios we have reported. The revision in the DM
ratio reduces the mixing ratio of water vapor (and H2) reported
previously by a factor of 3.2/5.
We are not yet able to say whether the methane detected was
atmospheric or an instrumental artifact. If it was atmospheric, its
release must have been episodic and highly localized. Otherwise,
the large D/H ratio in Venus water and hydrogen could not be
maintained.
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VISCOELASTIC RELAXATION OF VENUSIAN CORONAE
AND MOUNTAIN BELTS: CONSTRAINTS ON GLOBAL
HEAT FLOW AND TECTONISM. I. Duncan and A. Leith,
Deparurtent of Earth and Planetary Science, Washington Univer-
sity, St. Louis MO 63130, USA.
Venus differs from Earth in that water is essentially absent and
its surface temperatures are about 470 K higher. The competing
effects of high surface temperature and dry lithologies on the long-
term history of surface topography have been studied using the
f'mite-element method (Tecton) [ 1].
The relaxation history of surface topographic features, such as
coronae and mountain belts, is a function of thermal gradient,
crustal thickness and lithology, regional stresses, and basal tractions
applied to the lithosphere. In this study we have examined the
relative effects of these factors over a period of 500 Ma (presumed
to be the mean age of the venusian surface) [2].
We assume that the venusian crust is composed of various
combinations of diabase, gabbro, komatiite, and refractory litholo-
gies such as anorthosite and websterite. Using appropriate thermal
conductivities and surface heat fluxes scaled from Earth values
(with and without a secular cooling contribution from the core)
[3.4], thermal gradients ranging from about 20 K km -t to 60 K km -t
are computed. We further assume that the thickness of a diabase
crust is limited by the dry solidus. The models are dynamically
isostaticaUy balanced, using an elastic foundation.
Preliminary results of the study are shown in Fig. l, in which a
2-kin-high volcanic plateau has been instantaneously emplaced on
the surface. For this model the crustal thermal gradient was
28 K km -t. After the elastic response (essentially representing
initial isostattic balance) the topography relaxes until the plateau is
about 230 m above the surrounding region, and the slope from ridge
crest to moat has been reduced from an initial 6 ° to about 2.5". The
values we obtain for our model plateau heights and slopes are in the
observed range for venusian coronae. Thus we argue that coronae on
Venus can be modeled as the product of elastoviscous relaxation of
volcanic plateau. Although our starting models are oversimplifica-
tions, they do show all the critical morphological characteristics of
venusian coronae. Matching the observed spectrum of corona
morphology by varying the size, initial slope, and theology of model
plateaus enables constraints to be placed on plausible values for the
venusian heat flux. We argue that the mean global heat flux must be
significantly lower (-V3) to be consistent with the observed spec-
trum of coronae topography.
We are presently examining models similar to those described
above to investigate venusian mountain belts. Our models differ
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instantaneous elastic response to loading (isostafic balance), and for 0.5, 10.
50. and 500 Ma. Vertical exaggeration is ><21.
from those of other workers in that (1) our thermal models are
distinctive and we believe more realistic and (2) our models are
dynamically isostatically balanced with both hydrostatic restoring
forces and dynamic support by tectonic stress and basal tractions
being modeled. The implications of our models' stress evolution for
surface deformation can be tested against Magellan imagery.
References: [1] Melosh H. J. and Raefsky A. (1980) Geophys.
J. R. Astron. Soc., 60, 333-354. [2] Phillips R. J. et al. (1992) LPSC
XXIH, 1065-1066. [3] Solomon S. C. and Head J. W. (1984) JGR,
87, 9236-9246. [4] Phillips R. J. and Malin M. C. (1984)Annu. Rev.
Earth Planet. Sci.,J,2, 411--443 .....
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FLEXURAL ANALYSIS OF UPLIFTED RIFT FLANKS ON
VENUS. Susan A. Evans, Mark Simons, and Scan C. Solomon,
Department of Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences, Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge MA 02139, USA.
Introduction: Knowledge of the thermal structure of a planet
is vital to a thorough understanding of its general scheme of
tectonics. Since no direct measurements of heat flow or thermal
gradient are available for Venus, most estimates have been derived
from theoretical considerations or by analogy with the Earth [1].
The flexural response of the lithosphere to applied loads is sensitive
to regional thermal structure. Under the assumption that the yield
strength as a function of depth can be specified, the temperature
gradient can be inferred from the effective elastic plate thickness
[2]. Previous estimates of the effective elastic plate thickness on
Venus range from 11-18 km for the foredeep north of Uorsar Rupes
[3] to 30--60 km for the annular troughs around several eoronae
[4,5]. Thermal gradients inferred for these regions are 14--23 K km -t
and 4-9 K kna -1 respectively [3,4]. In this study, we apply the same
techniques to investigate the uplifted flanks of an extensional rift.
Hypotheses for the origin of uplifted rift flanks on Earth include
lateral transport of heat from the center of the rift, vertical transport
of heat by small-scale convection, differential thinning of the
lithosphere, dynamical uplift, and isostatic response to mechanical
unloading of the lithosphere [6]. The last hypothesis is considered
the dominant contributor to terrestrial rift flanks lacking evidence
for volcanic activity, particularly for rift structures that are no
longer active [6]. In this study, we model the uplifted flanks of a
venusian rift as the flexural response to a vertical end load.
Tectonic Environment: We examine a linear rift system
centered at 330S, 92°E, in an area to the east of Aino Planitia. The
feature appears as a linear ridge in Pioneer Venus altimetry and thus
has been named Juno Dorsum. However, the increased resolution of
Magellan images and topography has established that this feature is
actually a linear rift with pronounced flanking highs. The rift is
100 km wide and 450 km long; it has a central depression 1-2 km
deep and flanks elevated by as much as 1 krn (Figs. 1 and 2). The rift
connects a 1.5-kin-high volcano on its western edge to two coronae,
Tai Shah and Gefjun [71, to the east. Despite the presence of the
volcano and coronae, both the center of the rift and the adjacent
flanks appear to be free of volcanic flows. Juno Dorsum is at the end
of a nearly continuous chain of coronae, rifts, and linear fractures
that extends eastward and appears to terminate at the northwestern
edge of Artemis Corona. The rift appears in Magdlan images as
numerous east-northeast-trending lineaments, which we interpret to
be normal faults. To the north and sooth are smooth, radar dark
plains that stand very close to mean planetary elevation.
We use Magellan altimetric profiles from orbits 965-968 and
970-972 (Figs. 1 and 2). While topographic profiles perpendicular
to the strike of the rift are preferable, the orbit tracks cross the rift
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Fig. I. Topographiccontour map of the Juno Dorsum region. Thin solid
linesdenotepositiveelevationcontours,thicksolidlineszeroelevation,and
dashed lines negative elevations. The contour interval is 0.3 krn, and the datum
is mean planetary radius, 6051.9 krn.The rift is located in the center right of
the figure, with an unn_mned volcano to its west. The north-south-trending
lines indicate the tracks of orbits 965-968 and 97 !-972 (numbers increasing.
eastward). The orbit tracks make an angle of approximately 75 ° with the strike
oftherift.
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Fig. 2. Example orbit profiles over Juno Dorsum: see Fig. I for location.
The rift flanks are elevated 800 to 1000 m above the smro_adlng plains, and
interference from other regional topographic features is minimal. Orbit 967
has been offset verti_lly by 2500 m for clarity.
at an angle of approximately 75 ° , and we can easily make the
geometrical correction for this small difference. Profiles from
single orbits avoid errors introduced by interorbit offsets. As is
evident in Fig. 2, the topography of the surrounding plains region is
rather smooth, and the uplift of the flanks is quite distinct and easy
to discern from other regional topography.
Model: We model the uplift of the rift flanks as the flexural
response of a thin elastic plate overlying a fluid substratum [8]. We
assume that the flexure is of the form
(1)
where w is the vertical deflection of the plate from the regional
datum, x is the distance along the profile, and ot is the flexural
parameter given by
1
:L3 gil-¢)j (2)
where E is Yotmg's Modulus (60 GPa). T e is the elastic plate
thickness, Pm is the mantle density (3300 kg m3), g is the gravita-
tional acceleration (8.87 m s-2). and v is Poisson's ratio (0.25). The
objective is to find the three parameters A, B. and ct such that the
root-mean-square (rms) misfit between the observed and calculated
topographic profiles is a minimum. Since w depends nordinearly on
ca. we first fix the value of ¢x, then calculate the best-fitting values
of A and B. The flexural parameter is then varied over a range
corresponding to an elastic plate thickness of 1 to 50 kin, and the
procedure is repeated. From the parameters providing the best
overall fit we calculate the plate curvature at the Vast zero-crossing.
This curvature and the apparent elastic plate thickness are then used
to estimate the thermal gradient from the curves in [3].
We model only the rift flanks, so we remove the central rift
depression from the profiles and model each rift flank separately.
The location of highest topography in the half profile defines the
origin of the horizontal axis. We fit topography up to 350 km from
the rift. to avoid modeling the small rise 400 km to the south of the
rift (Figs, 1 and 2). We also remove the mean elevation and the best-
fit linear trend from our profiles before fitting to prevent bias from
long-wavelength regional topography.
Results: Of the 14 profiles obtained in orbits 965-968 and
971-972. we analyze 10 that have flanks rising 600-1200 m above
the regional mean elevation. Four of these profiles are well fit by
elastic plate thicknesses of 8-16 kin. For each of these profiles, there
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Fig. 3. Top: Topographic profiles (solid) and best-fit flexural l_rofiles
(dashed) for three half profiles; top to bottom are orbit 967, umthem flank;
orbit 968. southern flank: orbit 968. northern flank. Bottom: the rms error as
a function of elastic plate thickness for the same profiles. Note that the top two
Wofiles are best fit only over a small range of ela.cdcplate thicknesses, whereas
the bottom profile can be fit by a broader range of plate thicknesses. All
profiles are consistent with ela_c plate thicknesses in the range 8-20 kin. For
clarity, the upper two pmfiles at top have been vertically offset by 1000 m and
2000 m. respectively, and the corresponding error curves by 30 and 60 m,
is a narrow range of plate thicknesses for which the rms error is
small, so the results are well constrained (Fig. 3). Three of these
profiles produce best-fitting plate thicknesses of 8-9 kin, suggest-
ing that the true effective elastic plate thickness may be near the low
end of this range. The remaining profiles generally contain more
small-scale topographic variation of :tl00 m in amplitude and are
equally well fit by a range of plate thicknesses. The fits for all
profiles, however, are consistent with elastic plate thicknesses of
8-20 krn.
These effective plate thicknesses and the calculated curvatures
imply thermal gradients of 15-30 K km -l if the base of the
mechanical lithosphere is limited by the ductile strength of olivine
[3]. Because the values of elastic lithosphere thickness derived here
are comparable to or less than the estimated crustal thickness
beneath plains regions on Venus [9,10], the base of the mechanical
lithosphere may lie within the crust and be limited by the flow law
for lower crustal material. In such a situation, the thermal gradients
would be less than the figures given above.
The effective elastic plate thicknesses we derive for the Juno rift
structure (8-20 kin) are comparable to those obtained for the North
Polar Plains at Uorsar Rupes (11-18 kin) and both regions involve
flexure of the lithosphere beneath plains at elevations near the
planetary mean. A general relationship between regional elevatio_
and elastic plate thickness might be expected if regional elevatio_
were controlled by lithospheric thermal structure [Ill, as in the
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Earth's oceanic regions. Further analysis of flexure is warranted to
determine if such a relationship holds for Venus.
References: [l]solomonS.C.andHeadJ.W.(1982)JGR,87,
9236. [2] MeNuu M. K. (1991)JGR, 89, 11180. [3] Solomon S. C.
and Head J. W. (1991) GRL, 17, 1393. [4] Sandwell D. T. and
Schubert G. (1992)JGR, in press. [5] Sandweil D. T. and Schubert
G. (1992) Science, submitted. [6] Weissel J. K. and Karner G. D.
(1989) JGR, 94, 13919. [7] Stofan E. R. (1992) JGR, in press.
[8] Turcottc D. L. and Schubert G. (1982) Geodynamlcs, 125-131.
[9] Grimm R. E. and Solomon S. C. (1988) JGR, 93, 11911.
[10] Zuber M. T. and Parmentier E. M. (1990) Icarus, 85, 290.
[11] Morgan P. and Phillips R. J. (1983) JGR, 88, 8305.
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UNDERSTANDING THE VARIATION IN THE MILLIME-
TER-WAVE EMISSION OF VENUS. Antoine K. Fahd and
Paul G. Steffes, School of Electrical Engineering, Georgia Institute
of Technology. Atlanta GA 30332, USA.
Recent observations of the millimeter-wave emission from
Venus at 112 GHz (2.6 nun) have shown signi ficant variations in the
continuum flux emission [1] that may be attributed to the variability
in the abundances of absorbing constituents in the Venus atmo-
sphere. Such constituents include gaseous H2SO 4, SO 2, and liquid
sulfuric acid (cloud condensates). Recently, Fahd and Steffes [2,3]
have shown that the effects of liquid H2SO, t and gaseous SO 2cannot
completely account for this measured variability in the millimeter-
wave emission of Venus. Thus, it is necessary to study the effect of
gaseous H2SO, t on the millimeter-wave emission of Venus. This
requires knowledge of the millimeter-wavelength (MMW) opacity
of gaseous H2SOa, which unfortunately has never been determined
for Venus-like conditions.
We have measured the opacity of gaseous HzSO 4 in a CO 2
atmosphere at 550,570, and 590 K, at 1 and 2 atm total pressure, and
at a frequency of 94.1 GHz. Our results, in addition to previous
centimeter-wavelength results [4], are used to verify a modeling
formalism for calculating the expected opacity of this gaseous
mixture at other frequencies. This formalism is incorporated into a
radiative transfer model to study the effect of gaseous H2SO _ on
the MMW emission of Venus.
Experimental Configuration: The experimental setup used
to measure the MMW opacity of gaseous H2SO 4 atmosphere
consists of a free-space transmission system as shown in Fig. 1. In
this system, a glass cell contains the H2SO4/_'O 2 gaseous mixture
that is introduced prior to the measurement process. The glass cell
is located inside a temperature-controlled chamber. A transmitting
antenna is used to hunch energy into the glass chamber. A receiving
antenna is placed at the output of the glass cell in order to collect the
outgoing signal. Using a precision variable attenuator, the resulting
opacity of the gaseous mixture is measured.
Measurement Results: The measured absorptivity (dB/km) of
H2SO 4at 94.1 GHz is shown in Fig. 2 where it is plotted as a function
of temperature for2 and I arm. The reported absorptivities in Fig. 2
are normalized to their respective mixing ratios. The measurements
were performed at 550, 570, and 590 K in order to allow enough
H2SO + vapor pressure in the glass cell.
Although the measurements were performed at 94.1 GHz, care
must be taken when projecting the absorption of HzSO + at frequen-
cies far from 94.1 GH z. As a result, we have developed an absorption
model based on a Van Vleck-Weisskopf (VVW) formalism. In this
formalism, we added the contributions from 2359 resonant lines of
HzSO,t computed by Pickett et al. (private communication, 1991)
that cover frequencies between 1.5 and 450 GHz.
In order to fully implement the VVW formalism, an appropriate
broadening parameter must be determined. To solve this problem,
!
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the atmospheric simulator as configured for measurements of the millimeter-wave absorption at 94.1 Gltz.
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we adjusted the broadening parameter so that the calculated opacity
matches the measured absorptivity at 94,1 GHz and the microwave
opacities at 2.24 and 8.42 GHz reported by Steffes [4]. Comparisons
between the calculated and measured opacity of H2SOdCO z are
shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4. A careful examination of these results
indicates that the calculated opacities of HzSO _ using the VVW
formalism with a broadening parameter of 1.55 MHz/q'orr agree
well with the measured microwave and millimeter-wave opacities
of the gaseous mixture. This f'mding is quite important since it
demonstrates for the lust time that the VVW formalism can be used
to accurately predict the opacity of HzSOdCO _ gaseous mixture
over a wide frequency range.
Modeling of the Atmosphere of Venus: A radiative transfer
model has been developed in order to investigate the effects of the
atmospheric constituents of Venus on its MMW emission. Such
constituents include gaseous SO 2, liquid sulfuric acid (cloud con-
densates), and gaseous H2SO 4.
Sensiltvity to Liquid H2SO4: Results from the radiative warts fer
model indicate that liquid HzSO 4 does indeed affect the brighmess
temperature of Venus at millimeter wavelengths [3]. For instance,
at 112 GHz a decrease in brightness temperature of 2 K is obtained
for a tmiform cloud layer between 48 and 50 km where droplets sizes
of 25 pxn and a bulk density of 50 mg/m 3 are assumed. However, this
decrease in brightness temperature is much less than the reported
variation in the emission of Venus, which indicates that variations
in the abundance of liquid H2SO , are not the major source of the
observed brighmess temperature variation.
Sensitivity of SOz: The effects of gaseous SO2 on the com-
puted MMW emission of Venus are well described in Fahd and
Steffes [2]. Using an abundance pro f'de of 62 ppm below an altitude
of 48 krn, we have found that the brightness temperature is de-
creased by approximately 5 K. Although this decrease is significant,
it cannot completely account for the measured variation in emission.
Sensitivity to Gaseous H2SO_: Using the developed model
for the absorption of gaseous H2SO _ in a CO 2atmosphere, we have
found that this gaseous mixture seems to have the biggest effect on
the calculated brightness temperature of Venus. Specifically, at 112
GHz, a drop of 14 K is observed assuming an H2SO a (g) abundance
of 25 ppm between 48 and 38 km. This decrease in brightness
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temperature is quite significant compared with the effects of gas-
eous SO 2 and liquid H2SO 4. Thus, we can state that the variations
observed by de Pater et al. [1] are most likely due to the variations
in the abundance of gaseous H2SO 4 and not to liquid H2SO 4 or
gaseous sulfuric dioxide as previously suggested.
A plot of the calculated millimeter-wave spectrum of Venus
based on the presence of one or more constituents is shown in
Fig. 5. The results reported in this figure show the effect that H2SO 4
(g) has on the MMW spectrum of Venus. In addition, the results
show that there are specific millimeter-wave frequencies that are
especially sensitive to the abundance of H2SO 4 vapor in the lower
atmosphere of Venus.
References: [1] de Pater I. et al. (1991) Icarus, 90,282-298.
[2] Fahd A. K. and Steffes P. G. (1992) Icarus, in press. [3] Fahd
A. K. and Steffes P. G. (1991)JGR, 96, 17471-17476. [4] Steffes
P. G. (1985) Icarus, 64, 576-585. n
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RADAR SCATrERING PROPERTIES OF PANCAKELIKE
DOMES ON VEN US. P.G. Ford and G. H. Pettengill, Center for
Space Research, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cam-
bridge MA 02139, USA.
Magellan radar images have disclosed the presence of a large
number of almost perfectly circular domes, presumably of volcanic
origin, in many regions of Venus [1], several with diameters of
30 km or more. Their high degree of symmetry has permitted
measurements of their shape, as determined by the Magellan
altimeter [2], to be compared with models of dorne production from
the eruption of high-viscosity magmas [3].
In this work, we examine in detail the radar images of domes in
Rusalka Planitia (2.8°S, 150.9°E) and Tinatin Pianitia (12.2°N,
7.5°E), selected for their circular symmetry and apparent absence of
modification due to large-scale slumping or tectonic rifting. Assum-
ing that these domes are shaped according to the model of reference
[3], we can orthorectify the available Magellan SAR image swaths
(F-BIDRs: Full-Resolution Basic Image Data Records) to generate
three-dimensional plots of the radar scattering cross-section o 0 (r,
0, _b) as a function of distance from center of dome (r), scattering
angle (0), and azimuthal coordinate (0).
The behavior of o 0 with respect to changes in 0 has been
determined from Pioneer Venus radar data for many broad classes
of Venus surface type [4], and parameterized as a combination of a
quasispecular scattering component Oqs and a diffuse component
Od:
1_0(0) = I_q=(0) + Od(0 ) ----
ct Cp (cos 4 0 + Csin 2 0) -312 + (1 - _)pK0 v
2
where ct represents the fraction of the surface that contributes to
quasispecular mattering, C is the Hagfors parameter [5], p is the
Fresnel reflection coefficient, and K and v are functions of small-
scale surface roughness. Average values of C, p, and aover an entire
dome are extracted from altimeter measurements.
Variations of o0 with respect to radial distance r are interpreted
as changes in the small-scale roughness of the dome, which would
be expected from the radial dependence of the cooling rate of the
lava, perhaps enhanced by subsequent weathering. The result of
aeolian processes may also be seen in the dependence of 0 0 on
azimuth angle _b,since f'me-grained surface material that contributes
to o d may be emptaced or rearranged by the prevailing surface
winds.
References: [1] Head J. W. et al. (1991) Science,252,276-288.
[2] Ford P. G. and Pettengill G. H. (1992) JGR, in press.
[3] McKenzie D. et al. (1992) JGR, in press. [4] Ford P. G. and
Senske D. A. (1990) GRL, 17, 1361. [5] Hagfors T. (1970) Radio
,Sci., 5, 189.
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SEQUENTIAL DEFORMATION OF PLAINS ALONG
TESSERA BOUNDARIES ON VENUS: EVIDENCE FROM
ALPHA REGIO. M.S. Gilmore and J. W. Head, Department of
Geological Sciences, Brown University, Providence RI 02912,
USA.
Tesserae are regions of elevated terrain characterized by two or
more sets of ridges and grooves that intersect orthogonally [1].
Tesserae comprise 15-209'o of the surface of Venus, but the nature
of their formation and evolution is not well understood; processes
proposed to account for their characteristics are many and varied
[2]. Two types of tessera bound aries have been described: Type I arc
generally embayed by plains; type II boundaries are characterized
by being linear at the 100-kin scale and often associated with steep
scarps or tectonic features [2,3]. Margins such as the western edge
of Alpha have been described by these authors as type II. Some of
the tessera have boundaries that display deformation of both the
edge of the tessera and the adjoining plains [2,3]. This study focuses
on the western edge of Alpha Regio in an effort to characterize one
occurrence of this type of boundary and assess the implications for
the style in general. Using Magellan SAR imagery, lineament
lengths, orientations, and spacings were measured for ten 50 x 60-
km areas spanning 500 km of the western boundary. Structural
characteristics and orientations were compared to strafigraphic
units in order to assess the sequence and style of deformation.
Alpha Regio is a 1300 × 1500-km prominent radar-bright upland
featurein the southern hemisphere of Venus thataverages I km
above the surroundingplains[4].Ridges and troughswithinAlpha
average 33 krn long20krn apartinthenorthand 35 km long 17 km
apart in the south; their prominent orientation is N20°E [4]. The
ridges and troughs on the western edge of Alpha have an orientation
of N15°E, but differ from the interior ridges as their average spacing
is 4 km (Fig. 1). These lineaments are joined by a second set of
lineaments and graben trending N55°W and extending into the
plains. The deformation producing these northwest-trending linea-
ments has occurred over a period of time separated by several stages
of plains emplacement. Two plains units have embayed the western
edge of Alpha: a radar-dark plains unit (P11) that embays the edge of
the heavily deformed tesserae, and a radar-bright unit to the west
that embays the radar-dark unit (Fig. 2). The plains unit closest to
the tessera (Pll) has fewer lineaments than the tessera, but a greater
number of lineaments (spaced at an average of 3 km apart) than the
younger plains unit (P12), which embays and covers unit PI r The
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Fig. 1. (a) SAR irrutle of portion of western Alpha Re8io including plains, fme-lcaic lin-,tr, ents, =ad ridges mad trougl_ typical of Alpha tcsser=. The fsbric
of the fine-scale line=menu clearly differs from the more typical tossera fabric. Co)Sketch map of (a) emphasizing linemnents and voletnic features, Two sets
of lineaments ire seen here that increase in number from the plains into the t-me-scale ridges. The northwest-trending lineaments mad shields are confined to the
f'me-lcsle fsbric. (c) Topographic profile of A-A' in (b).
northern part of Fig. 2 displays some lava flows from PI z that were
too thin to cover the northwest lineaments. The boundary between
the plains units is also marked by a change in slope from 2 ° in the
younger unit to 60; the slope may then increase to as much as 25 ° at
the plains-tessera border. This is interpreted to mean that the dark
plains were emplaced along the margin of the tessera, tilted up, and
deformed, followed by the emplacement of the bright plains, which
also have been tilted upward and deformed. Deformation features
arc grabcnlike and interpreted to be extensional in origin. The
deformation of the plains follows one of the major trends in the
tessera interior [4,51.
There is a range of interactions between the northeast- and
northwest-trending lineaments; fine-scale ridges and troughs are
common within western Alpha while large graben up to 6 km in
width occur less frequently. In addition, the tessera along Western
Alpha contains numerous domes, pits, and small shield volcanos
that both predate (Fig. 1) and postdate the intense tcssera deforma-
tion. These small shields arc very similar to the array of shield
volcanos that have been mapped on the Venus plains [6]° and we
interpret this to mean that these tessera regions are formed from
adjacent volcanic plains. In addition, blocks (<I 00 km in length) of
crust that have radar characteristics that make them indistinguish-
able from undeformed plains are observed in the tessera along the
western margin. Each of these characteristics, in addition to the
distinct difference in ridge spacing in western Alpha, suggests that
western Alpha Regio may consist of plains that are sequentially
deformed, tilted, and uplifted, ultimately being incorporated into
the tessera. In addition, it has been proposed that t-me-male ridges
like those of Western Alpha are produced by layering thought to
exist within the plains [5].
We have considered two models to explain the characteristics of
the edge of Western Alpha. The first is mantle downwelling and
underthrusting of plains units due to compression at the edge of the
tessera block [5,7]. Shortening and isostatie adjustments due to
crustal thickening would cause uplift in Alpha and consequently
cause deformation and uplift along the margins of Alpha. The
second model is one of gravitational relaxation of the Alpha tessera
block. Gravitational relaxation of a plateau is expected to produce
extensional features within the interior of the crustal block that
change to compressional features at the margins of the block [8,5,31.
This is consistent with the presence of relatively young and
tmdeformed intcrtesseraplains in Alpha and the fine-scale cornpres-
sional features on its western margin. We favor the gravitational
relaxation model for these masons and because it is an ongoing
process favored under Venus conditions of high temperatures and
low erosion rates [9,10]. This model fails to explain, however, why
the deformation seen on the western edge of Alpha does not extend
over the entire margin of the tcssera block.
In summary, the western border of Alpha Regio has two sets of
lineaments that extend into the surrounding plains. This deforma-
tion has occurred over a time period marked by at least two sets of
plains emplacement. Western Alpha also contains small shield
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volcanos and blocks ofundeformed plainslikecrusL Each of these
featuressuggests thatAlpha isdeforming, uplifting,and possibly
incorporatingplains lavas onto itswestern edge. Gravitational
relaxationof Alpha tesseramay be the mechanism producing this
deformation and may contributetothefcaturcsfound atothertype
11boundarieson Venus. The totallengthof typeIS(dcformational)
boundarieson Venus islessthan typeI(embayed by plainslavas)
boundaries,but typeIIboundariesoccur atsome pointalongmany
tesscrablocks of allsizes[3].We arecontinuingour investigation
of thisand othersimilarboundaries.
References: [I]Basilevsky A. T. et as.(1986) Pro<:.LPSC
16th,in JGR, 91, D399. [2]Bindschadler D. L. and Head J.W.
(1991)JGR, 96, 5889. [3]Ivanov M. A. ctal.(1992)LPSC XXIH,
581. [4] Senske D. et al.(1991) Earth Moon Planets,55, 97.
[5]Bindschadlcr D. L. etas.(1992)JGR, submitted.[6]Aubelc J.
etal.(1992)LPSCXXIII,47. [7]BirdP.(1979)JGR,84,7561-7571.
[8] Bindschadler D. L. and ParrnenticrE. M. (1990) JGR, 95,
21329. [9]W_ccrtman J.(1979) PEPI, 19, 197. [10]Smrekar S. E.
an¢_l,_o_,s, c.(_92y_Gt%ir_esl
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VENUSIAN HYDROLOGY: STEADY STATE RECONSID-
ERED. David H. Grinspoon, Laboratory for Atmospheric and
Space Physics, University of Colorado, Boulder CO 80309, USA.
In 1987 Grinspoon proposed that the data on hydrogen abun-
dance, isotopic composition, and escape rate were consistent with
the hypothesis that water on Venus might be in steady state rather
than monotonic decline since the dawn of time [ 1,2,3]. This conclu-
sion was pard ally based on a derived water li fetime against nonthcr-
real escape of approximately 10 s yr. De Bcrgh et al. [4], preferring
the earlier Pioneer Venus value of 200 ppm water to the significantly
lower value detected by Bezard et al. [5], found H20 lifetimes of
>109 yr. Donahue and Hodges [6] derived H20 lifetimes of 0.4--5 x
109 yr. Both these analyses used estimates of H escape flux between
0.4 x 107 and 1 x 107 cm -2 s -t from Rodriguez et as. [7]. Yet in more
recent Monte Carlo modeling Hodges and Tinsley [8] found an
escape flux due to charge exchange with hot H + of 2.8 x 107 crn -_
s-k MeElroy et as. [9] estimated an escape flux of 8 x los cm -2 s -t
from collisions with hot O produced by dissociative recombination
of O2 +. Brace et as. [10] estimated an escape flux of 5 x 106 cm -2
s-t from ion escape from the ionotail of Venus. The combined
estimated escape flux from all these processes is approximately 4 x
107 cm -2 s -I. The most sophisticated analysis to date of near-IR
radiation from Venus' nightside reveals a water mixing ratio of
approximately 30 ppm [ 11 ], suggesting a lifetime against escape for
water of less than l0 s yr. Large uncertainties remain in these
quantities, yet the data point toward a steady state. Further evalua-
tion of these uncertainties, and new evolutionary modeling incorpo-
rating estimates of the outgassing rate from Post-Magellan estimates
of the volcanic resurfacing rate, will be presented.
If Comet Halley has a mass of 10 _ g and is approximately 5070
water ice, then impact of such an object provides roughly 10% the
current atmospheric water inventory on Venus. The terminal Creta-
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ceous impactor on Earth may have been a 1019-gcomet [12].A
similarimpact on Venus would provide a mass of water roughly
equal to the current inventory. The occasional impact of such large
cornets and more frequent encounters with smaller volatile-rich
objectswillproduce a spectrum of stochasticvariationsin water
abundance [3]. Thus our evolutionary exu-apolations that assume
that the current H abundance and escape flux are representative of
the overall history of the planet must be stated with the humility
required by knowledge of our temporally parochial vantage point.
References: [1] Grinslxxm D. H. (1987) Science, 238,
1702-1704. [2] Grinspoon D. H. (1988) Ph.D. thesis, University of
Arizona, Tucson. [3] GrinsIxxm D. H. and Lewis J. S. (1988) Icarus,
74, 21-35. [4] de Bergh C. et al. (1991) Science, 251,547-549. [5]
Bezasd B. et al. (1990)Nature,345,508-511. [6] DonahueT. M. and
Hodges R. R. (1992)JGR, 97, 6083-6091. [7] Rodriguez J. M. et al.
(1984) Planet. Space Sci., 32, 1235-1255. [8] Hodges R. R. and
Tmsley B. (1986) JGR, 91, 13649-13658. [9] McElroy M. B. et al.
(1982) Science,215,1614-1615. [10] BraceL.H.etal.(1987)JGR,
92, 15-26. [11] Pollack J. B. et al. (1992) Icarus, submitted. [12]
Lewis J. S. et al. (1982) GSA Spec. Pap. 190, 215.
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DETERMINING STRESS STATES USING I_]KI_SWARMS:
THE LAUMA DORSA EXAMPLE. Eric B. Grosfils and James
W. Head, Department of Geological Sciences, Brown University,
Providence RI 02912. USA.
Introduction: Initial examination of the Magellan coverage
of Venus has revealed between 150 and 300 large, radially lineated
landforms distributed across the planet's surface [1,2]. Where the
lineaments have been examined in detail, the majority fail m exhibit
signatures indicative of relief at or above the resolution of the radar;,
however, when the sense of topographic relief may be ascertained,
the lineaments commonly appear as fissures or flat-floored trenches
interpreted as graben. Individual lineaments can display graben,
t'kssure, and zero relief behavior along their length, suggesting either
that these differences are a function of the resolution of the radar, or
that the morphological distinctions are real but somehow geneti-
cally linked. In many instances, radial lineaments exhibiting these
characteristics are directly associated with surface volcanism, in-
eluding flanking and terminal flows, superimposed shield domes
and pit chains, and central, calderalike topographic lows. These
observable characteristics, as well as theoretical studies and com-
parison with similar terrestrial features, have led to the working
hypothesis that many of the radial fracture systems on Venus are the
surface manifestation of subsurface dikes propagating laterally
from a central magma source [3-7]. If this interpretation is correct,
studies of terrestrial dikes suggest that the lineament directions,
with localized exceptions and barring subsequent deformation,
should be perpendicular to the orientation of the least compressive
stress at the time of their formation [8-11]. To test this hypothesis,
we briefly examine a radial fracture system (63.7°N, 195°E) located
between two deformation beltsinVinmara Planitia, and verify that
the lineaments to the east behave in the expected manner. We have
also chosen this feature, however, because of its proximity to Lauma
Dorsa to the west. On the basis of Venera 15/16 data, both compres-
sional and extensional origins for this deformation belt have been
proposed [12,13]. By examining the stratigraphy and applying our
interpretation that the fracture system is linked to the presence of
subsurface dikes, we present an independent evaluation of the stress
state associated with Lauma Dorsa, and thus contribute to the
assessment of its origin.
Test of the Dike Hypothesis: Vinmara Planitiais a section of
flat, deformation belt-bounded lowlands a few hundred meters
below the mean planetary radius of 6051.84 km [14]. Bounding the
plains to the cast is a tessera belt trending nocth to south, roughly
75 km wide and sfighdy concave west in plan view. Although
sections of the belt approach the altitude of the surrounding low-
lands, most of the belt is elevated from a few hundred meters to as
much as 1500 m above the level of the plains. At a finer scale, the
tesscra is characterized by long, narrow ridges as well as fissures at
the crest indicative of gravitational collapse, all striking parallelto
the local U_-nd of the belt. Both the fme-scale and regional morphol-
ogy are consistent with the general interpretation that ridge belts
form incompression rather than extension, in this case implying an
east-west compressive field [15-17].
Superimposed on the plains is a fracture system extending
radially outward up to 450 km fi'om a cenu'ally located circular
depression some 50 km in diameter. The depression is bounded by
concentric graben and is interpreted as a caldera,perhaps associated
with magma withdrawal from a central storage region. The linea-
ments exhibit the negative relief associated with dikes, as well as
rare examples of shield domes and pit chains superimpo._d upon
individual lineaments. Terminal and flanking flows are not ob-
served; however, closelyspaced parallelfracturesand en echelon
behavior, both characteristic of terrestrial near-surface dike em-
placement, are present [lg]. These latter features imply a compo-
nent of vertical propagation in addition to the dominant lateral
sense, suggesting dike top depth variations caused by either small-
scale topography or changes in driving pressure and temporal
supply rate [19].
To the east the fracture system displays lineaments that vary
smoothly from radial orientations near the central depression to
strikes that are perpendicular to the plalns-tessera contact along the
edge of the concave west border. While this behavior is exemplified
to the northeast, it also occurs to the southeast. If the lineaments are
dikes, this suggests they were emplaced in an east-westcompressive
regime. This conclusion is in agreement with the sueas state inferred
to have formed Ihe tessera belt, and thus supports the hypothesis that
dikes form perpendicular to the direction of least compressive
stress.
Application to Lauma Dorsa: To the west of the radial fracture
system is Lauma Dorsa, a north-south trending diffuse ridge belt
that extends up to 300 kan in width. While the topography varies
along its length, Lauma Dorsa coincides with a long linear depres-
sion ranging from a few hundred meters up to 2000 m in depth.
While some contend that the coincidence of the depression and belt
argue for formation in an extensive regime [ 12], others maintain that
the observations are better explained by a compressional origin,
invoking underthnming or subduction to explain the depressed
topography [13]. Examination of the radial lineaments striking
westward from the central caldera may provide an independent
means of testing these hypotheses.
To the northwest of the caldera, the radial lineaments appear to
curve beneath the ridge belt, striking northwest, and then reappear
further north, striking to the northeast. The interpretation of this
"buried" set of lineaments is based strongly upon observations of
adjacentlineamentsthatdo not curve beneath theedge of theridge
belt. These leave the caldera region radial to the center, parallel to
those further west that then vanish at the edge of the ridge belt, then
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arc back toward the northeast, assuming the same su'ike as those
lineaments that "reemerge" from beneath Lauma Dorsa. It is not
clear from the stratigraphic relations in this region whether the
radial lineament set is older and has been disrupted by formation of
the ridge belt, or whether the two formed contemporaneously.
Due west of the ealdera the stratigraphic relationships are
clearer. Radial lineaments both crosscut and are deformed by large
antiform structures associated with the ridge belt. This implies that
the belt and radial fracture system formed at roughly the same time,
and therefore presumably under the same regional stress conditions.
If this is so then a number of factors suggest that the region was not
undergoing east-west extension during rift formation. First, if one
can assume that all the lineaments formed in a geologically brief
interval, then the proposed dikes to the east are unlikely to have
formed under east-west extension. Second, the curvature to the
northwest is inconsistent with extensional rifting, since this regime
offers no incentive for the dikes to deviate from a rift-parallel path.
Finally, like those to the east, the orientation of the lineaments due
west of the caldera is not consistent with east-west extension. As a
complication, dikes southwest of the caldera strike predominantly
parallel to the ridge belt along a topographic bulge. This type of
behavior is consistent with formation during east-west extension,
and the lack of relative stratigraphic markers does not allow us to
rule out this option. Anotherpossible interpretation, however, is that
the dikes propagate along the crest of a flexural bulge produced by
compression, with the near-surface stress in the upper half of a
bending elastic plate favoring an orientation parallel to the anti form
[20].
Conclusion: Many radial lineament patterns are interpreted as
the surface manifestation of laterally propagating subsurface dikes.
The stress state implied by one of these structures, located in
Vinmara Planitia, is consistent with the surrounding geology,
supporting the contention that this fracture system is analogous to
a radial terrestrial dike swarm. By using this information, additional
insight is gained into the origin ofLauma Dorsa. While examination
of the dikes to either northwest, west, or southwest of the central
caldera alone can be ambiguous, behavior of the radial system as a
whole offers fh-mer insight into the stress state associated with
formation of Lauma Dorsa, suggesting that the belt is associated
with regional shortening rather than an extensive regime.
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VENUS MESOSPHERIC WINDS AND THE CARBON MON-
OXIDE BULGE. Mark A. Gurwell t, Duanc O. Muldeman t. and
Kathryn Pierce Shah 2, 1California Institute of Technology, Mail
Stop 170-25. Pasadena CA 91125, USA, 2C,oddard Institute for
Space Studies, New York NY, USA.
One of the most striking features of Venus is the superrotation of
the atmosphere with a period of about 4 days, compared to the solid-
body rotation period of 243 days. The winds were discovered by
B. A. Smith [1] in 1967 from changes of the ulu'aviolet markings.
The mid- and lower-latitudinal zonal winds have been directly
measured by radio tracking of the Pioneer entry probes from about
65 km altitude down to the surface and by radio tracking of the Vega
balloon, which floated at about 55 Ion. The measured winds reach
a maximum speed of about 100 m/s at 65 km [2] and values above
that. until recently, have been basically theoretical. In 1985, Clancy
and Muhleman [3] interpreted their microwave specural line obser-
vations of CO in the Venus mesosphere (roughly 70 to 110 kxn in
altitude) as evidence for the continuation of the zonal winds to at
least 100 kin, the altitude of their experimental weighting functions.
They showed, using planet-averaged measurements of the CO
absorption line. that the abundance had a maximum (or "bulge") a
few hours after local midnight. Pioneer Venus in situ mass spec-
trometer measurements [4] made at about 160 km had found a
similar postmidnight bulge in helium but the abundances of the
other species (including O, N 2, CO, and CO2) appeared to be
symmetrically distributed around the antisolar point in the thermo-
sphcr¢.
Recently, our group [5] mapped the CO absorption lines on the
disk of Venus in 1988 using the synthetic aperture array at the
Owens Valley Radio Observatory. Observations were made in the
(0-1) rotational transition of CO at 115 GHz, or a wavelength of
2.6 mm. Systematic variations in the doppler shifts of the lines
(particularly near the limbs) enable the group to direcdy map the
wind field at 100 4- 10 kin, the peak altitude for the experimental
weighting functions used. These measurements show that the winds
are indeed of order 100 m/s at this altitude. Previously, many had
assumed that the vertical wind profile would quickly fall to zero
above the cloud tops, due to cyclostrophic breakdown. This work is
reviewed in this talk.
Fig. 1. Wind speeds (into/s) near the limbof Venus in 1988 at 100± 10kin
found from doppler shifts in CO line cores, corrected for incidence angle.
Positive speeds represent winds approaching sub-Earth longitude and nega-
tive speeds winds receding. Doued line represents the evening terminator.
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Fig. 2. The mixing ratio of CO m 96.5 krn found from invenien of (0-I)
rotational spectra. The map is • synthesis of data from 1986 (morning
terminator) and 1988 (evening terminator) observations. The thick solid
contour standsfor • mixing ratio of 10 -3 and the thick dashed contour sUmds
for 10 "4.Intermediate contours for the night (-6 to 8.5 local hours) are 7 x 10-4
(thin dashed). 5 x 10 -4 (doued), and 3 x 10 -4(thin solid). For the aftemoon (-6
to -9 local hours) the same contour styles represent 7 x l0 s, 5 x 10 s, md
3 x 10 -s respectively.
The combination of the 1988 measurements, made when the
evening terminator was visible from Earth, and 1986 measurements
of the disk [6], which observed the morning terminator, has allowed
us to map the CO abundance over most of the planet in the altitude
range from 80 to 105 kin. The abundance map is shown in latitude
and local time coordinates in Fig. 2 for an altitude cut at 96.5 4-
1.25 kin. The CO bulge is clearly visible centered at 3:30 a.m. and
near the equator. Carbon monoxide is produced in the photodisso*
ciation of the major atmospheric constituent CO2 and is cycled
back in catalytic reactions involving CI or possibly OH radicals on
the dayside of the planet.
Apparently, the CO molecules are created on the dayside,mostly
in the region between 65 and 90 km in altitude, and are then"blown"
to the nightside. The abundances of species capable of destroying
CO falls off rapidly from the dayside to the nightside, allowing CO
to pile up at high altitudes without being destroyed. It was suggested
in [3] that this process may be conu'olled by solar to antisolar winds
in the thermosphere (z _ 110 kin), an idea that has been developed
further by Bougher [7] and his colleagues based on the Dickenson-
Ridley thermospheric models. Their three-dimensional model was
used to investigate the effects of zonal circulation in the thermo-
sphere, and found that light species (H and He) had maxima
displaced 3 to 5 hr LT toward the morning, but that heavier species
(CO, O, and CO2) would be mostly unaffected, leading to symmetric
distributions around local midnight at 160 kin. Their model as-
sumed that zonal wind speeds near 100 km were essentially zero.
We will present new evidence for superrotating winds in the
Venus mesosphere, including the first high-resolution maps of the
CO distribution at several altitudes. We argue that the displacement
from local midnight toward the morning terminator of the nighttime
CO bulge is due to mesospheric zonal winds, complementing the CO
doppler shift analysis of Shah et aL The sensitivity of our measure-
menus extends to over 100 krn, and it seems possible that the winds
continue up through at least 160 kin, as in the models of Bougher et
al. In this case, at some altitude above 110 km but below 155 km the
zonal superrotation would somehow cease to affect the CO distribu-
tion, and above that CO becomes symmetric around local midnight.
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TECTONICS AND VOLCANISM OF EASTEI_ APHRODITE
TERRA: NO SUBDUCTION, NO SPREADING. Vicki L.
Hansen, Myra Keep, Robert R. Hcrrick, and Roger J. Phillips,
Dcpar_ent of Geological Sciences, Southern Methodist Univer-
sity, Dallas "IX 75275, USA.
Introduction: Eastern AphroditeTerra is approximately equal
in size to the western North American Cordillera, from Mexico to
Alaska. Its size and unique landforms make it an important area for
understanding the tectonics of Venus, yet models for its formation
ar_ diametrically opposed. This region is part of the Equatorial
Highlands, which was proposed as a region of lithospheric thinning,
isostatic uplift, and attendant volcanism [1,2]. Head and Crumpler
[3] suggested, on the basis of topographic symmetry and proposed
cross-swike lineaments interpreted from Pioneer Venus data, that
this area represents a zone of crustal divergence, analogous to
terrestrial midocean ridges. Using Magellan SAR data, Suppc and
Connors [4] proposed that Eastern Aphrodite Terra forms part of a
circumglobal rift zone separating two major venusian plates. In
contrast, McKenzie et al. [5] interpreted Eastern Aphrodite Terra as
a region dominated by crustal shortening and subduction of venu-
sian crust. They argued that structures resembling l_-nches display
the same curvature and topographic asymmetry as terreslrial sub-
duction zones. Sandwell and Schubert [6] modeled the u'ench and
outer rise topography of the rim of Artemis and Latona coronae as
a thin elastic plate subjected to a line load with a bending moment
beneath the coronae. They calculated elastic thicknesses and bend-
ing moments, and used these values together with a yield strength
model to estimate lithospheric temperature gradients. They con-
eluded that the amplitudes of the trench and outer rise are too large
to be explained by thermal subsidence alone, and they propose a
lithospheric subduction model wherein the lithosphere outboard of
the corona perimeter subducts as the corona diameter increases [7].
Thus, Eastern Aphrodite Terra has been interpreted as a region
analogous to both a terrestrial mldocean ridge extensional plate
boundary and a terrestrial subduction plate boundary.
Observations: Structural mapping and kinematic interpretation
of Magellan SAR imagery of Eastern Aphrodite Terra provide new
evidence for the formation of this region. Eastern Aphrodite Terra
comprises a band of prcdominandy circular structures and east-
trending fractures that extends from Artemis corona to Atla Regio.
The belt is approximately 1500 km wide and greater than 8000 km
long. The circular structures vary in diameter from 100 to 2500 km
and they fit the description ofcoronse as described by many workers
and summarized by Stofan et al. [8]. The largest circular structure
isArtemis corona, although Artemis does not exhibitmany of the
featuresdiscussedhere.The curvatureof thesefeaturesgenerally
variesbetween 180° and 270 °,although360 ° ispreservedlocally,
particularlyin structuresof smalldiameter.The circularstructures
commonly displayboth radialand concentricfractures.A single
circularsmzcturemay have asmany asfournestedsetsofconcentric
fractures,eachseparatedby aregionmarked by littleorno deforma-
tion.Fracturesfrom one su-ucturecommonly overlapwith thoseof
adjacentstructures.The circularstPacturcsarcthesitesof extensive
volcanism.Flows emanate from boththecenterofthes_'ucturcsand
the concentric fractures. Artemis corona is different from adjacent
circular features; it is almost three times the size of the next largest
feature and it does not show nested concentric fractures, although it
has associated volcanism.
Detailed examination of one of these circular features with
center at 14°S, 164°E, herein referred to as 14S/164, reveals that the
structure is approximately 600 km in diameter, with at least three
sets of concentric fractures steppingoutward from the center (e.g.,
11.5°S,164°E). Locally,radialfractures<I00 km in lengthform
normal to concenlric fracmxes (e.g., 12.5°S, 166.5°E). Lava flows
emanate from the center of the circular slructores into channels
formed by radial fractures. Extensive lava flows also emanate from
each set ofconcenwic fraetutesand flow outward. The cen_al radial
flows are radar-dark whereas the youngest flows from the concen-
tric fracturesareradar-bright. Radar-dark flows are interpreted as
generally less viscous than radar-bright flows because radar-dark
regions appear to flood into preexisting fractures and are influenced
by local topography, whereas radar-bright flows form lobate struc-
turcs and def'me their own boundaries (e.g., 14.5°S, 168°E). The
spatial and temporal relations between radax-bright and radar-dark
flows may provide evidence for magma differentiation at depth.
Examination of the outermost concentric fracture set reveals that
radar-dark flows flu a moat outside this concentricfractureset as
evidenced by the sharp truncation of earlier cross fractures. Radar-
bright flows, -30 km wide and greater than 100 km long, flow
outward from the concen_ic fractureset.Flows from each of the
concentricfracturesetsarecross-cutbythe next outward concentric
fracture set. Therefore, the concentric fracture sets are interpreted
to become younger outward, with the youngest fractures farthest
from the centerof the circularfeature.
Radial fractures within the circular features are readily identifi-
able where flooded by volcanic material from the center of the
structure (e.g., 16.5°S, 162.5°E). The radar look direction, as well
as structure orientation, must be considered while mapping indi-
vidual sets of structures and in interpreting the timing relations
between structures. For example, north-trending lineaments, ori-
ented perpendicular to the radar look direction, commonly appear
dominant, and therefore they may be interpreted as cross-cutting
less visible cast-trending lineaments (e.g., 17.5°S, 163°E). In this
particular circular structure, cenU'al radial fractures cut concentric
fractures where the radial set is north trending, and lava flows
following east-trending radial fractures are not apparently truncated
by circular north-trending concenu-ic fractures. We therefore inter-
prct these lava-filled radial fractures as younger than the inner
concentric fractures. The presence of lava flows makes these east-
trending troughs visible; without the lava fill the east-trending
troughs are difficult to see. The temporal relations, radial fractures
younger than adjacent concen_c fractures, imply that these radial
fractures are relatively deep in order to act as lava conduits. It is
possible that the ccnu-al radial fractures and their attendant volcanic
flows completely disguise early formed, inner-concentric fracture
sets. The presence of volcanic flows in both the center and associ-
ated with the outermost concentricfractures indicates that volcan-
ism played an important role in the formation of 14S/164.
East- to cast-northeast-trending fractures overprint 14S/164.
These fractures belong to a regional fracture set that trends northeast
between Latona and Aim Rcgio, to the east west of Latona, and to
the cast-northeast west of Dali and Diana Chasmata. The relation-
ship between 14S/164 and Diana and Dali Chasmata is not clear. The
two outermost sets of concentric fractures of 14S/164 trend into
parallelism with thc u-ough of Diana Chasma, which is itscl fparallcl
to thc sct of regional east-trending fractures. Radar-bright volcanic
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flows emanate and flow northward from east-trending fractures
parallel to Diana Chasma. Radar-dark flows flooded the region
north of Diana ChasmL
The circular structures comprising Eastern Aphrodite Terra are
connected by east-northeast-suiking fracture sets that dominantly
postdate formation of the circular scmctur_, although locally
deformation related to the circular structures cross -cuts the regional
fractures. The regional fracture set trends parallel to the radar look
direction, and therefore the character of the fractures is difficult to
distinguish. Howev_. we interpret the regional fractures as lzougldike
features on the basis of their sharp boundaries and relatively straight
and continuous character (i.e., they are not anastomosing). We
further interpret these features as regional extensional fractures
similar in nature to fractures of the Guor Linea trough region of
Eistla Regio [9].
Formation of these sumctures is consistent with the model for
coronae formation outlined by Squyres et al. [10]; however, we are
able to document successive outward stepping of the nested concen-
tric fractures with time. Initial circular uplift of the crust, caused by
rising and spreading magma, leads to the formation of radial and
concentric fractures. With ftLrther uplift the crustal welt grows in
diameter and new concentric fracture sets are formed. Once the welt
reaches a critical diameter, a moat forms around its perimeter,
outward from the oldest concentric fracture set. Lava escapes out of
the concentric fractures filling the moat. Within 14S/164 flows
emanate from the concentric fracture sets with diameters of -240,
380, and 510 kin. Less viscous radar-dark flows may predate the
escape of more viscous radar-bright flows, which can be traced back
to individual vents. As the structure continues to expand outward the
zone of concentric fractures steps outward and the earlier-formed
fracture set and moat are uplifted. A new concentric fracture set and
moat form. The newly formed concentric fractures deform earlier-
formed volcanic flows, and new flows emanate from these new
fractures. This process continues until the structure reaches an
average diameter of-600-800 kin. The concentric fracture set may
not be equally well developed around the entire 360 ° arc, in fact,
structure 14SII 64 is developed around an arc of ~270 °. We interpret
that the circular structures within Eastern Aphrodite Terra formed
in a manner similar to that of 14SI164. This model is similar to a
model of corona formation by blistering of the lithosphere as a result
of the ascent of a magma diapir to the base of the lithosphere [9,10],
although the sequence of deformation and volcanism proposed here
is different. Magma diapirs rising passively within a region of
crustal extension may be responsible for the circular structures that
characterize Eastern Aphrodite Terra [e.g., 11].
Subduction and Spreading: Eastern AphroditeTerraappears
to lack the cross-strike discontinuities proposed from Pioneer
Venus data. In addition, it lacks crustal or structural symmetry,
which might be predicted for a terrestrial-type rift zone. The area is
dominated by circul ar features as opposed to linear features transected
by transform faults. The proposed transform fault [5] that joins
Diana and Dali Chasmas is comprised of ridges with no apparent
strike-slip or noncoaxial shear component preserved across the belt.
In addition, the ridge zone appears to curve into parallelism with
east-striking fractures in both Diana and Dali Chasmas; further, the
orientation of the ridge belt with respect to the proposed extension
troughs (Diana and Dali Chasmata) is kinematically infeasible to be
a transform structure.
If Diana and Dali Chasmata are subduction zones as proposed
[5], the presence of the radar-bright flows is puzzling as the region
north of Diana Chasma should be a subducting lower plate. In
addition, a subduction scenario requires a structural distinction
between upper and lower plates. However, radial fractures from the
center of Latona can be traced through and across its southern
boundary (e.g., 21°S, 167.7°E). The continuity of structures across
the trough also argues against the interpretation of this trough as a
subductlon zone [i.e., 5-7]. Furthermore, terrestrial subduction
zones are <180 °. and generally <120 ° along their arc, whereas these
circular structures are often preserved up to 270 ° , and locally up to
360 °. Subductkm along > 180 ° is kinematically difficult; subduction
along 270 ° is even more difficult. In addition, the diameters of the
circular features within this region are much smaller than subduc-
tion zones on Earth. Artemis. the largest of the circular smlctmes in
this region, is equivalent in size to the Sandwich Islands subduction
system [5-7]. one of the smallest terrestrial subduction zones.
Therefore, we believe that Eastern Aphrodite Terra does not repre-
sent a zone of major lithospheric spreading, nor does it represent a
region of terrestrial-like subduction. Rather, detailed analysis of
SAR imagery indicates that Eastern Aphrodite Terra may be the
result of rising magma diapirs that blister the surface within a zone
of lithospheric tension.
In conclusion, Eastern Aphrodite Terra is dominated by circular
structures within which deformation and volcanism are intimately
related. These structures are marked by radial and concentric
fractures, and volcanic flows that emanate from a central vent, as
well as from concentric fracture sets. Cross-cutting relations be-
tween flows and concentric fracture sets indicate that outer concen-
tric fractures sets are younger than inner fractures sets. The circular
stJuctures are joined by regional hot, east- to east-trending frac-
tures that dominantly postdate formation of the circular structures.
We propose that the circular structures "grow" outward with time.
Although these structures probably represent addition of crust to the
lithosphere, they do not represent significant lithospheric spreading
or convergence, and the region does not mark the boundary between
two distinct tectonic plates. This region is not easily explained by
analogy with either terrestrial midocean rifts or subduction zones.
It is perhaps best explained by upwelling of magma diapirs that
blister the surface, but do not cause significant lithospheric spread-
ing [1 ]. Further study of the structural and volcanic evolution of this
region using Magellan altimetry and SAR data should lead to better
understanding of the tectonic evolution of this region.
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WESTERN APHRODITE TER RA, TECTONICS, GEOLOGY,
AND LINE-OF-SIGHT GRAVITY. John E. Hays and Paul
Morgan, Deparm_ent of Geology, Box 6030. Northern Arizona
University. Flagstaff AZ 86011-6030, USA.
Aphrodite Terra is the largest area of high-standing topography
on Venus. and isostatic considerations strongly suggest that this
high topography is supported at least in part by thickened crust [1].
Previous studies of line-of-sight gravity data from the Pioneer
Venus orbiter indicate rapidly changing apparent depths of compen-
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Fig. I. Observed and predicted line-of-sight (los) gravity as a function of
latitude for orbit 440 of the Pioneer Venus orbiter [from 41. Line extends from
approximately 30"S, T/*E to 60*N, 122"E, and the location of the southern
portion of the line with respect to the region mapped from Magellan data is
shownon Fig. 2. Predicted gravity valueswere computed using ORBSIM, an
orbital simulition program [5], ,sstnning perfect isostmiccompensation of
topogrlphy with compensation masses at 100 and 200 kin, as indicated.
sation across Aphrodite Terra as shown in Fig. 1 [2-4]. Magellan
imaging data provide thefirst detailed images of this region, and we
are mapping the region along Pioneer Venus orbit 440 to investigate
whether the changing apparent depths of compensation correlate
with changes in surficial tectonics.
67"E
We have commenced our mapping effort at the southern end of
Pioneer Venus orbit 440, where the gravity modeling indica_s good
agreement among the observed los gravity and los gravity predicted
with a 200-kin apparent depth of compensation, but less _ent
with los gravity predicted for a shallower d_th of compensation.
We have mapped three C1 radar images (C1-MIDRP.15S095;1,
C1-M1DRP.15S077;1, and C1-MIDRP.30S081;I) at a scale of
approximately 4,000,000:1, and these maps are summarized in Fig.
2. Along the portion of Pioneer Venus orbit 440 covered by these
images, surface features include amajor corona in relatively smooth
lowland plains to the south of Aphrodite Terra at an elevation of
about -1 km relative to mean planetary radius (mpr), and the steep
rise to the axis of Aphrodite Terra in teasera mad teetonized terrain
at elevations up to 4 km above rnpr. In this region, the terrains and
the topography appear to be relatively well correlated, but the large
apparent depth of compensation (200 kin, Fig. 1) suggests that this
correlation may be fortuitous. The gravity data suggest that the
primary compensation of western Aphrodite Terra is in the mantle.
and may not be directly linked to crustal thickness variations
associatedwith surficialtectonics.
Immediately to the north of the area covered by the map in Fig.
2 there is very poor correlation among the observed and predicted
los gravity data for apparent compensation depths of either 100 or
.
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Fig. 2. Sketch map of the geological features of a region of southern, western Aphrodite Terra covered by Magellan images
C1-MIDRP.15S095;I, C1-MIDRP.15S077;l, and C1-MIDRP.30S081;1. Mapped area is approximately 3600 km in longitude and
3100 km in latitude. Dashed line shows the approximate location of the southern end of useful los gravity data available from orbit 440
of the Pioneer Venus orbiter.
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200 kin. The apparent depth of compensation appears to shallow
from about 200 km at 7°S to close to 100 km at about 10°N.
Preliminary mapping of this region (image C1- MIDRP.00N095; 1)
indicates complex terrain, dominated by tessera, and represents the
northern slope of Aphrodite Terra where elevations drop to mound
mpr or lower. We interpret this region to be a zone of rapidly
changing crustal thickness, resulting in a relatively shallow appar-
ent depth of compensation. Five impact craters have been mapped
in this region, perhaps suggesting that this may be a region of
relatively old crust.
At approximately 20°N, the observed and predicted los gravity
anomalies are roughly anticorrelated, a low in the ob_rved gravity
corre.qxmding to high., in the predicted gravity for compensation
depths of both 100 and 200 kin. Much of this region is below an
elevation of -I km relative to mpr, and the relatively dense
subsurface predicted by the isostatic models is clearly in error.
Subsurface densities appear to be less dense than expected in this
region, suggesting flexural or more likely dynamic control of this
low topography. Coronae and fractured volcanic feat_es dominate
this region.
From approximately 30°N to 60°N the observed and predicted
los gravity anomalies are in reasonable agreement, and there is
clearly little resolution of the apparent depths of compensation in
this region as there is little difference among the anomalies pre-
dicted for 100_Lnd 200-kin compensation depths. This region is
mostly lowland plains at an elevation of--0.5 + 0.5 km relative to
mpr. Major terrain differences between this region and the region
immediately to the south, where observed and predicted gravity are
very poorly correlated, are not readily apparent in the Magellan
images.
Preliminary mapping of geological features on Magellan images
along the path of Pioneer Venus orbit 440 do not indicate a fu-st-
order correlation among surface features and changes in the appar-
ent depth of compensation of los gravity data. The apparent depth
of compensation appears to be most variable in regions dominated
by tessera, but not all areas of tessera have distinct gravity signa-
tures. There is a weak correlation among areas in which impact
craters are relatively common and areas in which the observed and
predicted gravity anomalies are poorly correlated.
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VENUS VOLCANISM: A GLOBAL OVERVIEW FROM
MAGELLAN DATA. J.W.Headt,L.S.Crumpleri,LC.Aubele 1,
and the Magellan Team, tDeparunent of Geological Sciences.
Brown University, Providence R102912, USA.
A preliminary analysis of a global survey of Magellan data
covering over 90% of the surface and designed to document the
characteristics, location, and dimensions of all major volcanic
features on Venus has revealed over 1660 landforms and deposits
[1]. These include over 550 shield fields (concentrations of small
volcanos <20 km in diameter), 274 intermediate volcanos between
20 and 100 km diameter with a variety of morphologies, 156 large
volcanos in excess of 100 Fan diameter, 86 calderalike structures
independent of those associated with shield volcanos and typically
60-80 km in diameter, 175 coronae (annulus of concentric ridges or
fractures). 259 arachnoids (inner _tric and outer radial net-
work pattern of fractures and ridges). 50 novae (focused radial
fractures forming stellate patterns), and 53 lava fkx_-type flow
fields and 50 sinuous lava channels (all of which are in excess of
102-103 km in length).
The near-global coverage of Magellan data analyzed in
study confLrms and extends the results of earlier observations [2]
that showed that volcanism is a widespread and signif'_mt pn_ess
on the surface of Venus for the period of time in the presently
observed rexord (less than about the last one billion years [3,4]).
Volcanic units comprise in excess of 80% of the surface of the
planet, and indeed the remainder of the planet largely consists of
tessera, which itself may be deformed lava flows. The minimal
influence of erosion on the surface results in the stunning preserva-
tion of the wide array of volcanic features and edifw.es documented
in this study. The high-resolution and global coverage of the
Magellan image data has provided the opportunity for the global
inventory [1]. On the basis of the characteristics of the landforms
and delx_its, the vast majority of the units appear to be of basaltic
composition, consistent with the results of the earlier Venera
landers [5]. However, important morphologic variations suggest a
wider range of lava compositions on the surface, consistent with a
range of petrogenetic environments [6]. For example, the morphol-
ogy of the steep-sided domes and festoons [7,8] suggests that they
may represent more viscous magmas with more evolved composi-
tions. Long sinuous rilles and channels may indicate the location of
sites of extrusion of ultramafic or other very fluid magmas [9]. The
large lava floods indicate that effusions comparable to terrestrial
flood basalts were a relatively common occurrence on Venus. In
addition, the array of features that have associated volcanism
strongly suggest that volcanism is related to a wide variety of scales
of mantle upwelling, from hot-spot-like plumes of about 200 km
diameter [ 10] to much larger several thousand-kilometer-diameter
broad rises such as Beta and Atla Regiones [11]. Similarly, the
variations in surface morphology and amount of associated volca-
nism of many of these features sm3ngly suggest that there is a wide
range of intrusive and extrusive processes operating, including the
largely intrusive aspects of arachnoids, the radial dikelike patterns
associated with novae [10,12], and the predominantly extrusive
large volcanos. Indeed. there is some evidence that there may be an
evolutionary sequence of features beginning with novae, extending
through large volcanos, and ending in coronac. Evidence also exists
for large calderas, coronse, and other features that indicate that
many magma reservoirs may be relatively large on Venus compared
to Earth. One of the major outstanding questions in Venus volcanol-
ogy is the nature of the melting process, the evolution of the melts,
and the intrusion to extrusion ratios typical of different environ-
ments.
The distribution of volcanic features on Venus (Fig. I) is not
concentratedalong linear zones, such as the divergent and conver-
gent plate boundaries concenU'ations seen on Earth. This, and the
distribution of impact craters [3,4], is further evidence for the lack
of large-scale crusud spreading in the last hundreds of millions of
years. However, the distribution is not random, and there is evidence
for a major Tharsis-like concentration in the Beta/Atla/Themis
region that covers about 20% of the planet and is probably related
to major mantle anomalies [1,13]. There is also a deficiency of many
features in the lowlands and this is attributed to a combination of
altitude-dependent eruption conditions [14] and partial burial of
features in lowland regions. Ongoing detailed analysis of these
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Fig. 1. Global distribution of volcanic features [i]. (SF = shield fields; CO
= coronae; AR : arachnoids; N = novae; IV = intermediate volc._os CD =
caldcras;LV = large volcanos).
regions covered by repeat imaging is designed to detect volcanic
deposits ernplaced between cycles, but so far the duradon of
observations has been small and no changes that could be confi-
dently attributed to volcanic activity have been observed.
On the basis of these analyses, what are the rates, styles, and
nature of crustal formation processes on Venus [15]? The global
distribution of volcanic features shows that volcanism is wide-
spread across the planet and that in the time period represented by
the present surface, volcanism was active at one time or another on
virtually every part of the planet. Crustal formation processes
clearly arc linked to vertical differentiation and vertical crustal
growth, in contrast to the lateral crustal spreading and lateral crustal
propagation typical of the Earth's seafloor. Although the general
factors involved in this process are known (e.g., extrusion, intru-
sion, and underplating), the delails of the relative importance of
each of these components and the mechanisms of resin'facing to
produce the observed volcanic and impact crater record are not.
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Fig. 2. Volcanic resurfacing models forVenus. Block diagrams illustratethe
three types of crustal resuffaeing scenarios consistent with the observed
impact crater population.
The observed crater population on Venus can lead to three
possible endmember resurfacing models [3], and the volcanic
record [1] bears on the assessment of these (Fig. 2). The scale of
volcanic fealares and deposits suggests that each feature covered
areas much less than about 125,000 km 2, and that resurfacing may
have proceeded by serial emplacement of local to regional featm-es
and deposits. Serial volcanism is visualized as a sequence of
volcanic events varying in time and space, but ultimately influenc-
ing the whole planet over the timescale of hundreds of millions of
years. In the serial volcanism or regional re.surfacing process,
volcanism proceeds in somewhat of a "collage" or"cookie-cutter"
mode; volcanic features are produced in different parts of the planet
at different times and because of the low crater density and small
area covered by crater deposits, volcanic deposits can commonly be
cmplaced in a *'matrix-idling*' mode between craters; however,
when they are emplaced on a crater, they tend to obliterate it (Fig.
2). Evidence in suppo_ of serial volcanism as a process is the large
number of features that appear to be related to mande instabilities
on the scale of several hundred kilometers (shield fields, coronae,
arachnoids, novae, large volcanos). These data suggest that the
majority of near-surface melting is linked to pressure-release melt-
ing associated with mantle plumes or hot spots, rather than globally
pervasive shallow melting as would be envisioned in the equilib-
rium resurfacing endmember model. However, the total volume of
exmasive volcanism associated with these fe.atm_ is much less than
that predicted by the model, but it is also clear that large areas of
plains have been emplaced hy mechanisms other than the features
mapped here, and by processes not completely understood. The
serial volcanism or regional re.surfacing concept is in contrast to a
"leaky planet" model, in which volcanism is much more uniformly
distributed with time and is proceeding almost everywhere simul-
taneously (Fig. 2). In this case the crust is thickening relatively
uniformly with time. The paucity of impact craters in intermediate
to advanced stages of burial favors the serial volcanism or cata-
strophic resurfacing model over the"leaky planet" model; however,
there is a level of uncertainty about the exact number of craters that
actually postdate the surface, as described above. The "catastrophic
resurfacing" model end member interprets the crater population to
be a production population and calls on a pulse of resurfacing about
500 m.y. ago of sufficient thickness to obliterate the preexisting
crater population and to produce a pristine surface on which the
production populadon accumulates [4]. Volcanism subsequent to
this time is viewed as minor and volumewically minimal. The small
number of impact craters highly modified by volcanism is viewed
as supporting this hypothesis, and the total volume associated with
the features observed [1] implies a low rate of volcanism, less than
that implied by the serial volcanism model. However, a major
unknown is the volume and mode of emplacement of the plains not
related to the features mapped in this study. These plains may have
formed as part of the catastrophic re.surfacing event, or they may
represent the sequential emplacement of deposits over the last
several hundred million years. The stratigraphy, mode of emplace-
ment, and scale of the plains-forming events is one of the major
problems in Venus geology and volcanology at the present time, and
detailed regional and global geologic mapping is required to begin
to address this problem. Although the catastrophic resurfacing
model seems unusual from a uniformitsrian point of view, one must
nevertheless remember that we may be dealing with differences in
the thermal evolution of Venus relative to Earth, or in the conse-
quences of long-term and continuous vertical crustal formation
(Fig. 2), and the production of major instabilities in a depleted
mantle layer [ 16]. Refinement of catastrophic resurfacing models
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will help to make more specific predictions that can be tested with
observations of the style and distribution of volcanism. In addition.
Monte Carlo simulations of the interaction of impact cratering and
volcanic processes in the production and evolution of the Venus
crust [17] will provide data that can then be compared to observa-
tions in order to further distinguish between models for the resurfac-
ing history of Venus.
Finally, we have information on only about the last 20% or less
of the history of Venus as presently observed in the surface record.
Assessment of thermal evolution models for the f'wst 80% of the
geological and volcmological history of Venus may provide an
im_t context for the presently observed record.
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CHEMICAL DIFFERENTIATION ON ONE-PLATE PLAN-
ETS: PREDICTIONS AND GEOLOGIC OBSERVATIONS
FOR VENUS. J.W. Head, E. M. Parmentier, and P. C. Hess,
Department of Geological Sciences, Brown University, Providence
RI 02912, USA.
Recent studies have examined the partial melting of planetary
interiors on one-plate planets and the implications for the formation
and evolution of basaltic crust and the complementary residual
mantle layer [1-3]. In contrast to the Earth, where the crust and
residual layer move laterally and are returned to the interior follow-
ing subduction, one-plate planets such as Venus are characterized
by vertical accretion of the crust and residual layer. The residual
mantle layer is depleted md compositionally buoyant, being less
dense than undepleted mantle due to its reduced Fe31Vlg and dense
Al-bearing minerals; its melting temperature is also increased. As
the crust and depleted mantle layer grow vertically during the
thermal evolution of the planet, several stages develop [2,3]. As a
step in the investigation and testing of these theoretical treatments
of crustal development on Venus, we investigate the predictions
deriving from two of these stages (a stable thick crust and depleted
layer, and a thick unstable depleted layer) and compare these to
geologic and geophysical observations, speculating on how these
might be interpreted in the context of the vertical crustal accretion
models. In each case we conclude with an outline of further tests and
observations of these models.
Implications of the Presence of a Stationary Thick Depleted
Mantle Layer: In this scenario (Fig. 1), the crust has thickened to
several tens of kilometers (less than the depth of the basalt/eclogite
transition) and overlies a thick depleted mantle layer.
Volcanism. Rates of surface extrusion should have decreased
with time due to evolving thermal gradient and increase in depleted
layer thickness and should be low. Present rates of volcanism on
Venus are apparently low (<0.5 km3/a), comparable to terrestrial
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intraplate volcanism rates [4]. For plumes, ff conditions were
comparable on Venus and Earth, the higher lithospheric tempera-
rate on Venus caused by the higher surface temperature would result
in plumes ascending to shallower depths, and greater pressure-
release and lithospheric melting there [5]. In the scenario described
here (Fig. 2), plumes ascending from depth would not penelrate to
shallow depths and thus should undergo less pressure-release melt-
ing and less melting and incorporation of a cooler and depleted
mantle layer. Although volcanism is associated with many features
interpreted to be plumes on Venus (shield volcanos and many
corouac), there is a wide range of other features (arachnoids and
numerous coronae) that show minimal signs of volcanism [4,6].
This could be consistent with the presence of a thick depleted layer.
Another implication of the presence of the thick depleted layer is
that plumes undergoing pressure-release melting at the depth of I.he
base of this layer (Fig. 1) will produce MgO-rich melts that should
yieldveryvoluminous, low-viscositysurface flows[7].Thiscould
be consistentwith the abundant large-volume and apparentlyfluid
lavaflows and sinuous rillclikefeaturesobserved in tlcMagellan
data[4.8].Another consequence of thepresence of a thickdepleted
layeristhatvolcanism should be concentratedinregionsabove the
largestupwellings (Fig. 2). This could be consistentwith the
observationthatmuch of thevolcanic activity(particularlyedifices
and structures)on Venus isassociatedwithlargerisesuch asBeta,
Atla,and Themis, and the adjacentregions [4,9,10].
Tectonics. A stabledepletedmantle layerwillenhance litho-
spheric buoyancy and will inhibitthe development of crustal
spreading and plate tectonics. In addition, rifting may commonly be
unaccompanied by volcanism ("dry"), except in extreme cases. This
could be consistent with the lack of presently observed crustal
spreading on Venus [11] and the general paucity of volcanism
associated with rift zones except locally in regions of broad rises
[10].
Crustal/upper mantle structure. On Venus, the apparent depth
of comI_nsation of many regional-scale features is much greater
than on Earth [ 12]. If density variations in a viscous mantle are the
cause of these features, a low-viscosity zone in the upper mantle
Pulse of Wldesprssd
Tessera Volcanic Plains
Fig. 2. Instabilities that develop in a depleted layer.
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caused by mantle materialapproaching itsmelting temperature,as
itdoes on Earth,would bc highlyimprobableon Venus. The colder,
thickerdepleted mantle layerwith a higher melting temperamxc
than normal mantle would inhibitand perhaps preclude partial
melting and the developmont of a low-viscosityzone. Thus, the
great apparent depths of compensation could bc relatedto the
presenceof athickdepletedlayer.Regions ofdeepestcompensation
on Vonus (e.g.,Beta Regio) arc characterizedby broad risesand
associatedriftingand contersof volcanism and arc thought to
representthe surfaceexpressionof mantle plumes [10].If these
plumes penetrated to the bottom of the depleted layer, melting
would locally thicken the buoyant layer, and this greater thickness
of low-donsity mantle may support the broad surface topography.
Thus, in this scenario, the apparent depth of compensation may
reflect the thickness of the depleted layer.
Implications of Instabilities Developing in a Thick Depleted
Mantle Layer: As it thickens and cools, the depleted mantle layer
may become unstable (for example, tradeoffs between composi-
tional and thermal buoyancy relatezt to genera] planetary cooling
can result in net negative buoyancy for the depleted layer [2,3]). In
these cases, the depleted layer will mix into the convecting interior,
the base of the thermal boundary layer and melting rise to shallow
depths, large amounts of melting occur, contributing again to the
growth of the crust (with voluminous and widespread volcanism)
and the complementary depleted mantle layer. Some of the pro-
dieted consequences of such a period of instability (Fig. 2) would be
negative diapirs, delamination, upwelling, massive pressure-re-
lease melting, and a period of widespread volcanic flooding and
resurfacing. These cvcnts would be short term, and separated in timc
by long periods of crustal buildup (Fig. 1) to the next instability
event.
Volcanism. Such a scenario may be consistent with volcano-
logical implications of many aspects of the crater population. The
impact crater population cannot be distinguished from a completely
spatially random population [13], and this can be interpreted to
mean thatitis in productionand issuperposedon a substratethatwas
produced overa very shortperiodof time about 500 m.y. ago and
thathas been onlylocallymodified by volcanism since[14].Inthis
scenario,the cratercdsurfaceof Venus was completelyresuffaced
by volcanicdepositstoadepthof atleast10kin ina veryshortperiod
of time [14],erasingallprevious craters.This thickness(I0 km)
correspondstothecreationof 0.46× 101°km 3of volcanicdeposits,
arateof about 46 km3/a iftheevent tookplaceover I00 m.y.,and
460 krn31aifittookplaceover 10 m.y.The lattervalueisequivalent
toa globallayerI nun thickperyear.Thisnew surfacethenbegins
to accumulate a productioncraterpopulationduring which thereis
a much decreasedrateof volcanism. The very small number of
cratersthathave been clearlymodified by volcanism iscitedas
supportingthisscenario[14].
Tectonism. In the process of development and evolutionof
instabilitiesin the depleted layer,crustalshortening,thickening,
and surfacedeformation islikelyto occur (Fig.2).The scalesand
styleswillbe relatedtothescaleof theinstabilitiesand thetheology
ofthecrustand depletedmantle material.We considerthepossibil-
itythat the tessera regions represent relict sites of downwelling
associated with such instabilities. Tesserae show crater densities
comparable to the rest of Venus [13.14], are highly deformed
[ 15.16], represent regions of thickened crust [17], make up between
10% and 20% of the planet [16], and often have borders suggesting
deformation and underthrusting [ 15.16]. These borders often extend
for many hundreds to thousands of kilometers, indicating that the
underflu'usting events were large scale [ 16]. In addition, some areas.
like Western Ishtar Terra, are ringed by distinctive mountain ranges
of compressional origin, suggesting large-scale downwelling there
[ 18]. Thus, these regions could be linked to large-scale downwelling
events associated with depicted-layer instabilities. Two scenarios
for instabilities and surfaco deformation and volcanism seem plau-
sible. In one, the residual layer becomes negatively buoyant and
diapirism is widespread, but the diapirs are not closely coupled with
the uppermost mantle and crust, and surface deformation is limited
and localized to the region above the negative diapir. In this
scenario, fertile mantle material would flow in to replace the lost
diapir region and preasure-release melting at depths previously
occupied by the depleted layer would cause extensive regional
volcanism. Resurfacing would take place focused on these regional
centers of diapirlsm. In another scenario, coupling of the negativc
instability and the upper mantle and crust would be more complete,
and an instability would cause large-scale crustal downwelling and
thickening, lateral thinning of the crust and depicted layer in distal
regions (Fig. 2), and the possibility of rifting and the initiation of
crustal spreading to create new crust in these regions. Dung this
process, the models suggest that crustal recycling is taking place;
one challenge is to identify places in the geologic record where this
might have taken place (e.g., Ishtar Terra). Crustal spreading could
be a major part of the renewal process, with old crust being
tl_ickoned, deformed, underthrust, and possibly subducted over
regionsof downwelling, and crustal thinning, iarge-scade pressure-
release melting, and crustal spreading occurring over the comple-
mentary regions of the planet. Modest crustal spreading rates
(similar to those on the Earth. e.g.. -5 cm/a) for a total ridge length
equivalent to a planetary circumference could result in creation of
new crust for between one-third and one-half of the planet in 100
m.y. Further analysis of the scale ofdevelopmont of instabilities and
the implication of rates and thermal structure for uppermost mantle
and crustal coupling are required to develop these scenarios to the
pointthat they can be tested with observations.
Implications of Vertical Crustal Accretion for the Geological
History of Venus: A range of parameters has been explored for
these models and different conditions can result in variations in file
thickness of the crust and the depleted layer [2,3]; however, several
themes emerge as characteristic of all models and might be thought
of as predicted consequences of vertical crustal accretion on a one-
plate planet. These include:
1. Early stability. Early period of history where crust and
depleted layer are growing and are broadly stable. This period may
be marked by the loss of crustal material from the base of the crust
and by convective mixing of the base of the depleted mantle layer.
2. Decrease of surface volcanism as a function of time. This
results from the secular cooling of the interior but is enhanced by the
growth of the depleted layer.
3. Onset ofinstabUity. Midway through the history of Venus,
an initial instability develops in the depleted layer, causing major
crustal modification and resurfacing.
4. Cyclical nature of instabilities. Following the initial insta-
bility event, the models predict that the growth and destruction of
the depleted layer will take place at 300-500-m.y. intervals. The
surface of Venus as presently observed is less than a billion years old
[13,14], and there is no evidence of more ancient heavily cratered
terrain. The large volume of crust predicted by thermal evolution
models suggests that some mechanisms of crustal loss must have
operated on Venus in its past history [19]; these models provide a
mechanism for the initial buildup as well as subsequent removal and
renewal of crustal material.
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Further Development and Tests of these Scenario6: No one
observation can be shown to uniquely conf'um these models and
scenarios, but many of the features predicted by the models are
consistent with the observed characteristics of Venus geology and
geophysics. These models therefore merit further consideration.
Some of the things that are required to permit the further analysis
and testing of these scenarios include (1) Better definition of the
growth, stability, and style of renewal of the crust and depleted
layer, and the relation to lithosphere evolution. (2) Analysis of the
scale and nature of instability: Is it characterized by catastrophic
surface turnover and crustal spreading, or deeper negative diapirs
and resurfacing of a relatively stable and intact veneer? (3) Do the
heavily deformed tesserae show patternsconsistent with the initia-
tion and subsequent deformation during the period of instability? (4)
If crustal spreading has taken place as part of the resurfacing
process, what geometries and rates arecompatible with the cratering
record? (5) How fast does re.surfacing have m be to be consistent
with the crater reomi? Is this reasonable from turnover and magma
generation point of view?
Crustal formation processes have been characterized as primary
(resulting from accretional heating), secondary(resulting from
partial melting of planetary mantles), and tertiary (resulting from
reprocessing of secondary crust [20]. Venus appears to represent a
laboratory for the study of vertical accretion of secxmdary crust.
which may have important implications for the earliest history of the
Earth.
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DYNAMICSOFTHEVENUS ATMOSPHERE. A.P.Ingersoll,
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena CA 91125, USA.
The superrotation of the Venus atmosphere is a major unan-
swered problem in planetary science [1]. At cloud-top levels
(65-70 km altitude) the atmosphere rotates with a five-day period,
corresponding to an equatorial wind speed of 90 m/s [2-4]. Angular
velocity is roughly constant on spherical shells, and decreases
linearly with altitude tozero at the surface. The direction of rotation
is the same as that of the solid planet, which is relrograde--oppositc
to the direction of orbital motion, but the 5-day period is short
compared to the 243-day spin period of the solid planet or to the
mean solar day, which is 117 Earth-days at the surface.
The problem with the superrotation is that shearing stresses tend
to transfer angular momentum downward, and would slow the
atmosphere until it is spinning with the solid planet. Some organized
circulation pattern is counteracting this tendency, but the pauern has
not been identified. A simple Hadley-type cL,,culation cannot do it
because such acirculation is zonally symmetric and Hide's theorem
[5] states that in an axisymmetric circulation an ex_,aum in
angular momentum pea"unit mass M can exist only at the _a-face.
Venus violates the last condition, having a maximum of reffograde
M on the equator at 70-80 km altitude. This leaves w ayes and eddies
to maintain the supcnmtation, but the length scales and forcing
mechanisms for these motions need m be specified.
The wind speed at cloud-top level is proportional to the equator-
to-pole temperature difference through a relation known as the
thermal wind equation [1]. The magnitude of the temperature
difference reflects abalance between radiative forcing, which tends
to warm the equator and cool the pole, and poleward heat transport
by amaospheric motions---including the same waves and eddies that
are maintaining the gggm_tion. The great mass and large heat-
carrying capacity of the lower atmosphere limits the temperature
gradient there. The temperature difference at cloud-top level is of
order 30 K [1]. If the circulation were more efficient at all altitudes,
the ternpe'raturedifference would be smaller and the su_rmtation
would be weaker. Understanding the supea'mtation is equivalent to
understanding the equator-to-pole t_nperature distribution, and
neither are understood at present.
The mean meridional wind at cloud-top level is poleward in both
hemispheres, according to cloud-tracked wind analysis from 1974
to 1990 [2--4]. The zonal wind varied from 80 m 100 m/s during the
same period. Both the eddies and the symmetric circulation are
tending mr:move angular momentum from the equator at cloud-top
levels [2,3], thereby adding to the load that other waves and eddies
must carry. The most visible global feature is the Y, adark marking
centered on the equator that looks like the letter Y rotated counter-
clockwise by 90 °. Its four-day period is significantly shorter than
that of small-scale markings that drift with the flow, so it is probably
a Kelvin wave with zonal wavenumber equal to one [6,7]. On Earth,
the eastward-propagating Kelvin waves and the westward-propa-
gating Rossby-gravity waves alternate in driving the winds of the
equatorial stratosphere to the east and west, respectively, in a cycle
known as the quasibiennial oscillation (QBO). The waves are
presumably driven by convection in the troposphere, but the exact
nature of their excitation is not yet fully understood [5]. The role of
these waves on Venus, how they are excited, and why they do not
produce larger swings in the equatorial zonal wind are still unan-
swered questions. Convection occurs in two altitude ranges on
Venus: from the surface to about 30 km altitude, and within the
clouds from 49 to 55 km altitude [1]. It is possible that small-scale
convective motions randomly excite the large-scale Kelvin wave,
which carries retrograde momentum upward and maintains the
superrotation.
Tides are the other major class of atmospheric motions that could
be maintaining the superrotation [8-10]. They are the atmosphere's
linear response to daily heating by the Sun. Both the heating and the
response are global in scale and axe phase-locked to the Sun as the
atmosphere rotates beneath it. Tides propagate vertically, away
from the altitudes where solar heat is absorbed. On Venus this
heating is located near the tops of the clouds. The propagating waves
carry energy and momentum away from this layer and could lead to
a net retrograde acceleration. Tides are seen in the Venus images
[2,3,6] and temperature data [ 11], and many of the observed features
are reproduced in the models. The problems center around the
distribution of tidal heating, the dissipation of tidal energy, the
relation between tides and convection, which also has a diurnal
component, and the role of the deep atmosphere, which is difficult
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to model because of its long thermal response time and convective
temperature distribution.
More o_ervations are needed to sort out the different possibili-
ties. A network of probes or balloons would help define the types of
waves that are present- Measuring the correlatious between the
different components of velocity with each other and with tempera-
ture at different points in space and time is the time-honored way of
measuring heat and momentama transports. The same methods that
have worked for the Earth's atmosphere should work for Venus.
References: [1] Schubert G. (1983) In Venus (D. M. Honten
et al., eds.), 681-765, Univ. Ariz., Tucson. [2] Limaye S. S. et al.
(1988) Icarus, 73,193-211. [3] Rossow W. B. et el. (1990)/.Atmos.
ScL, 47, 2053-2084. [4] Belton M. J. S. et al. (1991) Science, 253,
1531-1536. [5] Lindzen R. S. (1990) Dynamics in Atmospheric
Physics, Cambridge Univ., 310 pp. [6] Del Genio A. D. and Rossou
W. B. (1990) J. Atmos. Sci., 47, 293-318. [7] Smith M. D. et al.
(1992) Science, 256, 652--655. [8] Pechmann J. B. and Ingersoll A.
P. (1984) J. Atmos. Sci., 41, 3290-3313. [9 ] Fels S. B. et el. (1984)
Nature. 312, 431-434. [10] Baker N. L. and Leovy C. B. (1987)
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LARGEST IMPACT CRATERS ON VENUS. B.A. Ivanovt,
C. M. Weitz 2. and A. T. Basilevsky 3, qnstitute for Dynamics of
Geosphcres, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia, 2Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasa-
dena CA 91109, USA, 3Vcmadsky Institute of Gex_hemistry and
Analytical Chemistry, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow,
Russia.
Introduction: High-resolutionradar images from the Magellan
spacecraft have allowed us to perform a detailed study on 25 large
impact craters on Venus with diameters from 70 to 280 kin. The
dimension of these large craters is comparable with the character-
istic thickness of the venusian lithosphere and the atmospheric scale
height. Some physical parameters for the largest impact craters on
Venus (LICV), such as depth, ring/diameter ratio, and range of
bellistie ejecta deposits, have been obtained from the SAR images
and the altimetry dataset produced by MIT [1].
Crater Depth Remits: Impact crater depths previously mea-
sured using Venera 15/16 images [2,3,4] are in close agreement with
the depths measured from the Magellan eltimeu-y for the craters
with diameters larger than the altimeter footprint on the surface.
Two craters seem to have anomalous depths: Cleopatra (D =
100 kin) and Mead (D = 280 krn) (Fig. 1). Cleopatra is approxi-
mately twice as deep as other craters with the ssme diameter.
Several hypotheses on the origin of Cleopatra have already beam
discussed [5,6]. Mead is adouble-ring structure with an inner-ring
fiat floor depth of about 700 m and a maximum depth of 1000 m
below the surrounding terrain. This maximum depth is approxi-
mately 100 m less than the depth for Klenova (D = 140 kin). The
maximum depth of Isabella (D = 173 km) is about 1400 m, which
is about 400 m deeper than for Mead. A comparison of our data with
estimates made by Grimm end Solomon [7] suggests that Mead may
be one of the first examples of crater relaxation on Venus due to
viscous flow of the crust. Because of the large footprint of the
altimeter, viscous relaxation in smaller craters cannot be seen, yet
we cannot reject this process. Hopefully, parallax measurements
made from different viewing geometries will allow us to make
better depth measurements, especially for the smaller crat,_.
Ring DiameterRatios: A majority of venusian impact craters
with diameters larger than 70 km have a double-ring structure.All
craters with D > 90 km are double ring. Melosh [8] separated the
cratering data for all terrestrial planets into peak-ring craters (PRC)
and muldring basins (MRB). For PRC, he found that the inner-to-
outer ring diameter ratio (RDR) is about 0.5 for ell planetary bodies,
while the morphology of MRB is specific for each planet depending
upon the details of the upper crust smicmre. Many of the LICV have
RDR of 0.5 and smaller and may be classified as PRC (Fig. 2). Three
craters with diameters from 90 to 280 km have RDR from 0.6 to
0.67. These three craters may be candidates for venusian MRB, but
more morphologic and comparative studies need to be done for
proper classification. An interesting finding is the coexistence of
craters with RDR < 0.5 (four structures) and RDR > 0.5 (three
structures) in the diameter range from 90 to I 10 kin. By comparing
the local geologic retting around each crater, it may be possible to
determine if the terrain is influencing the RDR for this diameter
range.
Distance of Ballistic EJecta Deposits (BED): The measure-
ment of the outer distance of ballistic ejecta deposits has some
uncertainty due to the obliqueness of the impact and ejecta disturbed
by radar-brlght outflows from some craters. Measurements may be
done more accurately in the future when geologic mapping is
completed for all the craters under investigation in this study. The
datawe now have for 25 craters shows that the radial distance of the
BED from the crater rim increases for craters with diameters less
than 100 km (Fig. 3). For larger craters, the width of the BED seems
to stay at approximately 50 krn from the crater rim. This observed
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phenomenon needs additional study to investigate the effect of the
atmospheric scale height on ejecta deposition.
The Inner Ring Position: A number of venusian impact
craters have asymmewic BED blankets, which may result from the
obliqueness of the impact. The general features of this asymmetry
have been investigated experimentally for small-scale impacts [9].
At least two venusian craters (Cohran: D = 100 kin, RDR = 0.5;
Marie Celeste: D = 99 kin, RDR = 0.62) have a definite offset of the
inner ring in respect to the outer crater ring. If this offset is a
consequence of an oblique impact, then wc would expect the inner
ring to be shifted to the deepest part of the transient cavity, which
should be on the uprange side. In fact, Cohran and Marie Celeste
have their inner ring offset downrange rather than uprange.
Although these two craters suggest that we cannot accurately predict
the formation of the multiring structures, we still have a IXXn"
understanding of eratering mechanics at this time so we need to
investigate this process further. This investigation of the largest
craters on Venus is therefore providing new constraints both for
eratering mechanics and for the regional geologic study of Venus.
References: [ 1] Pcttengill ct al. ( 1991) Science, 252,260-265.
[2] B asilevsky et al. (1987) JGR, 92,12869-12901. [ 3] Ivanov B. A.
(1989) Solar System Research (translated from Russian), Astron.
Vestnik, 23, 39--49. [41 Ivanov B. A. (1992) In Venus Geology,
Geochemistry, Geophysics: Soviet Point of View (V. L. Barsukov et
al., eds.), Univ. Ariz., Tucson. [5] Basilevsky A. T. and Ivanov B.
A. (1989) GRL, 17, 175-178. [6] Masursky H. et al. (1980)JGR, 85,
8232--8260. [7] Grimm R. E. and Solomon S. C. (1988) GRL, 93,
11911-11929. [8] Meiosh H. J. (1989)Impact Cratering, A Geo-
logic Process, Oxford, New York, 245 pp. [9] Gault D. E. and
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VENUSIAN EXT]_NDED EJECTA DEPOSITS AS TIME-
STRATIGRAPHIC MARKERS. Noam R. Izenberg, McDonnell
Center for Space Sciences, Washington University, St. Louis MO
63130, USA.
In contrast to the Moon, Mars, and Mercury, where millions of
impact craters cover or influence nearly all surface terrains, on
Venus there are only about 850 craters. For the Moon, Mars, and
Mercury, relative densities of craters on different geologic surfaces
provide clues regarding relative age relationships for surface units,
both on regional and local scales. For Venus, the population of
craters is well dispersed, and based on extensive statistical analysis
of the spatial distribution of impact craters, Magellan investigators
[1] find that the hypothesis that craters are randomly distributed
cannot be rejected. Relative age dating using crater statistics alone
is therefore not possible for Venus. However, in the absence of
actual rock samples, the venusian crater population is the only tool
available for determining a general planetary timescale. An average
surface age of approximately 500 Ms is indicated by the total
abundance of impact craters, using the assumption that all craters
produced over that time have been retained and observed by the
Magellan spacecraft [2]. One of the f'trst-ordcr questions regarding
Venus presently is whether areas of the planet are clearly older or
younger than this statistically determined average age.
On the regional scale, the question of relative age can be
approached by examining the crater population and its associations
with large-scale geologic terrains. Upon c.onstruetion and examina-
tion of a crater distribution plot, craters appear randomly distributed
across the planet. A density plot in which the total crater population
has been binned in 20 ° radius circles every 10 ° of latitude and
longitude to maximize the visibility of regional trends in the
concentrations of craters has also been constructed. Some areas
show regions with one-third to one-fourth the average planetary
crater density, while others represent regions with up to twice the
planetary mean. If these low- and high-density areas correlate with
the regional geology of the planet, then these regions have ages
younger and older than the planetary mean respectively.
The work of [3] and [4] has shown that correlations between
crater concentrations and geology do exist. For example, the Beta-
Atla-Themis region, shown to have the highest density of volcanic
structures on the planet [5], has a low density of impact craters.
Likewise, south central Aphrodite Terra, including Artemis Chasma
(alarge coronae feature on the southern edge of Aphsodite), also has
a low crater density. These two areas probably retne.sent broad
regions younger than the planetary average age.
On the local scale, both the paucity and distribution of impact
craters precludes them as relative age indicators. Relative ages must
be established using other means, such as through interpretation of
stratigraphic relationships between surface units. Extended ejecta
deposits, which cover many times the surface area of their parent
craters, are units that provide areallyextensive time-stratigraphic
markers for their respective localities. Sutgxposition relationships
between these deposits, volcanic materials, and tectonic zones
would establish relative timing for the deposition of the units
involved.
Use of impact crater ejecta as time-stratigraphic markers was
established during lunar geologic mapping efforts [6,7]. The basic
premise is that the deposition of impact ejecta, either by itself or
mixed with impact-excavated material, is superimposed on a sur-
face. The deposit becomes an observable, mappable unit produced
in a single instant in geologic time. Up to two-thirds of Venus craters
exhibit extended ejecta deposits. Most deposits have low specific
radar cross sections, appearing dark on Magellan images relative to
surrounding units. Some deposits have specific cross sections
higher than the local mean, and some have a number of high and low
specific cross-section components. Thedeposits range in character-
istics from extensive parabolic features to halolike zones only a few
crater diameters across. Parabolic features are interpreted to be due
to interactions of ejecta with strong cast-to-west zonal winds
[8.9,10]. They extend up to 20 crater radii from the impact site.
Ejecta halos, 3 to 10 times theparent crater radius in areal extent, are
interpreted to bedue to a combination of shock-induced crushing of
preexisting material and accumulation of ejecta from the relevant
impact crater [1,2,111.
The areal extent of a given extended deposit is significantly
greater than that of its parent crater. The largest extended ejecta
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deposits are associated with craters Greenaway and Stanton and
cover about 1O0 times the area o feach crater, 2.6 and 3.4 million Ion2,
or 0.6% and 0.8% of the total surface area of Venus respectively.
Assuming that extended ejceta is contemporaneous with the parent
crater as a given, it follows logically that extended ejceta dclxYsits
are local time-stratigraphie markers. Such extended units will not
improve temlx_ai resolution (i.e., they will not give a better
constraint on absolute time, since they are present around a subset
of the already small, spread-out crater population). However, the
extended deposits will improve the spatial domain significantly, as
the deposits cover up to millions of uluare kilometers in a single
geologic instant, allowing for determination of relative time pro-
gressions in many localities.
A reconnaissance survey of 336 craters (about 40% of the total
population) was conducted. About half the craters examined were
located in and around the Beta-Atla-Themis region, and half were
spread over the western hemisphere of the planet. The survey was
conducted using primarily C1-MIDR images. The preliminary
survey shows (1) Of the 336 craters, 223 were found to have
extended ejecta deposits. This proportion is higher than that found
in other Venus crater databases by up to a factor of 2 [ 12]. (2) 5 3%
of all extended ejeeta craters were unambiguously superimposed on
all volcanic and tectonic units. Figure 1 shows a representative
example of this group. Crater Annia Faustina's associated parabolic
ejecta deposit is clearly superimposed on volcanic flows coming
from Gula Mons to the west (Gula is not shown). Parabola material
from Faustina has covered the lava flows, smoothing the surface and
reducing its specific baekscatter cross section. The stratigraphy
implies that the parabola material is the youngest observable unit in
the region. (3) 12% of extended ejecta deposits are superimposed by
volcanic materials. Figure 2 shows a typical example. Crater
Hwangcini has extended ejccta that has been covered by volcanic
flows from a dome field to the northwest, implying that the volcanic
Fig. 1. Crater Annia Fansdna, located east of Gula Mona. The crater is 22 km
across, and the parabola is 6630 km long and and 720 km across. Parabola
material from Faustina clearly darkens lava flows from Gula Mona where it
appears that centimeters to decimeters of covering ejecta material reduces the
radar wavelength scale roughness of the surface.
Fig. 2. Crater Hwangcini, 31 km in diameter with a low cross-sccdon halo
of about 230 km diameter that has been ambayed to the west by flows
associated with the dome field there. The crater is located northwest of'D_s
Regio.
units were emplaced subsequent to the ejecta deposit and are the
youngest units in the locality. (4) It is difficult to determine the
stratigraphic relationships of the remaining extended ejecta depos-
its in SAR at CI-MIDR resolution. Examination of higher resolu-
tion images and application of the other Magellan datasets in a
systematic manner should resolve most of the ambiguous eases.
Results from the preliminary survey indicate that extended
ejecta deposits are effective time-stratigraphic markers for their
localities. If stratigraphic relationships between the deposits and
surrounding units are studied on a case-by-case basis over the whole
planet, they should provide useful constraints on Venus history and
development of the surface through time. The continuation of this
research will expand the study to include the entire crater population
and the Magellan emissivity, altimetry, reflectivity, and rms slope
datasets.
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et al. (1992) LPSCXXIll, 591-592. [4] Arvidson R. E. et al. (1992)
Eos, 73, 161-169. (5) Head J. W. et al. (1992) JGR, submitted.
[6] Shoemaker E. M. (1962) Physics and Astronomy of the Moon
(Z. Kopal, ed.), 283--359, Academic, New York. [7] Wilhelms D. E.
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(1991) Science, 252,270-275. [9] Vervack R. J. and Melosh H. J.
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LONG-TERM VARIATIONS IN ABUNDANCE AND DIS-
TRIBUTION OF SULFURIC ACID VAPOR IN THE VENUS
ATMOSPHERE INFERRED FROM PIONEER VENUS AND
MAGELLAN RADIO OCCULTATION STUDIES. J.M.
Jenkins ] and P. G. Steffes 2. ]SET[ Institute, NASA Ames Research
Center, Moffett Field CA 94035, USA, 2Georgia Institute of Tech-
nology, Atlanta GA 30332, USA.
Radio occultation experiments have been used to study various
properties of planetary atmospheres, including pressure and tem-
perature profiles, and the abundance profiles of absorbing constitu-
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Fig. 1. Absorptivity profiles for near-polar PVORO experiments from 1979
(dotted line) and 1986 (solid line). Since H2SO4(g) is the dominant 13-¢m
absorber in theVenus atmosphere,thisplotsuggeststhat heabundanceof
l-taSO4(g ) dec_._ed form 1979 to 1986 in the high northern latitudes.
ents in those planetary atmospheres. However, the reduction of
amplitude data from such experiments to determine abundance
profiles requires the application of the inverse Abel transform (IAT)
and numerical differentiation of experimental data. These two
operations preferentially amplify measurement errors above the
U'ue signal underlying the data. A new technique for processing
radio occultation data has been developed that greatly red_ the
errors in the derived absorptivity and abundance prof'fles. This
techn/que has been app//ed to datasets aqu/red from pionecr Venus
Orbiter radio occultation studies and more recently to experiments
conducted with the Magellan spacecraft.
While primarily designed for radar studies of the Venus surface,
the high radiated power (EIRP) from the Magellan spacecraft makes
it an ideal transmitter for measuring the refractivity and absorptivity
of the Venus atmosphere by such experiments. Two transmitter
frequencies were used: 2.3 GHz and 8.4 GHz (13 cm and 3.6 era,
respectively), and the measurements were made during spacecraft
ingress on three consecutive orbits on October 5, 1991. Since the
stability of the spacecraft transmitted frequencies is critical for
accurate retrieval of atmospheric properties from the signals re-
corded on Earth, the spacecraft t_ansmiuer w as locked to s 2.1-GHz
uplink from DSS-43 (Tidbinbilla, Australia), which also received
the signals. Because of the high gain of the spacecraft antenna, and
the large ray bending in the deep Venus atmosphere, a spacecraft
tracking maneuver was designed to keep the spacecraft antenna
pointed in the direction of the refracted ray path back to Earth. This
tracking maneuver, plus the high EIRP of the Magellan transmitter,
yielded 3.6-cm refractivity and absorptivity profiles down to alti-
tudes below 36 kin, and 13-cm profiles to altitudes below 34 km
(above a radius of 6052 kin). These experiments probed much
deeper in the atmosphere than previous radio occultation experi-
ments conducted with the Pioneer Venus Orbiter, which reached
altitudes of 54 km at 3.6 cm, and 40 km at 13 cm.
The longevity of the Pioneer Venus Orbiter has made it possible
to study long-term changes in the abundance and distribution of
sulfuric acid vapor, H2SO4(g), in the Venus amaosphere between
1979 and 1992. The abundance of H2SO4(g ) can be inferred from
vertical profiles of 13-cm absorptivity profiles retrieved from radio
occultation experiments [1]. Data from 1979 and 1986-87 suggest
that the abundance of HzSO4(g) at latitudesnorthward of 70*
decreasedover thistimeperiod(seeFig.I).Thischange may bedue
to a period of activevolcanism in the late1970s followed by a
relatively quiescent period, or some other dynamic process in the
Venus atmosphere. While the cause is not ceztam, such changes
must be incorporated into dynamic models of the Venus atmo-
sphere.
Potentially, the Magellan spacecraft will extend the results of
Pioneer Venus Orbiter and allow the continued monitoring of the
abundance and distribution of H2SO4(g) in the Venus atmosphere,
as well as otherinterestingatmospheric properties. Without such
measurements it will be difficult to addressother issuessuch as the
short-term spatial variability of the abundance of HzSO4(g ) at
similar latitudes in Venus amaosphere, and the identities of particles
responsible for large-scale variations observed in NIR images [2].
References: [1] Jenkins J. M. and Steffes P. G. (1991) Icarus,
90, 129-138. [2] Ragent B..et al. (1991) Bu/l. AA$., 23, 1192.
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VARIATIONS IN LITHO-SPHERYC THI_K_Eb_ ON
VENUS. C.L. Johnson and D. T. Sandwell, Scripps Institution of
Oceanography, La ]olla CA 92093--0208, USA.
Recent analyses of Magellan data have indicated many regions
exhibiting topographic flexure [1,2,3]. On Earth, flexure occurs at
oceanic trenches and around seamounts. On Venus, flexure is
associated predominantly with coronae [1,3] and the chasmata
within Aphrodite Terra [2,3]. Modeling of these flexural signatures
allows the elastic and mechanical thickness of the lithosphere to be
estimated. In areas where the lithosphere is flexed beyond its elastic
limit the saturation moment provides information on the strength of
the lithosphere. Modeling of 12 flexuralfeaetur, s on Venus has
indicated lithospheric thicknesses comparable with terrestrial val-
ues. This has important implications for the venusian heat budget.
Model: Flexure of a thin elastic plate due simultaneously to a
line load on a continuous plate and a bending moment applied to the
end of a broken plate is considered. The mean radius and regional
topographic gradient are also included in the model. Features with
a large radius of curvature were selected so that a two-dimensional
approximation could be used. Comparisons with an axisymmetric
model were made for some features to check the validity of the two-
dimensional assumption. The best-fit elastic thicknesswas found
for each profile crossing a given flexural feature. In addition, the
surface stress and bending moment at the t-u-st zero crossing of each
profile were also calculated.
Results: Flexural amplitudes and elastic thicknesses obtained
for 12 features vary significantly. Three examples of the model
fitting procedure are shown in Fig. 1, where the solid line is the data
and the dashed line the best-fit model. The lowest elastic thickness
was obtained at Nishtigri Corona (8-12 kin) where the flexural
amplitude is low (0.4 kin). Nightingale Corona was typical of
several other areas with elastic thicknesses in the range 18-25 km
and a flexural amplitude of about 0.8 krn. At W. Dali Chasma the
lithosphere appears very thick (25-40 km) and the flexural ampli-
tude is large (3 kin); a similar result was obtained for other areas in
Aphrodite Terra. However, the amplitude of the flexure at Artemis
and Latona Coronae and at the chasmata of Aphrodite Terra is
extremely large and it is likely that in these areas the lithosphere is
flexed beyond its elastic limit. In some regions of extreme curvature
it was not possible to model the topography to the base of the flexural
moat (e.g., W. Dali Chasma, Fig. 1); this is probably due to
extensive faulting. SAR images of several areas exhibiting flexure
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FIg. 2. Mechanical thicknesses obtained for 12 flexural features on Venus.
Only Nishdgri Corona gives a lithospheric thickness compatible with that
predicted (see text). The very high values obtained for Arcemis Corona and
W. Dali Chasma are a resuh of the lithosphere being flexed beyond its elastic
limit at these locations.
reveal circumferential fractures on the flexural outer rise, roughly
coincident with the predicted location of high surface stresses.
Elastic thickness and curvature can be used to obtain mechanical
thickness ff the yield strength envelope for the lithosphere is known
[4]. For features that are flexed beyond the elastic limit (i.e.,
moment saturated) an alternative approach is to calculate the
thermal gradient directly from the saturation moment. Results from
both these methods wig be presented. Figure 2 shows the mechani-
cal thicknesses obtained for Venus, assuming a dry olivine rheol-
ogy, britde behavior in the upper lithosphere, and ductile flow in the
lower lithosphere [5]. Error bars are calculated from the range of
best-fit elastic thickness for a given feature. The horizontal dashed
lines are upper and lower bounds on the mechanical thickness
expected for Venus, based on heat-flow scaling arguments [6]. It is
evident that only one location studied gives a lithospheric thickness
compatible with that predicted (15 kin). The mechanical thickness
at most other features is in the range 20-45 kin. This implies mean
heat flow values in the range 20-46 mW m -2, much less than the
predicted 74 mW m -2. On Earth lithospheric thickness is related to
age. Variation in lithospheric thickness obtained fi-om different
corona¢ on Venus may indicate relative ages and therefore provide
a conslraint on coronae evolution.
References: [ 1] Sandwell D. T. and Schubert G. (1992) JGR,
in press. [2] McKenzie D. P. etal. (1992)JGR, in press. [3] Johnson
C. L. and Sandwell D. T. (1992) LPSC XXII, 619---620. [4] McNutt
M. J. (1984) JGR, 89, 11180-11194. [5] Solomon S. and Head L
(1990) GRL, 17, 1393-1396. [6] Phillips R. I. and Malin M. C.
(1983) In Venus (D. M. Hunten et al., ads.), Univ. of Arizona,
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IGNEOUS AND TECTONIC EVOLUTION OF VENUSIAN
AND TERRESTRIAL CORONAE. J.S. Kargel and G. Komatsu,
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson AZ
85721, USA.
A great variety of tectonic and volcanic features have been
documented on Venus. It is widely appreciated that there are close
spatial associations among certain types of tectonic structures and
some classes of volcanic flows and constructs. Coronae are en-
dowed with a particularly rich variety of volcanism [I,2,3]. It is
thought that coupled tectonic and volcanic aspects of coronae are
cogenetic manifestations of mande plumes. An outstanding featuxe
of most venusian coronae is their circular or elliptical shape decreed
by peripheral zones of fracturing and/or folding. Some _ae are
composite, consisting of two or more small comae within a larger
enclosing corona, suggesting complex histories of structured
diapirism analogous in some ways to salt dome tectonics [4].
Coronae range widely in size, from smaller than 100 km to over
I000 km in diameter [3].
Volcanic features associated with venusian coronae are further
documented in Figs. 1-4. These include lunarlike sinuous riUes, thin
lava flows, cinder cone-like consmaets, shield volcanos, and pan-
cake domes. Several types of volcanic features are often situated
within or near a single corona, in many instances including land-
forms indicating effusions of both low- and high-viscosity lavas. In
some cases slxatigraphic evidence brackets emplacement of pan-
cake domes during the period of tectonic development of the corona,
thus supporting a close link between the igneous and tectonic
histories of coronae. These associations suggest emplacement of
huge diapirs and massive magmatic intrusions, thus producing the
tectonic deformations defining these structures. Igneous differen-
tiation of the intrusion could yield a range of lava compositions.
Head and Wilson [5] suggested a mechanism that would cause
development of neutral buoyancy zones in the shallow subsurface of
Venus, thereby tending to promote development of massive igneous
intrusions.
Large igneous intrusive complexes are common on the modem
Earth, especially in magmatic arcs associated with subduction
zones. Extensive igneous evolution occurs in magma arc batholiths
[6], yielding compositionally diverse magmas. Large terrestrial
layered basaltic inu'usions, usually not associated with subduction
zones, also have been common through Earth history. Some of
these, including the famous Skaergaard Intrusion, have undergone
considerable igneous differentiation without involving processes
directly related to plate tectonics [7].
Although coronae are especially numerous and varied on Venus,
Earth also has coronalike structures [8]. Whether terrestrial coronalike
analogues truly involved the same tectonic processes responsible
for venusian coronae is uncertain, but development of these struc-
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Fig. 1. Coronawithptncakedomesome20km in diameter 0eft center), md
field of cinder cones and/or shield volcanos (top center). Scene width 200 kin.
Radar illumination is from the left.
Fig. 3. Small corona containing a pane_e dome and associated with other
domes and flow fields having high radar contra_ Scene width 460 kin. Radar
illtnnination from the left.
Fig. 2. Corona with pancake domes and other steep-sided volcanic con-
structs (right halo and lun_like sinuous rilles (upper right). Rad_ illumina-
tion from the left-
Fig. 4. Corona associated with pancake domes ranging from 20 to 60 km in
diameter (lower left quadrant) and thin flows having high ntdar contrast
(botlom third of scene). Scene width 570 kin. Radar illtnninition is from the
left
tures was especially common during the Archaean. The Pilbara-
Harnersley Craton in Western Aus_alia is among the most compel-
ling terrestrial corona analogues. The principal phase of igneous and
tectonic development of this early continental crustal fragment
occurred between 2900 and 3500 m.y. ago [9,10] when massive
tectonic and igneous activity occurred within a precisely elliptical
region (a = 560 Icrn, b = 400 kin) bounded by tectonic compressional
folds and faults [9]. This tectonic ellipse (Fig. 5) is one of several
similar blocks forming most of the Australian shield. These blocks
are interpreted as first-order diapiric su'uctures (coronae). The early
phase of activity in the Pilbara Craton involved intrusion of 20 or
more granitoid batholiths, each typically 30--60 km in diameter.
Each pluton caused complex deformation around its periphery
(Fig. 6), producing structures resembling the larger-scale pilbara
ellipse. Sedimentation and extrusive volcanic activity (mainly
basaltic) occurred simultaneously with granitoid plutonism, form-
ing inter-pluton volcano-sedimentary piles (the Pilbara Supergroup)
up to 30 km thick [10]. These large granitoid batholiths are termed
second-order diapirs, which themselves are composed of discrete
third-order structures with diameters of order 10 kin, many of which
also have marginal deformation zones [ 10,11 ].
This phase in the evolution of the Pilbara B lock w as followed by
a decline in igneous and tectonic activity. 2700 m.y. ago Pilbara was
a rugged landmass, but the principal geologic agents tended to
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Fig.5. Portionofgeologicmap ofPilbaraBlockandvicinity.Pilbaraellipse
hasdouedoutline.Majorgrmitoidintrusionsareinsolidoutline.Box shows
areasofFig.6.
Fig. 6. Landsat image pom-aying three gnmitoid plutons and intervening
volcanic and sedhnentm 5, Pill_ra Supergroup. The latter originally acamm-
lated in interpluton troughs and were deformed as the #mona intruded. Scene
is 150 km left to right.
produce an increasinglygraded topography,includingmafic volca-
nism and fluvialand lacustrineprocesses[9,10].By 2500 m.y. ago
theregionhad evolved toatcctonicallyfa£rlystablemarine platform
or continentalshelfinundatedby an cpeiricsea,and was dominated
by depositionof evaporates(banded ironformationand dolomite)
[9,12].By theend of thisphase,theregionhad acquiredessentially
itspresentconfiguration,although thePilbaraCraton possiblymay
not have been integratedwith the restof Australia.
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V_ENUS: THE CASE FOR A WET ORIGIN AND A RUN-
AWAY GREENHOUSE. J. F. Kasting, Department of Gco-
sciences, 211 Dcikc, Penn State University, University Park PA
16802, USA.
To one interested in a_nospheric evolution, the most in_iguing
aspect of our neighboring planet Venus is its lack of water. Measure-
ments made by Pioneer Venus and by several Venera spacecraft
indicate that the present water abundance in Venus' lower atmo-
sphere is of the order of 20 to 200 ppmv [I],or 3 x 10_to 3 x I0-s
of the amount ofwater in Earth's oceans. The exact depiction factor
is unccrtLin, in part because of an unexplained vertical gradient in
H20 concentration in the lowest I0 km of the venusian atmosphere
[1], but the general scarcity of water is well established. The
interesting question, then, is: Was Venus deficient in water when it
formed and, if not, where did its water go?
Planetary formation models developed 20 years ago by Lewis [21
predicted that Venus should have formed dry because of the higher
temperatures prevailing at its location in the solar nebula, which
would have precluded thecondensation of hydrated silicate miner-
als. The predictions of this "equilibrium condensation" model have
since been challenged on two different grounds: (1) Accrctionary
models now predict extensive gravitationalmixing ofplanetesimals
throughout the inner solar system [3] and (2) the condensation of
hydrated silicates from the gas phase is now thought to be kinetic.ally
infeasible [4]; thus, planetary water must be imported in the form of
H20 ice. Taken together, these new ideas imply that Earth's water
was derived from materials that condensed in the asteroid belt or
beyond and were subsequently scattered into the inner solar system.
If this inferenceis correct, it is difficult to imagine how Venus could
have avoided getting plastered with a substantial amount of water-
rich material by this same process. The conclusion that Venus was
originally wet is consistent with its large endowment of other
volatiles (N2, CO2, and rare gases) and with the enhanced DAI ratio
in the present atmosphere [5,6]. Maintenance of a steady-state w ater
inventory by cometary impacts [7] cannot explain the present D/H
ratio if thewater abundance is higher than 20 ppmv because the time
constant for reachingisotopic equilibrium is too long [I].
The most likely mechanism by which Venus could have lost its
water is by the development of a"runaway" or"moist" greenhouse
atmosphere followed by photodissociation of water vapor and
escape of hydrogen to space [8-11 ]. Climate model calculations that
neglect cloud albedo feedback [9] predict the existence of two
critical transitions in atmospheric behavior at high solar fluxes
(Fig. 1): (1) at a solar flux of-1.1 times the value at Earth's orbit,
S O, the abundance of stratospheric water vapor increases dramati-
cally, permiuing rapid escape of hydrogen to space (termed a"moist
greenhouse") and (2) at a solar flux of ~1.4 S o, the oceans vaporize
entirely, creating a true "runaway greenhouse." If cloudinessin-
creases at high surface temperatures, as seems likely, and if the
dominant effect of clouds is to cool the planet by reflecting incident
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Fig. 1. Diagram illustrating the two key solar fluxes for water loss, as
calculated in {91. The critical point for pure water (above which the oceans
evaporate entirely) is at 647 K and 220.6 bar. Figure courtesy of J. Pollack.
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solar radiation, the actual solar flux required to create "moist" or
"runaway" conditions would be higher than the values quoted
above. (Indeed, some authors [12] have argued that cloud feedback
would prevent a runaway greenhouse from ever occurring.) Early in
solar system history, solar luminosity was about 25% to 30% less
than today, putting the flux at Venus' orbit in the range of 1.34 So
to 1.43 S o. Thus, it is possible that Venus had liquid water on its
surface for several hundred million years following its formation.
Paradoxically, this might have facilitated water loss by sequestering
atmospheric CO l in carbonate rocks and by providing an effective
medium for surface oxidation.
Continued progress in understanding the history of water on
Venus requires information on the redox state of the atmosphere and
surface. The loss of art ocean of water (or some fraction thereof)
should have left substantial amounts of oxygen behind to react with
the crust. This oxygen would presumably be detectable if we had
core samples of crustal material. Barring this, its presence or
absence might be inferred from accurate measurements of lower
atmospheric composition. Another spacecraft mission to Venus
could help to resolve this issue and, at the same time, shed light on
the question of whether clouds will tend to counteract global
warming on Earth.
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VENUS TECTONIC STYLES AND CRUSTAL DIFFEREN-
TIATION. W.M. Kaula and A. Lenardic, University of California,
Los Angeles CA 90024, USA. p_ ,,)...
Two of the most important constraintsare known from Pioneer
Venus data: the lack of a system of spreading rises, indicating
distributed deformation rather than plate tectonics; and the high
gravity:topography ratio, indicating the absence of an astheno-
sphere. In addition, the high depth:diameter ratios of craters on
Venus [ 1] indicate that Venus probably has no more crust than Earth.
The problems of the character of tectonics and crustal formation and
recycling arc closely coupled. Venus appears to lack a recycling
mechanism as effective as subduetion, but may also have a low rate
of crustal differentiation because of a mantle convection pattern that
is more "distributed," less "concentrated," than Earth's. Distributed
convection, coupled with the nonlinear dependence of volcanism on
heat flow, would lead to much less magmatism, despite only
moderately less heat flow, compared to Earth. The plausible reason
for this difference in convective style is the absence of water in the
upper mantle of Venus [2].
The most objective measure of the nature of motion that we can
hope to infer is the spherical harmonic spectrum of its surface, or
near-surface, velocities. A compact expression of this spectrum is
a spectral magnitude M and slope n
o: (v) = M 1-* (I)
where (Yl(V) is the rms magnitude of a normalized spherical har-
monic coefficient of degree 1. A concentrated flow, characterized
by large segments moving together, has a steep slope, thence a high
value ofn, while a distributed flow, with small segments, has a small
value ofn. We cannot measure velocities directly on Venus. But in
a planet dominated by a strong outer layer, in which the peak stresses
are at a rather shallow depth, the magnitudes of gravitational
potential V and poloidal velocity v s are coupled [3]
M(gV)/M (vs) = 12_GTI/g (2)
where rl is the effective viscosity of the lithosphere, the ratio of
stress to strain rate over long durations. The value inferred from the
magnitudes M for Earth is 4 × 102t Pa-s, probably most influenced
by subduction zones. Support for this model is that the gravity and
velocity spectra on Earth have the same slope n to two significant
figures, 2.3 [3,4]. On Venus the spectral slope of gravity, n(gV), is
appreciably lower over degrees that can be determined reli-
ably-about 1.4 [4], strongly suggesting a more regional, less
global, velocity field than on Earth.
A basic constraint on the velocity field that is somewhat indepen-
dent of stresses, and thence theology, is that, at the mantle depth
where convection dominates---more than 150 _ere must be a
correlation of vertical velocity vr (coupled to the poloidal velocity
v_ by continuity) and temperature variations AT that lead to an
integral accounting for most of the total heat delivery Q from greater
depths
Q = I pCvrATdS (3)
For a mean heat flow of 60 mW/m 2 and average temperature
variation AT of 100ÜC, equation (3) gives an estimate of 0.6 cndyr
for v r. In the Earth, plate tectonics lead to such concentrations ofv r
and AT at shallower depths that it is difficult to draw inferences from
observed heat flow relevant to equation (3). However, the constraint
exists, and its implication for the velocity spectrum of Venus should
be explored.
The altimetry and imagery of Venus also indicate a regionality
of Venus tectonics, even though magnitudes of velocities cannot be
inferred because of dependence on unknown viscosity. For ex-
ample, Maxwell Montes is comparable to the Andes in height and
steepness (suboceanic). But the material subducted under the Andes
clearly comes from the southeast Pacific Rise, over 4000 km away
(despite the interruption of the Nazca Rise), while only 500 km from
the Maxwell front is a scarp, and beyond that a much more mixed,
apparently unrelated, variety of features. Clearly, Maxwell is more
local than the Andes. A significant difference of Venus tectonics
from Earth is the absence of erosion, which removes more than
1 km/lO0 m.y. from uplands.
Hypotheses for why Venus does not have crustal formation in a
ridge system, but rather a more distributed magmatism correlated
with a more regional tectonism, include (1) the lack of plate pull-
apart due to inadequate subduction; (2) the lack of plate pull-apart
due to drag on the lithosphere from higher viscosity: i.e., no
asthenosphere; (3) the lesser concentration of flow from within the
mantle, also due to higher viscosity; (4) lower temperatures, due to
less initial heating and more effective retention of lithophiles in the
crust; (5) higher melting temperatures, due to lack of water content,
and (6) lower mobility of magma relative to matrix, due to (a) low
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H20 conte'nt, Co) low-density overburden, or (c) lesser horizontal
length scale of flow.
Relevant to these hypotheses is that differentiation on Venus
requires more than adiabatic upwelling and pressure-release melt-
ing. In models of this process on Earth [e.g., 5,6] the availability of
mantle material to flow into the region is taken as given; the concern
is about the rising of magma within a solid mawix, in particular, the
mechanism(s) concentrating the melt in a narrow vertical slab. The
viscosity of the melt, and hence its ability to separate, is affected by
water content. Differentiation fi'om a plume, without pull-apart,
under a layer of higher strength or lower density (as is more likely
on Venus), requires a surplus of heat, and thus is likely to lead to a
lower rate of magmatism for a given heat flow. Also the inhibition
of upward flow by a low-density overlying layer may lead to less
differentiation of crust. Application of models of a plume under a
lithosphere [7] to Venus features such as Aria and Beta indicate that
appreciably higher upper mantle viscosities may cause pressure
gradients to account for these great peaks in the geoid.
We have applied finite element modeling to problems of the
interaction of mantle convection and crust on Venus [8]. The main
emphasis has been on the tectonic evolution of Ishtar Terra, as the
consequence of convergent mantle flow. The early stage evolution
is primarily mechanical, with crust being piled up on the down-
stream side. Then the downflow migrates away from the center. In
the later stages, after more than 100 m.y., thermal effects develop
due to the insulating influence of the thickened crust. An important
feature of this modeling is the entrainment of some crustal material
in downflows.
An important general theme in both convergent and divergent
flows is that of mixing vs. stratification. Models of multicomponent
solid-state flow obtain that lower-density crustal material can be
entrained and recycled, provided that the ratio of low-density to
high-density material is small enough (as in subducted slabs on
Earth). The same considerations should apply in upflows; a small
percent partial melt may be carried along with its matrix and never
escape to the surface. Models that assume melt automatically rising
to the crust and no entrainment or other mechanism of recycling
lower-density material [e.g., 9] obtain oscillatory behavior, because
it takes a long time for heat to build up enough to overcome a
Mg-rich low-density residuum. However, these models develop
much thicker crust than consistent with estimates from crater
depth:diameter ratios [1].
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LARGE SHELD VOLCANOS ON VENUS: THE EFFECT OF
NEUTRAL BUOYANCY ZONE DEVELOPMENT ON EVO-
LUTION AND ALTITUDE DISTRIBUTION. S. Keddie and
J. Head, Department of Geological Sciences, Brown University,
Providence R102912, USA.
The Magellan mission to Venus has emphasized the importance
of volcanism in shaping the surface of the planet. Volcanic plains
make up 80% of the terrain and hundreds of regions of localized
eruptions have been identified. Large volcanos, def'med as edifices
with diameters greater than 100 kin, are the sites of some of the most
voluminous eruptions. Head et al. [1] have identified 158 of these
structures. Their spatial distribution is neither random (see Fig. 1)
nor arranged in linear chains as on the Earth; large volcanos on
Venus arc concentrated in two large, ncar-cquatoriad clusters that
are also the site of many other forms of volcanic activity [1].
The set of conditions that must be met on Venus that controls the
change from widespread, distributed volcanism to focused, shield-
building volcanism is not well understood. Future studies of uransi-
tional features will help to address this problem. It is likely,
however, that the formation and evolution of a neutral buoyancy
zone (NBZ) plays an important role in both determining the style of
the volcanism and the development of the volcanic feature once it
has begun to erupt. Head and Wilson [2] have suggested that the high
surface pressure on Venus may inhibit volatile exsolution, which
may influence the density disuibufion of the upper crust and hence
control the nature and location of a NBZ. The exucme variations in
pressure with elevation may result in significantly different charac-
teristics of such a NBZ at different locations on the planet. In order
to test these ideas regarding the importance of NBZ development in
the evolution of a large shield and to dewrmine the style of
volcanism, three large volcanos that occur at different basal eleva-
tions were examined and the distribution of large volcanos as a
function of altitude was determined.
The evolution of Sapas Mons, a 600-kin-diameter shield vol-
cano, was studied [3]. Six flow units were identified on the basis of
radar properties and spatial and temporal relations. The distinctive
variation between units was attributed to the evolution of magma
in a large chamber at depth. The pr_ence of summit collapse
structures and radial fractures, interpreted to be the surface expres-
sion of lateral dikes, supports this suggestion. Theory predicts that
volcanos located at the altitude of Sapas Mons should have large
magma chambers located at zones of neutral buoyancy at relatively
shallow depths beneath the substrate [2]. Not only does the evidence
from the flow units suggest that such a zone is present, but the size
of the summit coll apse and the near-surface nature of the radial dikes
indicates that the chamber is both large (on the order of 100 km in
diameter) and shallow.
In comparison to Sapas Mons, two other volcanos at different
elevations were examined. Theory predicts that the volcano at the
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Fig. 1. Location of large volcanos as a function of latitude. The dark-shaded
cohanns indicate where volcanos would be located if they were randomly
distributed on the surface as a function of the percentage of area at a given
latitude. The striped columns show where the volcanos actually occur. Note
the paucity of volcanos at higher latitudes and the conct.ntration in the
equatorial region of the planet.
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highest basal elevation. Maat Mons, should have a well-developed,
large, and relatively deeper N'BZ and that the volcano at the lowest
altitude, an unnamed volcano located southwest of Beta Regio at
l0 °, 273 °, should have either a poorly developed magma chamber
or none at all [2]. Preliminary mapping of Malt Mons [3] identified
at least six flow units that exhibit greater variations in morphology
and radar properties than the flows of Sapas Mons. These units arc
also spatially and temporally distinct and suggest the eruption of a
continuously evolving magma. Although smaller in diameter, the
summit caldera is much better defined than the depression at Sapas.
"Fn¢inferred young age of Maat (K]ose et al. [4] suggest that it may
even be "active") may mean that the chamber has not yet grown to
"full size," explaining the relatively smaller caldera. There is no
evidence of radial fractures at Maat Mons, suggesting that if lateral
dike Fropagafion occurred, it was sufficiently deep that there was no
surface expression. In contrast, the unnamed volcano has no summit
features, no radial dikes, and only three flow units that exhibit
considerable morphologic variations within units [3]. These obser-
vations suggest that either the N'BZ is very poorly developed or it
does not exist and the magma erupts directly at the surface. Thus the
character of three large volcanos on Venus supports the suggestion
that basal altitude can play a critical role in the development of a
NBZ. Examination of other volcanos at a greater range of altitudes
will help to further test this hypothesis.
In addition to studying the detailed evolution of three large
volcanos, the altitude and height distribution of all volcanos was
determined. Although in general there is a broad distribution of
large volcanos as a function of altitude, there is somewhat of a
paucity of large volcanos at elevations below 6051 km (Fig. 2).
Between 6051 and 6053 km the number of volcanos is slightly
greater than expected and above this an absence of volcanos is again
observed. This absence at the highest elevations is probably due in
large part to the predominance of tessera terrain at these elevations.
Those volcanos that do occur in this area are associated with regions
of uplift and rifting probably caused by mantle upweLling. Head and
Wilson [2] suggested that below an elevation of 6051 krn it is
unlikely that a NBZ would develop, due largely to the high atmo-
spheric pressure, and thus edifice growth would be inhibited. They
also found that the f'u'st few kilometers above 6051 km would be
most favorable for edifice growth as NBZs develop early at rela-
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Fig. 3. Graph showing the beighu of 110 large volcanos as 8 function of
basal altitude. The majority of volcanos cluster between 6051 and 6053 km
and there is a weak positive correlation between height and basal altitude. The
majority of volcamosthat occurabove6052-8 kmand are taller than2.6 kmare
located in zonesof mande upwelling and/or rifting.
tively shallow depths beneath the surface. A survey of 110 large
volcanos found that this altitude distribution appears to be observed
on Venus.
The height of volcanos is also related to basal altitude and the
development of zones of neutral buoyancy. There is a weak corre-
lation of volcano height with basal elevation (Fig. 3). Although
many factors need to be considered to explain this correlation, in a
general sense NBZ development is responsible. As magma cham-
bers become larger, and thus the "life" of the volcano is lengthened,
there is an opportunity for a greater number of repeated, relatively
small volume eruptions. This type of eruption enhances edifice
growth. Head and Wilson [2] suggested that NBZs will grow to
relatively larger sizes at greater altitudes. Therefore this correlation
of height with altitude is expected.
Although a good deal more work needs to be done to test the idea
that basal altitude plays a significant role in the development and
evolution of neutral buoyancy zones on Venus, studies of the
altitude distribution and heights of many large volcanos, as well as
the evolution of individual volcanos, indicates that NBZ develop-
ment is occurring, that it is varying, apparently as a function of
altitude, and that the morphology and history of large edifices is
being strongly influenced.
References: [1] Head J. W. et al. (1992) JGR, submitted.
[2] Head J. W. and Wilson L. (1992) JGR, 97, 3877-3903. [3]
Keddie S.T. and Head J. W. (1992)LPSCXXill, 669--670. [4] Klose
K. B. et al. (1992) JGR, submitted. - (h L
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MANTLE PLUMES ON VENUS REVISITED. Walter S. Kiefer.
Code 921, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt MD 20771,
USA.
The Equatorial Highlands of Venus consist of a series of
quasicircular regions of high topography, rising up to about 5 km
above the mean planetary radius [1]. These highlands are strongly
correlated with positive geoid anomalies, with a peak amplitude of
120 m at Atla Regio [2,3]. Shield volcanism is observed at Beta,
Eistla, Bell, and Atla Regiones and in the Harbor Mons-lrmini
Mons-Ushas Mons region of the southern hemisphere [4-10].
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Volcanos have also been mapped in Phoebe Regio [11], and flood
volcanism is observed in Ovda and Thetis Regiones [10,12]. Exten-
sional tectonism is also observed in many of these regions
[5,10,12,14-16].
It is now widely accepted that at least Beta, Aft•, Eisfla, and Bell
Regiones are the surface expressions of hot, rising mantle plumes
[e.g., 5,9,10,12,14-16]. Upwelling plumes arc consistent with both
the volcanism and the extensional tectonism observed in these
regions. The gcoid anomalies and topography of these four regions
show considerable variation. Peak gcoid anomalies exceed 90 m at
Beta and Aria, but arc only 40 m at Eistl• and 24 m at Bell [2].
Similarly, the peak topography is greater at Beta and Ada than at
Eistla and Bell [1]. Such a range of values is not surprising because
terrestrial hotspot swells •]so have • wide range of gcoid anomalies
and topographic uplifts [17]. Kiefer and Hager used cylindrical
axisymmetric, steady-state convection calculations to show that
mantle plumes can quantitatively account for both the amplitude
and the shape of the long-wavelength gcoid and topography at Beta
and Afla [15,18]. In these models, most of the topography of these
highlands is due to uplift by the vertical normal stress associated
with the rising plume. Additional topography may also be present
due to crustal thickening by volcanism and crustal thinning by
rifting. Smrekar and Phillips [ 19] have also considered the geoid and
topography of plumes on Venus, but they reslrieted themselves to
considering only the gcoid-topogr•phy ratio and did not examine
either the gcoid and topography amplitudes separately or the shapes
of anomalies.
Several factors could contribute to the smaller geoid and topo-
graphy amplitudes at Eisfla and Bell Regiones. Comparison of
models in axisymmemic and two-dlmensional Cartesian geometries
shows that elongated upwellings produce smaller geoid anomalies
and topographic uplifts [18]. Eisfla is an elongated topographic
feature [1], suggesting the possibility of an elongated upwelling.
Recent modeling of gravity anomalies in this region also indicates
• component of elongated upweiling, although there is also evidence
for plume-like upwellings with more circular planforms beneath
western Eisfla (Sif Mons and Gula Mons) and to a lesser extent
beneath central Eisda (Sappho Patera) [ 14]. The elongated nature of
the Eistl• upwelling could contribute to the relatively small geoid
and topography in this area. The gcoid and topography of a plume
are also increasing functions of the aspect ratio of the upwelling
[18]. The plumes inferred to exist beneath western and central Eistla
are each about 1000 km across [14], much less than the 2000 to 2500
km dimensions of Beta and Afla. The narrowness of the Eistla
plumes could be another factor that contributes to the relatively
small gcoid and topography in this region. Bell Regio is also smaller
than Bet• and Atla, which might contribute to its smaller geoid and
topography. In the southern hemisphere, the cluster of shield
volcanos Harbor Mons, Irmini Mons, and Ushas Mons [7] are
separated by a maximum distance of about 1500 kin. If these
features are plume related [15], their moderate amplitude geoid
(15 m) and regional topography (1 kin) may be due to a relatively
narrow underlying plume. Another factor that may contribute to
variations in the geoid and topographic uplift associated with
different plumes is the temperature contrast between plumes and the
adjacent mantle. Both the geoid anomaly and the topographic uplift
are linearly proportional to the magnitude of the temperature
contrast. On Earth, the temperature contrasts between various
plumes and the surrounding mantle are estimated to vary by about
a factor of 2 [20]. Time-dependent changes in the thermal structure
of a plume, due to the formation of boundary layer instabilities, can
also cause the geoid and topography of a plume to vary by up to about
50% relative to their time-averaged values [21].
Both mantle plumes and cold downwellings have been proposed
as possible models for Ovda and Thetis Regiones. Plume models
have been proposed by Kiefer and Hager [15,22] and by Herrick and
Phillips [16,23]. Thesc models all invoke some form of time-
dependent plume behavior, but the details of this behavior were not
quantified in these works. Kiefer and Kellogg have begun quantify-
ing the effects of time-dependent convection in spherical
axisymmetric geometry on the geoid anomalies and dynamic topo-
graphy of plumes [21]. An important difference between the plume
models for Ovda and Thetis is in the geometry of the plume. In the
Herrick and Phillips model [23], a plume is visualized as • discrete
blob of hot material that detaches from the lower thermal boundary
layer and rises to the surface. This produces an episode of tectonic
uplift and extensive magmatism, followed by topographic subsid-
ence and deformation of the thickened crust once the blob collapses
at the base of the lithosphere. In the Kiefcr and H•gcr model [15],
plumes arc assumed to be continuous between the upper and lower
thermal boundary layers, although boundary layer instabilities may
be superimposed on the basic structure. Continuous plumes are
consistent both with the results of numerical modeling [e.g., 15,18]
and with the record of nearly continuous volcanism at terrestrial
hotspots such as Hawaii [24]. In this model, the ascent of a boundary
layer instability up a plume will alter both the gcoid anomaly and the
topographic uplift of the plume. In models that do not include
temperatme-dependent viscosity,theincreasedvolume ofbuoyant
material increases both the geoid anomaly and the dynamic topog-
raphy of the plume [21].
The rising thermal anomaly will heat the upper mantle and
should cause a temporary decrease in thc regional viscosity. This
will alter the expected geoid and topography signatures but has not
yet been quantified. At • minimum, the creation of a temporary low-
viscosity zone should decrease the apparent compensation depth of
thcse features [25]. This is consistent with the observation that the
apparent compensation depths of Ovda and Thetis are shallower
than for Beta, Atla, Bell, and Eistla [14,19]. The rising thermal
anomaly should also cause an episode of increased volcanic activ-
ity; efforts are underway to quantify this effect. An increased
volcanism rate should lead to an increased resurfacing rate and a
young cratering age, consistent with the observation that Ovda and
Thetis have some of the lowest impact crater densities observed on
the planet [26]. The increased volcanism rate should also thicken the
crust. Thick crust in an area of high heat flow should have a very low
vertically integrated strength [27], and should thcrefore be quite
susceptible to tectonic disruption. Sources of stress that could
contribute to this disruption include the flow driven by the rising
plume (which will vary with time as the plume's thermal structure
evolves), viscous flow of the crust down topographic gradients, and
other regional stresses that may exisL This may account for the
observed high level of tectonic deformation in Ovda, Thetis, and
Phoebe [10].
Eventually, the thermal anomaly beneath the highland will
dissipate by a combination of lateral advection and conductive
cooling and the topography and geoid anomaly of the plumc will
return to their normal levels. Continuing volcanism at normal rates
will gradually cover the surface of the highland, obscuring evidence
for earlier episodes of tectonic disruption. This cycle of boundary
layer instability formation followed by a period of erdaanced volca-
nism and tectonism may be repeated episodically [21]. The tessera
observed on the flanks of Beta and Bell Regiones [6,10.28] may be
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remnants of deformation from earlierplume instabilitycyclesthat
have so farescaped resurfacingsincethemost recentboundary layer
instabilityeventsattheseplumes. Ifso.thiswould essentiallyinvert
thesequence proposed by Herrick and Phillips[23]°who suggested
thatBeta Regio representsan earlystageof their blobmodel and that
Thetisand Ovda representlaterstages.
As an alternative to the mantle plume model, Bindschadler and
colleagues[12,29]proposed thatOvda, Thetis,and Phoebe Regiones
formed by crustalconvergcnceoverdownwclting mantle"coldspots."
As arguments againstaplume model, coldspotadvocates[12]point
to theabsence of evidence forearlyvolcanism,priorto theforma-
tionof tessera,in theseareas.This could be due to plumes rising
beneath preexistingtessera,assuggestedforBeta Regio by Senske
etal.[28].Alternatively,tesseraformationmay be an intrinsicpart
of the plume instabilityevolutionarysequence, but the tectonic
disruptioninvolved in forming the tesseramay be sufficiently
severe to destroy any evidence for earliervolcanism. A second
argument that has been used against the plume model is the
observation that the tessera is embayed by later flood volcanism,
which is asserted [12] to be contrary to the plume model. This
assertion is based on the detached blob model of a plume [23]. If a
vertically continuous plume exists [15,18], then adiabatic decom-
pression provides a continuing source of magma. In this case,
volcanism and tectonic deformation can go on simultaneously,
leading to possible complex superlmsition relationships.
Several observations have been asserted to favor the coldspot
model, includingthe existenceof steeptopographicslopeson the
margins of some highlands,margin-parallelcompression at high
elevations, and extensional deformation superimposed on cornpres-
sional features [12]. However, a combination of dynamic uplift and
crustal thickening by volcanism might be able to produce the
observed marginal slopes. Margin-parallel compression might be
the result of viscous flow of volcanically thickened crust down the
topographic gradient. In such a model, one would expect extension
on the topographic highs and compression on the lower flanks of the
highland. However, as boundary layer instabilities move laterally
through the upper thermal boundary layer, the margin of the
highland can migrate laterally outward [21]. Thus, compressional
features that originally formed at low elevations can be uplifted to
high elevations. As these features are uplifted, they may be over-
printed by extensional features. An additional argument that has
been asserted to favor the coidspot model is the observation that the
apparent compensation depths of Ovda, Thetis, and Phoebe are
shallower than for Beta and Atla, and the correlation between
gravity anomalies and topography is not as strong [ 12]. However, as
noted above, a decrease in the apparent compensation depth is
expected in the plume model because of the effect of the hot thermal
anomaly on the mantle's viscosity. The increased volcanism asso-
ciated with a rising thermal instability should lead to local crustal
thickening, which will create topographic highs whose gravity
anomalies will be small due to shallow compensation. This should
decrease the overall correlation between gravity and topography.
Thus, it appears that the time-dependent plume model is at least
qualitatively consistent with observations of Ovda, Thetis, and
Phoebe. Contrary to some assertions [12], qualitative geological
and geophysical arguments cannot rule out the mantle plume model
for these regions. Quantitative modeling of both the time-dependent
plume model and the coldspot model are needed to assess their
relevance to highlands on Venus.
References: [1] USGS (1984) Map 1-1562. [2] Bills et al.
(1987) JGR, 92, 10335. [3] Nerem (1992) Eos, 73, 83. [4] Campbell
et al. (1989) Science, 246, 373. [5] Stofan et al. (1989) GSA Bull.,
101, 143. [6] Janle et al. (1987) Earth Moon Planets, 39, 251.
[7] Campbell et al. (1991) Science, 251, 181. [8] Head et al. (1991)
Science, 252, 276. [9] Senske et al. (1992) JGR, in press.
[10] Solomon et al. (1992) JGR, in press. [11] deCharon and Stofan
(1992) LPSCXXIII, 289. [12] Bindscliadler et al. (1992) JGR, in
press. [13] Schaber (1982) GRL, 9, 499. [14] Grimm and Phillips
(1992) JGR, in press. [15] Kiefer and Hager (1991)JGR, 96,20947.
[16] Phillips et al. (1991) Science, 252, 651. [17] Mormereau and
Cazenave (1990) JGR, 95, 15429. [18] Kiefer and Hager (1992)
Geophys. J. Int., 108, 198. [19] Smrekar and Phillips (1991) EPSL.
107, 582. [20] Schilling (1991) Nature, 352, 397. [21] Kiefer and
Kellogg (1991) Eos, 72, 507. [22] Kiefer (1990) Ph.D. thesis,
Caltech. [23] Herrick and Phillips (1990) GRL, 17, 2129. [24] Shaw
et al. (1980)A.IS, 280-A, 667. [25] IGefer et al. (1986) GRL, 13,14.
[26] Izenberg et al. (1992) LPSCXXIll, 591. [27] Zuber (1987)JGR,
92, E541. [28] Senske etal. (1991) GRL, 18,1159. [29] Bindschadler
and Parmentier (1990) JGR,95, 21329.
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PIONEER VENUS POLARIMETRY AND HAZE OPTICAL
THICKNESS. W.J.J. Knibbe 1.W. M. F. Wauben 1, L. D. Travis 2.
and J. W. Hovenier I. tDepartment of Physics and Aslzvnomy, Free
University, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 2Goddard Institute for
Space Studies, New York NY, USA.
The Pioneer Venus mission provided us with high-resolution
measurements at four wavelengths of the linear polarization of
sunlight reflected by the Venus atmosphere. These measurements
span the completephase anglerange and cover aporiod of more than
a decade. A t'u'st analysis of these data by Kawabata et al. [1]
confirmed earlier suggestions of a haze layer above and partially
mixed with the cloud layer. They found that the haze exhibits large
spatial and temporal variations. The haze optic, al thickness at a
wavelength of 365 nm was about 0.06 at low latitudes, but approxi-
mately 0.8 at latitudes from 55 ° poleward. Differences between
morning and evening terminator have also been reported by the
same authors.
Using an existing cloud/haze model of Venus, we study the
relationship between the haze optical thickness and the degree of
linear polarization. Variations over the visible disk and phase angle
dependence are investigated. For that purpose, exact multiple
scattering computations are compared with Pioneer Venus mea-
surements.
To get an impression of the variations over the visible disk, we
have f'wst studied scans of the polarization parallel to the intensity
equator. After investigating a small subset of the available data we
have the following results. Adopting the haze particle characteris-
tics given by Kawabata et al. [1], we t'md a thickening of the haze
at increasing latitudes. Further, we see a difference in haze optical
thickness between the northern and southern hemispheres that is of
the same order of magnitude as the longitudinal variation of haze
thickness along a scan line. These effects are most pronounced at a
wavelength of 935 nm.
We must emphasize the tentative nature of the results, because
there is still an enormous amount of data to be analyzed. We intend
to combine further polarimelric research of Venus with constraints
on the hazeparameters imposed by physical and chemical processes
in the atmosphere.
Reference: [1] KawabataK. et al. (1980)JGR,85,8129-8140.
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VENUS INTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD AND ITS INTERAC-
TION WITH THE INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD.
W. C. Knudsen, Knudsen Geophysical Research Inc., Monte Sereno
CA 95030, USA.
In a previous study, Knudsen et al. suggested that Venus has a
w_ak internal magnetic dipole field of the order of 7 × 10+20Gem -3
that is manifested in the form of magnetic flux tubes threading the
ionospheric holes in the Venus nightside ionosphere [1]. They
pointed out that any internal field of Venus, dipole or mulfipole,
would be weakened in the subsolar region and concentrated in the
antisolar region of the planet by the supersonic Iransterminator
convection of the dayside ionosphere into the nightside hemisphere.
The inferred magnitude of the dipole field does not violate the upper
limit for an internal magnetic field established by the Pioneer Venus
magnetometer experiment [2]. The most compelling objection to
the model suggested by Knudsen et al. has been the fact that it does
not explain the observed interplanetary magnetic field (IMP-) con-
trol of the polarity of the ionospheric hole flux robes [3,4]. In this
presentation I suggest that a magnetic reconnecfion pn)cess analo-
gous to that occurring at Earth is occurring at Venus between the
IMF and a weak internal dipole field. At Venus in the subsolar
region, the reconnection occurs within the ionosphere. At Earth it
occurs at the magnetopause. Reconnection will oecur ordy when the
IMF has an appropriate orientation relative to that of the weak
internal field. Thus, reconnection provides a process for the IMF to
control the flux tube polarity. The reconnection in the subsolar
region takes place in the ionosphere as the barrier magnetic field is
transported downward into the lower ionosphere by downward
convection of ionospheric plasma and approaches the oppositely
directed internal magnetic field that is diffusing upward. The
reconnected flux tubes are then transported anti-Sunward by the
anti-Sunward convecting ionospheric plasma as well as by the anti-
Sunward-flowing solar wind. Reconnection will also occur in the
Venus magnetic tail region, somewhat analogously to the
rccormection that occurs in the magnetotai] of the Earth.
The possibility that re.connection is occurring between the IMF
and an internal dipole field may be tested by measuring the
orientation of the IMF projected into a plane perpendicular to the
solar wind velocity during time intervals for which ionospheric
holes are observed. The orientations of the LMF components should
fall within a 180 ° angle.
References: [1] Knudsen W. C. et al. (1982) GRL, 765-768.
[2] Russell C. T. et al. (1980) JGR, 8319-8332. [3] Luhmann J. G.
and Russell C. T. (1983) GR/o 409:-411. [4] Marubashi K. et al.
(1985) JGR, 90. 1385-13g,8. _
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VENUSIAN SINUOUS RILLES. G. Komatsu and V. R. Baker,
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson AZ
85721, USA.
After a preliminary assessment of venusian channels [ 1], it now
seems to be clear that the channels have distinctive classes, which
imply a wide range of formation parameters and formation mecha-
nisms [2]. They include outflow channels mainly formed by me-
chanical erosion from very high discharge flow [3], and canali-type
channels requiring either constructional process or mechanical
erosion by rather exotic low-viscosity lava such as carbonatite or
sulfur [4]. Here we focus on venusian sinuous rilles.
Morphology: Venusian sinuous rilles are generally simple,
and originate from a collapsed source. They are shallow and narrow
downstream. The venusian sinuous rilles are distinct firom canali-
type channels, which exhibit almost constant morphologies through-
out their entire length, and from outflow channels, which are
characterized by wide anastomosing reaches. Venusian sinuous
rilles are very similar to many lunar sinuous rilles in their morpholo-
gies [1] and even dimensions.
Hypothesized Origins: Thermal erosion. The close similari-
ties of venusian sinous rilles to lunar sinuous rilles imply a similar
formation by flowing lava. Many mechanisms of lunar sinuous rifle
formation have been proposed by various workers. Thermal erosion
was argued to be a major process for thek formation [5]. The lunar
sinuous rilles could have been formed initially as consa'uctiontl
Figs. 1 and 2. Venusian sinuous filles have morphologies similar to lunar
sinuous rilles. The channels have collapsed pits, and shallow and narrow
downstream. These morphologies indicate loss of thermal erosion capacity as
the lava cools.
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Flg.3. Some venusian sinuous rilles are associated with coronae. Corona
volcanism may have provided required conditions for the sinuous rille forma-
tion [high discharge, high temperature, low viscosity, etc.).
channels. However, incision was caused by the long flow duration
and high temperatures of eruption, along with relatively large
discharge rates, possibly assisted by a low viscosity of the channel-
forming lava. Channel narrowing and levee formation suggest
relatively fast cooling. The venusian channels could have had a
similar sequence of formation including rapid cooling.
Lava types. Assuming the substrate is typical tholeiitic lava, the
flowing lavas' temperatures have to be higher than the melting
temperature of the substrate. The flow should have a low viscosity
to cause turbulence and keep a high Raynolds number to sustain
efficient thermal erosion. The returned Apollo samples indicate that
the lunar lava was enriched in Fe and Ti and had relatively low
viscosities and high eruption temperatures [6]. Venera landers
reported tholeiitic basalt and alkaline basalt for the composition of
plains material. However, none of the landers landed close to
venusian sinuous rilles. So the chemical composition of sinuous
rille-forming lava remains uncertain. A potential clue comes from
geologic associations. The channels are often associated with the
coronae [7], wfiich are hypothesized to be related to mantle plume
activity. The channel-forming lava may be mantle-derived mag-
mas, e.g., alkaline basalt, picrite, komatiite [2]. They have low
viscosities at their melting temperatures, and, since the eruption
temperature of these lavas is so high, thermal erosion can be very
efficient. Some of the channels' great depths (approximately a few
hundred meters deep) may thereby be explained. Because high-
temperature lava tends to cool rapidly, the channel narrows, shal-
lows, and terminates over a relatively short distance.
Eruption Conditions: Determining eruption conditions also
provides insights to estim ate lava composition. Assuming a channel
is formed mostly by thermal erosion, the channel's length and
longitudinal profile are functions of lava properties. The depth
profiles of the channels are measured by radar foreshortening
methods and stereo images. Eruption conditions of charmel forming
lava can be estimated by the methods developed by Hulme [5].
References: [1] Baker V. R. et al. (1992) JGR, in press.
[2] Komatsu G. and Baker V. R. (1992) LPSC XXIII, 715-716.
[3] Komatsu G. and Baker V. R. (1992) LPSC XXIII, 713-714.
[4] Kornatsu G. et al, (1992) GRL, in press. [5] Hulme G. (1973)
Mod. Geol., 4, 107-117. [6] Murase T. and MeBirney A. R. (1970)
Science, 167,1491-1493. [7] Kornatsu G. et al. (1992) LPSCXXIII,
717-718.
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RADIATION PRESSURE: A POSSIBLE CAUSE FOR THE
SUPERROTATION OF THE VENUSIAN ATMOSPHERE.
J. L. Krause, Hibbing Community College, Hibbing MN 55746,
USA.
The superrotation of the venusian atmosphere relative to the
planet's surface has long been known. Yet the process by which this
vigorous circulation is maintained is poorly understood [1]. The
purpose of this report is m show that a mechanism by which the solar
radiation interacts with the cloudy atmosphere of Venus could be the
principle cause of the superrotation. Radiation pressure is the term
used to describe the result of the transfer of momentum from a
photon to matter that occurs when a photon interacts with mater by
the known processes of absorption, scattering, or reflection.
The simple rotor radiometer (Fig. 1) can be used to demonstrate
radiation pressure. It is useful to review this classic demonstration
as the proposed mechanism is so closely related to it. It is known that
the absorbing surface of the asymmetrical rotor begins to turn
toward the radiation when a radiation source is placed before file
apparatus. A specific configuration of this system (Fig. 2) aids in the
explanation of this rotation. The radiation interacts differently with
the different vane surfaces. When a photon strikes the absorbing
surface and is absorbed, its momentum is transferred to the vane.
When a photon strikes the reflecting surface of the opposite vane, its
momentum is transferred to the vane twice in the reflection process.
Reflecting _ Absorbing
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To understand the reflection process it is convenient to divide it
into two steps. In the first step the photon is stopped (absorbed) by
the reflecting surface and the photon's momentum is transferred to
the vane. In the second step a photon is immediately emitted from
the reflecting surface of the vane. By the principle of equal but
opposite reaction a momentum equal to that of the emitted photon
must be transferred to the vane during this second step. Therefore,
it can be seen that the rotor must rotate so that the absorbing surface
turns toward the radiation when opposite vanes are equally illumi-
nated and equal insurfacearea.
Ithas been longknown thatVenus has a high albedodue tothe
scattering(similartothereflectionprocess)of solarradiationby the
cloud dropletsin itsatmosphere. The radiationnot scattered,but
interceptedby the planetand itsatmosphere, ismainly absorbed
withinthecloudlayers.Therefore,momentum (equal,more or less,
to that of the solar radiation intercepted) is continually transferred
to the venusian atmosphere. An atmospheric system is different
from the radiometer in that it presents a symmetrical surface (same
radiation-matter interaction) toward the solar radiation at its room-
ing and evening limbs (Fig. 3). If the cross-sectional areas at both
limbs were equal as illustrated, the momentum transfer at the
morning limb would decelerate the atmosphere's rotation while at
the evening limb the same transfer would accelerate the rotation an
equal amount. The net result of this is that the overall rate of rotation
would be unchanged.
Such a symmetrical configuration is not likely since the atmo-
sphere must be warmed as it rotates across the planet's day hemi-
sphere and cooled as it rotates across the planet's night hemisphere.
This warming and cooling must result in a formation of an asym-
metrical configuration (Fig. 4). It is apparent that the momentum
transfer at the evening limb must be greater than that at the morning
limb because the atmosphere's greater cross section at the evening
limb intercepts a greater amount of solar radiation. It should be
noted that very little of the solar radiation is la,ansmitted through the
cloud layers, especially at or near the limbs where the atmospheric
path length of the radiation is long. This net momentum transfer
must be continually added to the angular momentum of the atJno-
sphericsystem atthesame time angularmomentum iscontinually
removed from theatmosphcre by the frictionaldrag imposed on the
atmosphereby theslowly rotatingplanet'ssurface.Thiscompletes
thedescriptionof thismechanism.
There isgreatpressure to quantify the mechanism justintro-
duced in an effortto cvaluatc itspotentialeffectiveness.This
pressureisresistedforthefollowingrcason.What physicsprofessor
would dcmous_-atetheexistenceofradiationpressureand make the
successor failureof thedemonstration dependent upon theability
topredicttheexpected rateofrotationof an unknown apparatus?It
isenough thatthe rotorturnsin the directionpredictedwhen the
radiationsource issetbefore the apparatus.
Fig.3.
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It should be enough that the qualitative details of the known
superrotadon of the venusian atmosphere are entirely consistent
with the simple radiation pressure mechanism presented for this
mechanism to receive serious consideration. An analysis of the
frictional drag expected forthe nearly laminar flow found beneath
the cloud deck is much beyond my talent, to say nothing about the
frictional coupling that exists in the turbulent cloud layer. It is
possible that the mechanism might be tested if such frictional effects
were reasonablywellknown.
The mechanism does suggestapossiblephenomenon otherthan
superrotation. The acceleration and deceleration that occur at the
evening and morning limbs must compress the rotating atmosphere
at some morning location and rarefy it at some afternoon location.
A more detailed analysis of the expected atmospheric tides due to
this mechanism is the subject of a nearly completed separate work.
A simple mechanism involving the phenomenon known as
radiation pressure has been proposed to explain the superrotation of
the venusian atmosphere. According to basic principles of physics
it cannot be denied that the process must be active. It has been shown
that support of the proposed mechanism by predictive, quantitative
calculations is not presently Possible because critical properties of
the real system are unknown, or at best, poorly known. The
possibility of atmospheric tides that, if observed, would be consis-
tent with the mechanism has been noted. It should also be noted that
the solar wind might replace the solar radiation in a similar
mechanism. This has not been considered because the physics of the
solar wind as it encounters a planet in its path is beyond my abilities.
Reference: [1] Belton M. J. S. et al. (1991) Science, 253,
1531-1536. (This article not only reports results from the Galileo
venusian encounter, but also is a review of the superrotation
phenomenon and is extensively referenced
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L_.RGE-VOLUME LAVA FLOW FIELDS ON VENUS: DI-
MENSIONS AND MORPHOLOGY. M. G. Lancaster z, J. E.
Guest t, K. M. Roberts 2, and J. W. Head 2, tUniversity of London
Observatory. University College London, London NW7 2QS, UK,
2Department of Geological Sciences, Brown University, Provi-
dence RI 02912, USA.
Of all the volcanic features identified in Magellan images, by far
the most extensive and areally important are lava flow fields.
Neglecting the widespread lava plains themselves, practically every
C1-MIDR produced so far contains several or many discrete lava
flow fields. These range in size from a few hundred square kilome-
ters in area (like those fields associated with small volcanic edifices
for example), through all sizes up to several hundred thousand
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TABLE !. Type examples of great flow fields. Areas are the total for each flow field, and the Itmgths and widths refer to flow units within each field.
Name Latitude Longitude CI-MIDR Area&m 2 Lengths/km Widtht/km Morphology Source
Lauma Dorta 52N-67N 176--200 60n180 2.529,070 225-540 65--270 Sheet Ridge belt
60n2J_
Aitm Mona 49N-54N 264-272 60n263 201,020 270 (aver.) 5-10 Symm. apron Large volcamo
45n265
Neago Fluctus 43N-59N 340-355 60n347 744,470 450-1900 9(I-450 Tnmsifional Fimtres
45n350
Sekmet Mons 42N-50N 239-245 45n244 81,170 150-520 10--40 Awmm. apron Large volcmo
Mist Fosum 37N--43N 242-255 45n244 106,050 140-450 5-20 Sublmrallel Rift zone
Kawelu Planitia 40N-52N 253-275 45n265 779,930 630 (max) 120-360 Sheet Various
Ulfmn/Cnmiki 24N-32N 215-223 30n225 197,550 670 (max) 20-45 Sublmrtllel Rift zone
Ru_tlka Planitia 1oS-gN 170-185 00nlg0 773,470 280 (av.) 135 Transitional Various
15s180 630 (max) (typical)
Ozza Mona (S) 7S-2S 200-212 00n197 120,690 1460 (max) 35-130 Sublmrallel Fissures
00n215
NW of Phoebe IN-6N 266-273 00n266 i 37,730 260 (av.) 5-15 Apron Large volcano
420 (max)
Parga Chamta 21S-13S 242--250 15s249 222,600 360 (av.) _ Atymm. apron Corona
632 (max)
Ammavam 52S--43S Ol5-043 45s011 460,000 460 (fan) K30 (fan) Fan Caldera and
45s032 880 (max) <80 (ponds) shield cluster
Kaiwan Flucms 53S.-43S 353--010 45s011 Z315,000 870 (N) 5-35 Subptrallel Fissures on
45s350 1250 (max) rift zone
Mylitta Fluctus 63S--49S 349-359 45s350 300,000 1000 (max) 5---80 Sublmrallel Caldera on
43S 60*347 rift z_e
square kilometers in extent (such as many rift related fields) [1].
Most of these are related to small, intermediate, or large-scale
volcanic edifices, coronae, arachnoids, calderas [2,3], fields of
small shields [4], and rift zones [5].
An initial survey of 40 well-dermed flow fields with areas
greater than 50.000 lan 2 (an arbitrary bound) has been underU_ken.
Following Columbia River Basalt terminology, these have been
termed great flow fields [6]. This represents a working set of flow
fields, chosen to cover a variety of morphologies, sources, loca-
tions, and characteristics. The initial survey is intended to highlight
representative flow fields, and does not represent a statistical seL
For each flow field, the location, total area, flow lengths, flow
widths, estimated flow thicknesses, estimated volumes, topographic
slope, altitude, backscatter, emissivity, morphology, and source has
been noted. The flow fields range from about 50,000 km 2 to over
2,500,000 km 2 in area, with most being several hundred square
kilometers in extent. Flow lengths measure between 140 and 2840
krn, with the majority of flows being several hundred kilometers
long.
A few basic morphological types have been identified. This is
not intended as a genetic classification, and the types identified are
merely end members of a continuous range in morphology. The
main distinction that has been drawn is between sheet flows, which
are irregular in outline and show little or no internal structure, and
digitate flows [7], which are made up of distinct flow lobes or lava
streams. Usually, the digitate flows are related to a centralized
source, whereas the sheet flows were erupted from extensive
fissures. The sheet flows cannot be divided into individual flow
units and may therefore be termed simple flows [8], while the
digitate flows, divisible into many flow units, are all compound
(although individual flow units may be treated as simple).
Sheet flows are distinguished by their relatively uniform back-
scatter, lack of internal flow structure such as well-deFined lava
streams, channels, etc., absence of flow lobes, and irregular bound-
aries. Of the studied set, they range from 66,210 km 2 to 2,529,070
km 2. Sheet widths lie between 60 to 360 kin, with maximum lengths
between 225 and 680 kin. The sheet flow fields are difficult to map
in the sense that internal flow boundaries are essentially absent.
Source regions for sheet flows are typically the fissures associated
with rift zones, but they may also be traced to the annular structures
surrounding some coronae. Some of the larger sheet flow fields may
conceivably be composed of more than one large flow field.
Digitate flow fields are characterized by many discrete flow
lobes or lava streams. They are more common, and show a wider
range of morphology than sheet flows. Relative to sheet flow fields
they display a wider variation in radar backscatter, often being
composed of both radar-bright and -dark flow units within the same
field. They have been subdivided into divergent and subparallel
morphologies on the basis of the distal widening of the overall flow
field and the downstream divergence between flow units. All the
divergent flow fields have central sources, whereas half the
subparailel fields have been erupted from fissures along sections of
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Fig. 1. Morphological typesof great flow fields (not to scale).
rift zone. The more centered the source, the greater the degree of
divergence of the flow field, although the local topography may also
control the direction of flow lobes. The divergent fields contain
symmetrical apron and fan end members. However, a large number
of aprons are distinctly asymmetric in plan, and may be considered
transitional between symmetrleal aprons and fans. All the sym-
metrical aprons surround largc volcanos, while the asymmetrical
aprons are centered on large volcanos (some of which are on rift
zones), coronae, and a cluster of small shiclds. Of the studied fans,
two are related to shicld clusters, while a third may be traced to a set
of fissures. Fans are the least common of all the surveyed fields. The
subparallcl fields may be traced to rift zones and fissures, coronae,
calderas, and a cluster of small shields.
In all types the widths ofindividual flow lobes or streams ranges
from a few kilometers (usually in the proximal regions) to several
tens of kilometers, with distal lobes of asymmetric aprons and
subparallel flow fields up to 130 km in width. The symmetrical
aprons are typically around 300 km in radius, while the maximum
length of the asymmetric aprons are up to 770 km in maxiumum
length. The mcasured subparallcl flow fields range between 140 and
1460 km in length, with typical lengths of a few hundred kilometers.
Most of the symmelrical and assymctrical aprons have relatively
radar-bright proximal regions, whilc many of the asymmetrical
aprons have distal regions of particularly low backscatter. All the
divergent types may display channcls.
A number of flow fields are transitional between the sheet and
digitate types. In these eases, very broad, but sheetlikc flow lobes,
up to a few hundred kilometers across, may be discriminated. These
large lobes tend to have somcwhat more variable backscatter than
the sheet flows. In several cases these transitional flows appear to
consist of large expanses of pondcd lava. The transitional flows arc
all associated with fissures. The plains contain numerous examples
of portions of flow fields that cannot be traced to their source. These
flows are usually indistinct, and may represent relatively old,
degraded flows that have been partly resurfaccd by later volcanism.
Such indistinct flows occur beyond the distal reaches of some large
flow fields such as Mylitta Fluctus [7] and Kaiwan Fluctus [1]. A
key question regarding the great flow fields is how they relate to
plains development and what their contribution is to volcanic
resurfacing in general [9]. Another key question concerns the
effusion rates and emplacement times for these great flows, as has
been estimated for Mylitta Fluetus [7]. The set of flow fields has
been chosen to address these questions, with initial emphasis
(mapping, detailed measurements, etc.) being placed on the type
flow fields.
References: [1] Lancaster M. G. etal. (1992)LPSCXXIII, 753-
754. [2] Crumpler L. S. et sl. (1992)LPSCXT(II[, 277-278. [3] Head
J. W. et ai. (1992) LPSCXXIII, 513-514. [4] Aubele J. C. et al.
(1992) LPSC XXIII, 47--48. [5] Roberts K. M. et al. (1992) LPSC
XXIII, 1157-1158. [6] Tolan T. L. et al. (1989) In Volcanism and
Tectonism in the Columbia River Flood-Basalt Province, Boulder,
Colorado (S. P. Reidcl and P. R. Hooper, eds.), GSA Spec. Paper
239. [7] Roberts K. M. et al. (1992) JGR, special Magellan issue,
submiued. [8] Walker G. P. L. (1971) Bull. Volcanol., XXXV-3,
579-590. [91 Head J. W. et al. (1992)LPSCXXIII, 517-518.
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DERIVATION OF SURFACE PROP'ERTIES FROM
MAGELLAN ALTIMETRY DATA. Amy J. LovelP, F. Peter
Schloerb 1, and George E. McCdll2,1Dcpartment of Physics and
Astronomy, University of Massachusetts, Amherst MA 01003,
USA, 2Department of Geology and Geography, University of Mas-
sachusetts, Amherst MA 01003, USA.
The fit of the Hagfors model [1] to the Magellan altimeu'y data
provides a means to characterize the surface properties of Venus.
However, the derived surface properties are only meaningful if the
model provides a good representation of the data. The Hagfors
model is generally a realistic fit to surface scattering properties of
a nadir-directed antcrma [2] such as the Magellan altimeter;, how-
ever, some regions of the surface of Venus are poorly described by
the existing model, according to the "goodness of fit" parameter
provided on the ARCDR CDRoms. Poorly characterized regions
need to be identified and fit to new models in order to derive more
accurate surface properties for use in inferring the geological
processes that affect the surface in those regions.
We have compared the goodness of fit of the Hagfors model to
the distribution of features across the planet, and preliminary results
show a correlation between steep topographic slopes and poor fits
to the standard model, as has been noticed by others [3,4]. In this
paper, we investigate possible relations between many classes of
features and the ability of the Hagfors model to fit the observed echo
profiles. In the regions that are not well characterized by existing
models, we calculate new models that compensate for topographic
relief in order to derive improved estimates of surface properties.
Areas investigated to date span from longitude 315 through 45,
at all latitudes covered by Magellan. A survey of those areas yields
preliminary results that suggest that topographically high regions
arc well suited to the current implementation of the Hagfors model.
Striking examples of such large-scale good fits are Alpha Rcgio, the
northern edges of Lada Terra, and the southern edge of Ishtar Terra.
Other features that are typically well fit are the rims of coronae such
as Heng-O and the peaks of volcanos such as Gula Mons. Surpris-
ingly, topographically low regions, such as the ubiquitous plains
areas, are modeled poorly in comparison. However, this generaliza-
tion has exceptions: Lakshmi Planum is an elevated region that is
not well fit compared to the rest of neighboring Ishtar, while the
southern parts of topographically low Guinevere Pianitia are char-
acterized quite well by the Hagfors model.
Features that are candidates for improved models are impact
craters, coronae, ridges of significant scale, complex ridged ter-
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rains,moderate-sized mountains, and sharp terrainboundaries.
These featuresarechosen because the goodness of fitislikelytobe
most affected either by departures from norman incidence angles or
by sharp changes in terrain type within a single footprint. Most large
featuresthat are elevated with respectto theirsurroundings will
suffer from steep slope effects, and smaller corunac and impact
craters will probably suffer due to rapid changes in their appearance
within a single footprint (10-20 km).
Since the surface properties of Venus can be derived only
through models, it is crucial that surface scattering models be as
accurate as possible. The characterization of terrain and thephysican
quantities that are estimated from surfacepropertiespresume an
acceptable level of precision in the data, and are misleading if truly
incorrect. Once the problem areas are correctly identified, better
estimates of surface properties may be obtained through models
tailored to particularfitting difficulties. These surface properties, in
turn, will provide a means to estimate physical characteristics of the
planet's surface, and address the underlying geological processes.
References: [1] Hagfors T. (1970) Radio Sci., 5, 189-227.
[2] Ford P. G. and Senske D. A. (1990) GRL, 17, 1361-1364.
[3] Ford P. G. and Pettengill G. H. (1992)JGR, in press. [4] Squyres
S. W. et al. (1992)JGR, in cress, t3
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THE SOLAR WIND INTERACTION WITH VENUS. J.G.
Luhmaun, IGPP-UCLA, Los Angeles CA 90024-1567, USA.
The Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO) mission has played a key role
in establishing the nature of the solar wind interaction with Venus
[ 1]. Although earlier probes had determined that Venus presented an
obstacle much smaller than the size of Earth'smagnetosphere to the
solar wind, they did not carryout in situ measurements pertaining
to solar wind interaction studies at low enough altitudes to deter-
mine why. They also did not provide datasets of sufficient duration
to study the variability of the interaction on both short (one day) and
long (solar cycle) timeseales [21.
The first 600 of the nearly 5000 orbits of PVO magnetometer
data have been used to determine a very low upper limit (-10 -s of
the terrestrial value) on the intrinsic dipolar magnetic moment of
Venus [3]. The consequence of that low magnetic moment is that the
solar wind interacts directly with the upper atmosphere and iono-
sphere. Relative to a dipolar field obstacle, the ionospheric obstacle
is rather incompressible. A"bow" shock is observed to stand in front
of the nearly Venus-sized ionospheric obstacle at a comparatively
steady subsolar altitude of -1.5 R v (Venus radii). This shock
decelerates the supersonic solar wind plasma so that it can flow
around the obstacle. It was found to change its average position in
the terminator plane from about 2.4 Rv to 2.1 Rv as the solar cycle
progressed from the 1978 orbit insertion near solar maximum
through the 1986--87 solar minimum, and back again during the
latest solar activity increase [4].
Between the bow shock and the ionosphere proper, the slowed
solar wind plasma flow diverges near the subsolar point and makes
its way across the terminator where it reaccelerates and continues
anti-Sunward. The solar wind magnetic field, which is in effect
frozen into the flowing plasma, is distorted in this "magnetosheath"
region so that it appears to hang up or drape over the dayside
ionosphere before it slips around with the flow. These features of the
solar wind interaction are also seen when the obstacle is a dipole
magnetic field, but there are two important distinctions.
In the wake of the Venus obstacle one f'mds an "induced"
magnetic tail composed of varying interplanetary fields rather than
the constant fields of intrinsic origin [5]. This "magnetotair' is
further seen to be populated by heavy (O +) ions that are evidently
escaping from the planet at significant (-10 -2s s-l) rates [6]. These
heavy ions are also observed in the dayside magnetosheath [7]. The
interpretation is that ions arc produced by both photoionization and
solar wind electron impact ionization of the upper neutral atmo-
sphere that extends into the magnetosheatlL The flowing solar wind
plasma with its imbedded magnetic field "picks up" the ions and
carries them tailward. While many escape, rome of the picked up
ions impact the dayside aunosphere and sputter neutrals [8]. By
these means, the solar wind interaction plays a role in the evolution
of the Venus am_osphcre, although its importance relative to other
loss mechanisms is still undetermined. In any event, because the
planetary heavy ion conlyibution to the plasma in the magnetosheath
varies with the solar cycle, it may be the cause o f the aforementioned
shift in the bow shock position. For all the above reasons, research-
era sometimes consider that the Venus-solar wind interaction is in
many ways cometlike. These features are alla consequence of the
weak intrinsic magnetism, and as such should be relevant to Mars
[9] where fuuae measurements are likely to further elucidate the
scavenging processes.
References: [ 1] l..uhmann J. G. (1986) Space Sci. Rev., 44, 241.
[2] Russell C. T. and Vaisberg O. (1983) In Venus (D. M. Hunten et
an., eds.), Univ. of Arizona, Tucson. [3] Phillips J. L. and Russell
C.T. (1987) JGR, 92, 2253. [4] Zhang T. L. et al. (1990) JGR, 95,
14961. [5] Saunders M. A. and Russell C.T. (1986)JGRo 91, 5589.
[6] Moore K. R. et an. (1990)JGR, 95, 12005. [7] Mihanov J. D. and
B ames A. (1981) GRL, 8, 1277. [8] Luhmann I. G. and Kozyra L U.
(1991 ) JGR, 96, 5457. [9] JGR, special Venus and Mars issue, July,
1991. ,-, --_
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EXTENSIVE LAVA FLOW FIELDS ON VENUS: PRELIMI-
NARY INVESTIGATION OF SOURCE ELEVATION AND
REGIONAL SLOPEVARIATIONS. K. Magee-Roberts l, J. W.
Head I, J. E. Guest 2, and M. G. Lancaster 2, IDepartment of Geologi-
can Sciences, Brown University, Providence RI 02912, USA,
2University of London Observatory, University College London,
London NW7 2QS, UK.
Large-volume lava flow fields have been identified on Venus
[ 1], the most areanly extensive (>50,000 km 2) of which are known
as "fluctus" and have been subdivided into six morphologic types
[2]. Sheetlike flow fields (Type 1) lack the numerous, closely
spaced, discrete lava flow lobes that characterize digitate flow
fields. Transitional flow fields (Type 2) are similar to sheetlike flow
fields but contain one or more broad flow lobes. Digitate flow fields
are divided further into divergent (Types 3-5) and subparallel (Type
6) classes on the basis of variations in the amount of downstream
flow divergence. Flows that are radially symmetric about a central
source (e.g., volcanic shield or corona) are typical of Type 3 flow
fields, whereas a similar but slightly asymmetric apron of flows
about a central source is characteristic of Type 4 flow fields. A fan-
shaped flow field that widens substantially in its distal regions is
typical of Type 5 flow fields. Type 6 flow fields (e.g., Mylitta and
Kaiwan Fluctus) are not radially symmetric about a central source
and do not widen or diverge substantially downstream.
As a result of our previous analysis of the detailed morphology,
stratigraphy, and tectonic associations of Mylitta Fluctus [3], we
have formulated a number of questions to apply to all large flow
fields on Venus. In particular, we would like to address the follow-
ing: (1) eruption conditions and style o f flow emplacement (effusion
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rate,eruption duration),(2) the nature of magma storage zones
(presence of neutral buoyancy zones, deep or shallow crustal
magma chambers),(3)theoriginofmelt and possiblelinktomantle
plumes, and (4) the importance of large flow fieldsin plains
evolution.To answer thesequestionswe have begun to examine
variationsinflowfielddimension and morphology; thedistribution
oflargeflow fieldsinterms of elevationabove the mean planetary
radius (MPR - 6052 km); links to regional tectonic or volcanic
structures (e.g., associations with large shield edifices, coronac, or
rift zones); stratigraphic relationships between large flow fields,
volcanic plains, shields, and _ac; and various models of flow
emplacement in order to estimate eruption parameters.
In thisparticularstudy, we have examined theproximal eleva-
tionsand topographicslopesof 16 ofthemost distinctiveflowfields
thatrepresenteach of the 6 morphologic types.The locations,
dimensions, and source characteristicsof these flow fieldsare
tabulatedelsewhere [2].The disuibutionofthissubsetoflargeflow
fieldswith respectto altitudeof theproximal portionof the flow
field(nearestany identifiedorpresumed sourceregion)isshown in
Fig.I.Of the 16 flow fieldsinthissample, 9 have sourceregionsat
elevationsbetween 6051.5 and 6052.25 kin.Three arc found at
elevationsbelow 6051.5km and fivearclocatedabove 6052.25 km
(onlytwo arcsituatedabove 6053.5 kin).Thisdistributionisskewed
toward slightlyhigherelevationsthanthatexpected ifthedisu-ibu-
tionwere uniform with rcspe.cto thepcrcentageof surfaccarcaat
each elevationinterval.This may rcficcthe factthatthemajority
of flow fieldsin thissample arc associatedwith fracturebelts,
volcanicshields,and coronae locatedwithinlargeriftzones thatarc
locallyelevatedseveralkilomctersabove the MPR.
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Fig, 1. Histogram of proximal flow field elevation.
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A recent theoretical analysis of magma reservoirs and neu_'al
buoyancy zones on Venus [4] has indicated that large-volume
eruptions should be favored at elevations near and below the MPR
due to the potential lack of shallow-level magma chambers in
regions of low elevation (a result of increased atmospheric pres-
sure). This prediction is broadly consistent with the fact that the
majority of flow fields in this study appear to cluster near the MPR.
However, there does not appear to be a strong correlation between
flow length (taken as an indicator of flow volume) and proximal
elevation (Fig. 2). According to the results of the analysis mentioned
above, the largest flow volumes (or lengths, as in this study) arc
predicted to have occurred at the lowest elevations. The trend in
Fig. 2 appears to be the reverse of this, with the longer (and
presumably more voluminous) flows erupting at higher elevations.
However, proximal elevation appears to exert some control on flow
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field morphology (Fig. 3) to the extent that sheetiike flow fields
(Types 1, 2) occur at lower elevations than digitate flow fields
(Types 3--6). If digitate flow fields represent multiple individual
eruptions of lower volume than sheetlike flow fields, then the fact
that sheetlike flow fields appear to have been erupted at lower
elevations is consistent with the above predictions. These results are
only preliminary, however, and do not represent the entire popula-
tion of large flow fields or take into consideration the possibility of
postemplacement elevatlon of topography.
In addition, preliminary results indicate that topographic slope
has litre control on flow length or morphology (Figs. 4 and 5).
Given the variation in abundance of discrete flow lobes, flow
distribution, and downstream divergence among the flow field
types, one might have expected a stronger correlation between flow
morphology and slope. It is possible that small-scale variations in
local slope beyond the resolution of our data may be associated with
variations in flow field morphology.
We are currently extending this analysis to the entire population
of large-volume flow fields on Venus and are further investigating
implications for their origin and emplacement mechanisms.
References: [ 1] Head J. W. et al. (1992) JGR, special Magellan
issue, submitted. [2] Lancaster M. G. et al., this volume. [3] Roberts
K. M. et al. (1992) JGR, special Magellan issue, submitted. [4 ] Head
J. W. and Wilson L. (1992)JGR, 97, 3877-3903.
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WRINKLE RIDGES ON VENUSIAN PLAINS: INDICATORS
OF SHALLOW CRUSTAL STRESS ORIENTATIONS AT
LOCAL AND REGIONAL SCALES. George E. McGill.
Department of Geology and Geography, University of Massachu-
setts, Amherst MA 01003, USA.
The plains regions of Venus exhibit a complex array of structural
features, including deformation belts of various types, wrinkle
ridges, grabcns, and enigmatic radar-bright linears [1,2,3]. Prob-
ably the most pervasive of these structures arc the wrinkle ridges,
which appear to be morphologically identical to their counterparts
on the Moon and Mars. Almost all workers agree that wrinkle ridges
result from horizontal compressive stresses in the crust; they either
are explained as flexural fold structures, or alternatively as scarps
or folds related to reverse faults [3-8]. Wrinkle ridges generally arc
narrow, have small amplitudes, and commonly are closely spaced as
well, characteristics that imply a shallow crustal origin.
If wrinkle ridges are due to horizontally directed compressive
stresses in the shallow crust, as generaUy has been inferred, then the
trends of these features provide a means to map both local and
regional orientations of principal stresses in the uppermost part of
the venusian crust: maximum compressive stress is normal to the
ridges, minimum compressive stress is normal to the topographic
surface, and thus the wrinkle ridge trends trace the orientation of the
intermediate principal stress. Because there are few plains areas on
Venus totally devoid of wrinkle ridges, it should be possible to
establish a number of interesting relationships on a near-global
scale by mapping the trends of wrinkle ridges wherever they occur.
The present study is addressing three questions: (1) Do the trends of
wrinkle ridges define domains that are large relative to the sizes of
individual plains regions? If so, can these domains be related to
large-scale topographic or geologic features? (2) Are regional
trends of wrinkle ridges affected by local features such as coronae?
If so, is it possible to determine the relative ages of the far-field and
local stresses from detailed study of trend in.heft tance or superposition
relationships? (3) What is the relationship between wrinkle ridges
and the larger ridges that make up ridge belts?
Mapping completed as of May 1992 includes parts of Lavin/a,
Guinevere, Sedna, Tinatin, and Aino Planitiac. Detailed maps of
wrinkle ridge trends have been prepared by systematically display-
ing all of the 56 tiles making up each C1-MIDR on CDROM on a
high-resolution monitor connected to a SUN SPARCstation 2. The
observed trends are then plotted on the corresponding hard copies of
the full /v11DRs. The detailed maps are used to generate more
generalized plots of wrinkle ridge trends that are digitized and
combined for presentation as a global display.
The patterns defined by wrinkle ridge trends vary widely. The
simplest cases occur where the ridges all have about the same trend
over a very large area, as is the case for much of that portion of
Lavinia Planifia imaged on CI-MIDR45s350 [3]. At many locali-
ties, however, there are two or even three definable sets of wrinkle
ridges with clearly distinct trends. In places, ridges of one set curve
into a merging relationship with another set; in other places, one set
seems to truncate another, in still other places, sets cross each other,
commonly without clear clues concerning relative age. At a few
localities, the pattern made by wrinkle ridges can be described as
"cellular"; in such places, it is difficult to distinquish any dominant
sets defined by trend. Cellular patterns may well indicate localities
where the horizontal compressive stresses in the shallow crust are
very nearly isotropic. Preliminary results suggest at least partial
answers to the three questions posed above.
Trends of wrinkle ridges do define domains that occupy a large
fraction of the area of a single C1-MIDR or large fractions of two
or more adjacent CI-MIDRs. The boundaries between these do-
mains commonly are regions occupied by complex ridged terrain or
elevated young volcanic terrains, but some boundaries do not relate
to any obvious geologic or topographic feature. These more enig-
matic boundaries are interesting because they may define more
subtle regional crustal features. Clearly, wrinkle ridges must be
mapped over a substantial fraction of the planet before the large-
scale domainal characteristics can be fully understood.
The regional trends of wrinkle ridges that define the large-scale
domains clearly are affected by at least some local features, espc-
clally coronac. Part of the concentric swacturc that characterizcs
coronae consists of closely spaced ridges that arc morphologically
indistinguishable from wrinkle ridges. The rclationships commonly
are complex, but in a number of cases it appears as if the regional
set of wrinkle ridges both cuts across a corona _-_d _s warped into
parallelism with the conccna-ic corona structure. A good example
occurs where a strong regional set of wrinkle ridges trending slightly
north of cast interacts with concentric structures related to Heng-O.
Some wrinkle ridges parallel to the regional set cross the eastern
margin of Heng-O and extend into the center of the structure. Along
the northeastern margin of Heng-O the regional wrinkle ridges bend
to merge into the corona concentric structure, but also appear to be
in part overprinted by these concentric structures. Along the north-
em and southern margins of Heng-O the regional set of wrinkle
ridges appears to be simply enhanced. These relationships suggest
that the stresses associated with the formation of Heng-O interacted
with far-field s_'csses; Heng-O formed in part at the same time that
the far-field stresses were active, in part later than the far-field
stresses. At least some smaller coronae show similar geometric and
kinematic relationships with regional wrinkle-ridge sets, but much
more work needs to be done before a definitive conclusion can be
reached concerning relative ages.
Detailed work in Lavinia Planitia has focused attention on an
apparent paradox. Using stratigraphic relationships that are clearer
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in the southwestern part of Lavinia Planitia than in most places, it
can be shown that many of the ridge belts are older than the areally
dominant plains materials on which wrinkle ridges are developed
[3]. This relationship indicates that the wrinkle ridges are younger
than the ridge belts, and thus suggests that locally similar trends of
ridge belts and wrinkle ridges must be explained as due to stress
orientations that did not change with time. Nevertheless, there axe
places in the same general area where it appears as if wrinkle ridges
grade along their lengths into ridges of a ridge belt. Taken at face
value, this latter relationship suggests that both structures were
formed by the same stress field, and presumably at the same time.
Because the local relationships send conflicting signals concerning
the geometric and kinematic kinship of wrinkle ridges and ridge
belts, it is hoped that a more regional perspective might be helpful.
At the scale of the entire planitia there is not a consistent relationship
between the trends of wrinkle ridges and the trends of ridge belts.
This preliminary result suggests that ridge belts and wrinkle ridges
are different features. Local similarities in trend and the cases where
one seems to grade into the other can be explained by inferring
temporal coherence of stress field or by some form of geometric
inheritance.
Finally, even though wrinkle ridges appear to be relatively young
features, they are evidently older than most or all fresh impact
craters. This inference is based mainly on the apparent obliteration
of wrinkle ridges by crater ejecta, although this may not be a
foolpreof criterion (wrinkle ridges might not form in ejecta materi-
als, or might be invisible if present because of no roughness
contrast). A single example of a flow emanating from an impact
crater being ponded by a wrinkle ridge has been found, and this
relationship is considered to be good evidence of relative age.
Wrinkle ridges are important structures on planetary surfaces
because they are so common and because they provide useful clues
to stresses in the shallow crust. Because so much of Venus is plains,
wrinkle ridges are especially useful for inferring crustal evolution
on that planet.
References: [ I ] Solomon S. C. et at. (1991) Science, 252,297-
312. [2] Solomon S. C. et al. (1992)JGR, in press. [3] Squyres S. W.
et al. (1992) JGR, in press. [4] Plescia J. B. and Golombek M. P.
(1986) GSA Bull., 97, 1289-1299. [5] Golombek M. P. et al. (1991)
Proc. LPS, Vol. 21,679--693. [6] Watters T. R. (1988) JGR, 93,
10236-10254. [7] Maxwell T. A. et al. (1975) GSA Bull., 86, 1273-
1278. [81 Maxwell T. _A_(l_82)'_roc_ I._,$C l,lth, in JC,._t RT_ A 07-
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ESTIMATES OF ELASTIC PLATE THICKNESSES BE-
NEATH LARGE VOLCANOS ON VENUS. Patrick I.
McGovern and Scan C. Solomon, Deparmaent of Earth, Atmo-
spheric, and Planetary Sciences, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, Cambridge MA 02139, USA.
Introduction: Magellan radar imaging and topography data
are now available for a number of volcanos on Venus greater than
100 km in radius. These data can be examined to reveal evidence of
the flexural response of the lithosphere to the volcanic load. On
Earth, flexure beneath large hotspot volcanos results in an annular
topographic moat that is partially to completely filled in by sedi-
mentation and mass wasting from the volcano's flanks (see [1,2]).
On Venus, erosion and sediment deposition are considered to be
negligible at the resolution of Magellan images [3]. Thus, it may be
possible to observe evidence of flexure by the ponding of recent
volcanic flows in the moat. We also might expect to find topo-
graphic signals from unfilled moats surrounding large volcanos on
Venus, although these signals may be partially obscured by regional
topography. Also, in the absence of sedimentation, tectonic evi-
dence of deformation around large volcanos should be evident
except where buried by very young flows.
We have found two examples to date of volcanos with strong
evidence for moat formation and intrdling by flows. Radar images
of Tepev Mona, a volcano about 125 km in radius near the south-
western comer of B ell Regio, reveal a bright flow unit draped around
the northern and western flanks of the volcano. An unnamed volcano
at 10°N, 275"E (southwest of Beta Regio) exhibits both circumfer-
ential flanking flows and lateral spreading of originally radially
trending flows. The distal edges of these flows terminate about
240-260 km from the sununit. The edges of these flows form an arc
of greater than 120 ° to the north and west of the volcano.
Method: We use analytic solutions in axisymmetric geometry
[4] for deflections and stresses resulting from loading of a plate
overlying an inviscid fluid. Solutions for a set of disk loads are
superimposed to obtain a solution for a conical volcano. The
deflection of the lithosphere produces an annular depression or
moat, the extent of which can be estimated by measuring the
distance from the voicano's edge to the first zero crossing or to the
peak of the flexural arch. Magellan altimetry data records (ARCDRs)
from data cycle 1 are processed using the GMT mapping and
graphics software [5] to produce topographic contour maps of the
volcanos. We then take topographic profiles that cut across the
annular and ponded flows seen on the radar images. By comparing
the locations of these flows to the predicted moat locations from a
range of models, we estimate the elastic plate thickness that best fits
the observations, together with the uncertainty in that estimate.
Results: Figure 1 shows two cross sections through Tepev
Mons. The areascovered by annularflowsaremarked with arrows.
Figure2 shows deflectionscalculatedanalyticallyforaconicalload
of height10 km and radius150 km forelasticplatethicknessesT e
of 10 km and 20 kin.Arrows denote the predictedapproximate
extent of a moat due to loading in each model. Note that for the
analytic solutions, increasing the elastic plate thickness increases
both the maximum depth and the radial extent of the predicted moat.
The model in Fig. 2a matches the northwestern cross section in Fig.
la. The area of flows in Fig. lb is somewhat larger in radial extent
and is better matched by the predicted moat in Fig. 2b. Figure 3
shows a cross section through the volcano at 10°N, 275°E. Figure 4
shows calculated deflections for a conical load of height 5 km and
radius 250 kin, for elastic plate thicknesses of 10 and 20 kin. The
extent of annular flows is better matched by the smaller thickness.
Discussion: These two volcanos axe apparently atypical of
large volcanos on Venus in that both topography and flow morphol-
ogy suggest the existence of a flexural moat. On other large shield
volcanos such as sir Mons and Sapas Mons, topographic evidence
of a moat is lacking, and no flows that have convincingly ponded in
annular moats can be identified. Large volcanos that form on or near
large rift zones (such as Maat Mona, Ozza Mons, and others) also
lack topographic evidence of a flexural moat. It should be noted that
as altimet_'y data and stereo imaging from later cycles become
available, coverage will improve, gaps will be filled in, and it may
be possible to identify topographic signatures of moats that have
eluded our search to date.
In contrast to Tepev Mona and the construct at 10°N, 275 *E, most
large volcanos on Venus are generally characterized by fractures
and flow units that have dominantly radial orientations. Given this
observation and the assumption that lithospheric flexure has oc-
curred, then the moats must be frilled or covered. Mass wasting,
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through large landslides or slumps such as those discovered off the
Hawaiian Islands [2], is one possibility. Moat- filling flows may be
covered by later radial flows, a process that may have been repeated
many times during volcano growth.
Conclusions: Under the assumption that cireumferentially
ponded flows surrounding volcanos have at least partially f'dled a
flexural moat, we can compare the position and extent of the moat
to predictions from analytic flexure models. For Tepev Mons,
models that fit best have plate thicknesses in the range of 10 to
20 kin. For the volcano at 10°N, 2750E, the best fit is obtained for
a thickness of about 10 km. These values of elastic plate thickness
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can be converted to estimates of mechanical plate thickness and
thermal gradient [6]. Using parameters appropriate for Venus [7] we
obtain thermal gradients values of about 12-25 Klkra for Tepev
Mons and about 25 K/kin for 10°N, 275°E. These gradients are in the
range expected if Venus loses most of its internal heat by conduction
through a globally continuous, if laterally heterogeneous, lithos-
pheric shell [7].
References: [1] Menard H. W. (1956) Bull. AAPG, 40, 2195.
[2] Moore R. B. et ai. (1989) JGR, 94, 17465. [3] Arvidson R. E. et
al. (1991)Science, 252,270. [4] Brotchie L F. (1971)Mod. Geol.,
3, 15. [5] Wessel P. and Smith W. H. F. (1991) Eos, 72, 441.
[6] McNutt M. K. (1984) JGR, 89, 11180. [7] Solomon S. C. and
Head J. W. (1990) _R_L, _'7, 13'937
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PANCAKELIKE DOMES ON VENUS. Dan McKenzie 1,Peter
G. Ford 2, Fang Liu 2. and Gordon H. Pettengill 2. qnstitute of
Theoretical Geophysics, Bullard Laboratories, Madingley Road,
Cambridge CB30EZ. UK, 2Center for Space Research, Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, Cambridge MA 02139, USA.
The shape of seven large domes on the plains of Venus, with
volumes between 100 and 1000 km 3. is compared with that of an
axisymmetric gravity current spreading over a rigid horizontal
surface. Both the altimetric profiles and the horizontal projection of
the line of intersection of domes on the SAR images agree well with
the theoretical similarity solution for a newtonian fluid, hut not with
the shape calculated for a rigid-plastic theology, nor with that for a
static model with a strong skin. As a viscous current spreads, it
generates an isotropic strain rate tensor whose magnitude is inde-
pendent of radius. Such a flow can account for therandomly oriented
cracks that are uniformly distributed on the surface of the domes.
The stress induced by the flow in the plains material below is
obtained, and is probably large enough to produce the short radial
cracks in the surface of the plains beyond the domes. The viscosity
of the domes can be estimated from their thermal time constants if
spreading is possible only when the fluid is hot, and lies between
10 t_tand 10 t7 Pa s. Laboratory experiments show that such viscosi-
ties correspond to temperatures of 610°--690°C in dry rhyolitic
magmas. These temperatures agree with laboratory measurements
of the solidus temperature of wet rhyolite.
These results show that the development of the domes can be
understood using simple fluid dynamical ideas, and that the magmas
involved can be produced by wet melting at depths below 10 kin,
followed by eruptiqlglan0hOeltessinl_.
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GROUNDBASED NEAR-IR OBSERVATIONS OF THE SUR-
FACE OF VENUS. V.S. Meadow s t, D. Crisp 2. and D. A. Allen 3.
tUniversity of Sydney, Sydney, Australia, 2Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory, Pasadena CA, USA, 3Anglo-Australian Observatory.
Near-infrared observations of the nightside of Venus have
revealed thermal emission from the lower atmosphere in relatively
transparent regions of the spectrum centred on 1.0, 1.1,1.18, 1.27,
and 1.31 lain [1,2,3]. The emission in these windows is believed to
originate from the very lowest scale heights of the atmosphere and
from the surface. Recent groundbased work in the 1.0-pan window
[4], and measurements made at 1.18 lain by the Galileo NLMS during
its 1990 flyby [3], indicate that the Venus surface topography
produces contrasts in the thermal emission. These contrasts are
believed to be caused primarily by surface temperature differences
associated with differences in surface elevation. A similar correla-
tion of reduced emissivity with altitude has been seen in 17 -era radio
maps [5], although these contrasts are not consistent with topo-
graphically related temperature differences alone, and are postu-
lated to be the result of increased reflectivity due to the presence of
conducting materials in the highland surfaces. As well as providing
information about the surface, observations in the near infrared can
be used to obtain estimates of the optical depth of the lower
atmosphere at these wavelengths and to constrain the water aburt-
dance in the lower atmosphere.
We presentimages of thenight.sideof Venus taken inthe near-
infraredwindows at 1.0,1.1,1.18,1.28,1.31,and 2.3 }am withthe
new infraredcamerdspectrometer IRIS on the Anglo-Australian
Telescope.These datawere takenin spectral-mappingmode. This
techniqueinvolvesscanning the telescopeperpendiculartotheslit,
while collectingspectra at successive slitpositionsacross the
planet.We produce datacubes with one spectraland two spatial
dimensions.The spectrahave a resolutionk/Ak ~ 400.Images can
be cxtxactedover any wavelength regions.Each image has square
pixclsof 0.8"resolution.Spectralimage cubes were obtainedon a
totalof eightdays during July,September, and October 1991.The
July cubes cover the spectralregion 0.820-1.511 lainand the
September and October cubes 1.135-1.317 pan.We reduced the
scatteredlightfrom the sunlitcrescentin images extractedfrom
each window by subtractingimages taken on eithersideof the
window, where the Venus atmosphere isopaque. Unlike theshort
wavelength windows, which revealthermal contraststhatoriginate
primarilyfrom thesurfaceand deep atmosphere,theemission inthe
2.3-1amwindow isproduced atmuch higheraltitudes(30---40kin).
Emission contrasts seen near 2.3 pan are associated with horizontal
variations in the cloud opdcal depths, and have rotation periods of
about six days [2]. These cloud contrasts fade at shorter wavelengths
as the cloud deck becomes steadily more transparent, but are still
present and must be removed to distinguish the surface emissivity
contrasts.
We detect large contrasts in infrared emission (20-40%) across
the disc of Venus in the 1.0-, 1.1 -, 1.18-, 1.28-, and 1.31 -lain images.
Contrasts at these wavelengths may be due to a combination of
variations in the optical depths of the overlying sulfuric acid clouds
and differences in surface emission. Comparison with the 2.3-1axn
images show that the patterns seen in the 1.28- and 1.31-1am
windows are consistent with cloud optical depth variations alone
and require no contribution from the surface. However, images at
1.0, 1.1, and 1.18 laxn from July 1991 show adark feature having a
contrast that increases with decreasing wavelength (Fig. 1). Tiffs
behavior is contrary to that expected of cloud absorption. Images
taken on three successive days in October show another dark feature
that is stationary with respect to the surface. These regions of lower
emission correspond closely to the high-altitude surface regions of
Beta Regio and Aphrodite Terra.
The images can potentially reveal the near-infrared emissivity of
the surface of Venus, thereby complementing Magellan radar
reflectivity and grotmdbased radio emissivity measurements. The
contrast ratio between highlands and plains is much smaller than
would be expected for blackbody radiation from the surface alone.
Unlike at radio wavelengths, where the atmosphere is essentially
transparent, at near-infrared wavelengths the atmosphere emits,
absorbs, and scatters radiation, and can modify the observed topo-
graphically induced contrasts. The additional radiation from the
atmosphere reduces the contrast, and further modification would be
expected if terrain at different altitudes has different emissivities. A
fit to our data therefore requires, and may constrain, a model of the
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Fig. 1. Dam taken on the 27th of July 1991. These are. from the top, images
taken in the I.l 8-. 1.1-. and l._O-_mwindows. Beta Regio can be seen on the
Io wet fight lw.ar the creseenL Its apparent contrast with respect to the surround-
ing plains increases with decreasing wavelength. This feature is not detected
in the 1.28- and 1.31-wn windows.
lowest scale height of the atmosphere. More comprehensive sur-
face-atmosphere radiative t_ansfer models are being used to deter-
mine whether the observed emission contrasts are consistent with
surface elevation-related temperature differences or require surface
emissivity variations as well.
References: [ 1] Alien D. A. (1990) IAU Circ., 4962. [2] Crisp
D. et ed. (1991) Science. 253. 1538. [3] Carlson R. W. et at. (1991)
Science, 253, 1541. [4] Lecacheux J. et at. (1991) IAU Circ., 5365.
[5] Ford P. G. and Petteng_i GwH._1983)Science, 220, 1379.
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MAGELLAN STEREO IMAGES AND VENUSIAN
GEOLOGY. H.J. Moore1, R. S. Saunders2, J. J. Plaut2, and T. J.
Parker 2, IU.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park CA 94025, USA.
2California Institute of Technology, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Pasadena CA 91109, USA.
Areas of Venus imaged by Magellan radar with muhiple viewing
conditions provide unique data that will contribute to the solution of
venusian geologic problems and provide a basis for quantitative
comparison of venusian landforms with those on other planetary
bodies. Three sets of images with different viewing conditions have
been acquired: (1) left-looking with variable incidence angles
(cycle 1 prof'de), (2) right-looking with nearly constant incidence
angles (cycle 2 profile), and (3) left-looking with variable incidence
angles that are almost always smaller than those in (1) (cycle 3
profiles).
The unique data provided by paired images of the same scene
with different incidence angles arises from image displacements
caused by the relief of individual landforms at scales comparable to
the ground-range and azimuth iesolutions of the images [1], There
are two aspects of the data: (1) Stereopsis achieved by simultaneous
viewing of paired left-looking images of the same scene permits
three-dimensional perception and interpretation of the morpholo-
gies of landforms at resolutions much freer than the altimetry
footprints. (2) Measurements of differences of image displacements
(parallax) on paired images with known imaging geometries pro-
vide quantitative estimates of the relief and shapes of landforms.
The potential scientific contributions of the data can be grouped into
two interrelated classes: (A) geologic mapping, analysis, and inter-
pretation and (B) topical studies that involve topographic measure-
ment$.
A. Stere_psis, without quantitative measurements, enhances
geologic mapping, analysis, and interpretation of the rock units of
Venus to a degree that cannot be overestimated. In geologic map-
ping, assemblages of landforms, assessments of backscatter and
variations in backscauer, and t'me-scale topography are used to
define and characterize geologic map uniu that represent laterally
continuous deposits or rock units. Stereopsis adds the important
dimension of local relief for characterization of geologic units at a
scale that is not possible with Magellan altimetry or products
derived from the altimetry. Relative ages of the geologic units are
determined using the well-known principles of superposition and
intersection. Here, the perception of relief is invaluable because
superposition relations among the geological units are more readily
and clearly established. The recognition of folds, faults, and fault
systems, regardless of their orientations, is facilitated with stereop-
sis so that sequences of deformation of the geologic units can be
determined and structural analyses vastly improved. Shapes of
landforms are readily perceived so that they can be properly
interpreted. The end result of the mapping, analyses, and interpre-
tations is a geologic history of Venus that includes the sequences of
formation and deformation of various geologic units.
B. Measurements of relief at the finest scale possible are
necessary for numerous topical studies. Standard altimetry will
provide the necessary information on the relief of most large
landforms, but it tends to underestimate the relief of small land-
forms ]2] and distorts their shapes. Although special processing of
the altimeter echoes improves the estimates of the relief and shapes
of some landforms [3], there are uncertainties in the interpretations
of the echoes [2]. Examples of topical studies requiring measure-
ments of relief are given below.
Impact Craters: Impact craters are ubiquitous landforms on
terres_al planets and moons. They range in diameter from 1.5 to
280 kin on Venus. The shapes and dimensions of venusian craters
are important for their interpretation and for comparisons with those
on other planets and bodies [4-7]. Two of these dimensions are
crater depth and rim height.
Small Volcanic Landforms: Small volcanic edifices and
craters are important landforms on most planetary bodies because
they indicate certain aspects of the style of volcanism. On Venus,
small volcanic landforms include domes, "ticks," cratered cones,
rilles, and so forth [8]. Relief of edifices and depths of craters are
among the dimensions used to classify volcanic landforms and
compare them among the various planetary bodies 19--12].
Tectonic Structures: The crust of Venus exhibits a host of
landforms that indicate remarkable variations in style and intensity
of deformation [13]. Landforms with relief include scarps of normal
faults, ridges of reverse faults, horsts, graben, and nappes. Knowl-
edge of the relief and planform dimensions of these landforms at the
fine-scale will help provide estimates of magnitudes of strains
involved in the deformations [14,15].
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Surface Processes: Surface processes include eolian, mass
wasting, and other processes [16]. Examples where measurements
of relief will be useful include (1) analyses of erosion-deposition
patterns behind obstacles [16], (2} slopes of erosion-deposition
environments, (3) slope stability analyses, and (4) estimates of
landslide volumes.
Rheological Analyses: There is a host of applications of relief
measurements to the analyses of the rheological properties of
venusian flow associated with volcanism [8]. impact cratering [7].
and debris flows [17]. These applications include flow thicknesses
and relations between the flows and the adjacent topography. Lava
flow thickness as large as 100 to 700 m have already been measured
using parallax [18]. According to Magellan altimetry, bright out-
flows from impact craters flow up slopes, and flow margins may be
100 m or so above the centers of the outflows. If true, these relations
have important implications about the kinematics and rheology of
the outflows. Relations between the relief and runout may reveal the
theological properties of venusian landslides [17,19].
Backscatter Functions: A better understanding of the rela-
tions between backscattercross sections and incidence angles can be
gained by analyses of given classes of landforms and terrains with
variable slopes and sufficient relief for stereometric analyses.
Multiple viewing conditions arc essential in understanding (1) the
forms of the scattering laws, (2) the dielectric properties, (3) the
contributions of conducting materials to scattering, behaviors, (4)
the fine- sc ale roughncsses, and (5) the contributions ofquasispecular
and diffuse echoes to average backscatter cross sections of tesscrae,
impact craters, and volcanic edifices, craters, and flows [20]. An
understanding of the above will assist in geologic interpretations of
tcsserac,impact cratering, and volcanism.
Radarcilnometry and Shape from Shading: Once theback-
scatter functions of the various cl asses of landforms are established,
shape from shading can be used to refine the topography of
landforms with stereo-relief data [21], and radarclinometry can be
used to estimate the relief and shapes oflandforms of the same class
where there is no stereoscopic coverage and where the landforms arc
too small for stereo-parallax measurements.
Topographic Analyses: Radargrammewic reduction of ste-
reoscopic models and radarclinomewy (shape from shading) [21]
may provide information on the topography of venusian surfaces at
slope lengths smaller than those achievable with Magellan altimetry
and larger than those obtained by analyses of quasispecular echoes
from level surfaces with surface tilts smaller than the image
resolution [22]. Derived topographic information includes slope
probabilities, power spectral densities, and fractal dimeusions.
Altimetry: Radargrammeu-ic reduction of stereoscopic mod-
els can confirm, refute, or supplement Magellan altimetry where
problems with the altimetry exist. The current problem of the steep
slopes of Maxwell Montes is an example, but there are others.
References: [I]LcbcrlF.etal.(1992)JGR, specialMagellan
issue,inpress.[2]Leberl F.etal.(1991)Photog. Engr.Rein.Sens.,
57,1561-1570. [3]McKenzie D. etal.(1992)JGR, specialMagellan
issue,in press.[4] Pike R. J.(1980) USGS Prof.Paper I046-C,
77 pp. [5] Pike R. L and Davis P. A. (2984)LPSC X'V,645-646.
[6]Schenk (1991)JG R, 96, 15635-15664. [7]Schaber (1992)JGR,
specialMagellan issue,inpress.[8]Head L W. etal.(199I)Science,
252, 276--288.[9]Pike R. J.(1978) Proc. LPSC 9th,3239-3273.
[I0]Pike R. J.and Clow G. D. (1981) USGS Open-fileRept.81-
1038,40 pp. [II]Wood C. A. (1979)Proc.LPSC lOth,2815-2840.
[12] Blake S. (1990) IAVCEI Proc. Volcanol., 2, 88-126.
[13]Solomon S. etal.(1990) Science,252,297-312. [14]Cormors
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[17] Guest J. E. et al. (1992) JGR, special Magellan issue, in press.
[18] Moore H. J. et al. (1992)JGR, special Magellan issue, in press.
[19] Hsu K. J. (1975) GSA Bull., 86, 129-140. [20] Plaut J. J. (1992)
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FLEXURAL MODELS OF TRENCH/OUTEI_ RISE TOPOG-
RAPHY OF CORONAE ON VENUS WITH AXISYMMETRIC
SPHERICAL SHELL ELASTIC PLATES. W. Moore I, O.
Schubertt,and D. T. Sandwell 2, IUniversity of California, Los
Angeles CA, USA, 2Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Univer-
sity of California-San Diego, La Jolla CA, USA.
Magellan altimetry has revealed that many coronae on Venus
have trenches or moats around their peripheries and rises outboard
of the trenches [ 1,2]. This trench/outer rise topographic signature is
generally associated with the tectonic annulus of the corona. Sandwell
and Schubert [3,4] have interpreted the trench/outer rise topography
and the associated tectonic annulus around coronae to be the result
of elastic bending of the Venus lithosphere (though the tectonic
structures are consequences of inelastic deformation of the lithos-
phere). They used two-dimensional elastic plate flexure theory to fit
topographic profiles across a number of large eoronae and inferred
elastic lithosphere thicknesses between about 15 and 40 kin, similar
to inferred values of elastic thickness [_he Earth's lithosphere at
subducdon zones around the Pacific Ocean. Here, we report the
results of using axisymmetric elastic flexure theory for the deforma-
tion of thin spheric al shell plates [5] to interpret the trench/outer rise
topography of the large coronae modeled by Sandwell and Schubert
[3,4] and of coronae as small as 250 km in diameter. In the case of
a corona only a few hundred kilometers in diameter, the model
accounts for the small planforrn radius of the moat and the nonradial
orientation of altimetric traces across the corona. By fitting the
flexural topography of coronae we determine the elastic thickness
and loading necessary to account for the observed flexure. We
calculate the associ ated bending moment and determine whether the
corona interior topographic load can provide the required moment.
We also calculate surface stresses and compare the stress distribu-
tion with the location of annular tectonic features.
The model lithosphere is a spherical elastic shell buoyantly
supported by a dense internal fluid. Although the model includes
membrane stresses, for a planet the size of Venus the buoyant
support provides the dominant reaction to _e load. The load is
modeled as either an axisymmetric disk (uniform loading) or a ring
(peripheral loading). Other load geomemes may be achieved by
superposition. The wavelength of the flexural feature depends only
on the thickness of the plate and not on the details of the loading,
allowing a unique determination of the elastic thickness from the
best-fitting model. Vertical strains are not included so that the
vertical displacement at the top of the lithosphere is the same as that
at the bottom where the buoyancy forces are acting. This model
includes the effects of a distributed load and a continuous lithos-
phere that are absent in two-dimensional models and that become
important when the radius of the load is reduced to a few flexural
wavelengths.
The models are fit to the topography using least squares fitting
and the relevant parameters are determined from the best-fitting
model. For the corona Latona (diameter = 800 kin) we reproduce
Sandwell and Schubert's [3] value of approximately 30 km for the
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elastic thickness, demonstrating the agreement of the axisymmetric
and two-dlmensional models in the case of a large corona. For
smaller coronae, we find that elastic lithosphere thicknesses be-
tween 10 km and 15 km provide the best fits to the flexural
topography (Table 1).
TABLE I.
Corona Location Diameter Elastic
Name (kin) Thickness Oarn)
lama 17"S, 17*E 310 15
S¢lu 43"S, 6*E 300 10
Aramiiti 26"S, 82"E 350 10
Boann 27"N, 136"E 300 5
Latona 20"S, 171*E 800 30
The disk loading model can be used to deduce the gravity
signature of a corona. We will report calculations of gravity using
the disk loads inferred for the larger coronae and compare with
recent gravity data, e.g., over Artemis [6].
References: [1] Squyres S. W. et al. (1992) JGR, in press.
[2] Stofan E. R. et al. (1992) JGR, in press. [3] Sandwell D. and
Schubert G. (1992a)JGR, submitted. [4] Sandwell D. and Schubert
G. (1992b) Science, submitted. [5] Brotchie I. and Sylvester R.
(1969) JGR, 74, 5240--5252. [61 Sjogren W. L. (1992) Eos, 73, 83.
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RADAR-ANOMALOUS, HIGH-ALTITUDE FEATURES ON
VENUS, Duane O. Muhleman and Bryan J. Butler, Division of
Geological and Planetary Science. California Institute of Technol-
ogy, Pasadena CA 91125, USA.
Over nearly all of the surface of Venus the reflectivity and
emissivity at centimeter wavelengths are about 0.15 and 0.85
respectively. These values are consistent with moderately dense
soils and rock populations, but the mean reflectivity is about a factor
of 2 greater than that for the Moon and other terrestrial planets (in
the case of the Earth, regions free of moisture). Pettingill and Ford
[1], using Pioneer Venus reflectivities and emissivities, found a
number of anomalous features on Venus that showed much higher
reflectivities and much lower emissivities with both values ap-
proaching 0.5. These include Maxwell Montes, a number of high
regions in Aphrodite Terra and Beta Regio, and several isolated
mountain peaks. Most of the features are at altitudes above the the
mean radius by 2 to 3 km or more. However, such features have been
found in the Magellan data at low altitudes and the anomalies do not
exist on all high structures, Maat Mons being the most outstanding
example. A number of papers have been written that attempt to
explain the phenomena in terms of the geochemistry balance of
weathering effects on likely surface minerals; see reference [2] and
papers cited therein. The gcochemists have shown that the funda-
mentally basaltic surface would be stable at the temperatures and
pressures of the mean radius in the form of magnetite.but would
evolve to pyrite (FcS_ and/or pyrrhotite (F%jrrS) in the presence
of sulfur-bearing compounds such as SO 2. Pyrite wiU be stable at
altitudes above 4 or 5 km on Venus. The details of the stability of
these rather good electrical conductors depends on the availability
of O in excess over that tied up in equilibrium with the parent
constituent of the atmosphere, CO 2.This is clearly explained in [2].
However, the abundance of the sulfur compound SO z is very
uncertain and arguments are made that it is actually varying with
time on a scale of 10 yr.
Although the geochemical arguments arc rather compelling, it is
vitally important to rationally look at other explanations for the
radar and radio emission measurements such as that presented by
Tryka and Muhleman [3]. The radar rcflectivity values are retrieved
from the raw Magellan backscatter measurements by fitting the
Hagfors' radar scattering model in which a surface roughness
parameter and a normal incidence electrical reflectivity are esti-
mated. The assumptions of the theory behind the model must be
considered carefully before the results can be believed. These
include that the surface roughness exists only at horizontal scales
large compired to the wavelength, the vertical deviations arc
gaussianly disu'ibuted, there is no shadowing, and that the reflection
occurs at the interface of two homogeneous dielectric half-spaces.
Probably all these conditions arc violated at the anomalous fea-
tures under discussion! The most important of these is the homoge-
neity of the near surface of Venus. particularly in highlands. Under
the assumptions of the theory, all of the radio energy is reflected by
the impedance jump at the very boundary. However, in heteroge-
neous soil some fraction of the illuminating energy is propagated
into the soil and then scattered back out by impedance discontinuities
such as rocks, voids, and cracks. In light soils, the latter effect can
overwhelm the scattering effects of the true surface and greatly
enhance the backscatter power, suggesting a much higher value of
an effective dielectric constant that would be estimated from
Hagfors' model.
The phenomenon of emission is similar but has several impor-
tant different characteristics. In the case of thermal emission from
a smooth, homogeneous dielectric into vacuum, some of the radia-
tion generated in the effective black body passes through the
interface to the observer and a fraction is reflected back downward
into the material where it is reabsorbed. In the simple case of an
isothermal layer (such as the near surface of Venus), radiating from
a homogeneous layer, the emissivity is determined by the Fresnel
reflection coefficients at the observing angle to the normal, How-
ever, if the layer contains multiple scatterers in a light soil, radiation
generated even at small depths cannot reach the surface since the
tendency is to scatter the energy backward, similar to the strong
back-_cattering reflection from above such a surface. Thus, the
emissivity can be greatly depressed and the observed brightness
temperature will be low. This phenomenon for Venus w as discussed
in 1979 [4] as an explanation for the decrease in the average disk
temperature of Venus at wavelengths longward of 10--20 cm.
The most outstanding and relevant example of the importance of
multiple scattering or volume scattering in radar and microwave
emission are the icy satellites of Jupiter [51. The radar reflectivity
of the full disk of Europa at 13-era wavelength is 0,65 and the
emissivity is about 0.42! Certainly. the surface of Europa is almost
pure water ice that, if it existed in the form of dense ice, would have
a reflectivity of 0.07 and an emissivity of 0.93. If the Europa ice was
in the form of a homogeneous 1ayer, under dense frost the reflectivity
would be even lower. It is obvious that the reflection and emission
phenomena on Europa arc independent of the Fresnel surface
reflection coefficients and dependent entirely on the physical struc-
ture of the near surface, i.e, the existence of lumps, voids, cracks,
etc. It is also very important that ice as cold as 130 K is highly
transparent at centimeter wavelengths and very little of the energy
is ohmically absorbed in the near surface. If that were not the case,
the surface would be a good emitter and a rather poor reflector.
The radiative u'ansfer calculations for the emission and reflec-
tion from a layer with volume scattering arc very complex, with the
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results strongly dependent on the details of the individual scattering
elements and the electrical parameters of the matrix of material in
which the scatterersare "suspended." The most fundamental ex-
ample for which an analyticalsolutionis known is the case of
isotxopicscatteringin a semi-infinite,plane parallelhalfspace [6].
The assumptions of this theory are important, of course. It assumes
that radiation incident on a scatterer is uniformly scattered in all
directions.For thisto be strictlymac, electromagnetictheory
requiresthatthe scatterersbe ellipsoidalwith random orientations
and be separatedby distanceslong compared tothe wavelength in
themedium. Chandrasaker'ssolutioninwinsicallyassumes thatthe
scatterersare suspended in a transparentmedium. The ideaswere
adopted in [3]with the argument thatrocks inlightvenusian soils
may behave thisway to f'n'storder on average,even though the
scatterersareprobably farfrom sphericaland may bc piledon top
of each other. The fact that the matrix supporting the scatterers is not
completely a'ansparent is not serious as long as it is sufficiently
wansparent to allow the radiation to scatter a "few" times before
absorption or before the energy is backscattered out of the layer.
If we visualize the scatterers as rocks and fragments we may
consider a suite of likely models that would display the microwave
observables seen in the PV and Magellan data. Such rocks would
exist at all sizes from dust to the rare boulders of many meters. It is
reasonable to assumc that the particle sizes could be represented by
a power law distribution and a good guess at the slope parameter of
the distribution would be about -3, consistent with that found from
tumbling rocks in a fracturing process. The index is not of great
importance. We assume that the soil matrix has a real dielectric
constant of 2, consistent with the flat regions on Venus that cxhibit
the lowest reflectivity. Such soils would have densities under I gm/
cm 3 and power absorption lengths of order 2-3 m. The rocks would
have dielec tric cons tants in the range of 5-8, prim arily dependent on
the metal content, and corresponding absorption lengths of about
0.6--0.1 m. Silicate rocks have low complex dielectric constants and
mafic rocks such as basalts high in Fe have large values. We have
applied the theory from [3] to a typical granite and a typical basalt
and the resulting 13-cm reflectivitics and emissivities at normal
incidence are shown in Table 1. An important unknown parameter
is the largest size cutoff of the power law size distribution. Obvi-
ously, if the "particles" could be as large as kilometers, the results
would degenerate to the parameters of thc largest sphere and
scattering would not be important. The results arc presented in the
table as a function of the cutoff radius of the size distribution.
TABLEI.
Maximum Radius (cm) Reflectivity Emissivity
Granite
Basalt
5 0.617 0.355
I0 0.496 0.486
30 0.383 0.599
50 0.341 0.637
100 0.291 0.679
5 0.486 0.509
l0 0.386 0.581
30 0.304 0.664
50 0.273 0.690
100 0.245 0.728
It is cleat that this explanation is sufficient for the Venus
anomalous features. Furthermore, the parameters approach the
averagevaluesoftheVenus surfacewhen thevalueof themaximum
particle size is increased moderately. There are ambiguities in these
calculations, but the ambiguities are in_insic to the Magellan
measurements themselves in rough, heterogeneous areas on Venus
where the Hagfors' assumptions are severely bent. New scattering
theories involving Monte Carlo techniques will be presented.
References: [1] Pettingill G. H. et al. (1988) JGR, 93, 14885.
[2] Klose K. et at. (1992) JGR, special Magellan issue. [3] Tryja K.
and Muhleman D. O. (1992) JGR, special Magellan issue.
[4] Muhleman D. et at. (1979) Ap. J., 234, 1979. [5] Mutdeman D.
and Berge G. (1991) Icarus, 93,263. [6] Chandrasaker S., Radiative
Trtm_fer. Dover Publications.
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THE GABBRO-ECLOGITE PHASE TITAN SITION AND THE
ELEVATION OFMOUNTAIN BELTS ON VENUS. Noriyulci
Namiki and Scan C. Solomon, Department of Earth, Atmospheric,
and Planetary Sciences, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge MA 02139, USA.
Introduction: The linear mountain belts of Ishtar Terra on
Venus arc notable for their topographic relief and slope and for the
intensity of surface deformation [1,2]. The mountains surround the
highland plain Lakshmi Planum. Volcanism is rare to absent in
Maxwell, Freyja, and Akna Montes, but a number of magmatic
features are evident in Danu Montes [2,3], the mountain range least
elevated above Lakshmi Planum. Whether western Ishtar Terra is a
site of mantle upwelling and consequent hot spot volcanism [4-6]
or of mantle downwelling and consequent convergence of lithos-
pheric blocks [7,8] is currently a matter of debate. However, the
mountains are generally regarded as products of large-scale com-
pression of the crust and lithosphere [2,9].
Among the four mountain belts surrounding Lakshmi Planum,
Maxwell Montes is the highest and stands up to 11 km above the
mean planetary radius and 7 km above Lakshmi Planum. The bulk
composition and radioactive heat production of the crust on Venus,
where measured, axe similar to those of terrestrial tholeiitic basalt
[10]. Because the thickness of the low-density crust may be limited
by the gabbro-garnct granulite-eclogite phase _'ansitions (Fig. I),
the 7-11 -km maximum elcvation of Maxwell Montes is difficult to
understand except in the unlikely situation that the crust contains a
large volume of magma [11 ]. A possible explanation is that the base
of the crust is not in phase equilibrium. It has been suggested that
under completely dry conditions, the gabbro-eclogite phase transi-
tion takes place by solid-state diffusion and may require a geologi-
cally significant time to run to completion [12]. Solid-state diffusion
is a strongly temperature-dependent process. In this paper we solve
the thermal evolution of the mountain belt to attempt to constrain the
depth of the gabbro-eclogit¢ transition and thus to assess this
hypothesis quantitatively.
Thermal Model: The one-dimensional heat equation is solved
numerically by a t-mite difference approximation. The deformation
of the horizontally shortening crustal and mantle portions of the
thermhl boundary layer is assumed to occur by pure shear, and
therefore the vertical velocity is given by the product of the
horizontal strain rate )_ and depth z. The thermal diffusivity is "
assumed to be 1.0 x 10 -6 m 2 s-I in both crust and mantle. Crustal heat
production is assumed to equal 1.4 x 10-t3K s-t. The initial
temperature profile is determined by the assumption of steady-state
conditions with zero velocity. Temperature at the surface and the
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bottom of the thermal boundary layer are fixed at 750 K and at a
value Tbl taken as free parameter.
The phase diagram is assumed to be that of tholeiitic basalt [ 13],
and the densities of gabbro and cclogite are taken to be 2900 and
3500 kg m -3. The density of garnet-granuUte is assumed to increase
linearly from that of gabbro to that of ex:logite as pressure increases
at a given temperature. The density of the mantle is assumed to be
3400 kg m -3. The micromcehanism of the g abbro-eclogite transition
is not well understood. In this study we assume that the volume
diffusion of cations is the most likely rate-llmiting process of the
transformation, which involves chemical as well as phase changes.
The volume fraction of reacted component, _P, is given by
_W = Dlr 2
where ris the grain radius and D is the diffusion coefficient [12].
Since the slowest-moving cation limits the reaction rate and AP + is
likely to be this cation, we adopt as a minimum value for D the lower
end of the range of estimates of the diffusion rate of A1 _ in
orthopyroxene [14]
D = DAi,Opx = 1.1 x 10-Sexp (--400 kJ/RT)
where R is the gas constant and T is the absolute temperature. The
diffusion rate, however, is experimentally uncertain because AI _
diffusion is extremely sluggish, particularly at low temperature. In
order to bound D from above, we use the diffusion rate of Fe in
garnet (DFe,G t = 6.4 x 10-4exp [-(270 kJ + 5.7 x 10-s p)/RT}), where
P is in Pa. For each parcel of shortening lithosphere, W is obtained
by integration over time. The density at a given depth is determined
from the volume fractions of unreacted and reacted components.
Numerical Results: Temperatures in the thickening crust and
mantle are calculated for rates of horizontal convergence of 10 -_s
(Fig. la) and 10 -16 s -I (Fig. lb). For all models discussed here
(Table 1), thicknesses of crust and thermal boundary layer are
assumed to be initially 20 and 50 kin, respectively, and to increase
to 100 and 250 kin, respectively. Temperature profiles for the strain
rate of 10 "t5 s-l are vertically stretched as the crust and lithospheric
mantle are thickened (Fig. la). Temperatures do not increase
significantly from initial values because heat is mainly transferred
by adveetion and the contribution of crustal heat production is
minor. Hence gabbro remains metastable for 50 m.y. or more, and
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Fig. 2. Temporal variations ofclevatlon for the models in Table I.
the elevation of shortened lithosphere can increase as much as 12 krrt
above the surrounding plains in that time interval (Fig. 2a). The
phase transition proceeds, i.e., elevation is limited, only if grains at'=
small and diffusion is fast (Model 3).
For _ = 10 -1_ s-t, crustal heat production dominates adveetive
heat transfer after the crust becomes as thick as 60-80 km (Fig. lb).
The resulting increase in temperature hastens the phase transition.
The.slower strain rate also lengthens the formation time of the
mountains relative to the characteristic reaction time, which de-
pends on r, D, and temperature at the base of the crust. For larger
grains (r = 10 ram), the elevation reaches 11 km or more if the initial
temperature at the base of the crust, Tc, is 1150 K (Model 6 in
Fig. 2b). For the same value ofT c the elevation is at most 6 km for
grains of 1-mm radius (Model 7). This result constitutes an upper
bound on T e for small grain size. If D = DFe,G t is assumed, that upper
bound is lowered to 1050 K (Model 8).
Discussion: Because at long wavelengths the topography of
western Ishtar Terra is correlated with the gravity field, dynamical
support of the broad 4-kin elevation of the region is likely [e.g., 15].
Therefore, the 7-km elevation of Maxwell Montes above the adja-
cent plateau is a more meaningful constraint on maximum relief
than the 11 -kin elevation above mean planetary radius. The results
are insensitive to the assumed initial thickness of crust but are
sensitive to the density difference between crust and mantle. If
densities of 3000 and 3300 kg m -3 for crust and mantle are assumed,
elevations are 40% lower than the values presented here. Such
changes constrain the models of thermal structure and phase transi-
tion depth more severely at low strain rate than the density values
adopted above.
Two diffusion rates have been assumed in this study so as to
represent a wide range of diffusion data. We should note, however,
that under wet conditions, i.e., in the presence of either water [ ! 6]
or melt [17}, grain-boundary diffusion becomes much more effi-
cient than volume diffusion. This is potentially noteworthy for
understanding the contrast between Maxwell and Danu Monies.
Despite the fact that Danu Montes display compressionai deforma-
tion as extensive as the other mountain belts, the maximum eleva-
tion is as little as 0 krn above the bounding plateau. Such
comparatively modest elevation may be related to the presence of
magmatic features within Danu Montes,if elevation is limited by an
enhanced diffusion rate because of the melt at grain boundaries.
Assessing the cause of higher temperatures beneath Danu Montes
requires more detailed thermal models than the simple one-dimen-
sional model considered here.
Conclusions: Taking into account the temperature-dependent
reaction rate of the gabbro-eclogitc phase transition, horizontal
strain rates of 10 -ts and 10 -16result in significant differences in the
maximum elevation of mountains, not only because of the differ-
ence in the formation time for relief, but also because of the
difference in the thermal regime from adveetion-dominated to
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TABLE. 1. Model parameters.
Models r, ram .],, s-I D T¢, K "rbl,K
1 I 10--15 DAI,Or,t 1050 1321
2 10 10--15 DAI,O_t 1050 1321
3 1 10 -15 DFe,Ot 1050 1321
4 1 10-16 D_,o_ 1050 1321
5 10 lO--t6 DAI,O_ 1050 1321
6 10 10-16 DALO_t 1350 1521
7 1 10-1_ DA1,O_t 1150 1521
8 10 10-16 Dve,o t 1050 1321
crustal-heat-production dominated. For _; = I0 -15 s-l, the observed
maximum elevation of mountain belts can be explained as a
consequence of disequilibrium phase boundary depth for a wide
range of physical parameters, although a comparatively young age
for Maxwell Montes (50 m.y.) is implied. For the lesser horizontal
strain rate of 10 -t6 s-t, only limited parameter values for thermal
models are allowed.
References: [1] Barsukov V. L. et at. (1986) Proc. LPSC 16th,
in JGR, 91, D378. [2] Solomon S. C. et at. (1991) Science, 252,297.
[3] Head J. W. et al. (1991) Science, 252, 276. [4] Pronin A. A.
(1986) Geotectonics, 20, 271. [5] Basilevsky A. T. (1986)
Geotectonics, 20, 282. [6] Grimm R. E. and Phillips R. J. (1990)
GRL, 17, 1349. [7] Roberts K. M. and Head J. W. (1990) GRL, 17,
1341. [8] Bindschadler D. L. and Parmentier E. M. (1990) JGR, 95,
21329. [9] Crumpler L. S. et at. (1986) Geology, 14, 1031.
! 10] Surkov Yu. A. et at. (1987) Proc. LPSC 17th, in JGR, 92, E537.
[ 11 ] Vorder Bmegge R. W. and Head J. W. (1991) Geology, 19,885.
[ 12] Ahrens T. J. and Schubert G. (I 975) Rev. Geophys. Space Phys.,
13,383. [13] ho K. and Kennedy G. C. (1971) Geophys. Mon., 14,
303. [14] Smith D. and B arron B. R. (1991)Am. Mineral., 76,1950.
[15] Grimm R. E. and Phillips R. J. (1991)JGR, 96, 8305. [16]
Joesten R. (1991)In Diffusion, Atomic Ordering and Mass Trans-
port, 345, Springer-Verl.ag. [ 17] Condit R. H. et al. (1985) Geophys.
Mon., 31, 97. , ,_
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RESULTS OF A ZONALLY TRUNCATED THREE-DIMEN-
SIONAL MODEL OF THE VENUS MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE.
M. Newman, CIRES, University of Colorado, Boulder CO 80309,
USA.
Although the equatorial rotational speed of the solid surface of
Venus is only 4 m s -l, the atmospheric rotational speed reaches a
maximum of approximately 100 m s -t near the equatorial cloud top
level (65 to 70 km). This phenomenon, known as superrotation, is
the central dynamical problem of the Venus atmosphere. We report
here the results of numerical simulations aimed at clarifying the
mechanism for maintaining the equatorial cloud top rotation.
Maintenance of an equatorial rotational speed maximum above
the surface requires waves or eddies that systematically transport
angular momentum against its zonal mean gradient. The zonally
symmetric Hadley circulation is driven thermally and acts to reduce
the rotational speed at the equatorial cloud too level; thus wave or
eddy transport must counter this tendency as well as friction.
Planetary waves arising from horizontal shear instability of the
zonal flow (barotrooic instability) could maintain the equatorial
rotation by transporting angular momentum horizontally from
midlatitudes toward the equator. Alternatively, vertically propagat-
ing waves could provide the required momentum source. The
relative motion between the rotating amaosphere and the pattern of
solar heating, which has a maximum where solar radiation is
absorbed near the cloud tops, drives diurnal and semidiurnal ther-
mal tides that propagate vertically away from the cloud top level.
The effect of this wave propagation is to transport momentum
toward the cloud top level at low latitudes and accelerate the mean
zonal flow there.
We employ a semispectral primitive equation model with a zonal
mean flow and zonal wavenumbers I and 2 [I]. These waves
correspond to the diurnal and semidiumal tides, but they can also be
excited by barotropic or baroclinic instability. Waves of higher
wavenumbers and interactions between the waves are neglected.
Symmetry about the equator is assumed, so the model applies to one
hemisphere and covers the altitude range 30 to 110 kin. Horizontal
resolution is 1.5* latitude, and vertical resolution is 1.5 kin. Solar
and thermal infrared heating, based on Venus observations and
calculations drive the model flow [2]. Dissipation is accomplished
mainly by Rayleigh friction, chosen to produce strong dissipation
above 85 km in order to absorb upward propagating waves and limit
extreme flow velocities there, yet to give very weak Rayleigh
friction below 70 krn; results in the cloud layer do not appear to be
sensitive to the Rayleigh friction. The model also has weak vertical
diffusion, and very weak horizontal diffusion, which has a smooth-
ing effect on the flow only at the two grid points nearest the pole.
Simulations were carried out with uniform background angular
velocity equivalent to an equatorial speed of %, where u o was varied
between 50 and 75 m s -t. Flow with this angular velocity was the
initial condition for half of the simulations. The initial condition for
the other half was obtained by adding to this background rotation a
horizontally uniform, cyclostrophic-balanced component with zero
additional zonal velocity at 30 and 110 k.m and a smooth increase to
a maximum addition of 50 m s-1 at 65 km on the equator. Model runs
were also carried out in which the coefficient of vertical diffusion
•o was varied. Cases were run for 350 simulated (Earth) days, by
which time a statistically steady state was reached. We present
averages for the last 40 days of each run.
In the resulting mean zonal flow, the equilibrated equatorial
wind maximum was typically between 90 and 105 m s -I. and a jet
developed near 40 ° latitude. The tides, particularly the semidiurnal
tide, acted to balance (upgradient/downgradient) vertical advection
by the Hadley cell updraft (below/above) the low-latitude zonal
wind maximum. Experiments in which u0 was vaned indicated that
the shape of this vertical jet (i.e., the vertical wind shear) is less
sensitive to the background rotation than is the value of the speed
maximum. This suggests that any theory that describes the role of
the thermal tides in maintaining the equatorial rotational wind
structure against vertical advection cannot oversimplify the vertical
wind structure. Vertical diffusion acted to counter the tidal accelera-
tion at cloud top, producing a slower zonal wind speed. For example,
for two runs employing the sheared 60 m s-I background rotation,
reduction of_ from 2.5 to 1.0 m 2 s-1 produced an increase of more
than 10 m s-I in the equatorial zonal wind maximum. The diurnal
tide transported angular momentum horizontally from the region of
the midlatitude jet toward lower latitudes, acting to smooth the
zonal wind profile between the midlatimde jets and the equator;
thus, the jet does not become significantly barotrooically unstable.
The tides also acted to weaken the Hadley circulation through
both their meridional and upward heat fluxes. At the equator, the
vertical convergence of the upward heat flux compensates part of
the zonally averaged solar heating in the cloud top region. This
effect reduced the mean equatorial cloud-level updraft by half, as
compared to zonally symmetric model runs. Thus the tides act to
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Fig. 1. Comparison of model distributions of cloud top zonal andmeridional
winds with local time, (a) and (b), with distributions delved from cloud drift
measurements, (¢) and (d) [31. The heavy black lines mark the region of UV
cloud observations. Model results are averages from the last 40 days of the
350-day simulation with initial sheared angular velocity, for u0= 60m s -_ and
u = 2.5 m2 s-I.
maintain the mean zonal flow at cloud top level in two ways: directly
through tidal fluxes of angular momentum, and indirectly, by
reducing the thermal forcing of the Hadley cell.
At the cloud top level, the model zonal wind has a distinct
minimum during daytime such that the midlatitude jet is substan-
tially diminished from the zonal mean value. The daytime meridional
wind, on the other hand, is strongly polew ard and is at a maximum
in early afternoon (Fig. 1). This is a robust result that is consistent
with both the near absence of midlatitude jets and the strong
meridional winds deduced from cloud drifts. Cloud drifts can be
measured only during the period from about 0g00 to about 1600
hours local time, but they have been used to infer zonally averaged
zonal and meridional winds [3]. As shown by the results, this is
inappropriate and would lead to spurious estimates.
Also present are nontidal wave components: a wavenumber 2
component with typically a 2.6-day period, and a weaker wavenumbcr
1 component with the same angular phase speed and 5.2-day period.
These are confined mainly to midlatitudes and are due to baroclinic
and barotropic instabilities of the zonal mean flow in the lower cloud
region. These features may be related to a wavenumber 1 5.2-day
spectral feature that has been detected in cloud-level observations.
The waventtmber 2 feature became stronger relative to wavenumber
1 as the background rotation was increased between runs, which
caused the jet to be centered at slightly lower latitude. This relative
wavenumber 2 dominance may also be a consequence of the
omission of wave-wave interactions. These waves did not contrib-
ute to maintenance of the zonal mean flow near the equator, but in
mid to high latitudes they did act to transport momentum from the
middle to lower cloud region, and thus possibly contributed to the
slight (-5 K) temperature rise in the cloud-top polar region. Al-
though the model did not duplicate the observed cloud top polar
warm region, it appears that a higher-latitude jet in the middle cloud
region could act to both increase the wavenumber 1 component and
duct the waves more toward the pole, inducing warmer temperatures
there.
To determine the robustness of these results, further model runs
are currently being conducted to more completely explore the
parameter space described above. These results also suggest that a
Venus GCM will either need sufficient resolution to capture the
tides, or else a parameterization scheme that can adequately capture
their effects.
References: [1] Holton J. R. and Wehrbein W, (1980) Pure
Appl. Geophys., 284; Newman M. (1991) thesis, Univ. of Washing-
ton; Newman M. and Leovy C. B. (1992) Science, submitted.
[21 Crisp D. (1983) thesis, Princeton Univ. [3] Limaye S, S. et al.
(1988) Icarus, 90, 193; Rossow W. B. et at. (1990) J. Atmos. Sci.,.
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A MODEL FOR THE FORMATION OF THE EXTENDED
PARABOLOIDAL HALOS AROUND SOME IMPACT CRA-
TERS ON VENUS. W. I. Newman t , E. M. $ones 2, D. B. CanapbelP,
and N. J. S. Stacy 3, tDepa._ents of Earth and Space Sciences,
Astronomy, and Mathematics, University of California, Los Ange-
les CA 90024--1567, USA, 2Earth and Environmental Sciences
Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos NM 87545,
USA, 3National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center and Deparm_ent
of Astronomy, Cornell University, Ithaca NY 14853, USA.
Many parabolic-shaped extended impact crater-related features
have been found in Magellan synthetic aperture radar and emissivity
data covering much of the surface of Venus. They are oriented east-
west with the apex to theeast and the impact crater located just west
of the apex. A model for the formation of the parabolic features is
developed based on the injection of small particles into the upper
atmosphere at the time of impact, and their subsequent transport to
the west by the east-west zonal winds. Fallout times from 50 km in
the Venus atmosphere for particles of this size are about two hours,
allowing westerly drifts of several hundred kilometers for zonal
winds of 50 to 100m s-_ ....
N93-14353
VENUS: PRELIMINARY GEOLOGIC MAPPING OF
NORTHERN ATLA REGIO. A.M. Nikishin_ and G. A. B urba 2.
tGeological Faculty, Moscow State University, 119899, Moscow,
Russia, 2Vemadsky Institute, Russian Academy of Science, 117975,
Moscow, Russia.
A preliminary geologic map of C 1 sheet 15N 197 was compiled
according to Magellan data (Fig. 1). Northern Aria Regio is domi-
nantly a volcanic plain with numerous volcanic features: radar-
bright and -dark flows and spots, shield volcanos, volcanic domes
and hills with varied morphology, and coronalike constructions.
Tesserae are the oldest terrains semiflooded by plain materials.
There are many lineated terrains on this territory. They are inter-
preted as old, partly buried ridge belts. Lineated terrains have
intermediate age between young plains and old tesserae. Ozza Mons
and Sapas Mons are the high shield volcanos.
The prominent structure of northern Atla Regio is Ganis Chasma
rift. The rift dissected the volcanic plain and evolved nearly contem-
poraneously with Ozza Mons shield volcano. Ganis Chasma rift
valley is highly fractured and bounded by fault scarps. There are a
few relatively young volcanic features in the rift valley. The rift
originated due to 5-10% crustal extension and crustal subsidence
according to analysis of fracturing and rift valley geometry. Ganis
Chasma is characterized by rift shoulder uplifts. Geological struc-
tures of Atla Regio and Beta Regio are very similar as assumed
earlier [ 1,2].
References: [11 Nikishin A. M. (1990) Earth Moon Planets,
50/51,101-125. [2] Senske D. A. and Head J. W. (1989)LPSCXIX,
986-987.
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VENUS: PRELIMINARY GEOLOGIC MAPPING OF
SOUTHERN BETA REGIO-NORTHERN PHOEBE REGIO.
A. M. Nikishin I and G. A. Burba 2, IGcological Faculty, Moscow
State University, 119899, Moscow, Russia, 2Vernadsky Institute,
Russian Academy of Science, 117975, Moscow, Russia.
New preliminary geologic maps of C1 sheets 15N283 and
00N283 were compiled according to Magellan data (Figs. 1 and 2).
The oldest terrains are tesscrae that have fragmentlike shapes. Its
margins are partly buried by younger plain materials. Volcanic
plains are the dominant types of terrains. There are many different
volcanic features on plains: radar-bright and -dark flows and spots,
shield volcanos, volcanic domes and hills with varied morphology,
and coronalike constructions.
Devana Chasma rift crosses the surface between Beta Regio and
Phoebe Regio. The rift's normal faults dissect volcanic plains and
shield volcanos. The rift valleys are relatively young structures.
According to structural analysis of the rift valleys we conclude the
rift originated due to 5-109'_crqstal extension and crustal subsid-
ence. Devana Chasma l_t ii,_ha_,cterizeA-by _oulder raolifts.
N93-14355"
VENUS: GEOLOGY OF BETA REGIO RIFT SYSTEM.
A. M. Nikishin 1, V. K. Borozdin 2,G. A. Burba 2, and N. N. Bobina 2,
IGcological Faculty, Moscow State University, 119899, Moscow,
Russia, 2Vernadsky Institute, Russian Academy of Science, 117975,
Moscow, Russia.
Beta Regio is characterized by the existence of rift structures
[] ,2,3]. We compiled new geologic maps of Beta Regio according
to Magellan data (Figs. 1 and 2). There are many large uplifted
tesserae on Beta upland. These tesserae are partly buried by younger
volcanic cover. We can conclude, using these observations, that
Beta upland formed mainly due to lithospheric tectonic uplifting
and was only partly constructed by volcanism.
Theia Mons is the center of the Beta rift system. Many rift belts
are distributed radially to Thcia Mons. Typical widths of rifts are
40-160 kin. Rift valleys are structurally represented by crustal
grabens or half-grabens. There are symmetrical and asymmetrical
rifts. Many rifts have shoulder uplifts up to 0.5-1 km high and 40--60
km wide.
Preliminary analysis for rift valley structural cross sections lead
to the conclusion that rifts originated due to 5-10% crustal exten-
sion. Many rifts traverse Beta upland and spread to the surrounding
lowlands. We can assume because of these data that Beta rift system
has an "active-passive" origin. It formed due to regional tectonic
lithospheric extension. Rifting was accclerated by uppcr-mantle hot
spot origination under the center of passive extension (under the
Beta Regio).
References: [1] Campbell D. B. et al. (1984) Science, 226,
167-170. [2] Senske D. A. _nd Head J. W. (1989) LPSC XIX,
986-987. [3] Stofan E. I_._et_tl, (1.289) GSABulI.. 101,143-156,,,,
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THE ORIGINS OF RADIAL FRACTURE SYSTEMS AND
ASSOCIATED LARGE LAVA FLOWS ON VENUS. Elisabeth
A. Parfitt t, Lionel Wilson t.2' and James W. Head I, 1Department of
Geological Sciences, Brown University, Providence RI 02912,
USA, 2Environmental Science Division, Lancaster University,
Lancaster LA1 4YQ, UK.
Magellan images have revealed the existence of systems of
radial fractures on Venus that are very similar in form to terrestrial
LPI Contribution No. 789 83
dikeswarms such astheMackenzie swarm inNorthern Canada. The
associationof many of the fracturesystems with lava flows,
calderas, and volcanic edifices further support the idea of a dike
emplacement origin [ 1]. A global survey of the Magellan images has
allowed thelocationof 300 such fracturesystems [I].The fracture
systems vary widely in form but can bc broadly divided intotwo
types or classes(Figs.I and 2).
Classes of Fracture Systems: Figure I shows a fracture
system in which fracturesradiateaway from the outeredge of a
caldera70 km indiameter and fccdshort,indistinctflowsthathave
builtan edifice700 m high. The form of thisfeatureis very
reminiscentof the styleof dikeemplacement and eruptionsccn in
placeslikeHawaii and Icelandwhere emplacement of dikesoccurs
laterallyfrom magma chambers situatedat shallow levels[2-5].
The existenceof a caldcrain the featureinFig.l issuggestiveof
localizedstorageofmagma atrelativelyshallowlevels,though the
greaterdiameter of thecaldcracompared withterrestrialexamples
may imply dccpcr storagethanissccnin Hawaii or Iceland(where
magma storageiscentered ata depth of-3 km below the surface).
Thus thisfirstypeof radialfracturesystem has propertiesconsis-
tentwith lateraldikeemplacement from amagma chamber situated
at depths of probably a few kilometers below the surface.By
contrast,the featureshown inFig.2 has no caldcra,but insteadis
largelycontainedwithin a much greaterdiameter (-200 krn)con-
centrictrough.Inaddition,theradialfractureshow amore complex
_o km _ f,_urc I
Fig. 1. Map of a radial fracture system located at 38"S 230.
5*0 I00 km _ Figure 2
Fig. 2. Map of a radial fracture system located at 150S 215 °.
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relationship at the center of the swarm radiating from a eentral point
with some apparently crossing the central region, rather than
radiating from it. This pattern seems more consistent with vertical
dike emplacement from a deeper source associated with the concen-
tile fracturing and deformation. However, the radial fractures still
have a basic radiating form that, like that in the example in Fig. 1,
is very suggestive of lateral propapagation. Thus the second type of
fracture system (Fig. 2) probably results from growth of dikes from
deep levels, possibly from the head of a mantle phtme. At depth,
propagation would be primarily vertical due to the buoyancy of the
magma, but as the dikes propagated to shallower depths, propaga-
tion seems to have developed a lateral component, probably due to
the reduced density contrast between the magma and crust. Recently
it has been shown that dikes within the Mackenzie swarm in Canada
show evidence of vertical magma flow close to the center of the
swarm and of lateral flow at greater distances from the center [6].
This is consistent with the pattern of dike emplacement discussed
above.
Dike Emplacement Modeling: A series ofmodeis was devel-
oped to simulate the emplacement of dikes on Venus [7]. Observa-
tions of fracture lengths and widths were then used to constrain the
emplacement conditions [7]. The model results show that the great
length and relatively large width of the fractures can only be
explained if the dikes that produce them were emplaced in high
driving pressure (pressure buffered) conditions. Such conditions
imply high rates of melt production, which, particularly in the case
of type 2 swarms, is consistent with the melt being derived directly
from a plume head.
Associated Volcanism: Approximately 50% of the radial
fracture systems found on Venus are associated with lava flows.
These flows typically have lengths of tens to hundreds of kilometers
and widths of a few kilometers. The thicknesses of the flows are not
known, but their lack of expression in the altimetry data suggests
that they are < 100 m thick and they may well be considerably thinner
than this. The lobate or digitate form of such flows suggests that they
are cooling-limited, while the fact that the flows from one radial
fracture swarm tend to be fairly similar suggests that the flows are
cmplaced under eruption conditions that vary little through the
history of a swarm. Eruption rates for such flows can be estimated
using the flow length, width, and thickness. Pinkerton and Wilson
[8] developed a relationship between the geomctry of a cooling-
limited flow and the eruption rate at the vent. If thc flow has a length
L, a width W, and a thickness D, then the volume eruption rate V is
given by
300LWsc
V
D
where _: is the thermal diffusivity, which for basalt has a value of
-10 -6 m2/s. If we take typical dimensions for a flow from a radial
fracture system--L = 75 kin, W = 10 kin, and D = 10 m (the latter
is probably a minimum estimate)--an estimate of the typical
eruption rate can be calculated and is found to be -0.08 km3htr,
implying an emplacement time of -3 days. This eruption rate is ~2.5
times higher than the maximum eruption rate calculated for the Laki
fissure eruption in Iceland [9] and 1/50 of the estimated eruption
rates for the most rapidly emplaced Columbia River flows [10].
Eruption Rates lmplted by Dike Modeling: We have re-
cently modeled the vertical emplacement of a dike from the top of
a mantle plume and calculated the eruptions rates such a dike would
produce on reaching the surface. This modeling shows that eruption
rates of -0.1 krn3/hr cart readily be generated by such a dike,
consistent with the above results. However,the sensitivity of the
model to dike width and therefore driving pressure means that
eruption rates from dikes emplaced from the base of the crust or the
head of a mantle plume could be orders of magnitude higher than
this. Clearly, therefore, the model needs to be tel'reed in order to
better constrain eruption conditions. However, it is worth noting
here that the initial results do show that even for moderate dike
widths (< 10 m), eruption rates could be at least on the order of those
estimated for terrestrial flood basalts. As our modeling of the
lengths and widths of fractures ([7] and above) imply dikes of up to
75 m in width, effusion rates could be considerably higher than this.
There is no obvious physical limit on how high eruption rates can be,
and indeed, given the widths implied for these dikes (and these
widths compare remarkably well with those found for terrestrial
dike swarms; see, e.g., [6]), it is c_ffflcult to avoid having very high
eruption rates. Thus dikes propagating to the surface from the head
of a mantle plume could give rise to flows emplaced at very high
rates which would therefore be expected to form broad sheetlike
flows, i.e., flows like those forming the plains areas on Venus [ 11].
References: [1] Parfitt E. A. and Head J. W. (1992) LPSC
XXIII, 1029-1030. [2] Klein F. W.et al. (1987) In USGSProf.Paper
1350. [3] Rubin A. M. and Pollard D. D. (1987) In USGSProf. Paper
1350. [4] Sigurdsson H. (1987) Geol. Assoc. Can. Spec. Paper34,
55--64. [5] Gudmundsson A. (1987) J. VolcanoL Geotherm. Res.,
34, 65-78. [6] Ernst R. E. and Baragar W. R. A. (1992)Nature, 356,
511-513. [7] Parfitt E. A. and Head J. W. (1992) LPSC XXIII,
1027-1028. [8] Pinkerton H. and Wilson L. (1988) LPSC XIX,
937-938. [9] Thordarson Th. (1990) M.S. thesis, Univ. of Texas.
[10] Swanson, D. A. et al. (1975)AJS, 275, 877-905. [11] Head
J_W. et al. (i992) JGR. in _ess. _
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APPLICATION OF LEFT- AND RIGHT-LOOKING SAR
STEREO TO DEPTH MEASUREMENTS OF THE
AMMAVARU OUTFLOW CHANNEL, LADA TERRA,
VENUS. T.J. Parker. California Institute of Technology. Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena CA 91109, USA.
Venusian channels are too narrow to be resolved by Magellan's
radar altimeter, so they are not visible in the standard topographic
data products. Stereo image data, in addition to their benefit to
geologic mapping of Venus structures as a whole [1], are indispensible
in measuring the topography across the channels. These measure-
ments can then be used in conjunction with the regional topographic
maps based on the altimeter data to produce cross-section al areas for
the channels and estimate the fluid discharge through them.
As an example of the application of the stereo image data to
venusian channels, a number of test depth and profile measurements
were made of the large outflow channel system in Lada Terra [2,3],
centered at 50°S latitude, 2 I°E longitude (F-MIDR 50S021). These
measurements were made by viewing the cycle 1 and 2 digital
FMIDRs in stereo on a display monitor, so as to minimize the errors
in measuring parallax displacement as much as possible. The
MIDRs are produced at a scale of 75 m/pixel. This corresponds to
a vertical scale of about 17 m['pixel," when calculating the height
of a feature from its parallax displacement. An error in placement
determination of 1 pixel was assumed to characterize the vertical
accuracy as +17 m.
When this technique was applied to the outflow channel, it was
noted that the walls of the collapsed terrain source and "trough
reach" of the channel are laid over in both the cycle 1 and 2 images
(incidence angles around 230-25 ° for both right- and left-looking
data). This is evident when examining the distance between features
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CHEMICAL DIFFERENTIATION OF A CONVECTING
PLANETARY INTERIOR: CONSEQUENCES FOR A ONE-
PLATE PLANET SUCH AS VENUS. E.M. Parmenticr and
P. C. Hess, Deparunent of Gooiogical Sciences, Brown University,
Providence R102912, USA.
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on the plateau and the cliff walls in the two images (Fig. 1). The
layover "shifts" the features closer to the apparent edge of the wall
reladve to the oppositely illuminated image. Figure 1 also shows
one "single-point" depth measurement, illustrating the large paral-
lax displacement between the left- and fight-looking data in areas of
moderate relief. At the bottom of each scene is a sample pro f'fle trace
across the trough and part of the channel connecting the collapsed
source with the trough. Figure 2 is a plot of this data using the cycle
I image sample values for placement on the x axis. Vertical height
values are relative values, and are a function of the parallax
displacement of features relative to the projection of the two
FMIDRs.
References: [ 1] Moore H. J. et al., this volume. [2] Parker T.
1. et al. (1991)LPSCXXH, 1035-1036. [3] Baker V. R. et al. (1992)
JGR, in press.
Partial melting of the interior of aplanct to generate its ¢ntst must
inevitably leave behind composidonally buoyant residual mantle.
This basalt-depleted mantle is chemieallyless dense than undepleted
mantle due to its reduced Fe/Mg and dense Al-bearing minerals such
as garnet. The chemical density difference is substantial: for 20%
melt extraction the density decrease is as large as that due to s 500*(2
temperature increase. The melting temperature of this depleted
residual mantle is also increased. Deep mantle circulation driven by
cold strong sinking lithosphere associated with plate tectonics may
mix the depleted mantle back into the mantle. In the absence of plate
tectonics, less mixing will allow a buoyant depleted layer to collect
at the top of the mande [1,2].
Chemically depleted mantle forming s buoyant, refractory layer
at the top of the mantle can have important implicafiom for the
evolution of the interior and surface. On Venus, the large apparent
depths of compensation for surface topographic features [3] might
be explained if surface topography were suplxa'ted by variations in
the thickness of a 100-200-km thick chemically buoyant mantle
layer or by partial melting in the mantle at the base of such a layer.
Long volcanic flows seen on the surface [4] may be explained by
deep melting that generates low-viscosity MgO-rich magmas. The
presence of a shallow refractory mantle layer may also explain the
lack of volcanism associated with rifting [5]. As the depleted layer
thickens and cools, it becomes denser than the convecting interior
and the portion of it that is hot enough to flow can mix with the
convecting mantle. Time dependence of the thickness of a depleted
layer may create episodic resurfacing events as needed to explain
the observed distribution of impact craters on the venusian surface
[6].
We consider a planetary structure like that shown in Fig. I
consisting of a crust, depleted mantle layer, and a thermally and
chemically well-mixed convecting mande. The thermal evolution
Temperature
w Titenor
,i
Fig. 1. Planetary structure considered in models of thermal/chemical inter-
nal evolution. These models examine the role of a chemically tmoyant basalt-
depleted mantle layer and crustal recycling on planetary evolution.
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of the convecting spherical planetary interior is calculated using
energy conservation: the time rate of change of thermal energy in the
interior is equated to the difference in the rate of radioactive heat
production and the rate of heat transfer across the thermal boundary
layer (cf. [7]). Heat transfer across the thermal boundary layer is
parameterized using a standard Nusselt number-Rayleigh number
relationship Nu=(Ra/Raodt)_. The radioactive heat production de-
creases with time corresponding to decay times for the U, Th, and
K. The planetary interior cools by the advection of hot mantle at
temperature Tinterior into the thermal boundary layer where it cools
conductively. The crust and depleted mantle layers do not convect
in our model so that a linear conductive equilibrium temperature
distribution is assumed as shown in Fig. 1.
The rate of melt production is calculated as the product of the
volume flux of mantle into the thermal boundary layer and the
degree of melting that this mantle undergoes. The volume flux of
mantle into the thermal boundary layer is simply the heat flux
divided by amount of heat lost in cooling mantle to the average
temperature in the thermal boundary layer. The degree of melting is
calculated as the temperature difference above the solidus, approxi-
mately (Tinterior-Tm)/'2 where T m is the melting temperature (see
Fig. 1), divided by the latent heat of melting. A maximum degree of
melting, 25% in the results described below, is prescribed corre-
sponding to the maximum amount of basaltic melt that the mantle
can initially generate. As the crust thickens, the pressure at the base
of the crust becomes high enough and the temperature remains low
enough for basalt to transform to dense eclogite. We assume that
basalt does not transform to eclogite below a prescribed kinetic
blocking temperature Tse, which we vary over therange 700*--900°(2.
Basalt that transforms to eclogite is assumed to sink into the
convecting mantle and to mix instantaneously with it, both ther-
mally and chemically. Heat-producing elements fractionated into
the crust are thus returned to the mantle. It is not yet clear based on
surface images alone whether or how crust is recycled on Venus, but
the large amount of crust predicted by our models suggests that
recycling must occur.
The stability of the depleted mantle layer depends on its density
relative to that of the convecting interior. We take AplPo =
tx(Tintwiot-Tdepleted ) - _X where Tdepleted is the average temperature
in the part of the depleted layer that can flow (T > Tn,,,), X is the
average degree of melting, and the coeffient _ accounts for the
chemical density variations described above. We take Tno W =
1100°(2. The stability conditions for the depleted layer are then
simply that if Ap > 0, the depleted mantle instantaneously mixes
with the convecting mantle, while if A 9 < 0, the layer is stable and
does not mix at all with the convecting mantle. The latter condition,
in particular, is oversimplified because it does not account for the
possibility that viscous stresses in the convecting mantle can entrain
buoyant material if its Ap is not sufficiently large [8].
With a prescribed initial temperature and heat generation rate,
the time evolution of this model is calculated numerically. One
result of such a calculation, in Fig. 2, shows temperatures, crust and
depleted layer thicknesses, and degree of melting as functions of
time. The interior temperature decreases only slightly in this
particular case because the rate of heat production is nearly suffi-
cient to balance secular cooling. The crust initially thickens but
quickly reaches a thickness of about 60 km at which crustal
recycling begins. The depleted mantle layer at f'trs t thicken s because
the layer is below the temperature Tflow. However, as the crust
thickens, the temperature of the depleted layer becomes greater than
Tflo w. In addition, the temperature difference between the interior
and the depleted layer is large enough that the depleted layer is
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Fig. 2. Planetary evolution including the effects of crustal recycling and the
dynamics of a chemically Imoymat basalt-depleted mantle layer. Tempera-
tures (top), thicknesses of crest and depleted mantle layers (middle), and melt
fraction (bouom) illustrate the evolution that is discussed in the text In this
example the initial interior temperature is 1800"C, the rate of heat production
is 0.5 ors steady-state Earth, Tflo w = 1100°C, mad Tge = 900"C.
denser than the interior• Thus for a period of the evolution a depleted
layer does not accumulate. However, as the interior cools, a growing
thickness of depleted material is cooler thanTflo w .As Tiatmor-Tdepleaxt
decreases, negative thermal buoyancy becomes less than the posi-
tive compositional buoyancy. The depleted layer then thickens
rapidly (at slightly more than 2000 m.y. in Fig. 2). As the depleted
layer thickens, the thermal boundary layer and region of melting
move deeper into the interior. As the melring temperature at the base
of the thermal boundary layer increases, due to this increase in the
depth of melting, the amount of melting decreases as shown in Fig.
2. The average compositional buoyancy of the depleted layer thus
decreases, until the thermal buoyancy results in a net negative
buoyancy. The layer then mixes into the convecting interior, the
thermal boundary layer and region of melting rise to lower pressure,
larger amounts of melting resume, and the depleted layer thickens
once more. This process repeats itself at very regular intervals of
about 400-450 m.y. This time interval is remarkably similar to the
inferred resurfacing age of Venus.
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We have explored behavior of this model for a range of the
parameters. The time-averaged thickness of the depleted layer is
controlledinpartby Tllow:decreasingTflowto1000*C reducesthis
thickness by about 50_. Decreasing Tge to 700°(2 reduces the time-
average thickness of the crust by about 20 kin. However, the cyclical
variation in depicted layer thickness, along with the accompanying
fluctuation in crustal thickness, is a robust feature of the models.
Varying the initial temperature by +700°12 and radioactive heating,
expressed as a fraction of that required to explain all the Earth's
present-day heafflow by radioactivity, by a factor of 2 influences
the onset time of this behavior, but the period of the variation
remains on the order of 300-500 m.y. for the complete range of
conditions considered.
The parameterized convection model assumes that instabilities
are globally synchronous. If the instability described by this model
is global in male. it may take the form of episodic plate spreading
and subduction. But studies of impact crater densities on Venus [6]
and the distribution of volcanic features [4] suggest that resurfaeing
may occur in patches rather than globally. Localized volcanic
resurfacing on Venus may be a consequence of local instability of
the lithosphere or alternatively may mean that large, exceptionally
hot plumes penetrate even thick, buoyant lithosphere. The Archean
greenstone belts on Earth, which are flooded by highMgO volcanics,
require similar mechanisms of formation. Komatiites, for example,
require potential temperatures of at least 1800°(2 [9,10] and mean
depths of melt segregation of 160-330 Ion [ 11 ], yet average mantle
temperatures in the Arehean are thought to be only 100"--1500C
higher than present [ 12]. These contradictions are best explained by
a model in which komatiites form only in phtmes, whereas more
typical terrestrial basalts form at spreading centers. The chemical
differentiation of Venus described in this study almost demands that
komatiite-to-picrite volcanics form the dominant portion of the
venusian crust.
References: [ 1] Dupeyrat L. et al. (1992) LPSC XXIII, 319.
[2] Parmentier E. M. and Hess P. C. (1992) LPSC XXiil, 1037.
[3] Smrekar S. E. and Phillips R.I. (1991)EPSL, 107, 582. [4] Head
J. W. et al. (1992) LPSC XXIII, 517. [5] Solomon S. C. et al. (1992)
LPSC XXIll, 1333.[6] Phillips R. J. et al. (1992) LPSC XXIIi, 1065.
[7] Turcotte D. L. et al. (1979) Proc. LPSC lOth, 2375. [8] Olson P.
and Kincaid C. (1991)JGR, 96, 4347. [9] Hess P.C. (1990) LPSC
XXI, 501. [10] Miller G. H. et al. (1991) JGR, 96, 11849.
[1 I] Herzberg C. (1992_ JGR, 97, 4521. 112] Turcotte D.L. (1980)
EPSL, 48, 53.
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VENUS STEEP-SIDED DOMES: RELATIONSHIPS BE-
TWEEN GEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATIONS AND POSSIBLE
PETROGENETIC MODELS. B. Pavri and J. W. Head HI,
Department of Geological Sciences, Brown University, Providence
RI 02912, USA.
Introduction: Venus domes are characterized by steep sides,
a circular shape, and a relatively flat summit area. In addition, they
are orders of magnitude larger in volume and have a lower height/
diameter ratio than terrestrial silicic lava domes [1]. The morphol-
ogy of the domes is consistent with formation by lava with a high
apparent viscosity [2]. Twenty percent of the domes are located in
or near tessera (highly deformed highlands), while most others
(62%) are located in and near coronae (circular deformational
features thought to represent local mantle upwelling). These geo-
logical associations provide evidence for mechanisms of petrogen-
esis and several of these models are found to be plausible: remelting
of basaltic or evolved crust, differentiation of basaltic melts, and
volatile enhancement and eruption of basaltic foams.
Development of Models: Hess and Head have shown that the
full range of magma compositions existing on the Earth is plausible
under various environmental conditions on Venus [11 ]. Most of the
Venera and Vega lander compositional data are consistent with
tholeiitic basalt [3-6]; however, evidence for evolved magmas was
provided by Venera 8 data consistent with a quartz monzonite
composition [7]. Pieters et al. have examined the color of the Venus
surface from Venera lander images and interpret the surface there to
be oxidized [8].
Preliminary modeling of dome growth has provided some inter-
pretations of lava theology. Viscosity values obtained from these
models range from 10t4-1017 Pa-s [9], and the yield strength has
been calculated to be between 104 and 10 _ Pa [1], consistent with
terrestrial silicic rocks. The apparent high viscosity of the dome
lavas suggests that the domes have a silicic composition or must
augment their viscosity with increased visicularity or crystal con-
tent.
Petrogenetic Models: Sixty-two percent of the Venus domes
are associated with coronae, circular features that have been pro-
posed as sites of mantle upwelling, and 20% of the domes are located
near tessera, relatively high areas of complex deformed terrain. We
have investigated several models that are consistent with these
geologic associations. The first case involves the differentiation of
basalt in a magma reservoir in the crust, perhaps produced by partial
melting within a mantle plume. The second case is melting at the
base of thickened basaltic crust, and the l-real case is volatile
exsolution and enhancement within a basaltic magma _oir. The
association of domes with tessera might be explained by crustal
remelting, while the association with coronae may be consistent
with chemical differentiation of a magma reservoir or the exsolution
and concentration of volatiles in the reservoir before eruption.
Chemical Differentiation: High-silica magmas can be pro-
duced under reducing or oxidizing conditions, and regardless of
whether the crust is wet or dry. If water is present, crystal fraction-
ation of a basaltic magma will produce intermediate to silicic
magmas. Differentiation of dry oxidized basalt in a magma reser-
voir can also produce silica-rich magma, as well as a suite of
intermediate composition magmas [10]. The production of immis-
cible silica-rich melts and ferrobasalts occurs under reducing con-
ditions, but no intermediate magma is produced [ 10].
Crustal Remelting: The melting of dry tholeiite basalt at
pressures of 15-25 kbar or above will result in SiO2-rich magm as for
<20% partial melting [ 11 ]. Depths of 53-88 km are necessary so that
melting occurs in the eclogite facies where garnet is present as a low-
silica phase in the residue. For higher degrees of melting, andesites
or basaltic andesites will form. The presence of water would allow
the formation of high silica malts at shallower depths since amphi-
bole could replace garnet as a low silica residue. An excess of water
would also reduce the viscosity of a high silica melt, making it easier
to transport. The volume of crustal melting required to produce one
dome would be reduced considerably if tessera represents evolved
crust, as proposed by Nikolayeva [7].
Volatile Exsolution/Basait Foam: Volatile enhancementrep-
resents an alternative mechanism for increasing magma viscosity.
In this model, magma viscosity is increased by two mechanisms.
First, as more vesicles form in the magma, the bubbles have
difficulty moving past one another and second, the liquid has
difficulty moving along the thin interbubble walls as the vesicles
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become close-packed. The maximum vesicle content that a lava can
sustain without disruption is 75% vesicles; this represents the
maximum viscosity increase achievable with this mechanism.
Model Comparisons: One difficulty with the chemical differ-
entiation model involves trying to concentrate large volumes of
silicic melt so that the eruption can occur as a single, steady effusion
of lava before the magma freezes or is trapped in the crystal mush.
It is uncertain whether the low melt fractions will be able to move
through the erust to collect in a reservoir. Work by Wick_ham
indicates a threshold of >30% melt for the efficient escape of silica-
rich magmas from a crystal mush [12]. If this mechanism is active
in forming dome lavas, then this is probably an indication that the
dome lavas are of an intermediate composition.
The crustal remclting model has its difficulties, as weU. First, the
strong correlation of gravity with topography at the scale investi-
gated by Pioneer Venus [13] argues against deep isostatic compen-
sation for many features on the planet. If this is true for tessera
blocks, then eclogite would not be expected at the depths necessary
for the formation of high silica melts. It is possible that subduction
could transport basaltic or eclogite crust to the depths necessary for
garnet to be present in the residue [ 14,15], but it is difficult to invoke
this mechanism to explain the global dome distribution. However,
if amphibolite is present as the low-silica melt residue, deep crustal
melting is not necessary to generate high-silica melts. An additional
problem with this model is its inability to explain the presence of
domes on the periphery of the tessera, but not in the tessera itself.
It seems most likely that the domes would be emplaced directly
above the melting region, not hundreds of kilometers laterally
displaced from it. It is necessary to develop a mechanism that will
transport high-viscosity, silicic magma to the plains surrounding
tessera, while simultaneously discouraging the eruption of this
same magma in the tessera. An alternative explanation might be that
domes are formed in the tessera, but that subsequent tectonic strain
has destroyed them. and the domes on the plains survive because
they are emplaced in a less tectonically active environment.
The volatile enhancement mechanism will need to be examined
more closely to resolve some of the difficulties inherent in the
model. First, the exsolution of volatiles should increase pressure in
the chamber and prevent further exsolution unless the excess
pressure is released. At present, it is difficult to envision a mecha-
nism that allows the concentration of the volatiles into a "'foam
layer" at the top of the chamber without allowing the volatiles to
escape before eruption. Perhaps an uneven chamber roof could trap
pockets of volatile-rich foam that are not drawn off by earlier
eruptions that release pressure from the chamber. An additional
problem is the altitude distribution of the domes. Modeling by Head
and Wilson indicates that the necessary shallow magma chambers
in which this volatile exsolution could occur are not likely to form
at altitudes at or below the mean planetary radius [16].
We have also examined the case of partial melts from the mantle.
If the mantle of Venus is similar to Earth's (of a peridotitic
composition), it is impossible to generate a silic a-rich melt from the
direct partial melting of the mantle without some secondary differ-
entiation process occurring. If a buoyant, depleted mantle layer
forms under the crust, it will be even more refractory than pristine
mantle and will tend to trap rising plumes. This will encourage
melting of plumes at the base of the depleted layer, resulting in the
production of MgO-rich low-viscosity melts [17].
Conclusions: We have shown that there are at least three
plausible models for the petrogenesis of high effective viscosity
magmas on Venus. and we have suggested geologic environments
in which these different mechanisms might be active. Chemical
differentiation and crustal remelting are common mechanisms for
generating silicic, high-viscosity magmas on the Earth, and are
consistent with dome associations with coronac and tessera respec-
tively. In both cases, further research will be necessary to under-
stand how the magma is able to escape the crystal mush and migrate
to the surface.The crustalremelting model has the additional
difficultyof the lack of domes in tessera,above the supposed
mching region.The volatileexsolutionmodel willrequirefuture
researchin ordertodetermine ifa layerenhanced involatilescan
form atthe topof a magma reservoir,and ifthe shallowreservoirs
necessaryfor volatilexsolutioncan form atthe low altitudes
which thedomes arcfound.Furtherresearchwillfocuson refining
themodels,-cxaminingtheirimplicationsforcrustalevolution,and
developingteststodeterminewhich areactiveindifferentenviron-
ments on Venus.
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DIELECTRIC SURFACE PROPERTIES'OF VENUS. G.H.
Pettengill, R. J. Wilt, and P. G. Ford, Center for Space Research,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge MA 02139,
USA.
It has been known for over a decade [ 1] that certain high-altitude
regions on Venus exhibit bizarre radar-scattering and radiothermal-
emission behavior. For example, observed values for normal-
incidence power reflection coefficients in these areas can exceed
0.5; enhanced backscatter in some mountainous areas in the Magellan
SAR images creates a bright surface with the appearance of snow;
and reduced thermal emission in the anomalous areas makes the
surface there appear hundreds of degrees cooler than the corre-
sponding physical surface temperatures. The inferred radio
emmissivity in several of these regions falls to 0.3 for horizontal
linear polarization at viewing angles in the range 200--40 ° .
Several explanation s have been offered for these linked phenom-
ena:
1. Single-surface reflection from a sharp discontinuity separat-
ing two media that have extremely disparate values of electromag-
netic propagation. The mismatch may occur in either or both the real
(associated with propagation velocity) or imaginary (associated
with absorption) components of the relevant indices of refraction,
and the discontinuity must take place over a distance appreciably
shorter than a wavelength. An example of such an interaction on
Earth would occur at the surface of a body of water. At radio
wavelengths, water has an index of refraction of 9 (dielectric
permittivity of about 80), and an associated loss factor that varies
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strongly with the amount of dissolved salts, but is generally signifi-
cant. Its single-surface radar reflectivity at normal incidence is
about 0.65, and the corresponding emissivity (viewed at the same
angle) is therefore 0.35. Both these values are similar to the
extremes found on Venus, but in the absence of liquid water, the
process on Venus requires a different explanation. Two of the
present authors (Pettengill and Ford [1]) have suggested that scat-
tering from a single surface possessing a very high effective
dielectric permittivity could explain many of the unusual character-
istics displayed by the Venus surface.
2. Volume scattering that results from successive interactions
with one or more interfaces interior to the planetary surface. If the
near-surface material has a moderately low index of refraction (to
ensure that a substantial fraction of the radiation incident from
outside is not reflected, but rather penetrates into the surface), and
a very low internal propagation loss, successive internal reflections
can eventually redirect much of the energy back through the surface
toward the viewer. The necessary conditions for this process to be
effective are a low internal propagation loss coupled with efficient
internal reflection. At sufficiently low temperatures, fractured
water ice displays both the necessary low loss and near-total internal
reflection. Scattering of this type has been seen from the three icy
Galilean satellites of Jupiter, Saturn's rings, and the polar caps of
Mars (and probably Mercury). The possibility that this mechanism
might also be acting on Venus (but not, of course, involving ice) has
recently been put forward [2].
How can one distinguish between these processes? Scattering
from a single interface is usually modeled as a combination of
quasispecular reflection, involving coherent processes [3] that may
be described by the usual Fres'nel equations, and a diffusely scatter-
ing component arising from rough surface structure of the order of
a wavelength in size [4]. The combination of undulating surface and
small-scale roughness allows this model to be adjusted to fit almost
any observed variation in backscattcr with the angle of incidence.
What it cannot do is produce strong depolarization in the scattered
power, since only the component of small-scale roughness can
contribute to depolarization and that is a relatively inefficient
process, typically yielding only about 30% of the total diffuse
scattering as depolarized energy.
Volume scattering, on the other hand, does not favor backscat-
tering near normal incidence, as quasispecular scattering generally
does, but tends to backscatter efficiently without much variation
over a wide range of angles of incidence [5, 6]. Moreover, volume
scattering is a very efficient depolarizer, often returning a virtually
unpolarized echo to the observer, it can even produce an inverted
circular polarization ratio, i.e., favoring an echo having the same
circular sense as the incident wave [6].
From the above considerations, it would seem that the two
processes are distinguished most easily by their quite different
effects on the polarization states of the scattered or thermally
emitted radiation. Such observations have been attempted using
ground-based radars, but have so far yielded only limited results.
Unfortunately, the Magellan radar and radiometer instrument emits
and receives only the same single linear polarization.
Radar scattering by the first process above, should yield only a
modest amount of backscattered energy in the depolarized (often
called the"unexpected") mode. For linear transmitted polarization,
the depolarized mode is the orthogonally polari, zed linear state; for
circular transmitted energy, it is the same sense, since coherent
reflection reverses the circular sense while preserving the linear
position angle. Preliminary analysis from observations made using
the Arecibo 12.6-cm radar system [7] suggest that depolarization is
virtually complete for circularly polarized radar echoes received
from Maxwell Montes. Thus this evidence favors the internal
volume scattering hypothesis. On the other hand, comparison of
vertically and horizontally polarized emission data from low-
emissivity areas in Beta Regio, which were obtained during a special
test carried out by the Magellan spacecraft, show a substantially
largerlinearlypolarizedemission component intheverticalthanin
the horizontal, a result that can only result from the In'st _s.
Surprisingly, then, it seems that we may need to invoke a third
process not yet conceived to explain the high baekscatter and low
emissivity observed in selected high-altitude regions on Venus
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TECTONIC CONNECTIONS TO INTERIOR PROCESSES
ON VENUS. R.I. Phillips, McDonnell Center for the Space
Sciences and Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences, Wash-
ington University, St. Louis MO 63130, USA.
Introduction: The ultimate goal of geophysical/geological
exploration of Venus is to relate the present tectonic (and volcanic)
state of the lithosphere to interior processes, particularly mantle
convection, operating both now and in the past. The Magellan
mission has provided a spectacular view of the surface, and upcom-
ing gravity measurements, particularly if the Magellan orbit is
circularized, will provide significant constraints on the state of the
interior. This abstract focuses on several controversial issues re-
garding venusian tectonics and its relationship to geodynamic
mechanisms in the planet's interior.
Highlands: A major debate within the Venus science commu-
nity concerns the origin of certain highland features on Venus
[ 1,2,3]. While there is general agreement that the origins of highland
regions on Venus must be linked directly to mantle convection,
there is a strong dichotomy of opinions on the relative roles of
mantle upwelling (hotspots) and downwelling (coldspots) [4]. In
particular, do such areas as Ovda and Thetis Regiones and Lakshmi
Planum, characterized as "crustal plateaus" [ 1], sit over upwellings
or downwellings? One of the main objections to the hotspot model
is that in its evolutionary cycle it must be capable of developing
significant strairv---as observed in crustal plateaus---and this has not
been demonstrated. The chief criticism [ 3] of the coldspot model is
that significant secondary crustal flow is required to turn a region
over a convective downwelling into positive topographic relief of
the magnitude observed. This issue has become more severe re-
cently: It is now understood that experimental viscous flow laws
heretofore used for the venusian crust are, because of the presence
of hydrous phases, probably significantly weaker than the real
planet [5]. Thus characteristic times to develop positive topography
over downwellings may be unreasonable geologically--in excess of
a few billion years. The coldspot model has been attractive because
it was able to provide both high -standing topography and significant
compressional strain, although convection must be particularly
vigorous to explain lshtar Terra. If secondary crustal flow is not an
important process on Venus, then it is reasonable to investigate
other models to understand their plausibility .in meeting these
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constraints. In the coldspot model, high-standing topography could
also be created by convective shear tractions on the base of the
lithosphere, leading to imbricatiorv--the stacking of llthospheric
thrust sheets. This process requires that new lithospheric surface
area be created somewhere on Venus (e.g., lithospheric spreading);
so far, this has not been observed. Addition of mass is usually
required for compressional strain, and the hotspot model is actually
attractive because new mass is provided vertically from the mantle
by partial melting, and it is not necessary to obtain it horizontally
from the lithosphere. Major strain associated with crustal plateaus
might arise from crustal thickness instabilities [6,7] and from
detachment [8] arising from eclogite formation in plateau roots.
Coronae: Coronae are large circular surface structures, which
are observed in Magellan images to range up to 2600 krn in diameter
[9]; they are associated with both volcanism and tectonism. While
it is generally agreed that comnae form in response to buoyantly
rising material [9,10], there is no convergence of opinion on the
nature of the diaper. Three endmember models are (1) thermal
plumes from the mantle (which may then undergo pressure release
partial melting), (2) compositional plumes that arise perhaps from
melting induced by broader-scale thermal plumes, and (3) instabili-
ties arising in regions that are partially molten or at the solidus
[11,12]. In the last mechanism, the instability is triggered by an
upward velocity perturbation, and on Venus such perturbations
could arise from extensional strain events in the lithosphere associ-
ated with both upwelling and downwelling mantle flow. The coin-
cidence of coronae with extensional features [9] provides evidence
for this process.
Trenches and Subduction: On the basis of Venera 15-16
data, it has been proposed [13] that lithospheric convergence and
underthntsting has occurred on the northern boundary of Ishtar
Terra. The steep front and trench on the western side of Maxwell
Montes also supports this idea. More recendy, it has been suggested
that trenches associated with the boundaries of certain large coron ae
mark the sites of "rollback" or retrograde subduction [14; see also
15]. In this hypothesis, the lithosphere associated with a corona
extends outward and material is replaced by upward mantle flow (in
analogy to terrestrial back-arc spreading). The expanding corona
"consumes" lithosphere on its boundary (i.e., the surrounding
lithosphere is subducted beneath the corona). The hypothesis for
retrograde subduction is based on topographic and flexural analogy
to terrestrial subduction trenches [14,15,16]. While evidence for
outward migration of coronae is seen in the radar images, continuity
of structures across proposed plate boundaries (i.e., trenches)
argues against the subduction hypothesis [17].
Lithospheric subduction on Venus would require an active
driving mechanism. No indication of spreading ridges is observed
in the Magellan data, so "ridge push" can probably be discounted.
Direct convective coupling from the underlying mantle may provide
sufficient force, however [1]. The proposed retrograde subduction
requires the lithosphere to be negadvely buoyant. This may only be
possible if garnet granulite or eclogite can form in the lower crust.
The notion that the temperature gradient on Venus may be as low as
10°/km (or less) in places [16] has implications for a relatively thick
crust [18,19,20] and for the existence of such high-density phases
encountered at depth in the lower crust before solidus temperatures
are reached. However, the proposal that coronae mark the sites of
mantle upwelling argues against such a low temperature gradient.
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"PROBLEM" FOOTPRINTS IN MAGELLAN ALTIMETRY
DATA. Jeffrey J. Plaut, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, MS 230-225,
4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena CA 91109, USA.
Introduction: The intensity, time-delay, and frequency con-
tent of radar echoes from the Magellan ahimeta-y system are reduced
to several parameters that are of great use in addressing many
geological issues of the surface of Venus. These parameters include
planetary radius, power reflection coefficient (reflectivity, both
uncorrected and corrected for diffuse scattering), rms slope, and
scattering functions (the behavior of backscatter as a function of
incidence angle) [ 1,2]. Because the surface of Venus often reflects
radio energy in unpredictable ways, models of radar scattering and
their associated algorithms occasionally fail to accurately solve for
the above surface parameters. This paper presents methods for
identifying possible "problem" altimetry data footprints, and tech-
niques for resolving some key ambiguities.
Data Acquisition and Reduction: For each footprint,
Magellan's nadir-pointing altimeter transmits 1.1-gs bursts con-
taining 17 pulses coded with a "chip" duration of 0.442 Its. These
constraints, combined with the delay response and the highly
elliptical orbit, yield an effective along-n'ack resolution of 8 to 20
km, and a cross-track resolution of 13 to 31 km [1]. The freest
resolution is obtained near the periapsis latitude of 10°N, and the
coarsest resolution is obtained at high latitudes. Processing in the
frequency domain ensures that the along-track footprint dimension
accurately reflects the sources of echo power. In the cross-track
dimension, however, strong reflections from outside the footprint
can contribute to the echo, leading to ambiguities in reduction to
surface parameters [P. Ford, personal communication].
The primary standard data product generated from altimetry data
is the Altimetry and Radiometry Composite Data Record (ARCDR)
[3]. For each Magellan orbit, a separate file is produced for altimetry
and radiometry data. For each footprint within the altimetry files,
echo profiles, in range-sharpened and range-unsharl3ened formats,
are included, along with the derived parameters such as radius, rms
slope, and reflectivity, and best-fitting model echo "templates"
from which the surface parameters are estimated. The radius
estimate is from the template fit to the range-sharpened profile,
while the rrns slope and reflectivity estimates are from the template
fit to the range-unsharpened profile. Examination of the echo
profiles, and comparison to the templates selected to match the
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profiles, provide useful information for resolving issues associated
with "problem" footprints.
Case Studies: Sapas Mons. At a regional level, Magellan
altimetry and SAR image data provide a consistent picture of Sapas
Mons: a 400-kin-diameter shield volcano that rises approximately
1.5 km above the surrounding elevated plain in western Atla Rcgio,
to a maximum elevation of 6055.7 km radius. In the summit region,
however, an apparent discrepency is encountered between the
morphology of structures seen in the SAR images and the radius
measurements derived from the altimetery data. In particular,
altimetry orbit 1467 passes directly across two scalloped dome
structures at the volcano summit. While the SAR data dearly
suggest these are positive in relief, eight altimetry footprints in orbit
1467 (11-13 and 16-20) have ARCDR radius values far below the
typical summit region values of-6055 kin. Footprints 11-13, for
example, have radius values more than 2 km below the preceding
and following footprints (I0 and 14, respectively). The combination
of large fluctuations in radius values and apparent discrepencies
between SAR and altimetry morphology provides an obviou.5. "flag"
that the derived altimetry data may contain spurious values.
Examination of the range-sharpened profiles and best-fit tem-
plates for the questionable footprints helps illuminate the possible
source of the discrepencies. Figure 1 shows the profile and template
used to determine the radius for footprint 20 of orbit 1467. The
template echo, shown in a dashed line, is associated with a peak in
the echo that appears to follow by 43 bins the leading edge of the
measured echo. This delay of 43 0.21-gs bins corresponds to a
round-trip travel time of 9.03 p.s, giving an elevation difference of
1.35 kin. Correcting the radius value of footprint 20 by this amount
results in a value of 6055.2 kin, consistent with surrounding
footprints. Why should this echo contain two strong peaks, one of
which produces a spuriously low radius value? Footprint 20 lies
along the southwest flank of the southern summit dome feature.This
suggests that echoes from the top of the dome may have "leaked"
into the footprint, giving a spurious value for the area actually under
consideration. For a given spacecraft altitude and time delay of a
suspect echo peak, a family of combinations of feature height and
feature offset from nadir can be calculated to understand the source
of a secondary peak. Figure 2 shows a plot of such a family of
geometries that could explain the secondary peak in footprint 20.
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SAR data indicate that the dome sits within 25-30 km of the nadir,
consistent with a dome height <0.5 km. The possibility that late
echoes from outside the footprint can lead to spuriously low radius
values increases toward pefiapsis, as the radius of curvature of the
u-ansmitted wavefront becomes much smaller than that of the
planet. This phenomenon may be responsible for the occasional
topographic "holes" seen in low- to mid-latitude areas of rapidly
varying relief.
Kuan Tao-sheng impact crater parabola. In the high southern
latitudes southwest of Imdr Regio, several impact-related "pa-
rabola" features display highly anomalous scattering behavior [4].
Among these anomalous properties are unusually high values of tins
slope and reflectivity in the ARCDR dataset. The twoparameters are
highly correlated along a narrow hairpin-shaped parabolic feature
approximately 800 x 2000 km in size. Many of these surfaces show
anomalously high cycle 1 SAR backscatter values when compared
with cycle 2. Southeast of Kuan Tao-sheng Crater (45 km diameter),
numerous altimetry footprints have"unphysical"A RCDR reflecfi vity
values >1.0. The same footprints have ARCDR rms slope values in
the range 8°-12 _, unusually high for plains surfaces that appear
relatively smooth in the SAR images, and relatively flat in radius
(topography) data. The anomalous footprints frequently are sur-
rounded by footprints with reasonable values, leading to sharp
discontinuities. This combination of characteristics (unusually high
rms slope and rd]ectivity values, apparent discrepencies with SAR
and radius data, and sharp discontinuities), should again provide a
"flag" that the altimetry data reduction procedure may have yielded
spurious values. Examination of the range-unsharpened echo pro-
f'des and their associated templates indicates that while the leading
edge of the echoes appears to have been accurately tracked, yielding
accurate radius values, the wide dispersion of echo power with time
may have led to spurious rms slope and rdlectivity solutions.
Apparently the statistics of height and slope distributions assumed
in the Hagfors quaslspecular scattering model do not adequately
describe the surface geometry within these footprints. The possible
east-west asymmetry associated with these parabolic crater features
[4] may account for the unusually wide dispersion of the echo. The
analysis of scattering functions provided in the Surface Character-
istics Vector Data Record (SCVDR) [2], in which fits to non-
Hagfors scattering behavior are reported, will be of use in further
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investigations of areas that display these unusual scattering charac-
teristics.
References: [1] Pettengill G. H. et al. (1991) Science, 252,
260-265. [2] Tyler G. L. et al. (1992) JGR, special Magellan issue,
in press. [3] Ford P. G. (1992) ARCDR Software Interface Specifi-
cation (CD-ROM USA_NASA_JPL_MG_2001). [4] Plaut J. J.
et al., this volume. _ - _ _
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ANOMALOUS SCATTERING BEHAVIOR OF SELECTED
IMPACT "PARABOLA" FEATURES: MAGELLAN
CYCLE-TO-CYCLE COMPARISONS. J. J. Plaut t, R. S.
Saunders t, E. R. Stofan t, R. L. Kirk 2, G. G. Schaber 2, L. A.
Soderblom 2, P. G. Ford 3, G. H. PettengilP, D. B. CampbelP, N. J. S.
Stacy 4, R. E. Arvidson s, and R. Cnc.eIe_, Uet Propulsion Labora-
tory, MS 230-225, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena CA 91109,
USA, 2U. S. Geological Survey, Flagstaff AZ 86001, USA, 3Center
for Space Research, Massachusetts Ilastitute of Technology, Cam-
bridge MA 02139, USA, '*National Astronomy and Ionospheric
Center, Cornell University, Ithaca NY 14853, USA, 5Department of
Earth and Planetary Sciences, Washington University, St. Louis
MO 63130, USA, _Department of Geology, Arizona State Univer-
sity, Tempe AZ 85287, USA.
Introduction: Magellan observations indicate that m any venu-
sian impact craters have associated surfaces, typically lower in
backscatter and emissivity than the surroundings, that extend up to
hundreds of kilometers to the west of craters, in parabolic planforms
[1,2]. During Magellan's second mapping cycle, a number of these
parabolic features were imaged for a second time, under a different
viewing geometry. In some cases, the SAR backscatter appearance
of portions of the parabolic features was quite different in the two
datasets. In this paper, we present a description and preliminary
interpretations of the anomalous appearance of these features as
observed during Magellan's In-st and second mapping cycles.
Observations: Two types of structures within the parabolas
show significant differences in appearance. These are "bright
patches" and "streaks." Bright patches are irregular, diffuse-appear-
ing areas of high backscatter (relative to surroundings). Values are
typically 0 to 5 dB above the expected (Venus average) sigma zero,
while surroundings are typically below the expected value. Differ-
ences in sigma zero between cycles can be as high as 9 dB, with
comparable incidence angles but opposite look azimuths (cycle 1
east-looking, cycle 2 west-looking). Bright patches usually occur
along the "arms" of the parabola features, but some are also seen in
the central portions. Their distribution appears to be partly con-
trolled by local small-scale (1-20 kin) topography, such as wrinkle
ridges. Discontinuous patches are often seen between (rather than
straddling) wrinkle ridges, and some patches appear to terminate
along ridges. Bright patch areas that are seen only in cycle 1 data
occur at the craters Kuan Tao-sheng (--61.1, 181.7,45 krn), Eudocia
(-59.1,201.9, 29 krn), and Boulanger (-26.5,99.3, 57 km); patches
seen only in cycle 2 data occur at the craters Stowe (-43.3,233.2,
78 Ion), Kuan Tao-sheng, Austen (-25.0, 168.3, 47 krn), Adaiah
(-47.3,253.3, 19 Ion), and Aksentyeva (-42.0, 271.9, 40 km).
"Streaks" are ahemating high and low backscatter bands 1-20
km wide, up to 500 km long. The bright bands have still relatively
low sigma zero values (within 2 dB of the expected), while the dark
bands are almost always lower than the expected value. Streaks are
often associated with, or are part of, bright patches. Trends of the
streaks are consistently east-west, within about 10% Like the bright
patches, streaks are commonly truncated along wrinkle ridges.
Streaks are more common near the axes of the parabolas (i.e., due
west of the crater), although some also are seen on the parabola
arms. At Kuan Tao-sheng and Eudocia, streaks seen in cycle 1 SAR
data arerarely seen in cycle 2. At Stowe, many streak sets are visible
only in cycle 2 data, some are visible only in cycle 1 data, while
others are visible in both datasets.
Several areas that show anomalous scattering behavior in cycle
1 and cycle 2 SAR data also have unusual properties in the cycle 1
radiometry and altimetry-derived datasets. In particular, the Eudocia/
Kuan Tao-sheng area, which shows an extensive (over 1500 x 2000
kin) emissivity parabola, also displays extremely unusual behavior
in the altimeter-derived reflectivity and rms slope parameters. The
two parameters are highly correlated (high values in both) along a
narrow hairpin-shaped parabolic feature approximately 800 x 2000
km in size. Many of the surfaces that show anomalously high cycle
1 SAR backscatter values (compared with cycle 2) occur on this
hairpin-shaped feature. The magnitude of the rms slope (80-10 °)
and reflectivity values (typically > 0.8; some >1.0) on otherwise
smooth-appearing, moderately low emissivity plains, suggests that
the altimeter echoes are not well-modeled by the Hagfors template
matching procedure of [3]. Specifically, examination of the echo
profiles shows that the anomalous areas have a wide dispersion in
echo power with time. This accounts for the high rms slope
solutions. The unphysical (> 1.0) reflectivity values may result from
a mismatch between the theoretical Hagfors quasispecular scatter-
ing formulation and the actual distribution of surface facets within
the altimeter footprint.
To summarize the key observations: (1) The differences are only
seen in association with impact crater parabola features. (2) The
differences are seen in images taken with comparable incidence
angles from opposite sides (at Kuan Tao-sheng/Eudocia, angles are
within 5 °, at Stowe within 3°). (3) The patterns of bright patched
streaks are clearly associated with each other and with surface
morphology (e.g., wrinkle ridges). (4) The most dramatic differ-
ences are confined to a single broad region of the planet: mid to high
southern latitudes between Artemis and Phoebe. (5) The differences
have both "senses," i.e., bright patches and streaks may be seen
uniquely in either cycle 1 or cycle 2 data. (6) The Kuan Tao-sheng/
Eudocia area shows anomalously high reflectivity and rms slope
values in altimetry-derived data.
Interpretations: The fhst issue that must be addressed is this:
Are the apparent differences in SAR backscatter between cycle 1
and cycle 2 data a result of a modification of the surface (or
subsurface) during the eight-month interval between data acquisi-
tions, or are they a result of an azimuthally biased surface (or
subsurface) structure in which backscatter is strongly enhanced in
either the east- or west-looking configuration?
The best test of the surface change hypothesis involves duplicat-
ing the geometry of the cycle 1 acquisition. This experiment, in the
Stowe Crater region, should have been conducted by the time of this
colloquium, and relevant results will be presented, cycle 1 and cycle
2 emissivity measurements, which were acquired at emission angles
equivalent to the SAR incidence angles, show differences at the 2%
level at Stowe and Kuan Tao-sheng, but the differences do not
correlate well with the SAR differences. However, the bright
patches and streaks do not have strong emissivity signatures in
either cycle, so changes at the surface may not be detectable in
emissivity. At present, altimetry-derived data from cycle 2 have not
been reduced for these areas. The similar nadir-looking geometry of
the cycle 1 and 2 altimetry measurements eliminates the look-
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direction bias, and comparison of the reflectivity and rms slope
parameters will also be presented at the colloquium.
The association of anomalous scattering behavior and impact
parabola features suggests that impact-derived materials are in-
volved. These probably have unique properties among Venus sur-
face materials with respect totheirsizedistribution (a large component
of fines?) and possibly with respect to composition or mineralogy.
The presence of streaks suggests that wind processes are involved.
Under a surface change scenario, the variations in SAR backscatter
are suggested to result from redistribution of a layer of loose
material, possibly by wind, during the interval between data acqui-
sitions. However, the scale of the observed differences requires
large volumes of material to be redisu'ibuted over a short period of
time. Furthermore, the common occurrence of impact parabola
features on the planet indicates that the age of the population of
parabolas is probably on the order of tens to hundreds of Ma. It
seems unlikely, if these surfaces were vulnerable to such rapid
change, that they would retain their distinctive signatures over such
a time span.
The viewing geometry hypothesis requires surfaces that contain
geometrical elements that favor or diminish backscatter strength,
depending on the side from which the surface is observed. The very
nearly identical incidence angles (though east- and west-looking),
require that the surfaces have a strong asymmetrical component in
the east-west direction. The dominant asymmetry in the parabolic
features is in the east-west direction (parabolas "open" to the west),
so it may be inferred that smactures at a smaller scale have an east-
west component of asymmetry. Aeolian bedforms (ripples, dunes)
are the prime candidates for such smactures in the parabola areas.
Terrestrial transverse dunes typically have stoss slopes of 5°-10 °,
and slip face slopes of 30°-35 °. The absence ofthe"speekly" returns
commonly observed in SAR images of dunes implies that the
bedforms responsible for the extensive bright patches contain faces
at scales of tens of centimeters to no more than a few tens of meters.
The visibility of aeolian bedforms in SAR imagery is known to be
highly sensitive to look azimuth, relative to the dominant strike
direction of slopes [4]. In the high southern latitudes discussed here,
the look azimuth between cycles differed by -160 ° , which may
further affect the visibility of features. Several difficulties remain
with the bedform hypothesis. The large enhancement in backscatter
on steep faces should have a corresponding smaller enhancement on
the shallow faces. This effect is not observed. The reversal in
"sense" of the anomalies is also somewhat inconsistent with bedforras
developed within a wind regime dominated by one persistent
direction of flow, necessary for such widespread, consistent slope
distributions.
References: [1] Arvidson R. E. et al. (1991) Science, 252,
270-275. [2] CampbeU D. B. et al. (1992) JGR, special Magellan
issue, in press. [3] Pcttengill G. H. et al. (1991) Science, 252,
260-265. [4] Blom R. G. (198"8) I'nT. J.'Rent. Serfs.. 9, 945-965.
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CYTHEREAN CRUSTAL BENDING AT SALME DORSA.
J. Raitala and K. Kauhanen, Department of Asu'onomy. University
of Ouhi, Finland.
The horseshoe-like, narrow (100 Ion wide and 600 km long)
Saline Dorsa consists of arcuate ridges and grooves opening south-
east on the planitia to the south of Ishtar Terra. Magellan radar data
was studied in order to find tectonic style and lithospheric thickness
of the area. The Saline ridge belt indicates folding and thrust faulting
of surface layers due to compression against the tessera foreland
zone. The western edge of Saline Dorsa is scarplike. Most ridges
follow the main course of the arc and the overall ridge orientation
is north-south while ridges subparallel the arcuate edge. The ridge
trend at the northeastern end is northeast-southwest, while the
southern part of the horseshoe has more northwestern ridges. The
ridge belt has elements of normal compression against the zone. It
has widened due to the new ridge formation. As this process repeats
itself, the crust also becomes thicker making the topographically
high ridge belt act as a load.
The scarp along the western edge of Salme Dorsa indicates that
the movement has been to the west or northwest. West of Saline
Dorsa the crust has bent due to the load and/or thrust of Salme Dorsa,
resulting in a trough outside the scarp. The compressional ridge belt
has acted either as a nappe overthrust or as a mere surface load due
B.,,,. C
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Fig. l. Radar image of the crustal bending at central Salme Dorsa (a). The load and compression/tension stress system is displayed Co)and modeled
with vertical exaggeration (c). The trough depression is next to a surface load and/or compressional massif. Grabens are located on the anticlinal bulge..
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to crustal thickening under stress from the east or southeast. Salrne
Dorsa cuts through the ridges of older Sigrun Fossae. Saline Dorsa
has quite a recent border scarp and is obviously relatively young.
Interlocking nearby ridge bolts indicate repeated compressions.
The trough and bulge west of Saline Dorsa is caused by crustal
bending due to the ridge belt load or nappe thrust to the west.
Tensional grabens along the crest of the bulge indicate crustal
extension. The gratKms parallel the ridge belt and trough as gentle
arcs that open in the direction of Saline Dorsa on the bulge crest.
Elastic deformation of the layered crust and adjoining fracturing of
the uppermost brittle surface might be reasonable assumptions. The
set of narrow grabens on top of the bulge are due to excess tensile
stress in the uppermost brittle layer of the lithosphere. The lack of
corresponding troughs, bending, or grabens on the eastern side of
the ridge belt may indicate that both the load and the thrust from the
easthave to be taken intoaccount.The volcanicarea insidethe
SalineDorsa horseshoehave alsoweakened thecruston thatside.
The elasticlayeriscord'medby thetemperatureabove which the
upper mantle has negligiblestrength[I].The elasticpartof the
lithosphereisdefinedby isotherms450°C and 650°12and thiselastic
lithosphereisconsiderablythinnerthanthelow-attenuationseismic
lithosphere.The temperature gradientsof 15°C/kin [2]and 20°C/
km [3]and thesurfacetemperatureof 470°C suggestthatthelower
boundary of the elasticlithosphereisabout 12 krn or 9 krn deep,
respectively.
The thicknessof the elasticlayerisestimatedusing a flcxural
approach and a two-dimensional model of a semi-infinitebroken
elasticlithosphereunder alinearload[4]withtheonlyactingforce,
V0, applied vertically to its end, where the bending moment is zero.
The only measurable quantity, xb, is the distance between the force
and the bulge. The equation for the deflection of a plate includes
loading of the lithosphere by vertical forces, hydrostatic restoring
force, and the position of the bulge. Assuming a basaltic composi-
tion for the crust, re =3000 kgm -3, E = 0.6 × 10 It Pa and x) = 0.25
and using rm = 3300 kgm -3. g = 8.6 ms -2 and x b = 50 km we find
h _ 2.9 km for the elastic thickness of the lithosphere.
Variations in the magnitudes of the vertical or horizontal loads
or the bending moment will alter the displacement but will not alter
the position of the top of the bulge. Changes in the model, applica-
tion of a horizontal force or a bending moment, will have more
dramatic effects on the distance of the bulge and the lithospheric
thickness. If a bending moment is assumed, the thickness of the
lithosphere increases due to the increasing effect on plate curvature.
The free edge boundary of our model is justified by volcanic activity
that has weakened the lithosphere. Both a three-dimensional model
and a continuous elastic plate model will reduce the elastic thick-
ness. Allowing a bending moment to act upon the plate end, the
elastic thickness of the lithosphere increases by a factor of 2.
The elastically thick lithosphere can support high compressional
stresses or fail by faulting rather than buckling. Compressional
stress critical to deformation can be estimated [4] to be approxi-
mately 0.4 GPa, taking the previous values. The wavelength of the
buckling at the critical stress is about 94 kin, and is reduced as the
stress increases. This value corresponds well to the distance be-
tween Salme Dorsa and the bulge, and thus horizontal forces cannot
be totally neglected. Recent research has revealed that buckling of
the lithosphere can occur at stress levels much less than the elastic
strength of the lithosphere [5]. Horizontal forces may have contrib-
uted to the buckling but it is difficult to find out which one of the
forces has been active for a thickness of the elastic lithosphere of
about 3 km. If both forces are allowed [6], the thickness of this layer
of the lithosphere is slightly increased to 3.1 kin.
Summary: The Saline ridge belt can be interpreted as being
the leading edge of a venusian crustal unit that moved against the
highland foreland unit. It is indicative of a compressional zone, with
a thrust front facing west. The Saline Dorsaridge belt with adjoining
structures is an evident indication of lateral stresses and adjoining
crustal movements on Venus. It supports the idea of southeast
compression against and over the foreland planitia, which has bent
under the load and/or lateral stress, resulting in trough and bulge
formation in front of the ridge belt. The origin of the driving forc_
for the movements remains masked. Laima Tessera is located in the
direction from which the thrust is thought to apply [7] but there are
no appropriate candidates for a rift zone although a thrust from the
southeast would be in good agreement with structures of Laima
Tessera. The temperature gradient [2] suggests that the lithosphere
is approximately 12 km thick, while its elastic layer is approxi-
mately 3 km thickbased eitheron theload-inducedflexuremodel
or on the compressional buckling model.
References: [I] Kirby S. H. (1983) Rev. Geophys. Space
Phys.,21, 1528-I 538.[2]SrnrekarS.E. and Solomon S.C. (1992)
Workshop on Mountain Belts on Venus and Earth, 35-37.
[3] Solomon S. C. and Head J. W. (1989) I.,PSC XX, 1032-1033.
[4] Turcotte D. L. and Schubert G. (1982) Geodynamics: Applica-
tions of Continuum Physics to Geological Problems, Wiley,
New York, 450 pp. [5] Stephenson R. A. and Cloetingh S. A. P. L.
(1991) Tectonophysics, 188, 27-37. [6] McAdoo D. A. and Sandwell
D. T. (1985) JGR, 90, 8563-8569. [7] Raitala J. and Tormancn T.
(1990) Earth Moon Planets, 49, 57--83.
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COMPUTER SIMULATIONS OF COMET- AND ASTER-
OIDLIKE BODIES PASSING THROUGH THE VENUSIAN
ATMOSPHEREuPRELIMINARY RESULTS ON ATMO-
SPHERIC AND GROUND SHOCK EFFECTS. D. Roddy I.
D. Hatfleld 2, P. Hassig 2. M. Rosenblatt 2, L. Soderblom 1. and E. De
Jong 3, 1U.S. Geological Survey, Flagstaff AZ, USA, 2California
Research & Technology, Chatsworth CA, USA, 3Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena CA, USA.
We have completed computer simulations that model shock
effects in the venusian atmosphere caused during the passage of two
cometlike bodies 100 m and 1000 m in diameter and an asteroidlike
body 10 km in diameter. Our objective is to examine hypervelocity-
generated shock effects in the venusian atmosphere for bodies of
different types and sizes in order to understand (1) their deceleration
and depth of penetration through the atmosphere and (2) the onset
of possible ground-surface shock effects such as splotches, craters,
and ejecta formations. The three bodies were chosen to include both
a range of general conditions applicable to Venus as well as three
specific cases of current interest.
These calculations use a new multiphase computer code
(DICE-MAZ) designed by California Research & Technology for
shock-dynamics simulations in complex environments. The code
has been tested and calibrated in large-scale explosion, cratering,
and ejecta research. It treats a wide range of different multiphase
conditions, including material types (vapor, melt, solid), particle-
size distributions, and shock-induced dynamic changes in veloci-
ties, pres sures, temperatures (internal energies), densities, and other
related parameters, all of which were recorded in our calculations.
DICE--MAZ is especially useful in our Venus study because of the
advance capability in multiphase adaptive zoning and because of the
color coding associated with displaying the complex variations in
I
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Fig. 1. Numerical simulation of bow sbock-wave pressure field (APt))
surrounding the highly dispertt_ 100-m-diameter body now composed of
vapor, melt (?), and original fragments at about 32-kin altitude. The highest
pressure in the bow shock wave is about 1.5 bar and is too weak to effect the
venusian surface.
dynamic changes in parameters for the shocked bodies and sur-
rounding almosphere.
This preliminary study modeled the venusian atmosphere fol-
lowing [1], but without winds. An initial velocity of 20 km/s with a
vertical trajectory was assumed for all cases. The 100-m and 1000-
m bodies had a mean density of 1.0 g/cm 3 (cometlike) and the
10-kin body had a mean density of 2.5 g/cm 3 (asteroidlike). For the
100-m and 1000-m cometlike bodies, the basic calculations were
started at an altitude of 80 krn; the complete numerical simulations
were started at45 krn altitude, where deceleration of the 100-m body
became significant. At altitude, on the order of 45 kin, shock
pressures in excess of 5 kbar were calculated at the leading edge of
these bodies. We believe that these large differential body pressures
could catastrophically break up low-strength, low-density bodies in
the size range chosen. Therefore, we elected to model these two
cases as fragmented for the remainder of their descent below 45 krn
into Venus' atmosphere. Fragmentation distributions of equal total
mass per decade size bins ranging between 0.01 and 1000 em were
used. Consequently, the simulations represent only one plausible set
of a wide range of possible body strengths, fragmentation histories,
and entry conditions that remain to be explored. The 10-km body
was assumed to not fragment under our initial conditions and was
modeled as a rigid, nondeformable sphere; this choice was made
mainly to permit direct comparisons with a similar set of calcula-
tions of asteroid impacts on the Earth in which the atmosphere is not
dense enough to induce fragmentation for a body this size [2]. A
fragmenting body 10 km in size should be calculated for direct
comparisons with the other two bodies modeled here for Venus, but
this was beyond the scope of our preliminary study. Oblique
trajectories are also important and the three-dimensional capability
of the DICE-MAZ code should be used in later studies.
The 100-m-diameter fragmented body decelerated rapidly be-
tween 45 km and about 32 km altitude and the majority of its
fragments were converted to vapor due to shock heating. The vapor
and fragments experienced extensive outward separation due to
flow along the bow shock wave generated in the atmosphere. The
body took about 10 s to travel from 45 km down to about 32 km
altitude with continuous deceleration and dispersion as vapor, melt
(depending on materials present), and original fragments. These
materials expanded to about 5 km across in a low-density band
immediately behind the downward moving bow-shock wave. At
about 32 km altitude, the dispersed vapor (-75%) was expanding in
all directions and the remaining original fragments (~25%), includ-
ing any melt, were in free fall to the surface. At about 32 km altitude,
thepressureinthebow sheck wave had decayed toaboutI bar and
would produce no effect on the venusian surface.
The 1000-m-diameter fragmented body traveled downward in an
increasingly dispersed configuration from 45 km altitude to the
venusian surface in about 4.5 s, decelerating less rapidly than the
100-m body. As in the case of the I00-m body, the 1000-m body
decelerated and dispersed as vapor, melt (depending on materials
present), and original fragments. These materials spread into in a
narrow band behind the bow-shock wave as the entire system
penetrated downward in the atmosphere and expanded finally to
over 10 km across near the ground. In this case, the 1000-m body had
sufficientsize and energeticsto createa s_ng bow shock that
reached the venusian surfacewith pressuresof about 2.0 kb_ at
ground zeroand decayed to 100 barat15 km ground range.The bow
shock was followed immediately by a band of low-density,dis-
persed vapor (-25%) and original fragments (-75%), including
melt (?), moving down and radially outward with peak horizontal
velocities of about 0.5 km/s in the atmosphere at ranges of 10 km
from ground zero (about 10 s). Of come, no irnpact-eratering
effects occurred because the density and vdocity of vapor and
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Fig. 2. Numerical simulations of bow shock wave pressure fields (APkb)
surrounding the dispersed lO00-m-diametet body that consists of vapor,
melt (?), and original fragments. At 4.5 s, the leading edge of the bow shock
has reached the venusian surface with a peak pressure of about 2.0 kbar at
ground zero and decays to 100 bar at 15 km range; at 10 s, peak horizontal
velocities in the atmosphere are about 0.5 km/s at 10 km range.
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fragments were too low to induce a ground-shock condition suffi-
cient for cratering. However, we do suggest that this body developed
bow-shock peak overpressures and shock-initiated winds in the
atmosphere near the ground sufficient to cause incipient distur-
bances on the venusian surface, depending on Theologic states of the
target materials.
The 10 krn-diarneter body traveled from 45 km altitude down to
the surface in 2 s with less than 2% deceleration and would have
caused major atmospheric, impact-cratering, and ejecta effects. We
estimate that the f'mal crater would have been 150 to 200 km across
but only a few kilometers deep, which we infer would be due in part
to the high temperature, low strength, rapid relaxation rate of the
target rock. This large body generated an enormous bow-shock
wave with pressures in excess of 600 kbar that reached the ground
surface and swept outward at over 10 krn/s. It also evacuated a
region over 40 km in diameter along the trajectory of the body in the
atmosphere. This hot (~20,000-200,000 K), low-density region
continued to expand and remained open for over several minutes
after impact with substantial amounts of high-angle ejecta traveling
through it to high altitudes. The effects of the 10-kin body in Venus'
environment are still under analysis, but several of the major aspects
appear similar to the asteroid-impact results calculated for the
Earth. The energetics of such large events tend to initially over-
whelm both atmospheres.
In summary, our numerical simulations indicate that for weak,
cometlike objects impacting into Venus' atmosphere at 20 km/s, a
100-m-dim-neter body completely disintegrates at high altitude and
produces no ground surface effects. A 1000-m-diameter body also
disintegrates but produces a strong bow-shock wave immediately
followed by a dispersed band of vapor, melt (?), and fragments that
reach the ground to produce strong shock pressures and radial winds
in the near-ground atmosphere. We suggest that these conditions
could induce incipient surface disruption and produce subtle surface
features, depending on the theologic states of the target materials.
We suspect that the dark and light splotches that are several tens of
kilometers in diameter seen in the Magellan SAR images [3-8], and
believed to be impact induced, could have been generated by
cometlike bodies a few kilometers in diameter. The bodies could be
somewhat smaller if the splotches were produced by stronger
asteroidlike bodies that fragmented lower in the atmosphere; these
cases remain to be explored.
References: [l]SeiffA.(1983)tnVenus, 1045-1048,Univ.of
Arizona, Tucson. [2] Roddy D. J. et al. (1987) Int. J. Impact Engng.,
525-541. [3] Arvidson R. E. et al. (1991) Science, 270-275.
[4] Phillips R. J. et al. (1991) Science, 288-297. [5] Zahnle K. J.
(1991) Eos, 44, 289. [6] Zahnle K. J. (1992) LPSC XXIil, 1565.
[7] Soderblom L. A. et al. (1992) LPSC XXIII, 1329-1330. [8]
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THE EFFECTS OF VENUS' THERMAL STRUCTURE ON
BUOYANT MAGMA ASCENT. S. E. H. Sakimoto and M. T.
Zuber, Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences, The Johns
Hopkins University, Baltimore MD 21228, USA.
The recent Magellan images have revealed a broad spatial
distribution of surface volcanism on Venus [1]. Previous work in
modeling the ascent of magma on both Venus and Earth [2-5] has
indicated that the planetary thermal structure significantly influ-
ences the magmatic cooling rates and thus the amount of magma that
can be transported to the surface before solidification. In order to
understand which aspects of the thermal slructure have the greatest
influence on the cooling of ascending magma, we have constructed
magma cooling curves for both plutonic and crack buoyant ascent
mechanisms, and evaluated the curves for variations in the planetary
mantle temperature, thermal gradient curvature with depth, surface
temperature gradient, and surface temperature. The planetary ther-
mal structure is modeled as
T 1-_ 1-
%
(1)
where T is the temperature, TOis the source depth temperature, x =
1- (Tr/T 0) where T s is the planetary surface temperature, Z is the
depth, Z0 is the source depth, and n is a constant that controls thermal
gradient curvature with depth. Equation (1) is used both for math-
ematical convenience and flexibility, as well as its fit to the thermal
gradients predicted by the cooling half-space models [6]. We
assume a constant velocity buoyant ascent, body-averaged magma
temperatures and properties, an initially crystal-free magma, and
the same liquidus and solidus for both Venus and Earth.
The cooling model for the plutonic ascent has been described in
detail in earlier publications [2-5], and is a low Reynolds number,
high Peclet number problem of heat _ansfer through a thin thermal
boundary layer around a sphere. The resulting plutordc cooling
curves, which are dominated by the convective cooling terms and
strongly influenced by the planetary thermal structure, are then
expressed mathematically by
• ]T0 J+r r) [Ij+rt ]°
e_(j + 7)t (_l)n n[ - _ (-1) p n' [(J + y)t] n-p ]
p=0 (n-p)! J
(2)
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Fig. I. Example of a typical cooling curve plot for pluton ascent. "l_e curves
are plotted for a given thermal structure and/or planet, and are contoured with
their associated dimensionless ascent (Jt0) values. In order for the magma to
reach the surface unsolidified, the cooling curve must not cross the solidus.
This plot is for a dry olivine tholeiite. The liquidus and solidus are obtained
from [11]. Thermal structure parameters: n = 2; dT/dZ = 1.0 (dT/dZ of Earth);
Zo = ].o (Zo of -Earth).
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where I = 3NuK/a 2, y = agV/Cp, t is time, to is total ascent time,
Nu = 0.8Pc tt2, Pe = Va/K, Pe is the Peclet number, V is the velocity
of magmatie ascent, a is the body radius, K(=I x I0-_ m2s -2) is the
thermal diffuaivity, a (=6 x 10 -s def t) is the coefficient of thermal
expansion, g is the gravitational acceleration, and Cp(=1.25 x 10 -a
ergs Kg-I°K -t) is specific heat capacity. T is the mean magma
temperature, T Ois the magma temperature in the source region, and
n is a constant that def'mes the shape of the planetary thermal
gradient (equation (1)). Equation (2) reduces to the expression for
the thermal gradient (equation (1)) for an infinitely slow ascent
(dimensionless ascent time Jt 0 = **), and to the adiabatic curve
T/T 0 = e-'tt for an infinitely fast ascent (Jto = 0). A typical plot of the
resulting cooling curves for terrestrial conditions, contoured in Jto
values, is illustrated in Fig. 1. In order for the magma to reach the
surface unsolidified, the cooling curve must not cross the solidus
before it reaches the surface. The allowable Jto values obtained from
the cooling curve plots for Venus and Earth can be directly corn-
pared to obtain relative minimum magma ascent velocities, source
depths, and body sizes. The results are shown in Fig. 2.
The cooling model for the buoyant crack ascent has previously
been described briefly in [2]. It is the problem of a magma at an
initial temperature TO placed in contact with the wall rock of
temperature T m. This problem was initially solved by [7], and their
solution for the average temperature T as a function of time is
8 ** exp {-(2m-1)2_r2Kt/4a2 }
T-TIn = _ X (2m- 1) 2
r°-Tm ==! (3)
where the notation is the same as in equation (2), and the fight side
is constant for any single dimensionless ascent time (Kt/a2). This
result is for a constant wall rock temperature, but can be adapted to
a variable wall rock (thermal gradient) temperature by approximat-
ing an incremental magma ascent in a simple numerical scheme
where the initial magma temperature To at any location m is, instead
of the source depth temperature, the final magma temperature at the
previous location m-1 [2]. If heat is conducted ahead of the magma
body, the boundary temperature of the magma and wall rock will not
be constant (Tcomaet = Tin) at any given location, but will be the
average of the two initial temperatures of the magma and wall rock
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Fig. 2. Plot of the results for basaltic pluton ascent on Venus. The results are
nondimensionalized by the corresponding terrestrial values, and the source
depth values are the direct result of the assumed planetary thermal structure
(equation (1)). For example, for a Venus thermal gradient the same as the
terrestrial thermal gradient and n = 2, the corresponding minimum source
depth is about 60% of the terrestrial value the minimum ascent velocity is
about 30% of Eaah's and the minimum body size is about 70% of Earth's.
Thermal structure parameters: n = 2; dT/dZ -- 1.0 (dT/dZ of Earth); Z0 = 1.0
CZo of Earth).
at any locadon for the majority of the cooling time [8]. For this case,
the contact temperature at the ruth position is the average of the Final
temperature of the magma at the m-I posidon (Tin_ t ) and the initial
wall rock temperature at the mth position (Tmo). The preliminary
results from this model indicate that the effect of the planetary
thermal structure is of the same order of the effect seen in the pluton
model.
In general, for both ascent mechanism models prcscnted here,
the influence of the planetary thermal structure parameters for
Venus in the probable order of decreasing imlxa-tance is surface
temperature, surface temperature gradient, thermal gradient curva-
ture with depth, and planetary mantle temperature. The higher
surface temperature of Venus, for otherwise similar planetary
thermal structures, allows considerably smaller minimum possible
crack sizes and/or magma body sizes, and slower ascent velocities
than would be possible on Earth for a reasonable range of Venus
source depths and surface thermal gradients. This surface tempera-
ture effect is greater for more primitive magma compositions, and
may be greater for magmas of higher crystallinity. A higher venu-
sian surface thermal gradient has the same effect of the higher
surface temperature on magma transport, but to a much lesser
degree. Similarly, for higher values of thermal gradient curvature
with depth (higher n in equation (1)), the minimum possible ascent
velocity and body/crack size also decreases slightly. If the mantle
temperature for Venus is elevated by a hundred degrees or so over
that of Earth [9], it should result in a modest increase of melt
production and magma transport to the surface cornpared to Earth.
The effect of the range of Venus surface temperatures with elevation
(3900-470°C or 660°-7400K [ 10])is underinvestigation, and is also
anticipated to have a significanteffect on magma transport, possibly
greater than that of the higher mantle temperature.
References: [1]HeadJ.W.etal.(1991)Science,252,276-288.
[2] Marsh B. D. (1978) Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond., A288, 611--625.
[3] Marsh B. D. and Kantha L. H. (1978) EPSL, 39, 435-443.
[4] Sakimoto S. E. H. et al. (1992) LPSC XXIli, 1203-1204.
[5] Marsh B. D. (1982) Am J. Sci., 282,808-855. [6] Sclater J. G.
et at. _1980) Rev. Geophys., 18, 269-312. [7] Williamson E. D. and
Adams L. H. (1919) Phys. Rev., 14, 99--114. [8] Jaeger J. C. (1964)
Rev. Geophys., 2,443--466. [9] Sotin C. et at. (1989) EPSL, 95,321.
[ 10] Seiff A. ( 1983) In Venus, 215-279, Univ. of Afizon a, Tucson.
[1 I] Lambert I. B. anq.Wylhe P._. (1972,) J. Geol., 80, 693-708.
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EVIDENCE FOR RETROGRADE LITHOSPHERIC SUBDUC-
TION ON VENUS. David T. Sandwell I and Gerald Schubert 2,
ZScripps Institution of Oceanography, La Jolla CA 92093, USA,
2Deparmaent of Earth and Space Sciences, University of California,
Los Angeles CA 90024, USA.
Though there is no plate tectonics per se on Venus [I], recent
Magellan radar images [2] and topographic profiles [3] of theplanet
suggest the occurrence of the plate tectonic processes of lithospheric
subduction [4] and back-arc spreading [5]. The perimeters of several
large coronae (e.g., Latona, Artemis, and Eithinoha) resemble Earth
subduction zones in both their planform and topographic profile.
McKenzie et al. [4] have compared the planform of arcuate struc-
tures in Eastern Aphrodite with subdue tion zones of the East Indies.
The venusian structures have radii of curvature that are similar to
those of terrestrial subduction zones. Moreover, the topography of
the venusian ridge/trench structures is highly asymmetric with a
ridge on the concave side and a trough on the convex side; Earth
subduction zones generally display this same asymmetry.
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Trench/Outer Rise Topography: Latona Corona (eastern
Aphrodite, Venus) provides a striking resemblance to the South
Sandwich Trench (South Atlantic, Earth) as shown in Fig. 1. The
Sandwich subduction zone is a deep areuate trench having a radius
of curvature of about 330 krn. A topographic profile across the
Sandwich trench (A-A') displays the characteristic trencidouter rise
signature that is caused by downward flexure of the lithosphere prior
to subducfion [6]. We have modeled this lithospheric flexure to
determine the elastic plate thickness, the curvature of the plate and
the bending moment that is needed to support the topography of the
outer rise; the best-fit model has a 40-km-thick plate. Like most
other trenches on the Earth, the extreme curvature of topography on
the outer trench wall is sufficient to permanently deform the
lithosphere prior to subduction [7]. This inelastic behavior is
marked by trench-parallel normal faults extending from the trench
axis to the outer rise.
Latona Corona displays essentially the same topographic and
flexural characteristics seen at the Sandwich are (Figs. 2 and 3). The
deep arcuate trench along the southern margin of Latona has the
.60"
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Fig. I. (Top image) Bathymetry of South Sandwich Trench (Earth) as a tall
volcanic ridge, a deep ocean trench, and the characteristic trench/outer rise
signature associated with lithospheric flexure prior to subduction (A-A').
(Bottom image) Topography of Latona Corona (East Aphrodite, Venus) at the
same horizontal and vertical scale as the Sandwich Trench (top). The southern
arc displays a prominent ridge-trench-outer rise signature (B-B'). The south-
emmost ridge is not massive enough to maintain the bending moment of the
trench/outer rise flexure. Additional bending moment can be supplied by a
subducted slab or by the second interior ridge.
same radius of curvature as the Sandwich trench (340 kin) and
inboard of the trench axis lie two tall arcuate ridges. A topographic
profile across the Latona trench (Fig. 3) displays the characteristic
trench/outer rise signature associated with lithospheric flexure
although its overall amplitude is somewhat less than at the Sandwich
trench. As in the case of the Sandwich trench, we applied the flexure
model to the trench/outer rise topography at Latona and estimated
an elastic plate thickness of 30 kin, which is similar to the elastic
thickness at the Sandwich trench. Like trenches on the Earth, the
outer trench wall of the Latona trench has a high curvature,
suggesting that the plate is flexed beyond its elastic limit, perhaps
in preparation for subduction. SAR images display prominent
circumferential fractures on the outer trench wall in agreement with
the plate flexure model [5].
Since venusian trenches display the major characteristics of
Earth trenches and since the Earth's lithosphere is known to be
subducting, it is possible that the venusian lithosphere is also
subducting. We have tested this hypothesis by determining whether
the overriding coronal ridge is massive enough to supply the
measured bending moments; ff the ridge cannot supply the required
moment then one must invoke a negatively buoyant subducted slab
to make up the deficit. At Artemis, about two-thirds of the coronal
ridge is needed to balance the trench/outer rise bending moment; all
of this topography lies within 100 km of the trench axis. At Latona,
however, the outermost coronal ridge (southernmost ridge in Fig. 2)
is insufficient to balance the trench/outer rise moment; the second
interior ridge must be included but in this case most of this
topographic moment lie,s more than 150 km from the trench axis (i.e.
more than one-half of the flexural wavelength). We performed the
same calculation at the Sandwich Trench and found that only about
one-half of the volcanic are is needed to balanoe the trench/outer rise
moment. However, on the Earth, the downward force exerted by the
topography of the volcanic arc is largely balanced by the upward
buoyancy of its thick crustal roots and the topographic moment does
not support the trench/outer rise moment The same isostatic
compensation might occur on Venus. Thus, while the Venus mo-
ment balance calculation does not demonstrate the need for a
negatively buoyant subducted slab, it cannot disprove the subdue-
tion hypothesis either.
Retrograde Subductlon Around Coronae: These observa-
tions and calculations can be explained by a model of lithospberic
foundering, trench rollback, and back-arc extension that was devel-
oped to explain the geometries and kinematics of many subduction
zones on Earth including the Sandwich Trench. The corona is
essentially a hole in the lithosphere whose edges sag downward
beneath its outer rim. Sinking and rollback (or retrograde migration)
of the exterior lithosphere is accompanied by inflow of mantle
material beneath the corona and extension of the corona interior
(back-arc spreading). The interior extension occurs in a more
distributed and disorganized way than the ridgelike spreading in
terrestrial back-arc basins. The downward bending of the exterior
lithosphere beneath the rim of the corona produces the trench or
moat around the corona; the outer rise is an elastic flexural response
to the downwarping.
The occurrence of retrograde subduction on Venus is consistent
with our understanding from fluid dynamics [8] that convection in
a largely internally heated mantle should be dominated by
downwelling instabilities from the cold upper thermal boundary
layer (lithosphere). Thus, w e propose that the same physical process
that drives plate tectonics on Earth is also important in the tectonics
of Venus even though the lithosphere subduction forces on Venus do
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not apparently result in a completely analogous platelike tectonic
configuration.
On Earth, the mantle is mainly cooled by the cold subducting
lithosphere [8]. Lithospheric subduction on Venus should play a
similar role in cooling the mantle. We can evaluate the potential
importance of subduedon on Venus to planetary heat Iransfer by
estimatingthe totallengthof subduetionzones on Venus [9] and
comparing itwith the totallengthof terrestrialsubduction zones
(37,000km [I0]).Retrogradesubductionon Venus may be occur-
ringnot only atthemarginal trenchesof thelargecoronae Artemis,
Latona,and Eithinoha,but alsoatarcuatctrenchessuch asDaliand
Diana chasmata in Eastern Aphrodite Terra [4] and elsewhere on the
planet (e.g., Hecate Chasma, Hestia Rupes, Nightingale Corona,
and Parga Chasma). The totallengthof theseareuate trenchesis
about15,000km[ II].The estimatewould be greateriffeaturessuch
as QuetzalpctlatlCorona and themargins ofplateauhighlandssuch
asWestern IshtarTerraand ThetisRe#ones [12]were included.Of
course,we do not know ifany of thesefeaturesarepresentlyactive.
Assuming thattheyareallactiveand have terrestrialconvergence
rates,thistrench-lengthestimateindicatesthatmantle coolingby
lithosphericsubductionisapotentiallyimportantprocesson Venus.
References: [1]Solomon S.C. etal.(1991)Science,252,297;
Solomon S.C. et al.(1992)JGR, inpress.[2]Saunders R. S.et al.
(1992)JGR, inpress.[3]Ford P.G. and PettengillG. H. (I992)JGR,
inpress.[4]McKcnzie D. P.etal.(I992)JGR, inpress.[5]Sandwell
D. T. and Schubert G. (1992) JGR, in press; Sandwell D. T. and
Schubert G. (1992) Science, submitted. [6] CaldweU J. G. and
Turcotte D. L. (1979)JGR, 84, 7572. [7] Turcotte D. L. et al. (1978)
Tectonophysics, 47, 193; MeNutt M. K. and Mcnard H. W. (1982)
Geophys. J. R. Astron. Soc., 71,363. [8] Schubert (3. (1992)Annu.
Rev. Fluid Mech., 24, 359. [9] Stevenson D. J., personal communi-
cation. [10] Reymer A. and Schubert G. (1984) Tectonics, 3, 63.
[ll] The following features were identified in a gridded Venus
topography map [5] as possible subduction zones based on their
ridge-trench-outer rise topography and arcuate planform: Artemis
Corona, Latona Corona, Eithinoha Corona, Nightingale Corona,
Dali Chasma, Diana Chasma, Hecate Chasma, Parga Chasma,
Hestia Rupes, and a number of unnamed arcuate features. There are
many other more subtle trenchlike expressions that would almost
double the estimated trench length of 15,000 km. [ 12] Bindschadlcr
D. L. et al. (1992) JGR, ilvprcss. - -
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OVERVIEW/OF VENUS GEOLOGY: PRELIMINARY DE-
SCRIPTION OF TERRAIN UNITS FOR VENUS GLOBAL
GEOLOGIC MAPPING. R. Stephen Saunders, Ellen R. Stofan,
Jeffrey J. Plaut, and Gregory A. Michaels, Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena CA 91109, USA.
Venus terrain units can be categorized on the basis of morphol-
ogy, reflectivity, backscatter, roughness, and emissivity. Morphol-
ogy can be inferred from Magellan left-looking nominal incidence
angle image mosaics, right-looking coverage, and more limited left-
looking stereo. The typical resolution is about 300 m down to about
120 m near periapsis in the cycle one nominal coverage. The scale
of geologic mapping governs definition of mappable terrain units.
Initial global mapping is being compiled at a scale of 1:50 million.
At this scale, the smallest individual features that can be mapped is
about 125 kin. The categories of terrain types are plains, complex
ridge terrain, features with morphology suggesting volcanic or
volcano-tectonic origin, features interpreted to be tectonic in origin,
crater units, and surficial units such as splotches and streaks. The
following are brief descriptions of terrain units that are being
mapped globally at the 1:50 million scale.
Plains:
Smooth plalns_Planar surfaces with low radar baekscatter and
smooth texture.
Smooth plains with wrinkle ridges--Plains with widely spaced (10
km or more) lineartosinuous ridges.
Mottled plains--Plalnswith many apparentlyoverlappinglobate
outlinesubunitscreatinga lightand dark mottled appearance.
Gridded plains and lineated plains--One or more crossing sets of
parallel radar bright lineaments cross the plains.
Complex ridge terrain (CRT):
CRTI_Single trend of generally parallel but irregular ridges and
troughs of various wavelengths from a few kilometers to tens of
kilometers; individual ridges may exceed 50 km in length.
CRT2--42RT1 disrupted by sets of crosscutting lineaments; Mor-
phology variesfrom long, sinuous ridgesetsto blocky.
CRT3--Two prominent setsof ridgesand troughsthatareapproxi-
mately orthogonal;relativelyshortridges(25 kin)and longer
disruptinglinearzones (50 kin).
CRT4---Chaotic arrangement of ridges and troughs intersecting at
a variety of angles and scales; may have lensate or hummocky
appearance.
Morphology suggesting volcanic and volcano-tectonic origin:
Corona---Annular arrangement of ridges and uroughs; interior var-
ies.
Arachnoid--Circular to quasieireular features with radial systems
of lineaments.
Shield---Low h/w often with radial flow-like patterns; diameter 50
to several hundred kilometers.
Dome---Small shield structure with steep sides and broad convex or
concave summit; generally simple circular in plan.
Dome field---Cluster of approximately one hundred or more 3- to
10-kin dome forms.
Scalloped dome---Dome with radial ridges separating scoop or
theater-shaped grooves. Many have surrounding landslide de-
bris.
Flow field--Complex of individual lobate flow-like features typi-
cally with parallel alignments and common source.
Channel--Sinuous trough or sinuous linear contrasting pattern on
plains.
Features Interpreted to be tectonic in origin:
Linear troughs and bright lineaments resembling graben or frac-
tures--Generally steep-sided straight troughs and bright linea-
ments interpreted to be graben faults and fractures.
Lineament zone---Bands of linear features and broad troughs and
basins.
Ridges--Positive linear features similar to lunar wrinkle ridges.
Ridge belts--Bands of ridges having a generally comanon trend.
Crater units--Various crater related features including ejccta, fl0w
material and pababolic halos.
Splotch---Dark and bright quasicircular features.
Windstreak--Bright and dark streaks generally terminating at one
end at a topographic feature such as a dome or ridge.
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IMPACT CRATERS ON VENUS: AN OVERVIEW FROM
MAGELLAN OBSERVATIONS. G.G. Schaber x,R. G. Strom 2,
H. J. Moore 3, L. A. Soderblom l, R. L. Kirk I, D. J. Chadwick l, D. D.
Dawson 2, L. R. Gaddis t, J. M. Boyce 4, and J. Russell I, IU. S.
Geological Survey, Flagstaff AZ, USA, 2University of Arizona,
Tucson AZ, USA, 3U. S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park CA, USA,
4NASA Headquarters Code SLC, Washington DC, USA.
Magellan has revealed an ensemble of impact craters on Venus
that is unique in many important ways. We have compiled a
database describing 842 craters on 89% of the planet's surface
mapped through orbit 2578 (Fig. 1) (the craters range in diameter
from 1.5 to 280 kin). We have studied the distribution, size-
frequency, morphology, and geology of these craters both in aggre-
gate and, for some craters, in more detail [1,2]. We find that (1) the
spatial distribution of craters is highly uniform; (2) the size-density
distribution of craters with diameters >35 km is consistent with a
"production" population having a surprisingly young age of about
0.5 Ga (based on the estimated population of Venus-crossing
asteroids); (3) the spectrum of crater modification differs greatly
from that on other planets: 62% of all craters are pristine, only 4%
volcanically embayed, and the remainder affected by tectonlsm, but
none are severely and progressively depleted based on size-density
distribution extxapolated from larger craters; (4) large craters have
a progression of morphologies generally similar to those on other
planets, but small craters are typically irregular or multiple rather
than bowl shaped; (5) diffuseradar-bright or -dark features surround
some craters, and about 370 similar diffuse "splotches" with no
central crater are observed whose size-density distribution is similar
to that of small craters; (6) other features unique to Venus include
radar-bright or -dark parabolic ares opening westward [3] and
extensive outflows originating in crater ejecta.
The fast three observations are entirely unexpected. We inter-
pret them as indicating that the planet's cratering record was erased
by a global volcanic resurfacing event or events, the latest about 0.5
Ga. after which volcanic activity declined (but did not cease
entirely) and a new crater population began accumulating. Several
members of the Magellan team have proposed variations of an
equilibrium resurfaeing model, which requires equilibrium be-
tween the rates of volcanism and impact cratering to account for the
uniform and spatially random global crater distribution [4-7].
However, the geologic evidence and new Monte Carlo computer
simulations of resurfacing using the observed crater distribution
totally rule out equilibrium with less-than-global volcanic resurfac-
Fig. 1. Map in sinusoidal equal-area projection showing 840 impact craters
on 89% of Venus. Basemap is continuous-tone Magellan altimetry (white-
highest, black-lowest). Areas of planet not covered through orbit 2578 shown
inside white lines.
ing events. Convective thermal-evolution models support our inter-
pretation of a global volcanic resurfacing of the planet about 0.5 Ga
[8-11].
The dense atmosphere of Venus has strongly affected the pro-
duction of craters. Large impactors have been relatively unaffected,
intermediate-sized ones have been fragmented and have produced
overlapping or multiple craters, a narrow size range (few hundreds
of meters in diameter) has produced shock-induced "splotches" but
no craters, and the smallest bodies have had no observable effect on
the surface. The number of craters eliminated by the "aunospheric
f'dter" is enormous---about 98% of the craters between 2 and 35 km
in diameter that Magellan could have observed on a hypothetical
airless Venus. Unique crater-related surface features such as pa-
rabolas and outflow deposits demonstrate the roles of Venus' high
atmospheric density and temperature in modifying the crater-
formation process, through interactions as yet poorly understood.
Impact craters have been tentatively classified as six morphoiogic
types largely related to size: those having multiple rings, double
rings, central peaks, structureless floors, and those that are irregular
or multiple. In part, the sequence of morphologies of venusian
craters with increasing diameters is similar to that of craters on other
planetary bodies.
Six multiring craters and 41 double-ring craters have been
observed on Venus. The onset diameter to ring craters from centxal-
peak craters is about 40 kin, compared with 140, 85,45, and <25 ton
on the Moon, Mercury, Mars, and Earth [12], respectively. For most
of the ten'estrial planets--now including Venus---the onset diam-
eter from central-peak craters to double-ring craters shows a general
inverse relationship with gravity [13-15], although effective vis-
cosity and other target properties may also be important [15]. For
Mars, the onset diameter is about half as large as would be expected
on the basis of gravity considerations alone, indicating the impor-
tance of possible target characteristics unique to Mars [16].
Adjacent ring-interval ratios on Venus generally fall in the same
three groupings as those reported for double- and multiring basins
(1.4-1.5 and 2.0) and protobasins (3.3) on the Moon, Mercury, and
Mars [ 17-20]. Mean ring ratios for double- and multiring craters on
Venus were found to change as a function of rim diameter (Fig. 2).
Similar but respectively less well defined, inverse relationships
between ring ratio and basin diameter have also been observed on
Mercury, Mars, and the Moon [20]. For venusian double-ring
craters <60 km in diameter, the ring-spacing mean ratio is 2.8 + 1.0,
a value approaching that of protobasins on the other terrestrial
planets. On Venus, however, no well-defined protobasins with both
central peaks and incipient inner rings have been observed. For
double-ring craters >_60 km in diameter, the mean ring ratio is 2.05
+ 0.33, the most typical spacing for double- and multiringed basins
on the other terrestrial planets. The six multiring craters observed on
Venus have a mean ring-spacing ratio for adjacent rings of 1.52 +
0.2. The transition diameters from simple to complex craters,
central-peak to double-ring craters, and double- to multiring craters
on Venus are better defined than on any of the other terrestrial
planets. Thus they should be extremely useful in further understand-
ing the processes of formation of these structures on all solid bodies
in the solar system.
The three largest impact structures on Venus (Mead, Meitner,
and Isabella) have a ring outside what is inferred to have been the
transient cavity. These rings are suspected to be fault scarps form-
ing the outer boundary of downdropped and inward-rotated
"megaterraces" created at some late stage, possibly after deposition
of the ejecta.
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The depth/diameter ratios for fresh, large craters on Venus may
be more akin to those on the Moon, Mercury, and Mars than to those
on Earth. The reasons for this are presently unclear.
Lobate features partly surrounding a crater with a strong back-
scatter emanate from 43% of the impact sites on Venus. The flow-
like features (outflows) extend tens or hundreds of kilometers from
their crater rims and have a morphology consistent with a low-
viscosity material. There is strong evidence that the outflows are
composed primarily of impact melt, although the mechanism of
tbeir emplacement is not clearly understood. High temperatures and
pressures of target rocks on Venus allow more melt to be produced
than on the cooler terrestrial planets, because lower shock pressures
are required for melting [21]. In addition, Venus' high atmospheric
temperature may allow the melt to remain molten longer by about
an order of magnitude than on the cooler planets [22]. The percent-
age of impact craters with outflows increases with increasing crater
diameter. However, three of the largest craters, Mead, Kelenova,
and Meimer, have no recognized outflows. Outflow occurrence is
also correlative with impact incidence angle and the degree of
asymmetry in the ejecta. Of craters with asymmetric ejecta, those
with outflows are more numerous than those without above about
15 krn in diameter. Forty-eight percent of asymmetric-ejecta craters
have outflows, compared with only 34% of those with symmetric
ejecta.
"Splotches" or "shadows" (features with low-backscatter cen-
ters surrounded by higher backscatter) are common on the surface
of Venus. They range in diameter from 10 to 70 km with a mean of
about 20 kin. A variety of arguments suggest that if the splotches
were produced by stony asteroidal objects traveling about 10 kin/s,
the bolides would have been several hundred meters in diameter
with energies of order 101_-19j (10 _-_ ergs or roughly 100 mega-
tons). A small fraction of the bolides that would have produced
2-10-kin craters on an airless Venus (hut were filtered in the
atmosphere) are thought to have produced the observed splotches.
Bolides <100 m in diameter are not thought to affect the surface.
Heavily fractured craters and lava-embayed craters are found to
have higher than average densities along the major fracture belts and
rifted uplands connecting Aphrodite Terra and Atla, Beta, Themis,
and Phoebe Regiones [23], thus providing physical evidence for
recent (or ongoing) low-level volcanic and tectonic activity in these
regions.
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ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS ON CRATER GROWTH ON
VENUS. Peter H. Schultz, Brown University, Department of
Geological Sciences, Box 1846, Providence RI 02912, USA.
Laboratory experiments allow examining the consequences of
complex processes operating over a wide range of scales (both
temporal and spatial) and frequently reveal effects that are obvious
only in hindsight. Even though all processes may not scale direcdy,
isolation of the controlling variables allows assessing first-order
effects through analytical approximations. This approach can be
illustrated by the systematic sequence of ballistic ejection [1], the
response of an atmosphere to a strong energy source [2]. the scaling
of cjecta thickness [3]. and the role of secondary cratering [4]. Here
it is proposed that the effects of atmospheric pressure and density on
crater growth (hence. scaling) observed in laboratory experiments
[5.6] has particular relevance for craters on Venus.
Crater Growth: Both static (ambient) and dynamic (viscous
drag) pressure reduce cratering efficiency (displaced mass/impac-
tor mass) for craters produced in particulate target [5]. Target
strength (i.e., internal angle of friction, 0) is shown to have minimal
effect; in fact. similar reduction in cratering efficiency occurs for
craters formed in compacted pumice (_ - 85°), loose sand (_- 330),
and low-density microspheres (0 < 200) • Rather, it is found that
particle size plays the most important role: The smaller the constitu-
ent particle sizes, the greater the reduction in cratering efficiency.
This result can be interpreted as the effect of aerodynamic drag
acting on both individual particles and the ensemble of these
particles comprising the ejecta curtain. By using a helium atmo-
sphere (hence low density at high pressure), the role of static
pressure can be separated from the role of dynamic pressure as
clearly illustrated by the contrasting evolution of the ejecta curtain
[71.
The principal effect of internal angle of friction is in the
preservation of the transient crater. Craters in fine sand and
microspheres with low internal cohesion collapse, whereas craters
in compacted pumice retain their shape. Nevertheless, crater growth
and the evolution of the ejecta curtain during growth are essentially
the same for the same value of the ratio of drag to gravitational
forces. The role of the atmosphere is to choke off crater growth.
Since craters first grow downward and then outward [8,9], arresting
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crater growth changes the prof'de of the transient crater. As shown
in Fig. 1, increasing aunospheric pressure reduces crater diameter
in compacted pumice while maintaining a nearly constant depth.
Quarter-space experiments using sand and microspheres clearly
reveal the same growth, but the evidence is erased by rim/wall
collapse and consequent floor uplift.
Aerodynamic drag affects crater growth at two scales. At broad
scales, the ejecta curtain is an extension of the material flow field in
the targeL The advancing curtain impinges on the atmosphere; or,
in the flame of reference of the curtain, the atmosphere impinges on
the curtain[7,10].The forceexertedon the curtainin a unitarea
changes with time because the velocityof the curtain(and its
constituentejecta),aswellasthemass behind thisunitarea,changes
withtime.At smallscales,theredirectedairflowcreatedinfrontof
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Fig. 1. (a) Effect of atmospheric pressure P on crater diameter and depth
scaled to impactor diameter 2r for impacts into compacted pumice. Atmo-
spheric pressure is expressedas a dimensionless ratio involving target density
times specific energy of impactor. For • given value of _2 (the gravity scaling
parameter), impact velocity is constant; hence, this plot principally shows the
effect of atmospheric pressure. As atmospheric pressure increases, crater
growth is stopped prematurely. The identical process is observed for impacts
into sand and microspheres with very low strengths, but the craters are
unstable and collapse. Co) Schematic represenation of atmospheric effects on
crater depth and diameter for craters without rim/wall collapse (compacted
pumice) and with collapse (sand). Doued line represents constant ratio of
diameter to depth for vacuum conditions. If the atmosphere affects crater
growth (hence scaling) on Venus, it may be revealed in the observed relation
between diameter and depth.
theinclinedcurtaininduces aerodynamic dragon individualejecta.
These two effectsof dragareexpressedby steepeninganglesof the
ejcctacurtalnbeforethecraterhas finishedformingand nonballistlc
ejcctaemplacement afterformation[7].
Application to Venus: The laboratoryresultscannot be di-
rectlyapplied to Venus without assessingboth the role of the
disturbedatmosphere surrounding the impact and the velocityof
cratergrowth. First,the tlme requLredfor atmospheric densityto
recover from astrongshock islongcompared tothelimeforcrater
growth [11].The evolutionof the impact-coupled shock iscorn-
monly assumed toresemble a stationarypointsource[e.g.,12],but
laboratory experiments and surface features on Venus indicate that
the early-time shock develops from a moving hypervelocity source;
consequently, the effects on the atmosphere are displaced down-
range, largely decoupled from later-stage crater excavation [13]
since most impacts are oblique (i.e., impact angles less than 60°).
Interference between the downrange-centered fireball and late-
stage ejcctaemplacement is clearlyrecordexi mound craters on
Venus [13].Second, supersonicadvance of the cjectacurtain(and
itscjccta)occurs for only a small fractionof cratergrowth at
laboratoryscales,yet creams a distinctiveturbulentkink in the
plume due to sheardrag [14].At thescaleof craterson Venus, the
advancing cjectacurtainrepresentsa significantfractionof crater
growth, but scalingof ejectionvelocitiesrevealthateven fora 60-
km-diametcr crater, about 80% of the ejected mass occurs at
subsonic velocities [14].
Because passage of the shock wave and shock comminution in
the target precedes development of the cratering flow field, it is
assumed that the late-stage ejection process is basically the same
whether in a vacuum or under the dense atmosphere of Venus. With
this assumption, gravity should ultimately limit growth when the
ejection velocity falls below a critical value, q_g, necessary for
escaping the cavity. If only static pressure limits growth, then the
effects will resemble a strength term [5]. But dynamic pressure
acting on the ejecta curtain can also limit growth, since the flow field
(including its extension forming the base of the ejecta curtain) is
essentially incompressible and hydrostatic. Hence, scaling will be
controlled by drag force, d, which replaces gravity g [5]. If drag
forces reduce the outward advance of the ejecta curtain (tied to
crater growth) to a value below tpg, then completion of the transient
cavity occurs at an cartier stage of growth just as observed in
laboratory experiments.In such experiments,theratio of d/g was
found to be the controlling parameter because the ejecta curtain is
relatively thin. An alternative approach considers the advancing
curtain analogous to a vertical plate [5,7,10]. Deceleration of such
a plate of thickness w and unit arca A c from a velocity v 0 to v is
simply expressed as
In vlv0 = -I/2 C D pAcL/M c
---I/2 C D (plSc.) (L/w)
(la)
(Ib)
where C D is the drag coefficient (=2 for a flat plate), p is atmospheric
density, L is the distance over which the force acts, and Mc is the
mass of curtain. Because the curtain width per unit area will map on
thesurfaceasejectathicknessperunitarea, w can be givenby ejccta
thickness te at a given scaled range from the crater had it formed in
a vacuum. For purposes of illustration, values typical for laboratory
impact cratcrs (L - 15 cm, te - 0.05 cm, 13= 1.3 x 10-3, and 8e = 1.5)
result in a velocity of reduction of 0.77. Since gravity-limited
growth varies as Rvb'2 [ ]5], this is equivalent to a crater only 0.60 as
large, comparable to observations [5]. For a40-km-diamcter Venus,
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the same equation predicts arresting crater growth when it had
advanced to only about 68% of its size in a vacuum (with the added
assumption that the length reade, L, over which the forces act begin
after the crater has grown to 50% of its final size). It is important to
recognize that eqtmtion (1) predicts that atmospheric deceleration
on the curts2n inere_es with increasing crater size because L ~ Rv
and te ~ Rvta; consequently, in (v/v 0) ~ Rye.
Tests: Several observations are consistent with the inferences
drawn from the laboratory experiments and the simple analogy.
First, nonballistic ejecta emplacement near the rim reflects decel-
eration and collapse of the ejecta ctmain. Craters 70 km in diameter
on Venus exhibit this transition within 0.25 crater radii of the rim.
Second, as aunospheric effects become extreme, the combined roles
of rim/wall collapse and decreaseA ejecta run-out should result in
increasing collapse of the uplifted rim and inner ejecta facies with
increasing size. Third, diameter-to-depth relations for complex
craters on Venus should parallel simple craters on other planets
(Fig. 1).
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morphism ofNaturalMaterials (B. M. French et al., eds.), 87-100,
Mono, Baltimore. [2] Schuhz P. H. and Gault D. E. (1990) In
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[3] McGetchin T. R. et al. (1973) EPSL, 20. 226-236. [4] Oberbeck
V. R. et 8.1.(I 975) Moon, 12, 19-54. [5] Schultz P. H. (1992)JGR,
97, 975-1006. [6] SehuRz P. H. (1990) LPSC XXI, 1097-1098.
[7] Schultz P. H. (1992)JGR, in press. [8] Orphal D. et al. (1980)
Proc. LPSC llth, 230_-232,3.
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EFFECT OF IMPACT ANGLE ON CENTRAL-PEAK/PEAK-
RING FORMATION AND CRATER COLLAPSE ON VENUS.
Peter H. Sehuhz, Brown University, Department of Geological
Sciences, Providence, RI 02912, USA.
Although asymmetry in ejecta patterns and crater shape-in-plan
are commonly cited as diagnostic features of impact angle [ 1,2], the
early-time transfer of energy from impactor to target also creates
distinctive asymmetries in crater profile with the greatest depth
uprange [ 1]. In order to simulate gravity-controlled crater growth,
laboratory experiments use loose particulate targets as analogs for
low-strength material properties follow hag passage of the shock. As
a result, impact crater diameter D in laboratory experiments gener-
ally is many times greater than the impactor diameter 2r (factor of
40), and early-time asymmetries in energy transfer from oblique
impacts are consumed by subsequent symmetrical crater growth,
except at the lowest angles (<2.5°). Such asymmetry is evident for
oblique (<60 ° from horizontal) impacts into aluminum where D/2r
is only 2 to 4. Because cratering efficiency decreases with increas-
ing crater size [3,4] and decreasing impact angle [1], lasge-scale
planetary craters (40-80 kin) should have transient excavation
diameters only 6-10 times larger than the impactor [5]. At basin
scales, D/2r is predicted to be only 3--5, i.e., approaching values for
impacts into aluminum in laboratory experiments. As a result,
evidence for early-time asymmetry in impactor energy transfer
should become evident on planetary surfaces, yet craters generally
retain a circular outline for all but the lowest impact angles.
Evidence for energy-transfer effects in fact occurs on the Moon
and Mercury but depends on scale. For simple craters (Messier,
Toricdli), crater depth is greatest uprange with a steep uprange and
shallow downrange wall slope. For complex craters (Buys-Ballot,
Tycho, King), the central peak is offset uprange (corresponding to
the greatest depth) but the wall exhibits greater failure uprange
(corresponding to higher slope). Moreover, the central peak in King
Crater is breached downrange. For two-ringed basins (Bach on
Mercury), theinterlor ting is breached downrange with evidence for
greater tim/wall failure uprange, observations also consistent with
the oblong Ctisium Basin on the Moon [6]. The eratering record on
Venus allows extending such observations where D/2r should be
further reduced because of the greater gravity and perhaps effects of
the atmosphere [7].
Craters on Venus: Figure I illustrates a 42 kin-diameter crater
with central peak offset uprange, a steep (narrow) uprange inner
wall slope, and a broad but gently sloping downrange wall. Since the
radar look direction is nearly transverse to impact direction, the
observed asymmetry reflects the impact process and not imaging
perspecfive. Figure 2aillustrates a similar uprange offset of acentral
peak ring and a s/milar contrast in the uprange/downrange wall.
Figure 2b, however, reveals a reversal in this pattern for a larger
crater:, a downrange offset of the inner ring. It is proposed that this
reversal reflects more extensive rim/wall failure as crater depth and
uprange slope exceeds a critical value. This proposal is consistent
with the concentric scarps within the crater, transform faults cross-
ing the peak ring, and step faulting beyond the rim. The examples
in Figs. I and 2 are typical for Venus. Exceptions occur only where
topography also plays a role or where the impactor was clearly
multiple.
If the central massifs (peaks and peak rings) reflect the region of
maximum depth, then the size of this disruption may reflect the size
of the impactor [7,8]. As a test, crater diameter referenced to peak-
ring diameter should increase with decreasing impact angle (judged
from the missing sector uprange and the overall degree of ejecta
asymmetry) as cratering efficiency decreases. Ifpeak-ting diameter
reflects a response to impactor kinetic energy or potential energy
(depth), then this ratio should decrease with decreasing impact
angle. As shown in Fig. 3, peaking diameter comprises a greater
fraction of crater diameter as impact angle decreases; consequendy,
it is suggested that peak tings indeed may provide markers of
impactor size. This marker most likely reflects a limiting (but
common) value of peak stress created during penetration [8].
Fig. 1. Crater (42 km in diamete 0 with central peak offset uprange and
exhibiting contrast between steep, narrow and shallow, broad downrange
wall. Arrows indicate crater tim. C1-15 S009. Radar look direction from the
left; arrow indicates impact direction.
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Fig. 2. (a) Crater (50 km diameter) exhibiting a partial central peak ring
offset uprange (from lower fight) CI-6ON 263. Radar look direction is from
upper left. Ca) Larger crater (103 km diameter) exhibiting central peak ring
offset downrange from present rim, opposite to occurrence in (a) and Fig. 1.
Reversal in position is related to enhanced tim/wall collapse uprange that
widens and circularizes the crater around the deepest portion of the transient
crater cavity, which occurs uprange. Further crater widening follows pre-
existing swactural grain. CI-30N 135.
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Fig. 3. Effect of impact angle (from horizontal) on the transverse diameter
of the central peak ring dcp referenced to crater diameter. As impact angle
decreases (basedon degree of ejecla symmetry), size of central peak ring
becomes larger relative to crater diameter• Such a trend is expected if central
peak ring reflects the size of impactor and eratering efficiency decreases
impact angle.
The enhanced uprange rim/wall collapse illustrated in Fig. 2b
(and numerous other large oblique impacts on Venus) provides
insight for why most craters exhibit a circular outline even though
early-time energy transfer comprises a larger fraction of crater
growth. Failure of the uprange rim/wall in response to the
overst_ed wall and greater floor depth circularizes crater
outlines. The rectilinear and conjugate scarp on the pattern uprange
rim, however, indicates failure along preimpact scesses. Hence, a
corollary is that peak shock levels and particle motion may be
reduced uprange during oblique impacts due to the downrange
motion of the impactor,analogous to time dilation.
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IMPACT-GENERATED WINDS ON VENUS: cAusEs AND
EFFECTS. Peter H. Schultz, Brown University, Department of
Geological Sciences, Box 1846, Providence RI 02912, USA.
The pressure of the dense atmosphere of Venus signiflcandy
changes the appearance of ejecta deposits relative to craters on the
Moon and Mercury. Conversely, specificstyles and sequences of
ejectaemplacement can be inferredtorepresentdifferentintensities
of atmospheric response winds actingover different imeseales.
Three characteristictimescalescan be inferredfrom thegeologic
record:surfacescouringand impactor-controlled(angleand direc-
tion)initiationof the long fluidizedrim-out flows; nonballistic
emplacement of inner,radar-brightejectafaciesand radar-dark
outerfacies;and very latereworking of surfacematerials.These
three timescales roughly correspond to processes observed in labo-
ratory experiments that can be sealed to conditions on Venus (with
appropriate assumptions): coupling between the atmosphere and
earlytime vapor/melt (target and impactor) that produces an intense
shock that subsequently evolves into blast/response winds; less
energetic dynamic response of the atmosphere to the outward-
moving ballistic ejecta curtain that generates nonthermal turbulent
eddies; and late recovery of the atmosphere to impact-generated
thermal and pressure gradients expressed as low-energy but long-
lived winds. These different timescales and processes can be viewed
as the atmosphere equivalent of shock melting, material motion, and
far-f'teld seismic response in the target.
Early Processes (Direct Effects of Blast and Fireball): Under
vacuum conditions, the fate of the impactor is generally lost; even
on the Earth, most impact melt sheets exhibit little trace of the
impactor. The dense atmosphere of Venus, however, prevents
escape of the impactor through rapid deceleration of ricochet debris
and containment of the vapor cloud [I ,2]. Figure la illustrates the
time required for the atmospheric blast front to decelerate to the
speed of sound as a function of crater size, where k is the fraction the
initial impactor energy (KEi) coupled to the atmosphere (EA). On
Venus, the shock front dissipates before the crater finishes forming.
If the blast is created by deceleration and containment of early high-
speed ejecta (downrange jetting and ricochet/vapor), then it will
precede ejecta emplacement and should exhibit a source area offset
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Fill. 2. (a) Scenario for sequence and style of ejecta emplacement at early times based on inferences drawn from laboratory impact
phenomena scaled to Venus and surface features revealed by Magellan. At early times, kinetic energy and momentum in the vapor cloud
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Such deposits persist as radar-bright ejecta deposits because of the roughness and low amhlent suffice winds. Finer fractions entrained
in sustained turbulence result in turbidity flows with potentially much greater ran-out distances, Deposits from these flows will be more
sucepdble to subsequent erosion.
downrange from the crater [2,3]. The downrange offset of the center
of origin of the shock is observed in laboratory impact experiments.
Features consistent with this interpretation can also be found around
venus/an craters and include [2] topographic barriers shadowing
surface disruption from the blast; radar-dark/-bright striations con-
verging on the downrange rim rather than the crater; and diffuse
haloes at the base of small hills again focusing on a downrange rim
"source" (shock-dislodged debris drawn back into the rarefied,
rising fireball). Moreover, radar-dark parabola patterns commonly
center on a point downrange and not the crater [2]. In contrast, the
time for recovery of the atmosphere to ambient pressure (or density
and temperature) is much longer than the time for crater formation
(Fig. lb). If all craters were formed by vertical impacts, this would
mean that the craters form within a fireball or behind the wake
characterized by low density (high temperature, low pressure) as
postulated in [4]. But most craters are formed by oblique impacts
(i.e., 75% formed at angles of 60* or less). Consequently, the early
fireball moves away from crater excavation initially at
hypervelocities. At low impact angles (<30°), the energy coupled to
the atmosphere resembles a rolling fireball containing vapor and
dispersed melt moving downrange until decelerated. Because the
vapor/melt is higher in density than conditions in the fireball, it
collapses within the fireball to form long run-out density flows
controlled by local topography, well in advance of ejecta emplace-
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ment as observed on Venus [5,6]. Such a process accounts for the
long run-out flows consistently originating downrange in oblique
impacts (i.e., opposite the missing ejecta sector) even if uphill from
thecraterim.Atmospheric tu.dmlcaaceand recoverywindsdecoupled
from the gradient-controlledbasal run-outflow continuesdown-
range and produces wind streaksin the Ice of topographichighs.
Turbulence accompanying thebasaldensityflowsmay alsoproduce
wind steak patterns.Uprange theatmosphcre isdrawn inbehind the
Ftreball (and enhanced by the impinging impactor wake), resulting
in scong winds that will last at least as long as the time for crater
formation (i.e., minutes). Such winds can entrain and saltate surface
materials as observed in laboratory experiments [2,3] and inferred
from large transverse dunes uprange on Venus [2].
Atmospheric Effects on Ballistic EJecta: Even on Venus,
target debris will be ballistically ejected and form a conical ejecta
curtain until its outward advance is decelerated by the atmosphere.
The well-def'med, radial ejecta delineating the uprange missing
ejecta sector of craters formed by oblique impacts demonstrate
ballistic control of ejection. As the inclined ejecta curtain advances
outward, however, it creates turbulent vortices, which have been
observed in the laboratory experiments [2] and modeled theoreti-
cally [7]. The ejecta curtain gradually becomes more vertical in
response to atmospheric resistance. The atmospheric density is
sufficient to decelerate meter-sized ejecta to terminal velocities [8]
that will be entrained in and driven by response winds induced by the
outward-moving curtain. While larger ejecta are deposited, smaller
size fractions become entrained in an outward ejecta flow. Based on
diversion of such flows by low-relief barriers near the rims of
craters, the transition from ballistic to nonballistic emplacement
occurs within about 0.5 crater radii of the rim. This observation
underscores the fact that dynamic atmospheric pressure signifi-
cantly restricts outward advance of the ejecta curtain. The sealed
run-out distance (distance from the crater rim scaled to crater
diameter, D) of the ejecta flow should decrease on Venus as D -°.s,
unless consumed by crater rim collapse. Because of the high
atmospheric density, collapse of near-rim ejecta into a flow crudely
resembles an avalanche comprised of coarse debris and blocks. But
high winds and turbulence created by the outward-moving curtain
separate during terminal emplacement of the inner flow, thereby
winnowing the freer fractions and creating an overrunning turbidity
flow that continues outward.
Turbidity flows containing finer fractions can extend to much
larger distances until turbulence su_or_g entrained debris no
longer can support the load. Because turbulent wind velocities
greatly exceed ambient surface winds, such vortices are also capable
of mobilizing surface materials. It is suggested that the radar-dark
lobes extending beyond the inner radar-bright ejecta [2,6] reflect
this process. In addition, many craters are surrounded by a very
diffuse boundary that masks low-relief ridges and fractures; this
boundary may indicate the limits of a third stage of flow separation
and deposition. The observed radar-dark signature requires such
ejecta to be less than a few centimeters. In con_ast with the coarse,
radar-bright inner facies, the outer radar-dark facies will be more
susceptible to later erosion by ambient or other impact-generated
winds because the size fractions were sorted by a similar process.
This is consistent with observed removal or reworking of craters
believed to be old, based on superposed tectonic features.
Late Recovery Winds (Secondary Effects of Atmospheric
Turbulence): On planets without atmospheres, the effects of
early, high-speed ejecta and impactor are typically lost. On Venus,
however, the dense atmosphere not only contains this energy
fraction, but the long recovery time of the atmosphere (Fig. 1b)
results in late-stage reworking, if not self-destruction, of ejecta
facies emplaced earlier. Surface expression should include bed forms
(e.g., meter-scale dunes and decicentimetcr-seale ripples) reflect-
ing eddies created in the boundm'y layer at the surface. Because
radarimaging indicatessmall-scalesurfaceroughness (as well as
resolvedsurfacefeatures),regionsaffectedby suchlong-livedlow-
energy processes can extend to enormous distances. Such me,as are
not directly related to ejecta emplacement but reflect the atmo-
spheric equivalenttodistant seismicwaves inthe target.Late-stage
atmospheric processesalso includeinteractionswith upper-level
winds. Deflectionof the winds around the advancing/expanding
fireballcreatesaparabolic-shapedintcrfacealoft.Thisispreserved
in the fall-out of finer debris for impacts directed into the winds aloft
(from the west) but self-destructs if the impact is directed with the
wind. Exception to this rule occurs for larger crater (>60 kin)
sufficient to interrupt the flow pattern not only by the fireball but
also by the ejecta curtain.
References: [1] Schultz P. H. and Gault D. E. (1990) In GSA
Spec. Pap. 247 (V. L. Sharpton and P. D. Ward, eds.), 239-261.
[2] Schultz P. H. (1992)JGR, in press. [3] Schultz P. H. (1992)JGR,
in press. [,4] Ivanov B. A. et al. (1986) Proc. LPSC 16th, inJGR, 91,
D413--D430. [5] Schultz P. H. (1991) Eo$, 73, 288. [6] Phillips
R. J. et al. (1991) Science, 252, 288-296. [7] Barnouin O. and
Schultz P. H. (I 992) LPSCXXIll, 65--66. [8] Schultz P. H. and Gault
D. E. (1979) JGR, 84, 7669-7687. [9] Schultz P. H. et al. (1981)
In Multi-Ring Basins, Proc. LPS 12A (P. H. Schultz et al., eds.),
181-195, Pergamon, New York. [10] B arnouin O. and Schultz P. H.
(1992) LPSC XXIII, 65-66. [11] Schultz P. H., this volume.
[12] Jones E. M. and San ford M. T. 11 (1982 ) In GSA Spec. Pap. 190
(L. Silver and P. Schultz, eds.), 175-186. [13] Sehultz P. H. (1992)
JGR, in press. [14] Schultz P. H. and Gault D. E. (1982) In GSA
Spec. Pap. 190 (L. Silver and P. Schultz, eds.), 153-174. [15] Post
R. L. (1974)AIZWL--TR-74---51. :_
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MAGELLAN PROJECT PROGRESS REPORT. J.F. Scott,
D. G. Griffith, J. M. Gunn, R. G. Piereson, J. M. Stewart, A. M.
Tavormina, and T. W. Thompson, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena CA 91109, USA.
The Magellan spacecraft was placed into orbit around Venus on
August 10, 1990 and started radar data acquisition on September 15,
1990. Since then, Magellan has completed mapping over 2.75
rotations of the planet (as of mid-July 1992). Synthetic aperture
radar (SAR), altimetry, and radiometry observations have covered
84% of the surface during the first mission cycle from mid-
September 1990 through mid-May 1991.
Operations in the second mission cycle from mid-May 1991
through mid-January 1992 emphasized filling the larger gaps (the
south polar region and a superior conjunction) from that fu'st cycle.
An Orbit Trim Maneuver (OTM) was performed at the beginning of
cycle 2 in order to interleave altimeter footprintsatperiapsis. This
yielded better altimetric sampling of the equatorial regions of
Venus. Some 94% of the planet was mapped at the end of mission
cycle 2.
Observations in the third mission cycle from mid-January to
mid-September 1992 emphasized reimaging of areas covered in
cycle 1 and cycle 2 such that digital stereo and digital terrain data
products can be produced. A Ixansponder anomaly in January 1992
(just before mission cycle 3 started) forced the project to use a radar
data downlink of 115 Kbs instead of 268 Kbs. Although data
acquisition is curtailed, some 30-40% of the planet will be mapped
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Fig. 1.
in cycle 3. Some 98% of the planet will be mapped at the end of
mission cycle 3.
Planned observations in the fourth mission cycle from mid-
September 1992 through mid-May 1993 will emphasize high-
resolution gravity observations of the equatorial regions of Venus.
A second Orbit Trim Maneuver (OTM) at the beginning of this
mission cycle will lower periapsis to below 200 km to improve the
gravity resolution. Magellan, with its large antenna and X-band
radio system, will also improve upon the venusian gravity maps
obtained from the Pioneer-Venus spacecraft. These new gravity
observations when coupled with superb radar images will provide
valuable insights to the interior processes occurring on Venus.
Scientific reports for the project include the "45 Day Report,"
which was published as a single issue of Science in March 1991. A
"6-Month Report" will also be published as a special issue of the
Journal of Geophysical Research (JGR) Planets in the summer of
1992. A "Geophysics Report" on the 360 ° of gravity observation in
cycle 4 will be one or more scientific articles submitted for
publication in the summer or fall of 1993.
Magellan data products, the SAR images, altimetry data and
radiometry data, are available as analog photographs and digital
compact disks (CD-ROMs) at the National Space Science Data
Center (NSSDC) at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)
in Greenbelt, Maryland. As of May 1,1992, over 500 radar mosaics,
as well as the altimetry and radiometry data for the lust mission
cycle, are available. In addition, some 250 photographs have been
released and are available to the public. The altimetry and radiom-
etry data for cycle 1 produced by the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT), as well as the cartographic products produced
by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), are being released to the
science community. ,
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ATLA REGIO, VENUS: GEOLOGY AND ORIGIN OF A
MAJOR EQUATORIAL VOLCANIC RISE. D.A. Senskeand
J. W. Head, Department of Geological Sciences, Box 1846, Brown
University, Providence RI 02912, USA.
Introduction: Regional volcanic rises forrn a major part of the
highlands in the equatorial region of Venus. These broad domical
uplands, 1000 to 3000 km across, contain centers of volcanism
forming large edifices, and are associated with extension and
rifting. Two classes of rises are observed: (1) those that are
dominated by tectonism, acting as major centers for converging rifts
such as Beta Regio and Aria Regio, and are termed tectonic junctions
[ 1]; and (2) those forming uplands characterized primarily by large-
scale volcanism forming edifices, Western Eistla Regio and Bell
Regio, where zones of extension and rifting are less developed.
Within this second class of features the edifices are typically found
at the end of a single rift, or are associated with a linear belt of
deformation [ 1,7.]. In this paper, we examine the geologic character-
istics of the tectonic junction at Aria Regio, concentrating on
documenting the styles of volcanism and assessing mechanisms for
the formation of regional topography.
Topographic and Geologic Characteristics of Aria Regio:
Aria Regio is a 1000-km x 1000-kin highland centered near 4*N,
200 ° and is a broad rise reaching an elevation of 3.0 km (all
elevations are referenced to a planetary radius of 6051.0 kin) (Fig.
1). The relationship between chasmata (rifts) and volcanic features
forms a pattern similar to that observed at Beta Regio, distinguish-
hag Atla as a major tectonic junction [3,4,5]. In addition, Pioneer
Venus gravity data show this highland to have a substantial gravity
anomaly, centered at Ozza Mons, along with a corresponding large
apparent depth of isostatic compensation (>200 km) [6,7]. Interpre-
tations from these data suggest that like Beta Regio, Aria Regio is
most likely a site of mantle upwelling.
Magellan altimetry data provide the In-st detailed coverage of the
topography of Atla Regio (Fig. 1). The regional rise has gentle
slopes (0.10 to 0.2°), reaching its highest point at Ozza Mons, a 7.5-
km-high peak. In plan view the central part of the highland is
triangular shaped with its apex pointing to the north where it
intersects the north-south-trending rift valley Ganis Chasma. The
legs of the triangle correspond to Dali Chasma (southwest/northeast
orientation) and Parga Chasma (southeast/northwest orientation).
The more distal parts of all three rifts curve, are aligned along a more
east-west orientation, and form a "pinwheel" pattern centered on
Ozza Mons. At a point just to the south of where Dali Chasma
intersects Ozza Mons a second volcano, Maat Mons, is located on
the western edge of the rift and rises to an elevation of 9.2 kin. To
the northwest of central Atla is a second gentle topographic rise
(elevation of 2.0 kin) on which is located Sapas Mons, a 4.0-kin-
high volcano that has a substantial gravity anomaly (+25 regal at a
spacecraft altitude of 200 km) (8). The presence of broad domical
topography, the large gravity anomaly, and the presence of large-
scale volcanism suggests that Sapas is the site of second thermal
anomaly.
Regional Geology of Atla Regio: In order to understand the
relationships between regional tectonism and volcanism, we exam-
ine the geology of the central part of the Atla, concentrating on Ozza
Mons and Maat Mons. Geologic mapping of this area (Fig. 2) shows
it to contain five general units, the most abundant of which are radar-
dark plains. Plains to the northwest of Ozza Mons contain pervasive
sinuous ridges (spacing of 10 to 25 kin) with a general orientation
ofN 30OE, parallel to the trend of Ganis Chasma, and are interpreted
to be compressional in origin [5]. These structures may have formed
by the relaxation of topography or may represent surface deforma-
tion linked to large-scale flow in the mantle [5]. To the north of Ozza
Mons the plains are disrupted by faulting and fracturing forming a
150- to 250-kin-wide rift, Ganis Chasma. Features mapped as
edifices correspond to the volcanos Sapas Mons, Maat Mons, and
Ozza Montes. An additional volcanic center with a corresponding
large gravity anomaly (+35 mgal) is located on the southwest edge
of Ganis Chasma (15°N, 195°). This region is located along a chain
of gravity highs stretching the length of Ganis Chasma. Lava flows
from the volcanic center lie on the edge of the rift, being deposited
to the southwest, apparently down the rift flanks and do not appear
to contribute to any rift infilling. A number of isolated regions of
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highly deformed terrain are mapped as tesserae. Unlike Beta Regio,
tesserae does not appear to be a major unit Aria [9].
Ozza Mons forms the central part of Aria and is located at the
point where Ganis, Dali, and Parga Chasma intersect. The relation-
shipbetween Ganis C'hasma and Ozza Mons is examined along with
the general stratigraphic relationships between assemblages of
volcanic units. The rift valley, Ganis Chasma, is unique in that it is
relatively devoid of inf'dling from volcanism and sedimentary
material. The exception to this trend is evident whcre it merges with
the volcano. At the point where the rift intersects Ozza it narrows
from a width of 225 km to 125 kin and deformation is confined to
a trough on the flank of the volcano. The primary area of disruption
is a zone of scarps associated withnorrnal faulting that is offset from
the main trend of the rift, changing orientation from a strike that is
just west of north to one that is just east of north. Additiona] scarps
with a relatively uniform spacing of 5 kin are arrayed with a
northeast/southwest orientation on the eastern flank of the edifice
and are associated with an unnamed rift aligned to the northeast. The
Ganis rift terminates at the summit of Ozza, a radar-dark oval
plateau (100 km x 60 kin) that rises to an elevation of 1.5 km above
its surroundings and contains numerous pits and collapse structures
(diameters of 0.5 to 7.0 kin). To the north of the summit, just below
the plateau, lies a dome field (domes 10 km in diameter) covering
an area 80 km x 100 krn. Deposits along the eastern edge o fthe dome
field are supcrposed on faults and fractures from Ganis Chasma,
indicating that at this location volcanism postdates faulting and
contributes to partial infilling of the rift. Further to the north, where
the rift narrows, other lava flows both superpose and are cross cut
by faults, indicating that rifting and the deposition of volcanics
occurred concurrently.
Four major classes of volcanic deposits are identified on Ozza
Mons; the first two are made up of the radar-dark material on the
summit and the adjacent dome field. The others correspond to flow
units mapped on the distal parts of the volcano, bright flows and
mottled bright flows. Bright flows have arelatively uniform texture,
with no apparent source regions for the deposits observed. In many
places the unit is cut by faults and fractures, deformation associated
with rifting. In comparison, it is possible to identify numerous
apparent source regions for mottled bright flows. These originate
mainly from vents on the outer flanks of the volcano. Like the bright
flow unit it is possible to identify places where the mottled bright
flows are cross cut by faulting. The boundaries between the units
typically form an embayment relationship, with some of the mottled
bright flows being channeled down graben, suggesting that they are
stratigraphically the younger of the two units. In general the dome
field and the mottled bright flows appear to be most recent units.
Maat Mons: Located 600 km southwest of Ozza Mons and
lying on the northwest edge of Dali Chasma is Maat Mons. In plan
view, this volcano is elliptically shaped (195 km x 120 kin) with its
major axis oriented in a northeast/southwest direction. Its summit
region differs from that of Ozza Mons in that it contains a 25-kin-
diameter caldera with additional smaller nested pits and collapse
structures (diameters between 1.0 and 5.0 kin), indicating multiple
episodes of magma emplacement and withdrawal. Unlike Ozza
Mons, this volcano is not disrupted by faulting, but instead, along
its southeast flank, appears to be filling the rift.
Volcanic deposits mapped on Maat range from bright to mottled
dark. The most abundant flows have a bright homogeneous texture,
are found on the more distal flanks of the volcano, and are inter-
preted to be associated with the large-scale effusion of lava. Mottled
bright flows have a range of textures on the scale of tens of
kilometers and are found mainly in the area where the rift is being
Ydled in. The central part of Maat contains deposits with mottled
dark textures that are arrayed in a pattern radial to the summit. In
several locations the dark material has a diffuse boundary, suggest-
ing the presence of a mantling deposit. One example corresponds to
a cluster of domes (diameters ranging from 5 to 10 krn) located in
a 2.0 km deep depression 250 km to the north of the summit (3.2*N,
194.9") and mapped as a dome field. The terrain associated with this
area appears etched and is covered by a dark diffuse deposit,
suggesting the possible presence of an air fall deposit associated
with pyroclastic activity. In general the boundaries between the
different flow units are gradational, making stratigraphic relation-
ships difficult to determine.
Summary and Conclusions: Aria Regio is a complex region
of converging rifts and volcanism. The largest (areally extensive)
volcanic center corresponds to Ozza Mons and has characteristics
similar to Theia Mons in Beta Regio [5]. Stratigraphic relationships
at Ozza suggest that both the deposition of volcanics and rifting have
occurred concurrently. Maat Mons is broadly similar to volcanos
identified in Westem Eistla Regio (sir Mons) and contains a well-
defined summit caldera. On the basis of regional stratigraphic
relationships and the analysis of geophysical data, Aria is inter-
preted to be a site in which a mantle plume, centered near Ozza
Mons, has uplifted plains causing faulting and rifting and volcanic
construction at Ozza Mons and Maat Mons.
In addition to Ozza Mons, Sapas Mons, Ganis Chasma, and the
area mapped as a volcanic center (separate from the large volcanos),
all have substantial positive gravity anomalies. Sapas is interpreted
to be a second site of upwelling adjacent to Aria. On the basis of its
large gravity anomaly and a corresponding large apparent depth of
compensation (>200 kin) [7] the zone of extension and rifting at
Ganis is interpreted to be linked to mantle dynamics. This array of
surface features separate from those at central Aria (Ozza and Maat)
may be associated with multiple upwellings, or possibly a single
large plume that has produced smaller instabilities [10].
References: [!] Senske D. A. (1990) Earth Moon Planets,
50/51, 305-327. [2] Senske D. A. et al. (1991a) Earth Moon
Planets, 55, 163-214. [3] Campbell D. B. et al. (1984)Science, 226,
167-170. [4] Stofan E. R. et al. (1989) GSA Bull., 101,143-156.
[5] Senske D. A. et al. (1992)JGR, 97. [6] Sjogren W. L. et al. (1983)
JGR, 88, 1119-1128. [7] Smrekar S. E. and Phillips R. J. (1991)
EPSL, 107, 582-597. [8] Sjogren et al. (1983) JGR, 88, 1119-1128.
[9] Senske D. A. et al. (1991b) GRL, 18, 1159-1162. [10] Griffiths
R. W. and Campbell I. H. (1991) JGR, 96, 18295-18310.
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THE GEOLOGIC MAPPING OF VENUS USING C-I FOR-
MAT: SHEETS 75N254, 60N263. I.V. Shaiimov, Lomonosov
Moscow University, Moscow, Russia
The results of geologic mapping of Venus, produced on the base
of Magellan images, are presented. We submit two C-1 format
geologic maps with the appropriate legend.
The mapping territory has been taken from Venera 15 and 16
missions and geologic maps have been composed by Sukhanov et al.
[2] and Kotelnicov et al. [1]. Magellan images allow us to divide
some types of the plains units to determine the lava flow direction
and to map with better accuracy.
C-1 sheets 75N254 and 60N263 are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The
correlation of the mapped units is shown in Fig. 3. We regret the
difficult perception without the color legend.
References: [1] Kotelnicov V.A. et al. (1989) Atlas of Venus,
GUGK, Moscow (in Russian). [2] Sukhanov A.L. et al. (1989) Attas
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GEOID, TOPOGRAPHY, AND CONVECTION-DRIVEN
CRUSTAL DEFORMATION ON VENUS. Mark Simons,
Bradford H. Hager, and Sean C. Solomon, Department of Earth,
Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge MA 02139, USA.
Introduction: High-resolution Magellan images and altim-
etry of Venus reveal a wide range of styles and scales of surface
deformation [1 ] that cannot readily be explained within the classical
terrestrial plate tectonic paradigm. The high correlation of long-
wavelength topography and gravity and the large apparent depths of
compensation suggest that Venus lacks an upper-mantle low-
viscosity zone [2-5]. A key difference between Earth and Venus
may be the degree of coupling between the convecting mantle and
the overlying lithosphere. Mantle flow should then have recogniz-
able signatures in the relationships between surface topography,
crustal deformation, and the observed gravity field [6,7].
Model: We explore the effects of this coupling by means of a
Finite element modeling technique. The crust and mantle in these
models are treated as viscous fluids. We solve both the equations of
motion and the heat equation at every time step using a modified
version of the two-dimensional Cartesian finite-element program
ConMan [8]. A passive marker chain tracks the crust-mantle inter-
face and permits variation in the crustal buoyancy as well as specific
crustal and mantle rheologies. These rheologies depend on compo-
sition, temperature, and stress. In addition to the flow field, the
stress field in the lithosphere, the surface topography, and the
resulting geoid are readily calculated. The models presented here
use an irregular finite-element mesh that is 50 elements high and 160
elements wide. Our maximum resolution is in the 40-kin-thick top
layer, where each element is 2 km high and 5 km wide. In all, the
mesh is 800 km in the horizontal dimension and 400 krn in the
vertical dimension. We impose free-slip boundary conditions on the
top and side walls, with no flow through these walls. Flow at the
bottom boundary is constrained to be vertical with no horizontal
flow permitted. This last boundary condition gives a virtual 800
km × 800 km box. The surface topography is calculated from the
vertical stresses on the top wall of the box. Top and bottom
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Fig. 1. Temperature contours at 130 m.y. for the (a) upwelling and
Co) downwelling models. Contour interval is 100oC; the top of the box is at
500"C.
temperatures are ftxed at 500°C and 1250°(2 respectively. Initially,
we impose a linear temperature gradient across the lithosphere and
set the rest of the mantle to be isothermal. We investigate two
classes of models. Flow in the first class is initiated with a sinusoidal
temperature perturbation throughout the box. This results in mantle
flow that is dominated by concentrated downwelling (Fig. lb). In
the second class of models, flow is driven by a hot patch at the side
of thebox, thereby driving flow by concentrated upwelling (Fig. 1a).
Results: In all our models, convection produces horizontal
compressional stresses in lithosphere above downwelling mantle
and extensional stresses in lithosphere above upwelling mantle. As
the convective vigor increases so does the magnitude of the stress.
In models with constant-viscosity mantle overlain by a constant-
viscosity crust, stress in the crust reaches values in excess of 100
MPa in less than 100 m.y. We find that the rate of increase in
compressive stress decreases with increasing crustal viscosity. This
is because the stronger the crust, the more the development of the
convective instability in the mantle driving the deformation is
impeded. We also f'md that the magnitude of the peak compressive
stress achieved above the downwelling increases with higher vis-
e.osities and/or with thinner initial crustal layers; the stronger the
crustal lid, the more tractions from mantle convection are supported
in the crust. Since force balance on the crust requires that shear
traction integrated along the base be balanced by normal tractions
integrated through its thickness, the thinner the crust, the larger the
horizontal stresses.
Both analytical models [9,10] and our numerical models of
convection-induced crustal flow indicate that the amplitude and
sign of the topography are highly time and rheology dependent. In
general, possible responses of the crust to mantle flow can be
divided into three categories. The f'trst involves little if any crustal
flow, and topography results mainly from the transmission of
normal tractions induced by density contrasts within the mantle.
The second possible regime involves substantial crustal flow. with
geologically rapid thickening over convective downwelling and
thinning over convective upwelling. In this regime the effects of
crustal thickness variations dominate the topography.A thirdpos-
sibleregime lies between the first two, with "in phase" deformation
on short timescales and crustal flow on longer timescalcs. A strong
mantle lithosphere tends to shield the crust from convective shear
tractions, and topography results mainly from the transmission of
convective normal tractions. A relatively weak lower crust facili-
tates crustal deformation, and the isostatic effects of crustal thick-
ness variations dominate the topography.
Consideration of geoid to topography ratios (GTRs) can restrict
which regime of crustal response is appropriate for Venus. The
distribution of estimated GTRs for several highiand regions on
Venus is bimodal with two clusters around 10 and 25 m/kin [5]. The
positive correlation of long-wavelength gravity and topography
implies that there are no major regions that have negative GTRs. To
keep the GTRs positive, the geoid must follow the surface topogra-
phy in sign at all times. Although the regime of negligible crustal
flow can correctly predict both the sign and magnitude of the GTRs,
it does not allow for the crustal deformation (i.e.. flow) inferred
from observations of tectonic features on Venus.
In contrast to the regime of negligible flow. that of time-
dependent crustal flow generates topography that changes sign.
Over a mantle downwelling, the topography is negative in the early
stages of deformation and positive in the laterstages of deformation;
the converse holds over a mantle upwelling, During the transitional
period the topography goes through zero, the gcoid does not go
through zero. and the GTR is unbounded; this singularity is not
observed on Venus. An example of the evolution of the GTR for a
model in the time-dependent regime is shown in Fig. 2. Note that
before 90 m.y. both topography and geoid are negative, but at 90
m.y. crustal thickening effects begin to dominate and the topogra-
phy switches sign. causing the GTRs to first become unbounded and
then negative.
In the absence of a mechanism by which the sign of the geoid
anomaly mimics that of the topography over a given upwelling or
downwelling, only the regime of rapid crustal flow is plausible. In
the case of mantle downwelling this would also require that the
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Fig. 2. Evolution of GTR with time. At each time step, the GTR shown is the
slope of the best fit line to the collection of geoid and topography values
upward continued to 250 km above the surface nodes in the model. The result
is for a downwelling model, with a crust of constant viscosity 50 times that of
the mantle. In this model the sign of the topography is time-dependent, but that
of the geoid is not. The singularity at about 90 m.y. corresponds to the time
when topography crosses the zero datum. Note that the GTRs for this model
are neither always positive nor always bounded.
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lower mantle be more viscous than the upper mantle in order to
produce the required positive geold anomalies. This has already
been shown to be true for the Earth, where the observed geoid highs
over regions of mantle upwelling and regions of mantle down-
welling are best explained by the presence of a strong lower mantle
[11,12]. The large positive GTRs and the presence of large shield
volcanos in certain highland regions on Venus, such as Beta Regio
and Eistla Regio, are best explained as areas of mantle upwelling
[5,13,14]. The regime of rapid crustal flow predicts crustal thinning
over the upwelling. However, the extensive partial melt and ensuing
volcanism expected over such regions of mantle may outweigh the
effects of crustal thinning on the surface topography and thus also
yield postive GTRs [15].
References: [1]SolomonS.C.etal.(1991)Science,252,297.
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VENUS GRAVITY: SUMMARY AND COMING EVENTS.
W. L. Sjogren, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 4800 Oak Grove Drive,
Pasadena CA 91109, USA.
The first significant dataset to provide local measures of venu-
sian gravity field variations was that acquired from the Pioneer
Venus Orbiter (PVO) during the 1979-1981 period. These observa-
tions were S-band Doppler radio signals from the orbiting space-
craft received at Earth-based tracking stations. Early reductions of
these data were performed using two quite different techniques.
Estimates of the classical spherical harmonics were made to various
degrees and orders up to 10 [1,2,3 ]. At that time, solutions of much
higher degree and order were very difficult due to computer
limitations. These reductions, because of low degree and order,
revealed only the most prominent features with poor spatial resolu-
tion and very reduced peak amplitudes.
Another reduction technique was the line-of-sight acceleration
mapping that had been used successfully for the Moon and Mars.
This approach provided much more detail and revealed the high
correlation of gravity with topography [4,5,6]. However, this tech-
nique does not produce a global field as do the spherical harmonics.
It provided a mapping of features from approximately 50°N to 25°S
latitude for 360 ° of longitude. Other shortcomings were that the
accelerations were at spacecraft altitude rather than at the surface
and were not vertical accelerations; however, the reductions were
quick and cheaply a_plished. Other efforts to an alyze these data
included local area reductions, where surface masses were esti-
mated [7,8,9].
The computer revolution over the past 10 years has allowed new
reductions with spherical harmonics. New fields up to degree and
order fifty (2600 parameters) have been made [10,11,12]. These
fields now provide the best representation for any serious geophysi-
cist doing quantitative modeling. There is now vertical gravity at the
surface from a global model that carries all the requirements of
dynamical consistency. There is one sizeable concern in that the
resolution over the entire planet is not uniform. Tiffs is due to the
Pioneer orbit, which had a high eccentricity, causing the high
latitude regions of Venus to be poorly resolved.
The Magellan (MGN) spacecraft, which went into orbit about
Venus in August 1990, has returned Doppler data for gravity field
reduction. However, because the high gain antenna was pointed at
Venus for SAR mapping, no gravity data were acquired until the
antenna was pointed back to Earth. This occurred at spacecraft
altitudes higher than 2500 kin. gready reducing local gravity
sensitivity. MGN has an eccentricity much smaller than PVO. so
there is new information in the polar regions. Present reductions
include two MGN circulations (486 days), which reduce uncertain-
ties and produce somewhat better resolution.
During March, April, and May 1992 new low-altitude data have
been acquired from both PVO and MGN. PVO periapsis latitude has
changed 27 °, from 16°N to ll°S. These data will provide better
del'mition in the southern hemisphere, particularly over Artemis.
The MGN mission now acquires periapsis gravity data for one orbit
out of eight (i.e., foregoes SAR mapping for one orbit/day). Since
MGN has an X-band radio signal, the data quality is a factor of 10
better than PVO. Only a small block of MGN data was acquired
before its periapsis went into occultation May 16. Solar conjunction
and periapsis occultation has also occurred for PVO.
In September of 1992 MGN periapsis will exit occultation and
its periapsis altitude will be lowered to approximately 170 kin.
Periapsis will be visible from Earth for a complete 360 ° longitude
coverage period (243 days). This should be an excellent dataset,
having low X-band data noise that in turn can be combined with the
PVO dataseL
In December 1992 PVO will exit periapsis occultation and low-
altitude data (-150 krn) in the southern hemisphere will be acquired
for about one month before PVO is lost due to the lack of fuel to
maneuver to safe altitudes.
In May 1993 there remains the possibility of aerobraking MGN
into a circular orbit, thus allowing global uniform resolution gravity
data to be acquired. One hopes that NASA has enough foresight to
keep Magellan alive so this is a reality. It is anticipated that if this
is done, harmonic solutions to degree and order 60-70 (5000
parameters) will be produced. One could then compare similar
features globally, resolve coronae and test many interior structure
models.
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DIFFERENT TYPES OF SMALL VOLCANOS ON VENUS.
E. N. Slyuta t, I. V. Shalimov 2, and A. M. Nikishin 2, tVernadsky
Institute, Russian Academy of Science, 117975 Moscow, Russia,
2Moscow University, Moscow, Russia.
One of the studies of volcanic activity on Venus is the compari-
son of that with the analogous volcanic activity on Earth. The
preliminary report of such a comparison and description of a small
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Fig. 3. Comparison of crater/edifioe diameter ratio histograms for small
venusian volcanos (bottom) and possible terrestrial analogs.
cluster of small venusian volcanos is representedin detail in this
paper.
The cluster in question of small volcanos on Venus within Sedna
Planitia (43°N, 334°E) is localized and compact. The total number
of small volcanos recognized within the cluster is about 160
edifices; most of them have a small top pit. Some types of volcanic
edifices within the cluster arc recognized. The major type of
volcanic edifices is small shield volcanos of Iceland type [ 1]. Small
shield average basal diameter is 3750 m. Volcanos with a flat top
outlined by a steep flank (Fig. 1) are also observed. There are 15 fiat-
top edifices (- 9, 4% of the total number) in the cluster. The basal
diameter of those varies from 1500 m to 10,200 m and average basal
diameter is 6450 m, i.e., they are sufficicndy larger on the average
than usual shield edifices. Anothcr diffcrcncc from regular small
shield volcanos is the dcpendcncc observed betwccn the crater
diamctcr and the edifice diamctcr (Figs. 2a,b). Thc right dcpcndcncc
between crater diameter and flat-top edifice diameter is also ob-
served (Fig. 2c). The crater diameter to cdificc basal diamctcr ratio
is similar to that for shield edifices and terrestrial small shields (Fig.
3) [2]. The crater diameter to fiat-top part basal diameter is similar
to that for terrestrial cinder cones (Fig. 3). If the slope angle of the
flat-top flank corresponds to the angle of natural slip (of rest) of
volcanic cinder material on Earth (it is about 30 ° [3]) the fiat-top
height can be def'med, which varies from 130 to 260 m for different
size edifices.
Thus, at least there are two different morphological types of
small volcanos within the cluster. The difference may be caused by
both eruption conditions including volatile content and different
magma compound. It is suggested that venusian flat-top volcanos
may have formed in two stages. The first is the formation of usual
shield edifice due to effusive eruption and the second is the
formation of thc flat cinder supcrsmacture on the shield top (Fig. 1)
due to subscqucntly more explosive eruption.
It should be emphasized that venusian small shields are also
similar to terrestrial analogs in size [ 1]. The minimal basal diameter
of a vcnusian small shield obtained by more than 600 measure-
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ments of volcanos with accuracy down to pixel is within the
g00--900-m range. The smallest terrestrial shield edifice formed by
one eruption also has a basal diameter of about 800--900 m [3].
The different types of volcanos can often be observed within the
similar volcanic cluster on Earth. There are a variety of volcanic
structures in similar clusters of volcanos in Saudi Arabia. The
volcanic cluster and volcanos have been described in detail by Camp
and Roobol [4]. The scoria cones arc 0.5 to 1.3 km in diameter and
rise as much as 100 m above the surrounding surface. They are
typically steep and have open craters with a diameter of 100--400 m.
Scoria cones arc the largest group of Arabian volcanos withnumbers
up to 75 % [4]. The shield volcanos are 5-10 km in diameter and rise
as much as 1150 m above the surrounding surface. The crater/cone
ratio is smaller, which is typical for shield volcanos. This group
reaches 12% of the total number of volcanos [4].
References: [1] SiniloV. P.andSlyutaE.N. (19g9)LPSCXX,
1016-1017. [2] Frcy H. and Jarosewich M. (1982) JGR, 87,
9867-9879. [3] Macdonald G. A. (1972) Volcanoes, Prentice-Haft,
New Jersey. [4] Camp V. E. et al. (1991) GSA Bull., 103,363-391.
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CONSTRAINTS ON CRI._TAT-, RHEOLOGY AND AGE OF
DEFORMATION FROM MODELS OF GRAVITATIONAL
SPREADING IN ISHTAR TERRA, VENUS. Suzanne E.
Smrekar and Scan C. Solomon, Department of Earth, Atmospheric,
and Planetary Sciences, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge MA 02139, USA.
Introduction: Gravitational spreading is expected to lead to
rapid relaxation of high relief due to the high surface temperature
and associated weak crust on Venus [ 1,2]. In this study, we use new
Magellan radar and altimetry data to determine the extent of
gravitational relaxation in Ishtar Terra, which contains the highest
relief on Venus as well as areas of extremely high topographic slope.
Within Ishtar Terra the only mountain belts found on Venus, Akna,
Danu, Freyja, and Maxwell Montes, nearly encircle the smooth,
high (3--4 kin) plateau of Lakshmi Planum. Finite-element models
of this process give expected timescales for relaxation of relief and
failure at the surface. From these modeling results we attempt to
constrain the strength of the crust and timescales of deformation in
Ishtar Terra. Below we discuss observational evidence for gravita-
tional spreading in Ishtar Terra, results from the finite-element
modeling, independent age constraints, and implications for the
rheology and timing of deformation.
Observations: Magellan data have revealed abundant evi-
dence for localized extension throughout Ishtar Terra [3,4]. Many of
the observed extensional features are oriented perpendicular to the
downslope direction, implying that they formed as a result of
gravitational spreading. In some of the mountainous areas, exten-
sional faults occur parallel to the apparent direction of shortening.
By analogy with the Himalayas on Earth [5], we interpret such
extension to indicate gravitational spreading during convergence.
Areas of possible gravitational spreading are observed in each of the
four mountain belts and along both the southern and northeastern
margins of Lakshmi Planum. Horizontal strain in these regions is
estimated to be 1-20%; this value may be an underestimate if blocks
are rotated along the normal faults. The observational evidence for
gravitational spreading in IshtarTerra is discussed more fully in [4].
Models: We use the finite-element algorithm TECTON [6] to
model the evolution of gravitational spreading in a vertical section
of the crust near the margin of a plateau or the edge of a broad
mountain belt. Each model includes an elevated plateau 50 km in
width, a sloped margin, and a lowlands region 80 km in width. The
code employs a depth-dependent, viscoelastic theology with non-
linear stress dependence and extxmential temperature dependence.
We adopt a Young's modulus of 6 x 10 t0 Pa, a Poisson's ratio of
0.25, and a diabase flow law [7]. Although a diabase composition is
most similar to the composition determined at Soviet lander sites
[g], the flow law determined for diabase may underestimate the
strength because of partial melting of samples during the experi-
ment [7,9]. For this reason, we also employ a websterite flow law
[I0]asan approximateupper bound on crustalstrength.The surface
tempcratxLre is 740 K and increases linearly with depth. Each row of
elements inthe gridhas the same viscosity,which isequivalentto
assuming that the temperature is constant along both the bottom and
top of the grid. This results in a somewhat higher thermal gradient
in the plains than in the plateau. The boundary conditions are zero
vertical and horizontal velocity on the bottom of the grid, a free
surface top boundary, and zero horizontal velocity and free vertical
slip at the sides. The bottom boundary condition approximates an
upper mantle layer that is much stronger than the lower crust.
Details of the models are given in [4]. Brittle failure is evaluated
using a Mohr-Coulomb criterion. The timing of predicted brittle
failure and relaxation of relief are found for ranges of plateau height
(1-5 km), plateau margin slope (1"-30°), crustal thickness (10-30
km), and thermal gradient (5-25 K/kin). Slopes of 1"-30" and
plateau or mountain belt heights of 1--6 km are observed in Ishtar
Terra. Crustal thickness on Venus is predicted to be 10-30 km
[ 11,12]; the average thermal gradient is expected to be 10-25 K/kin
[13,14].
The rate of deformation is largely controlled by the effective
viscosity, and thus the temperature and stress, at the base of the
crust. The greatest deformation occurs at the base of the crust, where
the viscosity is lowest. Temperature at the base ofthe crust increases
with crustal thickness (for a fixed thermal gradien0, and deviatoric
stress near the base of the crust increases with both crustal thickness
and plateau elevation. The nonlinear change in predicted failure and
relaxation time (see below) is due both to the exponential depen-
dence on temperature and to the power law dependence on deviatorie
stress of the effective viscosity.
Failure is predicted to occur when the stresses exceed the Mohr-
Coulomb criterion. The earliest failure is located on the plateau. In
most cases, failure on the slope follows shortly afler failure on the
plateau; thrust faulting in the plains is predicted typically only for
a crustal thickness of 30 km. Figure 1 shows the time from the start
of spreading until the FLrst failure on the plateau as a function of
plateau height and crustal thickness, for a margin slope of 3* and a
thermal gradient of 15 K/kin. Models with both websterite and
diabase flow laws are plotted. No times are shown for models that
do not fall within 1 Ga. Cases with a diabase theology, a large
plateau height, and a large crustal thickness fail almost immedi-
ately. A plateau height of 1 km and a crustal thicknesses of 10 km
can take up to tens of millions of years to fall. With a websterite flow
law, no failure occurs unless the crust is a least 20 krn thick and the
plateau elevation is 1-3 km. Changing the thermal gradient by 10 K/
km has alarge e fleet on failure times, with a higher thermal gradient
decreasing the failure time by a factor of 102-104, and a lower
thermal gradient increasing times by a similar factor. When failure
is first predicted, the horizontal surface strain is approximately
0.05%. This strain is unlikely to be recognized as normal faulting in
Magellan radar images; a strain of 1%, which accumulates once
significant relaxation of the topography begins, is probably a more
reasonable value to compare with observations. As faulting is not
explicitly modeled, there is some uncertainty in the interpretation of
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strain after the initial failure. The total strain may be underesti-
mated. As elevations in Ishtar Terra are among the highest on
Venus, we assume that relief has not relaxed by more than 25% of
its original value. The time at which the average elevation in the
plateauhasrelaxedby at least25% isshown as a function ofplateau
heightand crustalthickness,forthermal gradientsof 15 and 25 K/
krn,in Fig.2. For a given thermal gradientand crustalthickness,
predictedrelaxationtimesforplateauheightsof I,3,and 5 km vary
by afactorof I0 atmost. A 10-1cmchange incrustalthicknessleads
toa factorof 10--I00change inrelaxationtime.Largerdifferences
inrelaxationtime are predictedfor models with the same plateau
height and crustal thicknessbut with thermal gradients that differ by
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Fig. 2. The time at which the height of the plateau has rel•xed by at lea st 25%
as a function of plateau height for three values of plains crustal thickness. The
initial slope of the bounding scarp is 3* and the flow law is that for diabase [7].
The open symbols are for • plains thermal gradient of 15 K/kin; filled symbols
are for • thermal gradient of 25 K/kin. Times are determined to the nearest
order of magnitude.
10 K/kin, as is consistent with the larger changes in basal tempera-
ture. For a thermal gradient of 25 K/kin and a plateau height of 1-
5 km, all the models are predicted to relax by at least 25 % within 100
m.y. for a 10-kin-thick crust, 0.1 m.y. for a 20-kin-thick crust, and
1000 yr for a 30-kin-thick crust. A thermal gradient of 15 K/kin
gives relaxation times of up to I G.y., I00 m.y., and 0.I m.y. for
crustal thicknesses of 10, 20, and 30 kin, respectively.
Discussion: The range of parameters can be nanowed some-
what by considering the geology and morphology of Ishtar Terra. In
areas of possible gravitational spreading, the local topographic
slope ranges from 2°--15 ° . For the purposes of discussion, we will
assume a slope of at least 3 °. Typical local relief is 2-3 km, although
relief is as large as 5--6 km in Maxwell Montes. Thus models with
plateau elevations ofonly I km can be eliminated as not relevant,
especially given that the elevation may have relaxed somewhat from
its original value. The very steep topographic slopes in many parts
of Ishtar Terra suggest that thecrust has been tectonically thickened
and thus the topography is likely to be at least partially isostatically
compensated. As mountains in Ishtar Terra rise 4-10 km above the
surrounding lowlands, the crustal thickness is probably greater than
I0 km. Further, the abundance of volcanism in lshtar Terra, as well
as the overlap of volcanism and extension in many areas [4],implies
that the thermal gradient is unlikely to anomalously low. Values of
15 K/kin or more are probably applicable. Using these limits on the
ranges of parameters appropriate for Ishtar Terra and assuming a
diabase flow law constrains relaxation of the topography by 25% to
occur within 10 m.y. This result implies that either the crust is
anomalous in some way--thinner, colder, or stronger than ex-
pected---or that mountain-building processes have maintained the
relief in Ishtar Terra until geologically recent times. Independent
information on the age of tectonism in Ishtar Terra is necessary to
discriminate between these two hypotheses.
Information on the age of Ishtar Terra is inconsistent. The only
available measure of absolute age, the average crater retention age
for Venus of 500 m.y., implies that much of the surface is quite old
[15]. Local geological information must be used to determine
whether a region is likely to be older or younger than the average age
[15]. In lshtar Terra, the abundance of volcanism, especially in
Lakshmi Planum, suggests that the surface may be less than the
average age [ 16]. In many areas, both the shortening in the mountain
belts and episodes of extension postdate local volcanism in Lakshmi
Planum [3,4,16]. At least one impact crater in Ishtar Terra appears
to be modified by extension due to gravitational relaxation [4].
However, Cleopatra, a 100-km-diameter crater, lies near the crest of
Maxwell Monies and appears undeformed [17]. In addition to
surface processes, gravity data suggest that dynamic processes in
the mantle are actively supporting the long wavelength topography
[18]. These dynamic processes may produce stresses capable of
inducing the observed short-wavelength, high-amplitude variations
in topography.
Both the gravity data and the majority of the geologic indicators
favor the hypothesis that the region is likely to be younger than the
average crater retention age of Venus, 500 m.y. On the basis of this
information and the assumptions discussed above regarding the
appropriate parameter range for Ishtar Terra, we interpret the results
of our modeling to indicate that tectonic processes have maintained
the topographic relief and high slopes of the region until as recently
as 10 m.y. and may still be active.
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SMALL VOLCANOS IN MAGELLAN DATA. P. Smyth l,
C. H. Anderson 1, J. C. Aubele 2, and L. S. Crump]er 2, IJet Propulsion
Laboratory 238-420, California Institute of Technology, 4800 Oak
Grove Drive, Pasadena CA 91109, USA, 2Department of Geologi-
cal Sciences, Brown University, Providence RI 02912, USA.
Introduction: The Magellan data is a treasure-trove for scien-
tific analysis of venusian geology, providing far more detail than
was previously available from Pioneer Venus, Venera 15/16, or
ground-based radar observations [1]. However, at this point, plan-
etary scientists are being overwhelmed by the sheer quantities of
data collected--data analysis technology has not kept pace with our
ability to collect and store it. In particular, "smell-shield" volcanos
(less than 20 km in diameter) are the most abundant visible geologic
feature on the planet [2].
It is estimated, based on extrapolating from previous studies and
knowledge of the underlying geologic processes, that there should
be on the order of 10 s to 106 of these volcanos visible in the Magellan
data [3,4]. Identifying and studying these volcanos is fundamental
to a proper understanding of the geologic evolution of Venus.
However, locating and parameterizing them in a manual manner is
very time-consuming. Hence, we have undertaken the development
of techniques to partially automate this task. The goal is not the
unrealistic one of total automation, but rather the development of a
useful tool to aid the project scientists. The primary constraints for
this particular problem are (1) the method must be reasonably robust
and (2) the method must be reasonably fast. Unlike most geological
features, the small volcanos of Venus can be ascribed to a basic
process that produces features with a short list of readily defined
characteristics differing signifieamly from other surface features on
Venus [2]. For pattern recognition purposes the relevant criteria
include (1) a circular planimetric outline, (2) known diameter
frequency distribution from preliminary studies, (3) a limited
number of basic morphological shapes, and (4) the common occur-
rence of a single, circular summit pit at the center of the edifice.
Pattern Recognition of Natural Objects: There has been
little prior work on detecting naturally occurring objects in remotely
sensed SAR images. Methods such as direct edge detection and
Hough transform approaches deal poorly with the variability and
speckle noise present in typical SAR imagery [5,6,7]. One approach
toward detecting small volcanos is to use a template-matching
method whereby a template of the object of interest is compared
with the original target image by scanning the template over the
entire scene. For an N x N square image and a k × k size template
this operation takes the order of N 2k 2operations. If scale-invariance
is sought then typically the procedure is repeated using a range of
template sizes. Wiles and Forshaw [8] have obtained promising
results using this method despite the fact that the Magellan data
contains significant speckle noise and ambiguity in terms of the
appearance of volcanos in the imagery.
We have pursued an altern ative approach motivated by the desire
to develop reai-time search methods that could be used as an
interactive software tool by a planetary scientist. The key concept
behind our approach is to carry out the detailed paRern matching at
the lowest image resolution possible and to focus attention only on
relevant parts of the image. Although our work is focused on
developing useful image analysis tooLs rather than biologically
plausible visual models, it is interesting to note that this general
approach is consistent with high-level models of primate visual
systems [9].
Multiresolutlon Pattern Recognition: The multiresolution
paradigm emphasizes the decomposition of an image into a se-
quence of spatial band-pass components [10]. In this manner, image
analysis can occur across various spatial frequencies while still
retaining local spatial structure. The basic process is a series of
recursive low-pass Gaussian decompositions of the original image,
which in turn produces a bandpass Laplacian pyramid (the differ-
ence of Gaussians). From a pattern recognition standpoint the key
feature of the method is the ability to analyze the image only at the
coarsest scale necessary. For paRem matching the computational
savings are significant, order of 4x by working at the kth level of
decomposition [11]. Furthermore. provided sufficient de,t_! is
retained for discrimination; by reducing the effective resolution of
the image the input dimensionafity to the detector also decreases by
a factor of 4 k. The lower dimensionality makes it much easier to
train an accurate detector. Focus of attention is implemented by
simply "binning" the pixel values of the Laplacian components and
then threshoiding. Figure 1 contains an example of this process
(note that a significant number of linear features are automatically
omitted by focusing attention at the appropriate scale).
Volcano Discrimination: The focus of attention mechanism
typically produces about 100 regions of interest (ROIs) per Laplacian
image, roughly half of which contain volcanos and the other half
primarily ridge or graben segments. Each ROI is labeled and a
standard pattern recognition method (a neural network feed-for-
ward classifier using backpropagation) is trained on samples of 5 ×
5 windows of pixel values surrounding the detected bright spots. In
our experiments with Magellan data the multlresolution filtering
and focusing typically reduces the number of pixeLs that must be
examined to order of 0.5% of those in the original image with a
resultant speed-up in computation at the pattern-matching level.
Using separate test and training images, roughly 70% mean ROI
classification accuracy was attained (up from 50% by simply
guessing).
The concept of having "ground truth" classification labels is
actually incorrect since there are a significant proportion of ROls
whose labelings are not certain. Hence, by using subjectively
estimated probability vectors of class labels (rather than determin-
istic class-label vectors of Os and Is) the mean ROI classification
rate improved to about 82%. This probabilistic training method is
consistent in terms of modeling posterior probabilities and, further-
more, will produce better posterior estimates than using "hard-
decision" class labels given a finite amount of training data [12].
The mean missed detection and false alarm rates were about equal
(roughly 20%)----almost ell the incorrect decisions were made on
windows where local context was not sufficient for accurate dis-
crimination.
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Fig. 1. Original Magellan S AR data (top), bandpass filtered version of same
(center), and detected regions of interest (at I/4 resolution) (bottom).
Ongoing Work: We anticipate that a much higher classifica-
tion accuracy can be achieved by incorporating prior knowledge
about the imaging and geologic processes, i.e., noise properties,
surface radar reflectivity, expected volcano diameters, and so forth.
By treating the output activations of the network as estimates of
posterior class probabilities, both data-driven evidence and prior
knowledge can be integrated directly in terms of a coherent prob-
ability model such as a Bayesian network, which incorporates
appropriate conditional independence assumptions. Note that if the
posterior probabilities at a given level are not ¢xmfident enough (not
close to 0 or 1), the Laplacian hierarchy can be descended for a
higher-resolution analysis. Another significant issue is the incorpo-
ration of global context models (spatisl correlation of geologic
features) with local evidence. In the context of currently available
image analysis algorithms and tools, thcr,c issues somewhat push
the staxc--of-the-m't.
Conclusions: In terms of pattern recognition, even though
100% accuracy will not be achievable due to the inherent ambiguity
in the image data, the general method has significant practicai
benefit as a basic tool for aiding rapid acientific exploration of the
large Magellan database. A sbort-term scientific benefit will be to
answer the basic question regarding the approximate number and
distribution of these volcanos on the marfaco of Venus. Long-term
scientific benefits would include subsequent spatial cluster analysis
of the volcano locations and the association of the volcanos with
local structural patterns. It is reasonable to suggest that the applica-
tion of pattern recognition techniques will enable basic scientific
research that otherwise would not be possible by manual methods.
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MELTING AND DIFFERENTIATION IN VENUS WITH A
"COLD" START: A MECHANISM OF THE THIN CRUST
FORMATION. Viatcheslav S. Solomatov and David J. Stevenson,
Division of Geological and Planetary Sciences, 170-25, California
Institute of Technology, Pasadena CA 91125, USA.
Recent works [1-3] argue that the venusian crust is thin: less than
10-30 kin. However, any convective model of Venus unavoidably
predicts melting and a fast growth of the basaltic en_t up to its
maximum thickness about 70 krn limited by the gabbro-eclogite
phase tlansition [4]. The crust is highly buoyant due to both its
composition and temperature and it is problematic to f'md a mecha-
nism providing its effective recycling and thinning in the absence of
plate tectonics. There are different ways to solve this contradiction
[5,6]. This study suggests that a thin crust can be produced during
the entire evolution of Venus if Venus avoided giant impacts [7].
The absence of giant impacts means that Venus" interiors were
more cold and more water-rich than the Earth's after the accretion
and core formation. The initial temperature distribution after the
core formation is not necessarily convectively unstable: The viscos-
ity is extremely sensitive to the temperature and uncertainties in the
initial thermal state easily cover the transition from conductive to
convective regimes. Convection and conduction-convection transi-
tion are parameterized for the temperature-, pressure- and stress-
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dependent viscosity with the help of a recently developed approach
[8] and the thermal evolution of Venus with melting and differen-
tiation is calculated.
The model predicts that only a small mount of melt is extracted
in the first period of evolution; however, this would result in a strong
depletion in radioactive elements and devolatilization of a part of
the upper mantle. Independently of the thickness of this differenti-
_ated layer, only about a 300-km layer contributes to the crust
formation (a depth below which the melt is supposed to be denser
than the surrounding rocks). A small buoyancy of this depleted layer
is sufficient to stabilize this layer with respect to the undifferentiated
mantle. This prevents supply of the undifferentiated material to the
melting region. Convection occurs eventually in both layers. The
lower, undifferentiated layer is heated from within. The upper,
differentiated layer is mainly heated from below. The temperature
increases and reaches the anhydrous solidus only al'ter several
billion years depending on the rheologieal model. The young
basaltic crust observed on Venus is produced by melting of the
anhydrous layer. This melting and the crust growth are weak mainly
because of the lower heat flux consisting of the radiogenic heat
production in the undifferentiated lower layer and almost not
contributed from the secular-cooling heat flux from the core (it is
even negative) and the remaining radioactivity in the differentiated
layer. An additional consequence of the model is that the magnetic
field was never generated in venusian history.
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THE TECTONICS OF "_NU'S: AN:OVERVII_W. Scan C.
Solomon, Department of Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary Sci-
ences, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge MA
02139, USA.
Introduction: While the Pioneer Venus altimeter, Earth-based
radar observatories, and the Venera 15-16 orbital imaging radars
provided views of large-scale tectonic features on Venus at ever-
increasing resolution [1-3], the radar images from Magellan cortsti-
tute an improvement in resolution of at least an order of magnitude
over the best previously available [4]. A summary of early Magellan
observations of tectonic features on Venus has been published [5],
but data available at that time were restricted to the first month of
mapping and represented only about 15% of the surface of the
planet. Magellan images and altimetry are now available for more
than 95 % of the Venus surface. Thus a more global perspective may
be taken on the styles and distribution of lithospheric deformation
on Venus and their implications for the tectonic history of the planet
[6].
Generalizations: Tectonic features on Venus are widespread
and diverse, and comparatively few regions are undeformed. Areas
lacking tectonic features at Magellan resolution are restricted to
relatively young volcanic deposits and the younger impact craters
and associated ejecta. Most of the surface, during at least some
period over approximately the last 500 m.y. [7,8] has experienced
horizontal strain sufficient to fault or fold near-surface material.
Tectonic activity on Venus has continued until geologically
recent time, and most likely the planet is tectonically active at
present. Several arguments support this inference. The great relief
and steep slopes of the mountains and plateau scarps of Ixhtar Terra
and of the equatorial chasm systems arc difficult to reconcile with
long-term passive support by crustal strength. Because of the high
surface temperature on Venus, temperatures at which crustal rocks
fail by ductile flow should be reached at much shallower depths than
on Earth [9,10]. Numerical models suggest that areas of high relief
and steep slope in the Ishtar region should spread under self-gravity
by ductile flow o f the weak lower crust on time scales less than about
10 re.y, [11 ]. Thus the processes that build relief and steepen slopes
must have been active within the last 10 m.y. Further, a number of
features produced by geological processes that have operated more
or less steadily during the past 500 m.y. show evidence of subse-
quent tectonic activity. About one-thlrd of all preserved impact
craters on Venus have thoroughgoing faults and fractures, and 1 in
12 are extensively deformed [8]. The longest lava channel on the
plains of Venus does not progress monotonically to lower elevations
downstream, indicating that differential vertical motions have
occurred since the channel was formed [12].
Compared with the Earth, horizontal displacements on Venus
over the last 500 m.y. have been limited. Most of the tectonic
features require modest strains and horizontal displacements of no
more than a few tens to perhaps a few hundreds of kilometers. Plains
thousands of kilometers across record horizontal strains of order
10 .2 or less. The great rift systems of Beta and Aria Regiones need
have extended no more than a few tens of kilometer, on the basis
of topographic profiles, extended featmes such as Somerville
Crater in Devana Chasma. and analogy with continental rifts on
Earth [13]. For compressional features, the amount of crustal
thickening can be estimated from topographic relief and isostatic
considerations, but this approach provides only a lower bound on
horizontal displacements if any crustal material is recycled into the
mantle at zones of underthrusting. For ridge belts 100 krn in width
with up to 1 km of relief, horizontal displacements of no more than
100 km are required for crustal thicknesses of 10-20 km beneath the
adjacent plains [14.15]. Mountain belts are exceptional in that
greater horizontal displacements are required. For a two- to four-
fold thickening of the crust beneath the 500-kin width of Maxwell
Montes, the implied minimum horizontal displacement is 1000-
2000 Fan.
Unlike the Earth, Venus does not show evidence for a global
system of nearly rigid plates with horizontal dimensions of 103-
10 akm separated by narrow plate boundary zones a few kilometers
to tens of kilometers across. Predictions prior to Magellan that
AphroditeTerra would show features analogous to terrestrial spread-
ing centers and oceanic fracture zones [16] now seem to be incor-
rect. Evidence for shear is present in the ridge and fracture belts and
in the mountain belts, but the shearing tends to be broadly distrib-
uted and to accompany horizontal stretching or shortening. Few
clear examples have yet been documented of long, large-offset
strike-slip faults such as those typical of oceanic and many conti-
nental areas on Earth; two such features have been identified in the
interior of Artemis Corona [ 17]. A number of the chasm systems of
Venus have arcuate planforms, asymmetric topographic profiles,
and high relief [18] and have been likened to deep-sea trenches on
Earth [17]. These include Dali and Diana Chasmata [17] and the
moat structure of Artemis Corona; such trenches may be the
products of limited underthrusting or subduction of lithosphere
surrounding large coronae [19]. Elsewhere, however, chasm sys-
tents of somewhat lesser relief display more linear segments and
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more nearly symmetric topographic profiles, such as Devana Chasma,
and on the basis of small-scale morphology arc clearly extensional
rifts.
Much of the tectonic behavior on Venus appears to be more
reminiscent of actively deforming continental regions than of
oceanic regions on Earth. In particular, as in tectonieally active
continental areas, deformation is typically distributed across broad
zones one to a few hundred kilometers wide separated by compara-
tively stronger and less deformed blocks having dimensions of
hundreds of kilometers. On Earth, the continental lithosphere in
tectonically active areas is weaker than typical oceanic lithosphere
because of the greater thickness of more easily deformable crust. As
noted above, because of the higher surface temperature on Venus,
the likely comparable lithospheric thermal gradients on Venus and
Earth [20,21], and the strong temperature dependence of ductile
behavior, the lithosphere on Venus should behave in a weak manner
for crustal thicknesses less than are typical of continental regions on
Earth.
Status of Models: A major challenge in unraveling the tec-
tonic evolution of Venus is to understand the interaction between
mantle convection and the lithosphere. The hotspot [22] and cold.spot
[231 models for the formation and evolution of major highlands on
Venus are distinguishable on the basis of the predicted sequence of
events and the time-dependent relationship between topography and
gravity. Both models face difficulties in their present forms, how-
ever, at least partly because both the rheology of the upper crust of
Venus and the observed patterns ofmagmatism and deformation are
more complex than current models for the deformation and mag-
marie response of the crust to mantle flow• Any global tectonic
model, of course, must also consider the formation and character-
istics of the lowlands, including the large apparent depths of
isostatie compensation [22] and relatively recent lowland volcan-
ism [24]. All dynamical models to date require special pleading to
explain Ishtar Terra. Both the rifted, volcanically active highlands
and at least the larger coronae are generally regarded as sites of
upwelling mantle flow and magma generation by pressure-release
partial melting of mantle material. These two classes of features,
however, have very different tectonic and morphological manifes-
tations at the Venus surface. If both are products of mantle up-
welling, then multiple scales of mantle convection arc indicated and
the different morphologies of the two classes of features must be
related to differences in the geometry, buoyancy flux, or duration of
flow in the two types of upwelling regions. The assessment of
existing dynamical models for the tectonic evolution of Venus and
the development of the next generation of models will require an
understanding of geological relationships at all scales, from the
highest resolution available to global patterns. High-resolution
measurements of the global gravity field later in the Magellan
mission will provide key data for testing and re'_ning models.
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THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTIOI_ OF CORONAE oN VENUS•
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Coronae on Venus are large,generallycircularsurfacefeatures
thathave distinctivetectonic,volcanic,and topographic expres-
sions.They range in diameter from less than 200 km to at least
1000 kin. Data from the MageLlan spacecraft have now allowed
complete global mapping of the spatial distribution of coronae on
the planet. Unlike impact craters, which show a random (i.e.,
Poisson) spatial dis_bution [1], the distribution of coronae appears
to be nonrandom. We investigate the distribution here in detail, and
explore its implications in terms of mantle convection and surface
modification processes.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of coronae and corona-related
features on Venus, in a simple cylindrical (Plate CarrY) projection.
The map gives the locations of 311 features identified in all of the
Magellan data taken to date• These features include coronae; they
also include radially fractured domes, which arc believed to be
coronae in an early or arrested stage of development [2]• The map
gives the qualitative sense that the dislribution is nonxandom, with
distinct areas of clustering and sparseness. However, this assertion
requires testing, especially because there are some significant gaps
in the Magellan data that artificially introduce areas of sparseness
in the corona distribution.
In order to test for nonrandomness, we apply a simple nearest-
neighbor test, In this test, we measure the distance, r, of each feature
from its nearest neighbor on the planet. The percentage of points
with a nearest-neighbor distance greater than r is then plotted as a
function of r in Fig. 2. The next step is to compare this result to the
result expected for a spatially random distribution. There exist
theoretical treamaents for a nearest-neighbor curve of the sort in
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Fig. 2. Neatreat-neighbor plots for the observed corona distribution (solid
line), and 100 random distributions (dashed lines). Random distributions
contain no points in the Magell_ data gaps.
Fig. 2 for randomly distributed points on a sphere. Such treatments,
however, do not readily allow for inclusion of the effects of data
gaps. We therefore take a Monte Carlo approach. We have generated
100 distributions of 311 points on a sphere that are randomly
distributed except that they are not allowed to fall within the
Magellan data gaps. We then produce nearest-neighbor curves for
these distributions, also shown in Fig. 2, and compare them to the
observed curve. For separation distances ranging from about 300 to
800 kin, the observed curve lies below all 100 of the random curves.
We therefore conclude that coronae on Venus are clustered over this
range of length scales, with a statistical certainty of >99%.
We next investigate the distribution of coronae as a function of
elevation. Again, we take a Monte Carlo approach. For each
planetary radius R, we plot the fraction of coronae that lie at an
elevation higher than R (Fig. 3). We have also generated such plots
for 100 randomly distributed points that fall outside the Magellan
data gaps. Interestingly, the observed curve lies above all of the
random curves for elevations between about 6050.5 and 6051.7 kin,
but crosses all the random curves and lies below them between about
Fig. 3. Fraction of coronse lying at a planetary radius greater than R as a
function of R (solid line), and 100 random distributions (dashed lines).
Random distributions contain no points in the Magellan data gaps.
Fig. 4. Grey-scale map of the concentration of eorotaae and related featmres
ma Venus. I._timde limits tire "290", eemml lov,gimde is Ig0°.
6052.4 and 6053.4 kin. This shape means that coronae on Venus tend
to be concentrated away from both the lowest and highest elevations
on the planet, instead clustering mound an elevation of roughly 6052
km.
We are exploring several statistical models for the spatial
clustering of the coronae on Venus, including clustering nlong great
circles and clustering about a point. The best of these simple models
appears to be clustering about a point near the equator at mound
24OOE longitude. The reason for this is shown by Fig. 4, which is a
grey-scale representation of a map (Plate Cmr6e projection) of
corona concentration on Venus. The large cluster of coronae at this
location is evident, and our results show that this cluster is signifi-
cant at a high level of certa.inty.
Two aspects of the observed corona distributionmay have
significantgeologicand geophysicalimplications.The clusteringat
intermediate elevations may reflect preferential preser,_ation of
coronae at such elevations. The highest elevations on Venus tend to
be the ones that arc most tectonically disrupted [3]. With severe
tectonic disruption, coronae in these higher regions may be more
difFtcult to recognize amid other forms of tectonic overprinting. The
lowest elevations on the planet, on the other hand, might be expected
to be regions of preferential accumulation of lavas, coveting coro-
nae that lie there. The clustering of coronae mound one geographic
location we interpret as related to mantle processes. We have argued
on the basis of Magellan SAR and altimetry data that coronae form
when rising mantle diapirs impinge on the underside of the venusian
lithosphere [2,4,5]. If this is correct, then our observations suggest
that the deep mantle of Venus is anomalously hot below the large
corona cluster, and hence is an especially effective source of the
mantle diapirs that we believe produce coronae.
References: [1] Phillips R. J. et al., JGR, in press. [2] Squyres
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MICROWAVE SCATTERING AND EMISSION PROPER-
TIES OF LARGEIMPACT CRATERS ON THE SURFACE OF
VENUS. N.J.S. Stacy, D. B. Campbell, and C. Devries, Depart-
ment of Astronomy, Cornell University, Ithaca NY 14853, USA.
Many of the impact craters on Venus imaged by the Magellan
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) have interior floors with oblique
incidence angle backscatter cross sections 2 to 16 times (3 dB to
12 dB) greater than the average scattering properties of the planet's
surface. Such high backscatter cross sections are indicative of a high
degree of wavelength-scale surface roughness and]or a high intrin-
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sic reflectivity of the material forming the crater floors. Fifty-three
of these (radar) bright floored craters are associated with 93% of the
parabolic-shaped radar-dark features found in the Magellan SAR
and emissivity data, features that are thought to be among the
youngest on the surface of Venus [1 ]. It was suggested by Campbell
et al. [1] that either the bright floors of the parabolic feature parent
craters are indicative of a young impact and the floor properties are
modified with time to a lower backseatter cross section or that they
result from some property of the surface or subsurface material at
the point of impact or from the properties of the impacting object.
As a continuation of the work in [1] we have examined all craters
with diameters greater than 30 km (except 6 that were outside the
available data) so both the backseatter cross section and emissivity
of the crater floors could be estimated from the Magellan data.
A plot of the emissivity vs. normalized backscatter cross section
of the floors of 158 craters with diameters >30 km (Fig. 1) shows
little direct correlation between crater floor backscatter brighmess
and emissivity. One-third of the measured crater floors have nor-
realized backscatter cross sections greater than 3 dB above average
and 36% of these have an associated radar-dark parabolic feature.
Most of the crater floors have emissivities near 0.85, the typical
value for the venusian surface, but many are slightly higher, which
may be due to the slight increase in emissivity observed with
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Fig. 2. Microwave emissivity vs. incidence angle of the floors of 158 impact
craters with diameters >30 km with the theoretical emissivity for a smooth
surface material with dielectric constant ¢ = 5.0. Impact craters with o n > 3.0
dB are shown as * and with o a < 3.0 dR as A.
increased surface roughness [2]. Twen ty-fivc (or 16%) of the craters
have floor emissivities <0.81. In an attempt to understand if these
low emissivities are the result of elevated Fresnel reflectivities and
hence compositional differences in the crater floor material, we
plotted the measme_ emissivities vs. incidence angle along with the
theoretical emissivity for a smooth surface with dielectric constant
= 5.0 (Fig. 2). At the highest incidence angle of the cyclc 1
Magellan observations the theoretical emissivity drops to --0.76,
indicating that some of the low emissivities measured at the higher
incidence angles may not be the result of compositional differences.
References: [1] Campbell D. B. et al. (1992) JGR, in press.
[2] Ulaby F. T. et al. (1982) In Microwave Remote Sensing Active
and Passive, 2, 949-966, Addison-Wesley. [3] SDDS-101 (1991)
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THE EFFECTS OF VENUSIAN MANTLE CONVECTION
WITH MULTIPLE PHASE TRANSITIONS. V. Steinbach I.
D. A. Yuen z, and U. R. Christensen 3, qnstitut ffir Oeophysik u.
Meteorologie, Universitit zu K61n, K6in, Germany, ZMinnesota
Supercomputer Institute and Deparunent of Geology and Geophys-
ics, University of Minnesout, Minneapolis MN 55415, USA, 3Max-
Planck-Institut fox Chemie, Mainz, Germany.
Recently there was a flurry of activities in studying the effects of
phase Iransitions in the Earth's mantle. From petrological and
geophysical considerations, phase-transition would also play an
important role in venusian dynamics. The basic differences between
the two planets are the surface boundary conditions both thermally
and mechanically. In this vein we have studied time-dependent
mantle convection with multiple phase u'ansitions and depth-depen-
dent thermal expansivity (a ~ p-6 based on high-pressure and
temperature measurements by Chopelas and Boehler [ 1]). Both the
olivine-spinel and spinel-perovskite transitions were simulated by
introducing an effective thermal expansivity, as described in [2],
Used together with the extended Boussinesq Approximation [3] this
method serves as a powerful tool to examine the effects of phase
transitions on convection at relatively low computational costs.
In comparison to models with constant ct the decrease of ct
injects vigor into lower mantle convection and stabilizes long aspect
ratio flows. Hence the tendency to layered flows is increased.
Due to its positive Clapeyron slope the olivine-spinel transition
increases the effective Rayleigh number in the upper mande. This
effect also stabilizes layered convection. Consequently, layered
flows with a third thermal boundary layer at around 700 km depth
and very long aspect ratio flows in the upper mantle can be observed
(Fig. 1). The amount of exchange of matter between upper and lower
mantle depends on the Clapeyron slopes and the "widths" of the
ntreamf_nCt m,n -1_9 _9 rrax 132 2_
Fig. 1. Streamlines (top) and isotherms (bottom) of a flow with two phase
transitions. Rayleigh number (Ra) is 107.
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phase transitions. The olivine-spinel transition may give rise to
secondary instabilities emanating from the thermal boundary layer,
as it can be also observed in flows with both temperature- and
pressure-dependent viscosity included.
As argued f'wst by Kaula [4], the venusian mantle may contain
much less water than the Earth's, resulting in a higher viscosity and
therefore lower Rayleigh number. Our calculations confirm that
lower Rayleigh number flows show less tendency to be layered
(Fig. 2), as observed by Christensen and Yuen [2]. For terrestrial
planets like Venus and Earth this means that the form of convection
may undergo several changes during the planet's history. In early
stages (characterized by high Rayleigh number) phase transitions
act as a barrier to convective flows, resulting in low heat flows and
cooling rates.
As the Rayleigh number decreases with time, the flow becomes
more and more penetrative, the upper mantle heats up, and the lower
mantle and core cool down, while heat flow increases despite the
lower Raylcigh number. Due to the high cooling rate in this stage the
vigor of convection decreases faster and the flow may undergo
another transition from time dependent to steady state.
Thus the combined effects of a relatively dry venusian mantle
and phase transition would facilitate the cooling of Venus in spite
of its having a higher surface temperature. Venus is therefore in a
stage of planetary evolution that is characterized by much less
tectonic and volcanic activity. On the other hand, convection
models with phase transitions [e.g.,5] and global seismic tomography
suggest that the present-day Earth is in an earlier state of layered
convection.
References: [1] Chopelas A. and Boehler R. (1989) GRL, 16,
1347- 1350. [2] Christen.sen U. R. and Yuen D. A. (1985)JGR, 90,
10291-10300. [3] Steinbach V. ct al. (1989) GRL, 16, 633--636.
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EVIDENCE FOR LIGHTNING ONVENUS. R.J. Strangeway,
Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics, University of Cali-
fornia, Los Angeles CA 90024, USA.
Lightning is an interesting phenomenon both for atmospheric
and ionospheric science. At the Earth lightning is generated in
regions where there is strong convection. Lightning also requires the
generation of large charge-separation electric fields. The energy
dissipated in a lightning discharge can, for example, result in
chemical reactions that would not normally occur. From an iono-
spheric point of view, lightning generates a broad spectrum of
electromagnetic radiation. This radiation can propagate through the
ionosphere as whistler mode waves, and at the Earth the waves
propagate to high altitudes in the plasmasphere where they can
cause energetic particle precipitation [1]. The atmosphere and
ionosphere of Venus are quite different from at the Earth, and the
presence of lighming at Venus has important consequences for our
knowledge of why lightning occurs and how the energy is dissi-
pated in the atmosphere and ionosphere.
As discussed here, it now appears that lighming occurs in the
dusk local time sector at Venus. Since the clouds are at much higher
altitudes at Venus than at the Earth, we expect lighming to be
primarily an intracloud phenomenon [2]. It is possible, however,
that lightning could also propagate upward into the ionosphere, as
has been observed recently at the Earth [3]. This may explain the
high-frequency VLF bursts detected at low altitudes in the nightside
ionosphere by the Pioneer Venus Orbiter. as described below.
Some of the early evidence for lighufing on Venus came from the
Venera landers, which carried loop antennas to detect electromag-
neticradiation in the VLF range [4]. These sensors detected sporadic
impulsive signals. Since the detectors were sensitive to magnetic
rather than electric field fluctuations, it is highly unlikely that these
impulses were generated locally by the interaction of the lander and
the atmosphere. An opdcal sensor was flown on Venera 9, and this
instrument also detected occasional impulsive bursts I51.
The largest body of data used as evidence for lighming on Venus
comes from the Pioneer Venus Orbiter electric field detector. This
is a small plasma wave experiment that measures wave electric
fields in the ELF and VLF range. Because of restrictions on power,
weight, and telemetry, the instrument has only four frequency
channels (100 Hz, 730 Hz, 5.4 kHz, and 30 kHz). Highly impulsive
signals were detected at low altitudes in the nightsidc ionosphere in
all four channels [6]. However, the ambient magnetic field at Venus
is small, only a few tens of nanoteslas, and the electron gyrofre-
quency is usually less than 1 kHz, and often less than 500 Hz. Since
there is a stop band for electromagnetic wave propagation between
the electron gyrofrequency and plasma frequency, bursts detected in
the higher channels do not correspond to freely propagating modes.
In subsequent studies [71 F. L. Scarf and colleagues adopted a
convention that bursts must be detected at only I00 Hz (i.e., below
the gyrofrequency) for the bursts to be considered as lightning-
generated whistlers. With this def'mition it was found that the
signals tended to cluster over the highland regions [8 ], and Scarf and
Russell speculated that the VLF bursts were whistler mode waves
generated by lightning associated with volcanic activity. This was
a highly controversial interpretation, which was subsequently criti-
cized by H. A. Taylor and colleagues [9,10]. Among other criti-
cisms, they pointed out that the studies of Scarf and colleagues were
not normali_¢d by the spacecraft dwell time, which tended to
exaggerate the altitude dependence of the 100-Hz bursts. However,
other studies [11] have shown that the burst rate does maximize at
lowest altitudes. Nevertheless, it is important to note that the
apparent geographic correlation may in fact be a consequence of the
restricted longitudinal coverage of the Pioneer Venus Orbiter for
each season of nightside periapsis. Periapsis in the early seasons was
maintained at low altitudes, but was allowed to rise in later seasons.
The periapsis longitude only covered the lowlands in these later
seasons, and since the data were acquired at higher altitude, the
event rate decrcased. However, this decrease was mainly a conse-
quence of the change in altitude, rather than a change in planetary
longitude.
Although Scarf et al. only considered 100-Hz bursts as evidence
for lightning, sincc these waves could be whistler mode, Russell et
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al. [12] also considered the high-frequency bursts as possible
lightning events. They found that while the high-frequency events
did show some longitudinal dependence, the data were better
ordered by local time, with the peak rates occurring in the dusk local
time sector. Consequently, it is now thought that the lightning is not
associated with volcanic activity. Rather, it is due to weather
processes in an analogous manner to lighming at the Earth, which
tends to peak in afternoon local time sector [13].
The evidence for lighmlng at Venus from the VLF data now falls
into two classes. The higher frequency bursts show the local time
dependence, and the rate also decreases most quickly as a function
of altitude [14]. These bursts are thought be a local response to the
light, ring discharge, and therefore are best suited for determining
planetwide rates. The rates are found to be comparable to terrestrial
rates. However, it is still not clear how the high-frequency signals
enter the ionosphere. On the other hand, about 50% of the 100-Hz
bursts are clearly whistler mode signals, as evidenced by the wave
polarization [15]. These signals can propagate some distance in the
surface ionosphere wavegulde before entering the ionosphere. The
100-Hz bursts are therefore less reliable in determining the light-
ning rate, or the main source location.
Perhaps the least ambiguous evidence for lighming on Venus has
come from the plasma wave data acquired by the Galileo spacecraft
during the Venus flyby [16]. Unlike Pioneer Venus, Galileo was
able to measure plasma waves at frequencies up to 500 kHz. The
plasma wave experiment detected nine impulsive signals that were
several standard deviations above the instrument background while
the spacecraft was at a distance of about five planetary radii.
Although some of the lower-frequency bursts could possibly have
been Langmuir wave harmonics, the higher-frequency bursts were
probably due to lightning. The bursts were at sufficiently high
frequency to pass through the lower-density nightside ionosphere as
freely propagating electromagnetic radiation.
While there is a strong body of evidence for the existence of
lightning at Venus, there are still many questions that remain. From
an ionospheric physics point of view, it is not clear how high-
frequency signals can propagate through the ionosphere. The low-
frequency signals do appear to be whistler mode waves, although
there is still some doubt [17]. Also, although whistler mode propa-
gation may be allowed locally, it is not necessarily certain that the
waves can gain access to the ionosphere from below. For example,
whistler mode propagation requires that the ambient magnetic field
passes through the ionosphere into the atmosphere below. It is
possible that the ionosphere completely shields out the magnetic
field. With regard to atmospheric science, there are several ques-
tions that require further study. First, can charge separation occur in
clouds at Venus? Is there sufficient atmospheric circulation to cause
a local time dependence as observed in the VLF data? Do Venus
clouds discharge to the ionosphere, and so cause strong local
electromagnetic or electrostatic signals that could explain the high-
frequency VLF bursts? While some of these questions may be
answered as low-altitude data are acquired during the final entry
phase of the Pioneer Venus Orbiter, many questions will still
remain.
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VOLCANISM BY MELT-DRIVEN RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR
INSTABILITIES AND POSSIBLE CONSEQUENCES OF
MELTING FOR ADMITTANCE RATIOS ON VENUS.
P. J. Tackley t, D. J. Stevenson z, and D. R. Scott 2, IDivision of
Geological and Planetary Sciences, Caltech, Pasadena CA 91125,
USA, ZDepartment of Geological Sciences, University of Southern
California, Los Angeles CA 90089, USA.
A large number of volcanic features exist on Venus, ranging
from tens of thousands of small domes to large shields and coronae.
It is difficult to reconcile all these with an explanation involving
deep mantle plumes, since a number of separate arguments lead to
the conclusion that deep mantle plumes reaching the base of the
lithosphere must exceed a certain size. In addition, the fraction of
basal heating in Venus' mantle may be significantly lower than in
Earth's mantle, reducing the number of strong plumes from the
core-mantle boundary. In three-dimensional convection simula-
tions with mainly internal heating, weak, distributed upweilings are
usually observed.
Description of Instability: We present an alternative mecha-
nism for such volcanism, originally proposed for the Earth [1 ] and
for Venus [2], involving Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities driven by
melt buoyancy, occurring spontaneously in partially or incipiently
molten regions. An adiabatically upwelling element of rock expe-
riences pressure-release partial melting, hence increased buoyancy
and upwelling velocity. This positive feedback situation can lead to
an episode of melt buoyancy driven flow and magma production,
with the melt percolating through the solid by Darcy flow. The
percolation and loss of partial melt diminishes the buoyancy,
leading to a maximum upwelling velocity at which melt percolation
flux is equal to the rate of melt production by pressure-release
melting.
Application to Venus: The instability has been thoroughly
investigated and parameterized using finite-element numerical
models, and hence its applicability to Venus can be assessed.
Numerical convection simulations and theoretical considerations
indicate that Venus' interior temperature is likely hotter than
Earth's, hence the depth of intersection of the adiabat with the dry
solidus may be appreciably deeper. In the regions of distributed
broad-scale upwelling commonly observed in internally-heated
convection simulations, partial melt may thus be generated by the
adiabatically upwelling material, providing the necessary environ-
ment for these instabilities to develop. Scaling to realistic material
properties and melting depths, the viscosity at shallow depth must
be 1019 Pa.s or less, leading to a period of self-perpetuating
circulation and magma production lasting -30 Ma, magma produc-
tion rates of-1000 km3/Ma, and lengthscales of -250 km.
Geoid, Topography, and Viscosity Profiles: Partial melt and
buoyant residuum represent density anomalies that are of the same
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Fig. 1. Finite-element simulstion showing the growth of melt-drivm insta-
bilities at the top of the mantle (depth of box -160 kin) from initially small
(<0.1%) random partial melt perturbations. Temperature (shaded), velocity
(arrows), partial melt distribution (contours, at 0 and intervals of 7-5%), melt
produaion rate per unit area (on top). Time nondimensionalized to D2/5c
order as thermal anomalies driving mantle flow. Density anomalies
equivalent to 100 K are obtained by only 1% partial melt or buoyant
residuum, which is 3% depleted. These density effects are expected
to have an effect on geoid and topography caused by one of these
instabilities, and possibly the geoid and topography caused by
thermal plumes.
Comparison of mantle geotherms for Venus (derived both from
numerical simulations and from observations combined with theory)
with an experimentally determined dry solidus for peridotite [3]
indicate that the average geotherm passes close to or even exceeds
the dry solidus at a depth of around 90 krn. Thus, for any reasonable
viscosity law, such as in [4], a region of lower viscosity is expected
at shallow depth. This contradicts several geoid/topography studies
based on simple mantle models, which require no low-viscosity
zone. We investigate the possibility that the presence of buoyant
residuum and partial melt at shallow depth may account for this
discrepancy.
Global geoid modeling using the technique described in [5]
indicates that a possible way to satisfy the long wavelength admit-
tance data is with an Earth-like viscosity structure and a concentra-
tion of mass anomalies close to the surface, compatible with a
shallow layer of buoyant residuum and/or partial melt. Geoid and
topography signatures for local features, specifically Rayleigh-
Taylor instabilities and thermal plumes with partial melting, are
currently being evaluated and compared to data.
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CAN A TIME-STRATIGRAPHIC CLASSIFICATION SYS-
TEM BE DEVELOPED FOR VENUS? K.L. Tanaka and G. G.
Schaber, U.S. Geological Survey, 2255 N. Gemini Drive, Flagstaff
AZ 86001, USA.
Magellan radar images reveal that Venus' exposed geologic
record covers a relatively short and recent time span, as indicated by
the low density of impact craters across the planet [1]. Therefore,
because impact cratering in itself will not be a useful tool to define
geologic ages on Venus, it has been questioned whether a useful
swadgraphic scheme can be developed for the planet. We believe
that a venusian stratigraphy is possible and that it can be based on
(1) an examination of the rationale and methods that have been used
to develop such schemes for the other planets, and (2) what can be
gleaned from Magellan and other datascts of Venus.
Time-stratigraphic classification systems or schemes have been
derived for all other terrestrial planetary bodies (Earth, Moon, Mars,
Mercury) [2-5] because the schemes are useful in determining
geologic history and in correlating geologic events across the entire
surface of a planet. Such schemes consist of a succession of time-
so'adgraphic units (such as systems and series) that include all
geologic units formed during specified intervals of time. Our
terrestrial stratigraphy is largely based on successions of fossil
assemblages containedinrock unitsand therelationsof such units
withothcrs as determined by their lateral continuity and supcrposition
and intersection relations. To def'me geologic periods on the other
planets, where fossil assemblages cannot be used, major geologic
events have been employed (such as the formation of large impact
basins on the Moon and Mercury [3.5] or the emplacement of
widespread geologic terrains on Mars [4,6]). Furthermore. terres-
trial schemes have been supplemented by absolute ages determined
by radiomeu'ic techniques; on the Moon and Mars, relative ages of
stratigraphic units have been defined according to impact cratering
statistics [3.4].
Stratigraphies are by nature provisional, and they are commonly
revised and ref'med according to new findings. Boundaries of
stratigraphic units are difficult to define precisely on a global scale;
ref'mements such as newly discovered marker beds may require
changes in nomenclature or minor adjustments in absolute- or
relative-age assignments. Although the martian stratigraphy has
been revised only once [4], the lunar stratigraphy is in its fifth major
version [3] and continues to be ref'mcd in detail [7]. Terrestrial
stratigraphy has been revised many times in its development over
the past century. Although the Galilean satellites of Jupiter arc
being mapped geologically, there has been insufficient basis or need
for the development of formal stratigraphies for them [8].
Given the current state of stratigraphic methods and their appli-
cation to the planets, what are the prospects for a stratigraphy for
Venus? To address this question, we need to examine two related
questions: (1) Has the planet experienced widespread geologic
events or processes resulting in the broad diswibution of coeval
materials (which would form the basis for time-stratigraphic units)?
(2) Can we unravel the complex stratigraphic-tectonic sequences
apparent on Venus? (Or can supertx)sition relations and relative age
be reasonably well established from Magellan radar or other
datasets?)
Already a variety of potential venusian stratigraphic markers
based on widespread geologic events and activities are emerging
(Table 1). First, the global distribution of impact craters indicates
that Venus had a global resurfacing event or series of events that
ended about 500 + 300 m.y. ago [ 1]. Presumably, most of the plains
material that covers about 80% of the planet formed during that
resurfacing and can be included in a stratigraphic system. Under-
lying much of the plains material are complex ridged or tesselated
terrain materials; they must be older than the plains material, but
their structures may in part be contemporary with its emplacement
[9]. Postdating the plains material are most of the impact craters,
many of the largest volcanic shields, and regional fracture belts [ 1].
Most of the plains are cut by lineations, narrow grabens, and wrinkle
ridges. Perhaps such widespread structures may provide a basis for
defining regional or even nearly global stratigraphic markers to
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TABLE I. Potentialve_nusianstratigraphicmarkers
(fromyoungesttooldest).
• Relativelypristinelava-flowsurfacesasindicatedby radar
l:xtckscattercha acteristics
• Preserved crater halos and surface splotches
• Widespread fractures, grabens, and ridges
• Plains material
• Complex ridgedterrain(tesscrae)
which local volcanic and tectonic features and units may be corre-
lated. Finally, very young time markers may be def'med by the
degree of weathering or eolian modification of a surface. For
example, lavas flows at Maat Mous show a decrease in radar
contrast and brightness with increasing age (based on superpr)sition
relations) [10]. Also, some impact craters retain radar-dark (less
commonly radar-bright) halos perhaps consisting of impact debris;
apparently related to the halos are dark and light surface"splotches"
that may represent relatively young debris and shock-induced
surface roughness produced by impacting bolides of a narrow size
range that disintegrated deep down in the dense venusian atmo-
sphere [1]. As these features age, they may become less distinct
relative to surrounding terrains.
Initially, superposition relations weredifficuh to ascertain among
various geologic units on Venus because of the general difficulty in
perceiving topography on the radar images. (Exceptions, such as
thick lava flows or domes, were relatively rare). Still, many
stratigraphic relations can be determined in plan view, because
overlying materials tend to mute or embay the texture and sla'ucmre
of underlying surfaces. More recently, Magellan has produced
repeated radar images of selected areas, which permits
stereoradargrammetry [ 11 ]. In addition, synthetic- parallax stereo-
images (produced from merged Magellan images and altimetry)
commonly show the association between geologic/tectonic-terrain
units and regional topography.
Magellan radar mapping shows that Venus has had a complex
geologic history that can be unraveled to a large extent from
available data. Even though exposed rocks apparently record only
a small portion of the planet's history, stratigraphic markers are
sufficient to permit the development of a useful scheme of time-
stratigraphic units. Such a scheme should result from NASA's new
Venus Geologic Mapping (VGM) Program, which will cover the
entire planet.
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STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS AND TECTONICS OF
NORTHEASTERN TELLUS REGIO AND MENI TESSERA.
T. T6rm_nen, Department of Astronomy, University of Oulu,
SF-90570, Oulu, Finland.
Introduction: Tellus Regio-Meni Tessera region is an inter-
esting highland area characterized by large areas of complex ridged
terrain (CRT [1]) or tessera terrain [2]: Tellus Regio and Meni
Tessera areas and deformed plains areas between the highland
tesserae. The area was previously studied from the Venera 15/16
data and typical characteristics of complex tessera terrain of Tellus
Regio were analyzed and a formation mechanism proposed [3].
Apparent depths of compensation of -30-50 km were calculated
from Pioneer Venus gravity and topography data. These values
indicate predominant Airy compensation for the area [4,5]. Re-
gional stresses and lithospheric structures were det'med from analy-
sis of surface structures, topography, and gravity data [6]. In this
work we concentrate onnortheasternTellus Regio and MeniTessera,
which are situated north and west of Tellus Regio. Structural
features and relationships are analyzed in order to interpret tectonic
historyof the area. Study area was divided intothreesubareas:
northeasternTeIlus Regio, MertiTessera,and the deformed plain
between them.
Descrlptlon of Areas and Interpretatlons of Structures:
Northeastern TellasRegio. NortheasternTelIusRegio isdefined
here as a roughly triangle-shapedareabetween longitudes84° and
92°E and latitudes46° and 53°N. The ridgelikenorthern end of
northeasternTeIIusRegio iscutby a fracturebeltat530N, 85°E,but
theoveralltrendof theCRT iscontinuedby CRT of Dekla Tessera.
Together theseareasform a >2000-kin-long south-concave arc of
tesserae,which extendstoKamari Dorsa southofAudra Planitiand
west of Laima Tessera.
The northernmost area of northeastern Tellus Regio is character-
ized by wide, arcuate ridgelike features, which form the major
structural element of the CRT in this area. The longest one of these
ridgelike features is oriented in a northwest-southeast direction and
it forms the curving northeastern edge of the CRT of Tellus Regio
("A" in Fig. 1). It is -660 km long, 4-40 km wide, and has gentle
slopes. The east-facing slope is steeper and more pronotmeed. The
other two ridgelike structures of the CRT are situated southwest of
the first one ("B" and "C" in Fig. 1). They are less distinct and
shorter: --40 km wide and 280 km long ("B") and -30--85 km wide
and 230 krn long ("C"). Their general orientation is west-northwest/
east-southeast. These ridgelike features end abruptly in the north-
west, but in the south and southeast they merge to more topographi-
cally flat-looking tessera surface. The large rldgelike features of
northeastern Tellus Regio are composed of narrower (widths 1-2.5
krn), closely spaced, linear, and generally ridges tens of kilometers
in length.
The narrow ridges and the larger-scale ridgelike features com-
prising them appear to be the oldest structural elements of the CRT.
In the topography data the widest ridgelike patterns can be distin-
guished. Their heights are typically several hundred meters below
or about the mean planetary radius of 6052 kin. The topography and
morphology of ridges support compressional origin. There are oval-
shaped intratessera plains depressions and troughlike features in
between the major ridgelike structures of the CRT in several places
(e.g., 49* N, 87°E,"D"). These postdate the ridgelike features of the
CRT. The oval plains areas have smooth radar-dark surfaces and are
obviously covered by lavas. There are narrow (1-3 km wide) ridges
on the edges of the oval-shaped plains, which follow the curvature
of the edges of the plains. These ridges appear to have formed in a
later episode of compression in the area.
There is a 30-kin-wide belt of narrow linear ridges adjacent to the
northeastern tessera border. The widths of these ridges are 1-2 km
and are several tens of kilometers in length. These ridges apparently
formed due to compressional stresses oriented perpendicular to the
border of CRT (approx. northeast-southwest). These ridges are not
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Fig.I. Sketchofamap ofnorlheasternTellusRegioandMe_i Tesseraregion.Mercatorprojection.CRTor tesserzareasareoutlinedby aslighdy
thickerline.Lineswithsmallcrosslinesrepresmridges,lineswithcrossesrepresentfracturesandgraben,lineswithcirclesaretroughs.
pan of the CRT because their spacing is larger and they do not form
a similar structural pattern to the ridges of the neighboring CRT.
The ridges of the CRT are extensively cut by northeast-south-
west-oriented flat-floored valleys. These features are interpreted to
be graben and manifest moderate tensional strain in the area. The
graben cut almost orthogonally both the ridges of the CRT and the
ridges bordering the CRT but they rarely cut across the intratessera
plains. Their typical widths are 1.5-3.5 km with lengths 20-150 kin.
Two large, linear depressions in the area follow the sta'ike of the
graben C'E" and "F" in Fig. 1). Based on their distinct morphologi-
cal characteristics (wide scarp-bounded openings on the plain,
sinuous edges, widenings along the sta'ike and up to 20 km long
orthogonal to the strike-oriented segments) they are classified as
valley networks of subtype Ill [7,8]. Valley networks of Venus
resemble sapping valleys of the Earth and are intepreted to have
formed by the fluid motion through an underground fracture system
[9,10]. These two v alley networks of northeastern Tellus Regio cut
across the CRT, but are more pronounced on the plains within and
adjacent to the CRT than on the CRT itself. They have similar
orientation to the graben, which shows that the valley formation
probably occurred along two large preexisting graben. The north-
eastern Tellus Regio is cut by a 560-kin-long northwest-southeast-
striking linear t_'ough (Medeina Chasma). Most of the northeast-
southwest-oriented graben cross-cut it, which shows that the trough
formed earlier.
Inferred Sequence of Deformation: (1) The narrow linear
ridges and larger ridgelike structures of the CRT form in compres-
sional folding and thrusting. (2) The ridge belt along the northeast-
ern edge ofTellus Rcgio forms in northeast-southwest compression.
(3) Extensional deformation results in widespread graben forma-
tion. (4) Formation of intratessera plains and subsequent compres-
sional deform ation occurs along the edges. (5) Valley networks and
some extensional graben form. Medcina Chasma and other long
troughs of the area probably formed during phase 2. This sequence
agrecs well with both earlier and other recent studies of the area
[3,11 ] and analyscs of deformation of many other regions of CRT or
tessera [ 1,12,13].
The Deformed Area Between Northeast Teilus Regio and
Menl Tessera: The troughlike area is characterized by several
irregular patches of CRT, which seem to be remnants of an earlier
continuous CRT connecting Mcni Tesscra and Northeastern Tellus
Regio. The CRT areas near eastern Meni Tessera have very similar
structures as adjacent Meni Tessera. Linear, narrow fractures form
up to 45-km-wide belts on the plain between the CRT areas. These
fractures are oriented northwest-southeast in the northern part of the
trough and they follow the dominant strike of fractures to the
southeastern corner of northern Leda Planitia. They turn to a north-
south direction in the trough. Fractures directed almost perpendicu-
larly against a scarp-like, linear edge of the eastern extension of the
Meni Tessera ("G" in Fig. 1) turn near the edge to the north-
northeast and form a bend in the fracture pattern. The linear edge
appears to be a fault (its strike can be traced also further to the west-
southwest) and the bend in the fracture belt can be due to right-
lateral shear. Fracture belts also cut into areas of CRT. Fractures are
covered in some places by plains material, apparently lava flows.
Fractures were probably formed by extensional deformation of the
area, but later plains formation has covered them extensively.
Eastern and Central Meni Tessera: Meni Tessera is situated
between latitudes 45 ° and 50°N and longitudes 67 ° and 830E. It has
narrow, topographically distinct extensions to the southeast and
east. Its central part is composed of more equidimensional and
topographically lower area of CRT. The northern pan of Merd
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Tessera is characterizedby troughs,which define~110-370-km-
long and ~15-50-krn-wid¢ east-west-orientedsegments of CRT.
These elongatedareashave some of thehighesttopography in the
MeniTessera. One ofthesegments forms thepreviouslymentioned
easternextension of the CRT ("G" in Fig. I). Although these
elongatedpartsof the Moni Tesserado not have a similarstrikeas
the ridgeliketypography and morphology, and they are not corn-
posed ofclearindividualridges,theydo have astrikesimilartothe
ridgelikecomponents innortheasternTellusRegio.
StructurallyMeni TcsseraCRT ismore complex thannortheast-
ern Tellus Regio. The oldestunderlyingstructuresare curvilinear
ridges,but theyarewider and shorter(2--8km wide and 10-30 krn
long) and more widely spaced than innortheasternTellus.There
does appear tobe very fineridgclikestructuresupcrposcdon these
ridges,but they can not always be distinguishedfrom scarpsand
normal faults. The dominant direction of the ridges is to be north-
south/northeast-southwest, but this orientation may be due to more
later deformation and the original directions may not be observable
any more. Near the eastern edge of central Merd Tcssera the ridges
follow the curving tessera border. The central parts ofMeni Tesscra
are characterized by areas of orthogonal terrain of intersecting
northeast-southwest and northwest-southeast grabcn ("H" in Fig.
l). This terrain has been partly covered by lavas of intratessera
plains in the areas where it is visible. There are also places where
grabcn cut across the border between the CRT and the plain,
especially around western and northern edges of Meni Tcssera.
The relationships between graben with different orientations is
complex: North-south striking graben and individual scarps (prob-
ably normal faults) cut other features extensively in the eastern and
northern parts of the central Meni Tcsscra. There are also grabcn
oriented in the northeast-southwest direction, cspccially near the
northwestern and southeastern borders, which cut ridges and north-
west-southeast graben. In the central parts of the CRT there are
northeast-southwest-oriented grabcn that cut other features, but
these graben are frequently covered by lavas. There are also small
areas where graben are not widespread or at least can not be
distinguished from small-scale ridges or closely spaced faults+
Deformation seems to have followed the same kind of basic
sequence as in northeastern Tellus Regio except that there have been
several different episodes of graben formation with both spatially
and chronologically more complex relationships. Also, differences
in orientation and morphology of ridges in Meni Tessera and
northeastern Tellus Regio may reflect different original stress
, regimes. Although no major strike-slip faults were identified in
Meni Tessera, there is evidence of probable shear deformation in
nearby plainsareas.
Discussion and Conclusions: Similaritiesinthe topographic
trends,especiallythe similartypesof linearridgelikefeaturesin
northeasternTellusReglo and correspondingelongatedsegments in
northern Meni Tessera, which together form a roughly south-
concave arc of topographicallyhigher CRT, as well as some
similaritieswith structuresof the CRT of the easternmost Meni
Tessera and western edge of northeastern Tellus Regio, indicate that
these areas of CRT were probably earlier interconnected. The
troughlike plain area between Meni Tessera and Tellus Regio is
probably underlain by CRT, which has been disrupted and covered
by lavas. The adjacent northern Leda Planitia is defo._ed by
complex intersecting systems of fractures and ridges. Some of this
deformation may reflect a presence of a covered basement of CRT.
The arclike pattern oftesserae between Kamari Dorsa and northeast-
ern Tellus Regio may also reflect an earlier larger area of tessera.
Similar conclusions were earlier presented on the basis of analysis
of Venera data [14,15] and more recently by a comprehensive
analysis of dLstribution and chaxactcristics oftessera from Magellan
images [16]. Based on this work, however, it is very hard to define
exactly the original extent of the CRT in this region.
Tessera arc proposed to form by hot-spot-related volcanism and
tectonism [17,18] or by convection-driven tectonics above mantle
downweUings [1,12,19]. The results of this work do not conclu-
sively ruleouteithcr model. Analysis of structures and deformation
shows that the earliest distinguishable deformation was compres-
sion, which was followed by widespread extension mad volcanism
(formation of intratessera plains). This result is in agreement with
other studies [e.g., 1,3,11,13] and similar results have been used to
support the mantle downwclling model [1,12], but in our opinion
they do not leave out other possibilities.
The arclike arrangement of topographically higher ridgclike
features in northeastern Teilus Regio and northern Meni Tcssera is
roughly similar in planform, but smaller than the Dclda Tcssera-
northeastern Teilus Regio arch in the north. These areuate patterns
of tcssera are typical to the area between longitudes 00 and 150°E
[ 16] and could tell us about the scales of deformation of the crust in
these areas. Observed complex deformational sequences in the
northeastern Tellus Regio--Meni Tessera region do suplxm the idea
that the CRT is probably a result of repeated defonnation through
different mechanisms [20]. We are currently analyzing in more
detail structures in Meni Tessera and northern Tellus Regio and their
relationships with topography, intratessera volcanism, and the
deformation and volcanism on the adjacent plains.
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EPISODIC PLATE TECTONICS ON VENUS. Donald Turcotte,
Depa_rtrnent of Geological Sciences, Cornell University, Ithaca NY
14853, USA.
Studies of impact craterson Venus from the Magellan images
have placedimportantconstraintson surfacevolcanism.Some 840
impact cratershave been identifiedwith diametersranging from 2
to280 km. Correlationsofthisimpact fluxwithcraterson theMoon,
Earth,and Mars indicateamean surfaceage of 0.55:0.3G a.Another
importantobservationisthat52% of thecratersare slightlyfrac-
turedand only4.5% arecmbaycd by lavaflows.These observations
led Schabcr et al.[7] to hypothesize thata pervasiveresurfacing
event occurred about 500 m.y. ago and thatrelativelylittlesurface
volcanism has occurred since. An alternative hypothesis has been
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proposed by Izenber et el. [3]. They suggested that the observations
can be explained by a random dismbution of small volcanic events.
Strom et el. [8] have pointed out that a global resurfacing event
that ceased about 500 MY]3 P is consistent with the results given by
Arkani-Hamed and Toksoz [ 1]. These authors carried out a series of
numerical calculations of mantle convection in Venus yielding
thermal evolution results. Their model 4 considered crustal recy-
cling and gave rapid planetary cooling. They, in fact, suggested that
prior to 500 MYBP plate tectonics was active in Venus and since
500 MYBP the lithosphere has stabilized and only hot-spot volca-
nism has reached the surface. Thus they suggested that the transition
to a near pristine lithosphere was the resuh of the secular cooling of
the planet.
In this abstract we propose an alternative hypothesis for the
inferred cessation of surface volcanism on Venus. We hypothesize
that plate tectonics on Venus is episodic. Periods of rapid plate
tectonics result in high rates of subducfion that cool the interior
resulting in more sluggish mantle convection. With a cool viscous
interior the surface lithospheric plate stabilizes and plate tectonics
cease. The stable lithosphere thickness increases with time reducing
the surface heat flow. As a result the interior temperature increases
leading to an increase in the plume flux. Eventually the lithosphere
is sufficiently thick and its gravitational instability initiates an
episode of global subduction.
This hypothesis is illustrated qualitatively in Fig. 1. During a
period of about 500 m.y. the lithosphere is globally stable and no
plate tectonics occurs. During this period the lithosphere thickens,
the surface heat flow decreases, and the mantle temperature in-
creases. As the lithosphere thickens it becomes gravitationally
unstable. Eventually this instability leads to a catastrophic globed
subduction event. In the model illustrated in Fig. 1 this event
occurred 600 MYBP. At the time of the global lithospheric instabil-
ity the mantle on Venus is expected to be considerably hotter and
less viscous than on the Earth so that rapid subduction would occur.
Without a lithosphere, vigorous mantle convection would lead to
extensive volcanism, vigorous plate tectonics, a high surface heat
flow, and a rapid cooling of the mantle. As the mantle cools the
mantle convection and its surface manifestation, plate tectonics,
become less vigorous. Eventually the global lithosphere stabilizcs
and plate tectonics ceases. In the model illustrated in Fig. l this
occurs at 500 M YB P. The lithosphere thickens, the surface heat flow
decreases, and the cycle repeats.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of episodic teaonics on Venus for the last 1000 Ga. Also
shown is the qualitative behavior of the mean mantle temperature Tm.
Assuming that the venusian lithosphere stabilized 500 MYB P, it
is easy to determine its thermal structure, assuming no basal heating
from mantle plumes and no partial delarnination. After 500 m.y. the
depth to the 1475-K isotherm is 290 kin, the depth to the 1275-K
isotherm is 180 km, and the depth to the 1125-K isotherm is 120 krn.
The corresponding depths for a venusian lithosphere with steady-
state conductive heat transport are 34, 26, and 19 km respectively.
The transient cooling of the lithosphere results in much greater
thicknesses, almost an order of magnitude. Such a thick lithosphere
is consistent with the large observed topographic and gravity
anomalies.
McKenzie et el.[4] have argued thattheperimetersof several
largecoronacon Venus, specificallyArtemis,Latona,and Eithinoha,
resemble terrestrialsubductionzones inbothplatformand topogra-
phy. Artemis chasma has aradiusof curvaturesimilartothatofthe
South Sandwich subduction zone on the Earth. Sandwell and
Schubert [6]have shown thatthe morphologies of severalcoronas
areingood agreement with thelithosphereflexuremodels thathave
been successfulinexplaining the sea floormorphology atocean
trencheson thisplanet.Their flcxuralprofilesyieldelasticlithos;
phcre thicknessesof 37 km for Artemis,35 km forLatona, 15 km
forEithinoha,40km forHcng-O, and 18km forFreyja.These values
areconsistentwith a thickconductivelithosphere.The presenceof
incipientsubduction zones may bc an indicationof the onset of
anotherepisode of activeplatetectonics.
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SCATTERING PROPERTIES OF VENUS' SURFACE. G.L.
Tyler, R. A. Simpson, M. J. Maurer, and E. Holmann, Center for
Radar Astronomy, Stanford University, Stanford CA 94305-4055,
USA
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Radarbackscattcr functions o0(@) for mcldence angles between
0 _ O <-4°-10 ° have been derived from Magellan altimetry radar
echoes.The procedure includesconstrainedsolutionof a system of
simultaneous equations for which theecho spectntm and echo time
profile axe inputs. A practical and workable set of constraints has
been applied; optimization and improved results are expected as
the analysis matures. The scattering functions yield information on
small-scale surface structure (tens of centimeters to tens of meters)
but averaged over hundreds of km 2. RMS surface slopes derived
from fits of analytic functions to the o0(_) results have been
converted to map form and show patterns similar to those reported
using other techniques. While all three forms are found on Venus,
fit residuals imply that an exponential scattering function matches
data better than either the Hagfors or gaussian form in most areas,
although the Hagfors function may be a better descriptor at some
sites. Limited study of image data indicates that average backseatter
cross section, and possibly its slope,can bederived at oblique angles
(17" _<_ < 45°). Offsets of the echo peak in altimetry spectra are
surprisingly common and are loosely correlated with Venus topog-
raphy, but no cause for this phenomenon has yet been identified.
Theobservation that rms slopes obtained from direct inversion
of the altimetry data are consistent, at least in a general way, with
values derived from template fits [ 1] provides some confidence that
both these procedures are reliable. Since the recovered functions
from inversion o0(_) do not depend on a priori specification of an
analytic function, we expect to fred differences between our results
and those obtained via the template method as our analysis pro-
ceeAs.
Our result that an exponential scattering function can provide
better agreement with data than the widely used Hag fors function is
significant in terms of its implications for the surface. Although the
difference is not large, it is convincing. A gaussian surface model is
derived by assuming thatthe surfaceisgentlyrolling.A Hagfors
surfacemust have atleasta few flatsegments and some "edges" in
order tojustifyuse of an exponentialautocorrelationfunction.The
degree towhich a freshplanetarysurfacehas been turnedover and
smoothed may be expressed inthedegree towhich itsscatteringis
describedby gaussianfunctionsratherthanHagfors functions.The
exponentialfunctionre.quiresthattherebc more orlargerfiat-lying
segments than cvcn the Hagfors functionrequires.Wc note that
while theexponentiallaw works bestforVenus, justtheoppositeis
the case forthe Moon [2].Itseems likelythisdifferencereflects
underlyingdifferencesinprocessesoferosionand depositionand of
materialson the two bodies.
Our resultsfrom SAR image analysisto datearc limited.Wc
have found a smooth region(inaltirnctzydata)castofAlpha Rcgio
where SAR backscattercrosssectionislower thanpredictedby the
Muhlcman function,suggesting thatthe same scatteringmecha-
nisms apply atboth nadirand at¢ ,*30° and 35°.Eastof Maxwell,
SAR backscatterisabove average,but our estimatesof rms slopes
and those derived from template fitting [3] indicate that this is an
"average" region in its nadir backscatter. The difference could be
accounted for by the presence of small-scale roughness that is not
apparent to the altimeter but scatters relatively strongly at oblique
angles.
The Doppler offset observations appear to be real and a m ani fes-
tation of a geophysical or geological state of the surface. They show
global patterns that include a great circle at equatorial latitudes
(roughly following the band of equatorial highlands that includes
Aphrodite Terra, Eistla Regio, and Beta Regio) and at least part of
another (constant latitude) circle at 400-50 ° N. Large-scale surface
slopes from Pioneer Venus topography [4] correlate to some extent,
but are inadequate by themselves to cause the displacements ob-
served. Small-scale "shingles" or other asymmetric scattering
surfaces (for example, sand dunes [R. A. Arvidson, personal com-
munication]) could contribute, but acquiring independent confirm-
ing data will be difficult. Local slopes of 0.3 ° on kilometer scales
may also be important [P.G. Ford, personal communication], but
more needs to be learned of their dis_ibution. A concentration of
negative offsets between Sapas Mons and Rusalka Planitia, where
the large-scale surface gradient is perpendicular to the Magellan
track, indicates that this phenomenon nccd not bc associated with
large-scale Mopes. Global-scale "zones of disruption" [5] may have
led to surface modification, which is expressed in small-scale
surface features but does not necessarily show up in the large-
scale topography.
References: [1] Ford P. G. and Pettengill G. H. (1992) JGR,
submitted. [2] Simpson R. A. and Tyler G. L. (1982)IEEE Trans.,
AP-30, 438---4.49. [3] Tyler G. L. et al. (1991) Science, 252,
265-270. [4] Sharpton V. L. and Head J. W. (1985) JGR, 90,
3733-3740. [5] Schaber G. G. (1982) GRL, 9, 499-502.
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LOW-EMISSIVITY IMPACT CRATERS ON VENUS. C.M.
Weitz t , C. Elachi 1, H. J. Moore 2, A. T. B asilevsky_, B. A. Ivanov _,
and G. G. Schaber s, 1Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute
of Technology, Pasadena CA 91109, USA, 2USGS, Menlo Park CA
94025, USA, 3Vernadsky InstituteofGeochemistry and Analytical
Chemistry, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, 117975,
Russia, 4Institute for Dynamics of Geospheres, Russian Academy
of Sciences, Moscow, 123810, Russia, 5USGS, FlagstaffAZ 86001,
USA.
Procedure: An analysis of 14.4 impact craters on Venus has
shown that 11 of these have floors with average emissivities lower
than 0.8. The remaining craters have emissivities between 0.8 and
0.9, independent of the specific backscatter cross section of the
crater floors.These 144 impact craters wcrc chosen from a possible
164 craters with diameters greater than 30 km as identified by
Schabcr et at. [1] for 899o of the surface of Venus. We have only
looked at craters below 6053.5 km altitude because a mineralogical
change causes high reflcctivity/low emissivity above this altitude
[2]. We have also excluded all craters with diameters smaller than
30 km because the emissivity footprint at periapsis is 16 x 24 km and
becomes larger at the poles [3].
On the S AR images, rectangular boxes were chosen on the crater
floor that avoided central peaks and inner rings. Backscatter cross
sections were calculated from the average DN values within the
boxes for the incidence angle for the crater latitude. Emissivity
values were taken from the data.sets produced by MIT [3]. A
rectangular box was selecmd inside each crater floor and the average
DN was then converted to emissivity. In Fig. 1, while the majority
of crater floors lie between 0.8 and 0.9 in average emissivity
independent of backscatter cross sections, 11 craters fall below
this range.
We also found all craters that had any emissivity values on their
floors below or equal to 0.8 because several craters had variations
across their floors. After doing this, we found five more crater
floors with emissivity values below or equal to 0.8. Table 1 lists the
16 craters and the lowest emissivity values found on their floors. The
16 craters represent a minimum number of craters with low emis-
sivities on Venus because craters with diameters smaller than the
footprint of the radiometer may have low emissivities that will not
bc detected.
Results: A study of backscatter and emissivity for impact
craters associated with parabolic-shaped features by Campbell ctal.
[4] indicates that the majority of these craters have high specific
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TABLE 1. Data on 16 craters with floors that have low emissivities.
Crater Latitude Longitude Diameter Btckscatter
(Van) crosss_.._o.
(dB)
Emissivity
Boleyn 24.4 219.9 70 -13.52 0.62
Sumton -23.4 199.9 110 -9.53 0.665
Smart -30.75 20.2 71 -8.45 0.69
Mead 12.5 57.2 280 -16.64 0.705
Adivar 8.95 76.1 32 -13.64 0.715
Sitwell 16.68 190.35 37 -12.64 0.72
Stowe --43.2 233 80 -2.07 0.725
Warren -11.8 176.5 53 -13.78 0.735
Truth 28.7 287.75 49 -11.7.5 0.745
Greenaway 22.95 145 92 -10.52 0.755
Boulanger -26.55 99.3 73 --6.31 0.76
Bonheur 9.8 288.75 109 -13.84 0.775
Amelia 20.25 331.85 32 -10.98 0.785
Ban Zhao 17.2 146.9 40 -10.64 0.785
O'Keeffe 24.5 228.75 81 -I 6. i 2 0.79
Bathsheba -15.1 49.35 35 -9.1 0.8
radar backscattcr cross sections and low emissivities. They suggest
that these craters are relatively young and that these radar-bright
floors are the result of wavelength scale roughness and high Fresnel
reflectivity material. With time, modification processes remove the
parabolic deposits and alter the crater floors to lower backscatter
cross sections, lower Fresnel reflectivities, and higher emissivities
that match those typical of the older craters without parabolic
features.
We have plotted the specific backscatter cross sections for the
144 craters used in our analysis (Fig. 2). The dashed line is the
Muhleman Law, which is the derived average scattering function
based on Pioneer Venus S AR observations and used by the Magellan
project to normalize the backscattcr cross sections. Because all but
one (Mead) of the low-emissivity crater floors have stronger back-
scatter than most craters, this supports an association between low-
emissivity and high-backscatter cross sections for most craters on
Venus. Of these 16 low-emissivity craters, 7 are peak ring, 6 are
central peak, and 3 have no floor structure. Ten of these craters have
associated parabolic features.
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Fig. 2. Specific backscauer cross section vs. incidence angle for 144 craters
on Venus. Dashed line is the Muhleman Law. Filled circles are low-emissivit,/
craters, open circles high-emissivity craters.
Interpretations: To help us interpret the materials in the
crater floors, we have used a relation between bulk density and
relative dielectric constant for lunar samples of rocks and "soils"
[5]. A Fresnel reflectivity near 0.38 can be inferred [3] from the
emissivity (0.62) of crater floor materials of Boleyn (Table 1) to
yield a calculated dielectric constant of 17.8 [6]. The inferred bulk
density, which is 4380 kg/m 3 (range: 3880-5090), is much too large
for common basaltic rocks. More probable bulk densities of basaltic
rocks, which have dielectric constants near 8 to 9 [7], lie in the range
of 2600--3000 kg/m 3.
Low emissivity values for the venusian highlands can best be
explained by the presence of conducting minerals, such as iron
pyrite, iron sulfides, or iron oxides [8]. We also suggest that
inclusions of conducting minerals or particles in the crater floor
materials could account for the low emissivities and high Fresnel
reflectivities. Materials containing these particles may have been
(1) excavated from depth in the crust during the impact process, (2)
derived from the projectile that produced the crater, (3) formed by
physical-chemical reactions associated with the impact process
(including impact melts), (4) extruded into the crater by volcanic
processes, and (5) produced by some combination of these pro-
cesses. The absence of low-emissivity signatures on the crater
flanks and bright outflows suggest that 1, 2, and 3 are unlikely
because the low emissivities are conf'med to crater floors. It may be
possible, however, that atmospheric shocks associated with the
impacts confine materials or impact metamorphism is confined to
the materials of the floors.
Some of the craters are clearly filled with postcrater lavas while
others may be filled with impact melts. In the case of the crater
Bortheur, the flooded interior basin has a lower emissivity and a
smaller backscatter cross section than the outer basin. This observa-
tion supports an endogenetic lava flow with low emissivity (possi-
bly high in iron content) that has flooded the interior basin. Two
low-emissivity craters reside on the tesscra and one of these appears
to be partly flooded by lava. This means that low emissivity lavas
may erupt from magma sources beneath the tessera as well as the
plains. Backscatter cross sections for both the floors and outflows
of some craters, such as Stowe, are about the same and this suggests
the materials of the floors include impact melts. The next step is to
investigate how this low-emissivity material could weather to the
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higher emissivity values (0.8-0.9) on the plains and on the other
crater floors and to investigate whether young lava flows also
exhibit low emissivities. (This work was conducted at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under
contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.)
References: [1] Schaberet el. (1992)JGR, inpress. [2] Klose
et at. (1992) JGR, in press. [3] PettengiU et at. (1991) Science, 252,
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FLOOR-FRACTURED CRATER MODELS FOR IGNEOUS
CRATER MODIFICATION ON VENUS. R.W. Wichman and
P. H. Sehultz, Depar',ment of Geological Sciences, Brown Univer-
sity, Providence RI 02912, USA.
Introduction: Although crater modification on the Earth,
Moon, and Mars results from surface erosion and crater infi]ling, a
significant number of craters on the Moon also exhibit distinctive
patterns of crater-centered fracturing and volcanism that can be
modeled as the result of igneous crater modification [1-5 ]. Here, we
consider the possible effects of Venus surface conditions on this
model, describe two examples of such crater modification, and then
briefly discuss the constraints these craters may place on conditions
at depth.
Floor-fractured Crater Model: On the Moon, most floor-
fractured craters occur near the lunar maria [1,6,7] or along basin
ring faults [5], and commonly contain ponded mare units and dark
mantling deposits [1,8,91. Fracturing is confined to the crater
interior, and, in the more modified craters, uplift of the crater floor
as a single coherent unit results in a distinctive moatlike failure zone
in the crater wall region [1,4]. In some cases, later volcanism floods
this moat structure or buries the entire floor [1,3].
Although viscous relaxation can produce uplift of the crater floor
[10-12], shallow, laecolithlike intrusion beneath the crater floor
provides a model consistent with observations on the Moon. As
discussed elsewhere [ 1A,5], intrusions apparently begin in a neutral
buoyancy zone near the base of the crater-centered breccia lens
through the lateral growth of a sill-like magma body. Both the
increased lithostatic pressures and diminished impact brecciation
beneath the crater w ells, however, enhance resistance to such lateral
intrusion growth beyond the crater floor region, thereby evolving
into vertical, laccolithic intrusion grow th described by [ 13]. During
vertical growth, the crater floor rises through a pistonlike uplift,
while ring faulting near the edge of the intrusion produces the moat
structures outside this uplift.
For a laccolithic intrusion, crater modification is controlled by
parameters that allow assessing conditions at depth [4,5]. Since
elastic deformation should not thin the uplifted crater floor section,
the amount of floor uplift essentially reflects the intrusion thickness.
If the uplifted floor diameter delineates the laccolith size at depth,
then the model [13] can be used to estimate both the magmapressure
driving deformation and an effective thickness for the crater floor
materials overlying the intrusion. The derived magma pressures
then help constrain the length of the magma column beneath the
intrusion, whereas the inferred floor thickness provides a model for
both the intrusion depth and breccia thickness in a given crater [4,5].
Floor-fractured Craters on Venus: The evidence for wide-
spread volcanism on Venus [ 14] would seem to favor igneous crater
modification. Four significant differences between conditions on
Venus and on the Moon may modify the processes of crater-centered
igneous intrusion. First, where the anorthosidc crust on the Moon is
apparently equivalent in density or less dense than most mare
magmas [15], the basaltic crust on Venus should be denser than
basaltic melts and may be thinner than the lunar crust as well.
Consequently, basalt magmas on Venus are more likely to rise to the
surface than magmas on the Moon, perhaps decreasing the likeli-
hood of crater-centered intrusions at depth [4]. Second, the lunar
crust has been extensively fractured by successive, overlapping
impact events. The resulting combination of a megaregolith and
basin ring faults, therefore, provides a number of conduits through
which magma can enter individual crater-centered breccias. In
contrast, the crust on Venus appears to be more coherent; hence,
magma may not favor breccias beneath craters on Venus. Instead,
a crater-centered intrusion may fu-'st require deformation by a
regional fracture system. Third, the higher surface gravity on Venus
should reduce the fracture porosity of an impact breccia, thereby
reducing the density contrast required for a shallow zone of crater-
centered neutral buoyancy. High surface gravity also should con-
solidate impact breccias at depth, which may produce thinner
breccia lenses on Venus than on the Moon. As a result, the uplifted
floor plate on Venus should be thinner than on the Moon, and floor
fracturing would then be expected to be more polygonal, i.e.,
reflecting irdaomogeneities in the floor rather than acting as a
coherent block. Fourth. since the increased surface temperatures on
Venus may allow annealing of impact breccias over time, both the
fracture density beneath a Venus crater and the probability of an
igneous intrusion also may decrease as a function of crater age.
Most impact craters on Venus do not exhibit floor fractures
comparable to examples on the Moon. Instead, either volcanic
infilling occurs or craters are simply engulfed rather than participate
in surface volcanism. Figures 1 and 2, however, illustrate two
craters that closely resemble floor-fractured craters on the Moon.
For reference, both craters occur in ridged lowland plains with
elevations of approximately -500 m to 500 m, relative to the mean
planetary radius. The first of these craters (Fig. 1) is 48 km in
diameter and exhibits a scarp-bounded central floor plate 32 km in
diameter in which an additional pattern of concentric failure can be
Fig. 1. Modified crater eentew.d at 52'S, 196'E. Note the wide outer moat
structure surrounding the central floor and the bright scarp aleng the southwest
edge of the central floor plate. Scale her is -17 km (enlarged section of
C1-45S202; I)
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Fig. 2. Mona Lisa Crater, centered at 25.6"N, 25.2"E near the edge of Eisila
Regio. Note partial flooding of outer moat str_cture and bright fracture
panem in the omttal floor plate. Scale bar is -17 krn (enlarged section of
CI-30N027;1).
recognized. Although transected by a number of later wrinkle
ridges, both the outer moat region and the central floor appear to be
relatively smooth and may reflect a sequence of crater-centered
volcanism after the uplift event, also observed in the lunar crater
Posidonius. The second crater (Fig. 2) is larger (-75 krn diameter)
and somewhat less modified. In this case, a bright ridge nearly
surrounds the central floor plate, and volcanism has only flooded the
central floor and the northern half of the outer moat structure,
allowing identification of the moat fractures in the south. Inside the
central floor plate, concentric fractures bound the central floor with
a set of radial/polygonal fractures in the center of the floor plate.
Both craters occur in ridged lowland plains with elevations close to
the mean planetary radius. Since the ejecta pattern and the scalloped
southern crater rim indicate an oblique impact from the north
[16,17], the northward offset of these central fracture patterns
relative to the crater center is consistent with the uprange offset of
both central peaks and basin rings in other oblique impact structures
[5,16,17], whereas the distribution of moat-filling volcanism is
consistent with the enhanced failure uprange proposed by [5,18,19]
for cavity collapse in an oblique impact event.
The intrusion parameters derived from the relations of [13] can
be related to the local crustal structure. For floor uplift of-1.5 km
(inferred for the craters described above), both craters indicate a
magmatic driving pressure of -375 bar for a basaltic melt. If this
pressure then reflects the magmastatic head resulting from the
density contrast between a basaltic magma (-2800 kg]m s) and a
basaltic crust (3000 kg/m3), a magma column length of 22 km is
indicated for both regions. Since the effective thickness of the floor
plate is estimated at 2-6 km for crater 1 and 4-8 km for crater 2, this
simple model requires a crustal (basaltic) thickness exceeding
-2530 kin. Alternatively, if the basaltic crust on Venus is less than
10-20 km, as proposed in [20], the base of the magma column occurs
within a denser mantle unit at depths of less than 20-25 kin. If the
base of the magma column corresponds to a deep, regional magma
chamber, these magma column models should indicate either the
base of the basaltic crust or rheological boundaries with the crust or
lithosphere [21]. Consequently, the implications of floor-fractured
craters on Venus for subsurface density provide an additional test
for models of regional crustal structure.
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R. A. (1972) Apollo 16 Prelim. Sci. Rep., NASA SP-315, 29-89 to
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(1964-1965), 81-100. [11] Scott R. F. (1967) Icarus, 7, 139-148.
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VENUS: GEOCHEMICAL CONCLUSION_FROI_! _HE
MAGELLAN DATA. J.A. Wood, Harvard-Smithsonian Center
for Astrophysics, Cambridge MA 02138, USA.
Though the Magellan mission was not designed to collect
geochemical or petrological information, it has done so nonetheless.
Since the time of the Pioneer Venus mission it has been known that
high-altitude (>2.5-5 kin) mountainous areas on Venus exhibit
anomalously low radiothermal emissivity (e < 0.6) [1 ]. Magellan
has greatly refined and extended these observations. The low
emissivity requires surface material in the uplands to have a
mineralogical composition that gives it a high bulk dielectric
constant, >-20. The dielectric constant of dry terrestrial volcanic
rocks seldom exceeds 7. The high-dielectric character of high-
altitude surface material cannot be a primary property of the local
volcanic rock, because there is no reason why rock having the
required special mineralogy would erupt only at high altitudes.
Therefore it is a secondary property; the primary Venus rock has
reacted with the atmosphere to form a mineralogically different
surface layer, and the secondary minerals formed are controlled by
the ambient temperature, which decreases with altitude on Venus.
Klose et al. [2] showed that, for a plausible assumption of oxygen
fugacity in the Venus atmosphere (-10 -'2t bar), variation of the
equilibrium weathered mineral assemblage with altitude and tem-
perature would create such a situation: above a few kilometers
altitude the stable assemblage includes pyrite (FeS2) in sufficient
abundance to create a "loaded dielectric" with a bulk dielectric
constant >-20; at lower altitudes the stable Fe mineral is magnetite
(F%O4), and this is present in insufficient abundance to give rise to
such a high bulk dielectric constant. Pettengill et al. [3] first
concluded that pyrite was the mineral responsible for the high-
dielectric materials observed at high altitudes on Venus.
Fegley et al. [4] reject this interpretation. They note that the gas
species COS is much less abundant in the Venus atmosphere than the
equilibrium concentration, and argue that the reaction
3FeS 2 + 2CO + 4CO 2 = 6COS + F%O 4
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would tend to oxidize pyrite to magnetite at all altitudes, using its
S to build up the deficit of atmospheric COS. This argument is
specious. Fegley et al. argue from only one reaction and three
species abundances in the Venus atmosphere, while [2] used an
c-nergy-minimization procedure that effectively considers all pos-
sible reactions simuhancously, lOose et al. [2] used as input the
bulk elemental composition of the atmosphere, not the abundances
of selected gas species in it. They determined the total equilibrium
system, including concen_ations of gas species in the atmosphere
as well as surface minerals. Klose et al. found, as Fegley et al. say,
that the equilibrium abundance of COS is greater than the concen-
tration the Venus a_nosphcr¢ appears to contain (~ 15ppm vs. ,..0.25
ppm). Apparently kinetic barriers prevent COS from attaining its
equilibriumconcentrationatground level.Thus theVenus system
isnot completely atequilibrium. One can debate how badly the
system isout of equilibrium,but thenonequillbrlumabundance of
the minor species COS in the atmosphere by no means requires that
the surface mineralogy is completely out of equilibrium; and to be
in equilibrium with the atmosphere's concentration of SO 2. -185
ppm, at the foz cited above, the mountaintop mineral assemblage
must contain pyrite.
Fegley et al. [4] suggest that primary perovskite (CaTiO3) in the
rock might be responsible for low-emissivity mountaintops on
Venus, since this mineral has a particul_ly high dielectric constant.
They note the occurrence of perovskite in (relatively rare) SiOz-
undersaturatcd igneous rocks on Earth. but do not examine its
thermodynamic stability in more typical basalts, or in Venus basalts
having the compositions reported by Soviet landers. In fact,
perovskRe is not a stable primary mineral at crystallization tempera-
tures in these expected Venus rock types: instead Ti appears as
futile, and most Ca as diopside and anorthite.
With time, the weathering reactions discussed by [2] work
deeper and doepcr into surface rock on Venus. The timescale of
weathering--the time needed to weathcr rock to a depth sufficicnt
to control the radiothermal emissivity measured by PVO and
Magellan--is not known, but is expected to be long. Water is an
essential ingredient of terresu'ial weathering, and its near absence on
Venus must greatly retard the process. To some extent this effect is
offset by the much higher temperatures on Venus, but in spite of this
it may take tens or even hundreds of millions of years to weather a
high-altitude surface to a high-dielectric assemblage.
This is comparable to the timescales of other important pro-
cesses on Venus, and an interplay between weathering and (e.g.)
volcanism and tectonism is to be expected. In other words, it may
be possible to use the presence or absence of weathering effects to
distinguish between relatively young features on Venus and older
landforrns.
Volcanism: Klose et al. [2] and Robinson and Wood [5] have
drawn attention to large and small flow units high on the volcanos
Maat, Sapas, Ozza, and Theia Mons that display relatively high
emissivities. They conclude these units are too young to have had
time to weather to the high-dielectric pyritic state. This criterion,
if confh'med, provides a crude basis for establishing a chronology
of volcanism.
Tectonlsm: Klose et al. [2] and Pathare [6] have explored the
complex relationship between altitude (a) and emissivity exhibited
by Maxwell Montes. An a/e scatter plot of measurements made over
the broad Maxwell landmass shows a well-defined band at e - 0.4,
which presumably reflects the presence locally of completely
weathered surface material: but there is also a broad scatter of points
to higher values of e (<--0.6) in the diagram. Pathare [6] found these
lauer data points are provided by a belt of mountainous terrain
(latitude -67 °, longitude 3500--05 °) that defines the northern edge
of the Maxwell Montes low-emissivity zone. Pathare [6] attributed
the less-than-minimal emissivities in this belt to incomplete weath-
ering, and concluded that this belt was uplifted more recently than
other parts of Maxwell. The emissivity increases, and presumably
the time of uplift decreases, westward along the belt.
The Magellan emissivity records contain other information of
interest. For example, [5] found that some small volcanic domes
and clusters of domes near plains level display anomalously low
emissivity. At these altitudes, according to the model of [2],
magnetite should be the stable Fe mineral, and weathered surface
materialshould not have high-dielectricproperties.Robinson and
Wood [5] attributedthisphenomenon to continued seepage of
volcanicgasthrough thesoilcoveringthesedomes, and showed that
an admixtureofonly--0.02%of sulfurousgas ofthetypeemittedby
theY,,ilaueavolcano on Earth.withnormal Venus atmospheric gas
inthe pores of the soil,would stabilizepyriteinthe soilatplains
altitude. They noted a correlation between the presence of appar-
ently unweathered volcanic flows at the summits of volcanos, and
nearby low-emissivity domes; both should be manifestations of
recent volcanic activity.
Another interesting aspect of weathering and emissivity on
Venus is the fact that the mineral reaction boundary separating
pyrite 0ow-emissivity) from magnetite (high-emissivity), which
presumably follows an isothermal surface in the Venus atmosphere,
does not intersect all highlands at the same altitude. The observed
"snowline" varies in altitude from -2.5 km (Sapas Mons) to.-4.7 km
(Maxwell). Curiously, the "snowline" altitude correlates well with
the total height of the mountain; the "snowline" occurs at roughly
half the peak height. This suggests that the thermal structure of the
atmosphere is somehow modulated by topography on Venus, a
concept that has not found favor with atmospheric scientists. An
ahernativc explanation has not been forthcoming, and this phenom-
enon remains to be undcrstood.
References: [1] Pcttengill G. H. et al. (1988) JGR, 93,
14881-14892. [2] Klose K. B. et al. (1992) JGR, submitted.
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FINITE AMPLITUDE GRAVITY WAVES IN THE VENUS
ATMOSPHERE GENERATED BY SURFACE TOPOG-
RAPHY. R.E. Young I. H. Houben _, R. L. Walterscheid 3, and
G. Schubert4. INASA Ames Research Center, Moffett FieldCA,
USA, 2Space Physics Research Institute. Sunnyvale CA, USA,
3The Aerospace Corporation, Los Angeles CA, USA, 4University of
California, Los Angeles CA, USA.
A two-dimensional, fully nonlinear, nonhydrostatic, gravity
wave model is used to study the evolution of gravity waves
generated near the surface of Venus. The model extends from near
the surface to well above the cloud layers. Waves are forced by
applying a vertical wind at the bottom boundary. The boundary
vertical wind is determined by the product of the horizontal wind
and the gradient of the surface height. When w ave amplitudes are
small, the near-surface horizontal wind is the zonally averaged
basic-state zonal wind. and the length scales of the forcing that
results are characteristic of the surface height variation. When the
forcing becomes larger and w ave amplitudes affect the near-surface
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horizontal wind field, _e forcing spectrum becomes more compli-
cated, and a spectrum of waves is generated that is not a direct
reflection of the spectrun_ of the surface height variation. Model
spatial resolution required depends on the amplitude of forcing; for
very nonlinear cases considered, vertical resolution was 250 m, and
horizontal resolution was slightly greater than 1 kin. For smaller
forcing amplitudes, spatial resolution was much coarser, being 1 km
in the vertical and about 10 km in the horizontal. B ackground static
stability and mean wind are typical of those observed in the Venus
atmosphere.
Computations to date have considered a periodic sinusoidally
varying surface height. Such forcing is relevant to the situation in
which surface topography consists of a series of ridges extending
over a region largely compared to the dimensions of each individual
ridge. Because of the particular variations with altitude of static
stability and mean wind in the Venus atmosphere, an evanescent
region exists between about 15 km altitude and just below the cloud
layer for waves having horizontal wavelengths less than about
100 kin. This means waves generated at the surface having short
wavelengths do not propagate to cloud levels with significant
amplitude. At longer wavelengths (> I00 kin), waves easily reach
cloud levels and above. With surface wind speeds of several m/s and
surface slopes having values in the vicinity of 0.02 (not unreason-
able values in the higher mountainous regions of Venus such as
Aphrodite), w ave amplitudes are large enough to cause considerable
nortlinear effects. From the surface to cloud levels and above, wave
spatial patterns are relatively complicated and the spectra exhibit
much shorter wavelengths than typical of the surface height varia-
tion, the dominant wavelength being somewhat less than 1O0 km for
a surface height wavelength of 400 km. For this same case, maxi-
mum vertical winds at middle cloud levels associated with the
waves are typical of the 2-3 m/s vertical winds observed by the
VEGA balloon as it overflew the Aphrodite region. Wave horizontal
wind amplitude at middle cloud levels is about 10 m/s. To date, with
reasonable values of the surface forcing, we have not been able to
generate waves having sufficient amplitude to cause w ave breaking.
Wave-induced mean winds are largest near the surface, and can
become comparable to the low-altitude background wind.
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MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE OF VENUS AND ITS CLOUDS:
LATITUDE AND SOLAR TIMEVARIATIONS. L.V.Zasova.
Space Research Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow
117810, Russia.
The structure of the middle atmosphere of Venus and its upper
clouds, derived from infrared spectromemj (from 250 to 1650 cm- t)
on Venera 15 [1-5] are discussed. Poleward increasing of tempera-
ture, monotonous on the average, at altitudes h >70 km changes to
poleward decreasing at h <60 kin. Temperature inversion at 85-
95 km at low latitudes was observed as a half-day wave with two
minima near 9:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m., with a more pronounced
morning feature. At high latitudes the inversion with temperature
minimum near 64 km exists. There are several minima depending
on solar time, but the most pronounced is one on the dayslde, where
the depth of inversion may reach more than 40 K (near 10:00 a.m4
we have no observations closer to noon). Another minimum is
situated symmetrically on the nightside. Usually in the polar region
the temperature inversion is situated deeper in the atmosphere (near
62 kin). A jet at latitudes 50°-55°N divides Venus into two drasti-
cally different latitude zones: pretty homogeneous at 56-95-km
zone <50 ° N with diffuse clouds and daily temperature variations
near cloud tops about several degrees, and zone >55°N (where such
dynamic structures as cold collar and hot dipole were observed) with
dense low clouds (with the exceptions of the regions at 55°--80°N
outside the coldcollar).
We separate Venus into four latitudinal zones with approximate
latitude boundaries,where thedifferentIR-featureswere observed.
They are characterizedby differentcloud scale height,H, and
observed positionof upper boundary of clouds(opticalthicknessis
reached unit):h (I152) isforspectralregionwith maximal aerosol
absorptioncoefficient(1152 cm-t), and h (365) for the spectral
region with minimal aerosol absorptioncoefficient(365 cm-t).
They are
1.1<55 - rather homogeneous, low and mid latitudes, with H a =
3.5-4 km, and h (I 152) = 67-69 kin, and h (365) = 57-59 kin.
2.55 <l <75 -the most inhomogeneous latitudes as for aerosol,
and for temperature. Two types of areas are found here: (1) cold
collar, with H, < 1 kin, h (1152) = 60--62 kin, and h (365) =
58--60 kin, and (2) inhomogeneous areas outside cold collar with
H a > 4-5 kin, h (1152) = 70-72 kin, and h (365) = 56--60 kin.
3. 75 <1 <85 - the hot dipole. The temperature is only several
degrees higher in hot dipole than outside it near the upper boundary
of the clouds at the same levels in the atmosphere. The clouds are
situated lower and have larger scale height. For the hot dipole H a =
1-1.5 kin, h (1152) = 59-63 kin, and h (365) = 56-58 kin, and outside
it, H a < 1 kin, h (1152) = 63-64 km, and h (365) = 61-63 kin.
4. />85 - usually the clouds here have a very sharp upper
boundary, with H a < 0.5 km, h (1152) = 62--64 km, and h (365) =
62--64 kin.
References: [ 1] Moroz V. I. et al. (1986) Applied Optics, 25,
N10. [2] Oenel D. et al. (1987) Adv. Space Res., 5, 25. [3] Schafer
K. et al. (1987)Adv. SpaceRes., 7, 17. [4] Spankuch D. et ai. 0990)
Adv. Space Res., 10, 67. [5] Zasova L. V. and Moroz V. I. (1992)
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SO 2 IN THE MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE OF VENUS: IR MEA-
SUREMENTS FROM VENERA 15 AND COMPARISON TO
UV. L.V. Zasova 1, V. I. Moroz I, L. W. Esposito 2, and C. Y. Na 2,
1Space Research Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow
117810, Russia, 2Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics.
University of Colorado. Boulder CO. OSA.
Two sets of mcasurements of SO 2 bands in the Venus spectra are
presented and compared: IR spectra obtained on the USSR Venera
15 orbiter [1-3] and UV spectra from the American Pioneer Venus
orbiter and sounding rockets [4-6]. The 40-mbar level was chosen
as a reference level for comparison. The UV data are referred to this
level. There are three SO t bands in the infrared spectrum: at 519
cm -1, 1150 cm-4 and 1360 cm-L The levels of their formation in the
atmosphere may differ significantly, more than 10 kin. In principal,
it allows us to obtain the vertical profile of SO 2 from 58 to 72 kin,
in the best case. So the IR data are sensitive to the 40-mbar level
(maybe with exception of the cold collar). For low and mid latitudes,
both data give a mixing ratio, f, of several tens of ppb and SO z scale
height (H) of 1.5-2.5 km, which is in a good agreement with the
photochemically predicted values [7]. This confirms that the photo-
chemical processes dominate in the upper clouds at low and mid
latitudes. Both data show an increase of abundance to several
hundreds ofppb at high latitudes, but there are differences in scale-
height latitudinal behavior. Decreases to 1 km are seen according to
UV, but according to the IR the high latitudes of Venus are seen to
be s _'ongly inhomogeneous. Dynamic features with low position of
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clouds seeing in the IR, such as cold collar, hot dipole, and polar
cap, axe not observed in UV. The IR data show H = 3--5 km on the
average for high latitudes outside the cold collar, and the mixing
ratio varies from 100-200 ppb in hot dipole to 1000 ppb in
inhomogeneous regions with retrieved high diffuse clouds. We f'md
inside the cold collar f - 1-10 ppb and H - I kin. The comparison
of IR and UV data shows that the vertical prof'de of SO 2may be more
complex than our two-parametric model, and H decreases with
height at h > 69 kin. In this case the differences in H are explained
by viewing angle differences between the observations and the
differential opacity at UV and IR, Temporal variations may also
contribute.
Latitudinal averaged column density at 62 km (near observed
upper boundary of clouds at high latitudes) obtained from the IR is
about 10 t9 cm -2 at low latitudes and it increases to 1020 cm -2 at
high latitudes.
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OUTGASSING HISTORY OF VENUS AND THE ABSENCE
OF WATER ON VENUS. Youxue Zhang 1.2 arid Alan Zindler 1,
q_.amont-Doherty Geological Observatory and Deparmaent of Geo-
logical Sciences of Columbia University, Palisades NY 10964,
USA, 2Department o fGeological Sciences, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor MI 48109-1063, USA.
Similarities in the size and mean density of Earth and Venus
encourage the use of Earth-analogue models for the evolution of
Venus. However, the amount of water in the present Venus atmo-
sphere is miniscule compared to Earth's oceans [e.g., 1-3]. The
"missing" water is thus one of the most significant problems related
to the origin and evolution of Venus and has been discussed
extensively [e.g., 2-14]. Lewis [4] proposed that Venus accreted
with less water, but this has been challenged [10,13]. The high D/I-I
ratio in Venus' atmosphere is consistent with an earlier water mass
more than 100 times higher than at present conditions and is often
cited to support a"wet" Venus, but this amounts to only 0.01 to 0.1%
of the water in terrestrial oceans [5,12,15, and Table 1] and the high
D/I-I ratio on Venus could easily reflect cometary injection [14].
Nevertheless, many authors begin with the premise that Venus once
had an oceanlike water mass on its surface, and investigate the
many possible mechanisms that might account for its loss [e.g.,
2,6-12]. In this paper we propose that Venus degassed to a lower
degree than the Earth and never had an oceanlike surface water
mags.
Lower degree of outgassing for Venus and its consequences:
1.4°At in the atmosphere of Venus and Earth. 4°At in Venus'
atmosphere is ~ I/4 of that in Earth's atmosphere, when normalized
by planetary mass and ignoring 4OAr stored in Earth's continental
crust [2,16]. Since KAJ and Th/U ratios and K contents in venusian
crustal rocks are similar to those in terrestrial rocks [17,18], less
4OAr in Venus' atmosphere implies a lower degree of outgassing for
_Ar [16]. _°Ar in Earth's atmosphere represents 62% degassing of
the time-integrated 4OAr budget of DM (degassed mantle), but 4OAr
in Venus' atmosphere represents only 15% degassing of its DM, if
the relative masses of DM in Venus and Earth are similar.
2. Comparison of N 2, CO 2, and H20 on Earth and Venus.
Previous workers noted that the COz/N 2 ratio of surface reservoirs
on Venus and Earth are nearly identical when CO l stored in Earth's
continental crust is included [2,9]. However, such comparisons did
not take into account the effect of recycling CO2back to Earth's DM,
which may be a significant part of the Earth's CO2budget [19]. The
present venusian crust is hot (surface temperature 740 K) and the
formation of carbonates requires liquid water, at least on the Earth,
hence the venusian crust is probably a poor repository of volatiles.
Most of the outgassed volatiles from Venus' DM are, therefore,
likely to reside in the atmosphere. Hence, subduction on Venus, if
it occurs, should have little effect on surface CO l budget, analogous
to the case for N z on Ear_. In this context, the atmospheric
composition of Venus can be used to estimate total outgassing from
the interior.
Table 1 compares the volatile inventory of Earth, which is
corrected for recycling, with that of Venus. Although the atmo-
sphere of Venus has twice as much N 2 as the AC* of Earth, it has only
about half as much CO 2, and orders of magnitude less water. This
sequence is the inverse of the solubilities of these volatile compo-
nents in basaltic melts (Table 1). In the context of a solubility-
controlled degassing model, the relative difference in N l, CO l, and
HlO on Earth and Venus can perhaps be explained by a lower
degree of outgassing of Venus compared to Earth.
For solubility-controlled equilibrium outgassing we can write
the following equation [20]
_ 0 co v
ciM+RT m -ciM0, =_ -2L=l+'g'ci KiRTmM
'L1-Fj )
where _and c i are the initial and final concentrations of gas species
i in the magm a, M0 and M axe the intial and final mass of the magma
TABLE l. Comparison of volatile inventory of Earth and Venus.
H20 CO 2 N2
Solubility (in tool g-I bar-l) l.g x 10 -6 1.8 x 10''g -3.6 x 10-9
AC*of (mmoles) 8×I022 (Z 9)×I0 (2.O*0.2)x
Arm of Venus (in moles) 1016 to 10 l_ (I .1+0.I) x 1022 (4.3:1:0.5) x 1020
Solubility data are those in basaltic magma at 1 kbarpartial vapor pressure and 1200"C. Source
of data: water [21]; COz [22,23]; and N2 [24], atm of Venus [1-31. AC* (arm + crust) plus a
correction for recycling (recycling of water is ignored since the comparison is not affected by
augmenting water on Earth's surface).
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(M=M0), Piisthepartialpressureand Vg isthe totalvolume of the
gas phase,R is the universalgas constant and T m is the magma
temnperature,K i= c]Piwhere K iisthesolubilityof iinthemelt,and
Fi(=l-cJc°i)isthe degreeof degassing.
Ifwe assume thattheoutgassingof Venus canbe approximately
describedby thisequilibriumdegassingformulationas isthecase
forEarth [20],then we can estimate thedegree of outgassingfor
differentvolatilecomponents inVenus by reproducing thepresent
atmosphericCO_N 2ratiofrom the initialratio,assumed tobe the
same asthe initialratioof theEa_nh.We notethattheH20/N _ratio
cannot be reproduced exactlydue to lossof water from Venus'
atmosphere.Uncertaintiesinthe initialCO_Nzratio forEarth and
thepresentCO_N zratioinVenus' atmosphere (andinthedegassing
species),combine to permit largeranges inthe degrees ofoutgas-
singforeach of the components. All possiblesolutions,however,
suggest verylow degrees of degassing forwater (lessthan 1%), if
H20 isthe major degassing speciesforwater.A "best"solutionis
shown in Table 2 with 0.2% outgassingfor H20 from the DM of
Vcnus. (The totalamount of #'OArin Venus' atmosphere also
provides,in principle,a constrainton thedegree of degassing,but
itisdiff'icuhtoutilizetheconstraintinaquantitativeway due tothe
conufibutionofcontinentaldcgassingto40ArinVenus' atmosphere
[16] and the factthatthe degree of dcgassing for 4oAr is not
equivalentto thatfor36At.)
The fractionationeffectson volatile-clementratiosduringout-
gassing can bc likened to thaton incompatible and compatible
elements during thepartialmeltingprocess,although wc hastento
emphasize thatsuch acomparison shouldnot be takentoimply that
inferredlow degrees of dcgassingforVenus arcequivalentto,or a
rcsuh of, lower degrees of melting. At low dcgrccs of partial
inching,largeproportionsof incompatibleclemcnts (such as K),
and onlyvery smallproportionsof thecompatibleelements(suchas
Ni),partitioninto the melt. At high degrees of melting, large
proportions of both compatible and incompatible elements go into
the melt. Similar effects arc produced during different degrees of
degassing. The degree of outgassing for Earth is very high, so that
even waterhas been outgassedto-50%. The degree of outgassing
forVenus islow,hence onlyincompatiblevolatilcshave outgasscd
significantly,whileHzO, averycompatiblevolatileinsilicatemcIIs
(I00 timesmore solublethanCO 2mad-500 timesmore solublethan
N 2 [21-24]),remains predominantly withinthe mantle.
To illustratehe implicationof thesolubility-controlledoutgas-
singmodel forVenus, we firstassume thatVenus accretedthesame
amount of water as theEarth althoughlower or higheramounts of
initialwater arepossibleand consistentwith themodel. Taking the
"best"solutionshown inTable 2,only.--0.2%of thiswaterhas been
outgasscd from the Venus' mantle to itsatmosphere. The total
amount of outgasscdwater is-3 × I0_ toolor -0.4% of thewater
mass now presentinterrestrialoceans,enough to generate13 m of
wateron thesurfaceofVenus ifitwere allpresentatthesame time.
This estimateissimilarto an independentestimateof 8 m of water
[15].There isnow 10_6to 1017toolof water inVenus' a_nosphere,
which requiresa time-integratedescaping rateof 7 × 10I°tool/yr,
-30 times the presentlossrate[7,14].Such lossesarc capable of
generating a 100-fold enrichment in the D/I-[ratioover Venus'
history[5].The importantpointisthatVenus neverhad much watcr
atitssurface,and theabsence of aglobe-encirclingocean on Venus
must have had profound effectson itsgeologicalevolution,making
itvery differentfrom thatof Earth.
Discussion: Itisdifficulto explainwhy Venus outgassedto
a lower degree thantheEarth.One possibilityisthatalower degree
ofdcgassingreflectsthe lackof platetectonicson Venus [16].Itis
TABLE 2. Catcuaheddegreeofoutgassing fromDM
ofEarth(correctedforrecycling)andVenus.
H20 CO2 N2
Earth 0.45 0.98 0.997
Venus 0.002 0.I5 0.50
oftensuggestedthatpresentheatlosseson Venus aremostly viahot
spots[e.g.,25,26],as opposed to spreadingridges.The degree of
melting athot spots may be higheron average thanthatatnormal
ocean ridges, at least for the Earth [27]. The elevated surface
temperatures on Venus, if it is more than a very recent phenomenon,
alsoservestoelevatethe gcotherm and hence increasethedegrees
of melting.Ifso,the average degree of meltingon Venus may be
higherthanon Earth,leadingtolower volatileconcentrationsinthe
undegassed magma. If the ratesof magma production or heat
dissipationon Venus and the Earth are the same, thelower initial
concentrationof volatilcsresultsina decreasedlevelof dcgassing
on average because acolumn of magmas must ascend closerto the
surfacebefore itreaches saturationand begins to degas.
The slow outgassingisprobably a positive-feedbackproccss.If
the initialoutgassingis slow, very littlewater isoutgassed.The
depositionof carbonates r_quircs water as a medium, so CO 2
quicklyaccumulates in the atmosphere. The surfacetemperature
thenrisesduc to the grccnhousc cffcct,which then impedes sub-
ductionby increasingthebuoyancy of thelithosphere[25,26,28-30].
This resultsin even slower outgassing,and hence higher surface
temperatures.
Insummary, therearctwo major linesofcvidcncctosupportour
contentionthatVenus outgasscd to a lower dcgrcc than did the
Earth.(I) Thcrc is Icss_°Ar in Venus' atmosphere than in the
terrestrialtmosphere.This impliesthatthetime-integratedegree
of dcgassing for Venus is lower than thatfor Earth.(2) When
recyclingeffectsare corzccted for,the major volafilcsof both
planetsshow a relationshipbctwccn solubilityand mass on the
surface.This relationshipis consistentwith outgassing on both
planetsbeing controlledby melt-vaporpartitioning,provided that
Venus outgasscdtoa lower degree.In the contextof thisscenario,
theabsence ofwateron Venus' surfaceisjustthemost conspicuous
expressionof a lowerdcgrcc of outgassingthanEarth.Wc notethat
our model can bc testedin the futureforothervolatilecomponents
that have solubilities between those of CO z and water, or higher than
that of water. Venus probably never had much water on its surface,
even if Venus and Earth accreted the same amount of water.
Therefore, there is no compelling need to explain the loss of massive
water quantities from Venus' atmosphere.
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